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Foreword

Drilling and weil completion engineers are confronted with increasingly complex weIl
design in order to achieve the high productivity goals that are assigned to each weIl.

New technologies are now available, while equipmeot is constantly improving, and
thefe is growing understanding of the complex phenomena that are involved. Furthermore,
the weil path has changed, with horizontal, multilateral and extended reach wells now com
mon.

These changes have brought about a significant evolution in drilling, cementing and
completion techniques. In addition, it has become increasingly common fer reservoir, drill
ing and completion engineers to work together as a team. This book was written for all
engineers who are involved in weIl productivity, in order to provide accurate infonnation
and an overview of the various phenomena and techniques required for weil design.

The following topics ar,e discussed:

Weil technology: casing and tubings, packers, coiled tubings.

Weil productivity evaluation and contral: pressure loss calculations versus :fluid rheol
ogy, preventing formation damage, remedial clean-up and sand control.

Stimulation: hydraulic fracturing and matrix acidizing.

Horizontal and multilateral weHs: classification. pressure drops and flow patterns.

Production improvement: water control, heavy oil, artificiallift, scale treatment.

For each topic, information is provided on: the basic parameters and physicallaws used
in well design.and productivity control; current equipment and industrial practices, includ
ing new, recently-designed technologies; and the fonnulae used in well design and com
pietion.

Jacqueline Lecourtier
Director, Drilling and Production R&D
Institut Fran9ais du Petrote
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Preface

Weil production techniques have considerably progressed in recent years. Therefore,
we thought that a new handbook on the subject might weil prove valuable to the practicing
engineer.

This work is des'igned to give a complete, comprehensive overview of field develop
ment and weIl production, providing a wealth of practical information. It is intended as a
reference guide for petroleum engineers and oilfield operators, yet also provides
readily-available solutions to peaetieal problems. The user will find the guidelines, reCOffi

mendations, fOffilulas and charts currently in use, as it covers most of the eases encountered
in the field. Even when a problem has been contracted out to a service company, reference
to this handbook will help the oilfield manager to better monitor outsourced work and eUf
rent operations.

The information used i,n this book to choose a solution to a given problem in oilfield
development is based on a wide variety of petroleum industry documents and reviews, and
on the many papers presented at SPE and other international conferences. Numerous ref
erences, both at the end of each chapter and in the captions to figures and tables, will enable
the interested reader to study a specific topic in greater detail.

Many examples are given throughout to facilitate the use of the formulas. Also, mea
surements are frequently expressed in both metric and U.S. units. The symbols used for
these units conform to the recommendations of the SPE Board of Directors.

This publication will therefore serve both as a guide and as a handbook, in which the
operator will find answers to his questions, along with quick and easy solutions to most of
the prohlems that OCcur in field development.

Henri Cholet
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General Data

Al SI UNITS SYSTEM

The International System of Units is customarily termed the SI Units system.
Conversion by the United States petroleum industry to the SI system is proceeding

slowly.

The SI base quantities and units are set forth in Table A1.1.
Table Al.2 lists some of the more common derived units.
Table AI.3 lists the prefixes used with the SI system to indicate multiplication by factors ranging from 1018 to 10-18

Table A 1.4 lists some of the SI units and conversion factors that are frequently used by
engineers and operators in many companies.

Table Al.1 SI base quantities [1, 2].
(Source: SPE, The SI Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

SPE letter symbol
Base quantity 51 unit 51 unit symbol for mathematical

equations

Length meter m L
Mass kilogram kg m
Time second s t
Electric current ampere A I
Thermodynamic temperature kelvin K T
Amount of substance mole mol n
Luminous intensity candela cd

3
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• General Data

Table Al.2 Some common derived 51 units [1, 2].
(Source: SPE, The 51 Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

A

Quantity Unit SI unit symbol Formula

Acceleration meter per second squared m/s2

Angular acceleration radian per second squared rad/52

Angular velocity radian per second rad/s

Area square meter m'

Celsius temperature degree Celsius 'c K

Density kilogram per cubic meter kg/m3

Electric capacitance farad F AsN(=CNj

Electric charge coulomb C As

Electrical conductance siemens S AN
Electric inductance henry H V·slA

Electric potential volt V W/A

Electric resistance ohm Q VIA

Energy joule J N·m

Entropy joule par kelvin J/K

Force newton N kg·m/s'

Frequency hertz Hz lis

Power watt W J/s

Pressure pascal Pa N/m2

Quantity of electricity coulomb C A·s

Quantity of heat joule J N·m

Specific heat joule per kilogram kelvin J/(kg'K)

Stress pascal Pa N/m2

Thermal conductivity watt per meter kelvin W/(m'K)

Velocity meter per second m/s

Viscosity, dynamic pascal second Pa·s

Viscosity, kinematic square meter per second m2/s

Volume cubic meter m3

Work joule J N·m

.

4
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A General Data

I
Table A1.3 SI unit prefixes [I, 2].

(Source: SPE, The SI Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

Multiplication factor 51 prefix 51 prefix symbol

1 000 000 000 000 000 000 = 1018 exa E

1 000 000 000 000 000 = 1015 peta P

1 000 000 000 000 '" 10
12 tara T

1 000 000 000 = 108 glga G
1 000 000 = 10" mega M

1000 = 103 kilo k

100 = 102 hecto h

10 =10 deca da

0.1 = 10-1 dec! d
0.Q1 = 10-3 centi c

0.001 =10-3 milli m

0.000 001 =10-6 micro ~

0.000 000 001 =10'" nano n

0.000000000 001 = 10-12 pica p

0.000000 000 000 001 = 10-15 femto f

0.000 000 000 000 000 001 = 10-18 atta a

5



• General Data

Table A1.4 Recommended 51 units [1, 2].
(Source: SPE, The 51 Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

A

Metric unit Conversion factor*

Quantity and SI unit Customary unit SPE Other
Multiply customary

unit by factor
preferred allowable to get metric unit

Space

Length m mile km 1,609344' E + 00

ft m 3,048" E-01
em 3,048' E + 01

in. mm 2,54" E + 01
em 2,54" E + 00

Area m' sqmile km' 2,589988 E + 00

acre m' 4,046856 E + 03
ha 4046856 E-01

ha m' 1,0" E + 04

sq ft m' 9.290304" E -02
em' 9.290304' E + 02

sq In. mm' 6.451 6" E + 02
em' 6.451 6" E + 00

Volume, capacity m3 acre-ft m3 1.233489 E + 03
ha·m 1,233489 E -01

bbl (42 u.s, 9al) m3 1,589873 E -01

eu ft m3 2,831 685 E -02
dm3 Lore 2,831 685 E + 01

U.S. gal m3 3,785412 E -03
dm3 Lore 3,785412 E + 00

liter dm3 Lor e 1,0" E + 00

An astensk Indicates that the converSion factor is exact using the numbers shown;
all subsequent numbers are zeros.

6
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A General Data

Table A1.4 (cont'd) Recommended SI units [l, 2].
(Source: SPE, The 51 Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

Metric unit Conversion factor'

Quantity and $1 unit Customary unit SPE Other
Multiply customary

unit by factor
preferred allowable to get metric unit

Mass, amount of substance

I

Mass kg U.S. ton (short ton) Mg t 9.071 847 E- 01

U.S. cwl kg 4.535 924 E + 01

Ibm kg 4.535924 E-01

Calorific value, heat, entropy, heat capacity

Calorific value JIK9 Btu/Ibm MJlkg 2.326 E-03
(mass basis) KJlkg Jig 2.326 E +00

{kWh)lkg 6.461 112 E-04

cal/g kJlkg Jig 4.184' E + 00

eal/lbm Jlkg 9.224141 E + 00

Calorific value J/mol Btu/Ibm mol MJ/kmol 2.326 E-03
(mole basis) kJ/kmol 2.326 E + 00

Calorific value J/m3 caJ/mL kJ/m3 J/dm3 4.184- E + 03
(volume

kcal/m3 kJ/m3 J/dm3 4.184' E + 00basis·gases)
Btulft3 kJ/m3 J/dm3 3.725895 E + 01

(kWh)lm3 1.034971 E- 02

Specific entropy Jlkg·K Btul(lbm·'R) kJI{kg'K) JI(g·K) 4.1868- E + 00

csJl{g·°K) kJI(kg'K) JI(g'K) 4.184- E + 00

kcall{kg"C) kJI{kg'K) JI(g-K) 4.184- E +00

Specific heat Jlkg·K kW·hrl(kg·°C) kJI(kg'K) JI(g'K) 3.6- E + 03
capacity

Btul(lbm·'F) kJI(kg·K) JI{g'K) 4.1868- E + 00
(mass basis)

kcall{kg·'C) kJI{kg·K) JI(g'K) 4.184' E +00

Molar heat J/mol·K Btu/(Ibm mol'°F} kJI(kmol·K) 4.1868' E + 00 •
capacity

call(g mol·'C) kJI(kmol·K) 4.184' E + 00

Temperature, pressure

Temperature K OR K 519
(absolute) OK K 10- E + 00

Temperature K 'F °C {OF - 32)11.8
(traditional)

'C °C 1.0° E + 00
--
~)re6sure Pa atm (760 mm Hg MPa 1.0'325' E-01

at DoC or kPa 1.01325' E + 02
14.696Ibf"n.') bar 1.01325- E + 00

An astensk Indicates that the conversion factor IS exact uSing the numbers shown;
all subsequent numbers are zerOs.

7
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.. General Data A

Table A1.4 (cont'd) Recommended 51 units [1,2].
(Source: SPE, The 51 Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

Metric unit Conversion factor"

Quantity and 51 unit customary unit SPE Other
Multiply customary

unit by factor
preferred allowable to get metric unit

Pressure Pa bar MPa 1.0' E-01
kPa 1.0' E + 02

bar 1.0' E + 00

Ibf.in,2(psi) MPa 6.894757 E-03
kPa 6.894757 E + 00

bar 6.894757 E-02

mm Hg (O'C) kPa 1.333224 E -01
= torr

dyne/cm2 Pa 1.0' E -01

Density, specific volume. concentration

(10 be continued)

An asterisk Indicates that the conversion factor IS exact uSing the numbers shown;
all subsequent numbers are zeros.

Density (gases) kg/m3 Ibm/ft3 kg/m3 1.601 846 E + 01

91m3 1.601 846 E + 04

Dens'lty (liquids) kg/m3 Ibm/U.S. gal kg/m3 1.198264 E + 02

9/cm3 1.198264 E-01

Ibm/ft3 kg/m3 1.601 846 E + 01

9/cm3 1.601 846 E -02

9/cm3 kg/m3 1.0' E + 03
kg/dm3 1.0' E + 00

'API 9/cm3 141.5/(131.5 + 'API)

Density (solids) kg/m3 Ibm/ft3 kg/m3 1.601 846 E + 01

Specific volume m3/kg ft3/1bm m3/kg 6.242796 E-02
(gases) m3/g 6.242796 E-05

Specific volume m3/kg ft3/1bm dm3/kg 6.242796 E + 01
(liquids)

U.S. gal/Ibm dm3/kg cm3/g 8.345404 E + 00

Specific volume m3/mol LJ'd mol m3/kmol 1.0' E + 00
(mole basis) ft3/lbm mol" ;n0/kmol 6.242796 E-02

Concentration kg/m3 Ibm/bbl kg/m3 g/dm3 2.853010 E + 00
(mass/volume)

g/U.S. gal kg/m3 2.641 720 E-01

Concentration m3/m3 bbllacre·ft m3/m3 1.288923 E-04
(volume/volume) m3/ha·m 1.288923 E + 00

Concentration mol/m3 Ibm mol/ft3 kmol/m3 1.601 846 E + 01
(mole/volume)

std ft3 (60'F, kmol/m3 7.51818 E-03
1 atm)/bbl

-.
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A General Data

Table A1.4 (cont'd) Recommended $1 units [I, 2].
(Source: SPE, The 51 Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

Metric unit Conversion factor'
Quantity and 51 unit Customary unit SPE Other

Multiply customary
unit by factor

preferred allowable to get metric unit
Flow rate

I

Flow rate rn3/s bbl/O m3/d 1.589873 E-01(volume basis)
Us or Us 1.840131 E-03

ft3/0 m3/d 2.831 685 E- 02
Us or I/s 3.277 413 E-04

U.S. gal/min dm3/s Us or lis 6.309020 E-02
Flow ratel m3/g·Pa bbl/IO-psi) m3/(d·kPa) 2.305916 E-02pressure drop

(productivity Index)

Energy, work. power
Energy, work J therm MJ 1.055056 E +02

kJ 1.055056 E + 05
kWh 2.930711 E + 01

hp-hr MJ 2.684520 E +00
kJ 2.684520 E + 03

kWh 7.456999 E-01
kW·hr MJ 3.5' E + 00

kJ 3.6' E + 03
Btu kJ 1.055056 E + 00

kWh 2.930711 E-04
cal kJ 4.184' E-03
er9 J 1.0' E-07

Power W million Btu/hr MW 2.930711 E- 01
kW kW 1.0' E + 00
hp (550 ft-Ibt/s) kW 7.456999 E -01
Btu/hr W 2.930711 E-Ol----Mechanics

Velocity (linear), m/s milelhr km/h 1.609344' E + 00speed
ftls mls 3.048' E- 01

Force N Ibt N 4.448222 E + 00
pdl mN 1.382550 E + 02
dyne mN 1.0' E-02

Stress Pa Ibf/in.2 (psi) MPa N/mm2 6.894757 E-03
dyne/cm2 Pa 1.0' E-01

b

An asterisk 'InOlcates that the conversion factor is exact uSing the numbers shown;
all subsequent numbers are zeros,

9
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General Data

Table A1.4 (collt'd) Recommended SI units [I, 2].
(Source: SPE, The SI Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

A

Metric unit Conversion factor'

Quantity and 51 unit Customary unit SPE Other
Multiply customary

unit by factor
preferred allowable to get metric unit

Yield point, gel Ibf/l00 ft2 Pa 4.788026 E- 01
strength
(drilling fluid)

Coefficient of m/(m-K) in.l(in.-"F) mm/(mm.K) 5.555556 E -01
thermal expansion

Transport properties

Diffusivity m2/s ft2/s mm2/s 9.290304· E + 04

cm2/s mm2/s 1.0· E + 02

Thermal resistance (k'm')JW (OC-m2'hr)lkcal (K'm2)/kW 8.604208 E + 02

("F-ft2'hr)/Btu (K·m2)IkW 1.761 102 E + 02

Heat flux W/m2 Btu/(hr-ft2) kW/m2 3.154591 E -03

Thermal W/(m'K) (cal/s-cm2-°C)/cm W/(m'K) 4.184' E + 02
conductivity

Btu/(hr-ft2-"FIft) W/(m'K) 1.730735 E + 00
kJ·ml 6.230646 E + 00
(h'm2'K)

Heat transfer W/(m"K) calJ(s-cm2•0 C) kW/(m2·K) 4.184· E + 01
coefficient Btu/(s-ft2-"F) kW/(m2'K) 2.044175 E + 01

Surface tension N/m dyneicm mN/m 1.0· E + 00

Viscosity Pa·s (dyne-s)/cm2 Pa-s (N's)/m2 1.0· E- 01
(dynamic)

cp Pa·s (N's)/m2 1.0· E-03

Ibm/(ft'hr) Pa·s (N·s)/m2 4.133789 E- 04

Viscosity m2/s cm2/s mm2/s 1.0· E + 02
(kinematic)

ft2/hr mm2/s 2.58064· E+01

cSt mm2/s 1.0· E + 00

Permeability m' darcy (d) '. ~m2 9.869233 E-Ol

millidarcy (md) ~m2 9.869233 E-04
10-3l!m2 9.869233 E-Ol

Miscellaneous

Capillary pressure Pa ft (fluid) m(fluid) 3.048" E-01

Compressibility of Pa-1 psi-1 Pa-1 1.450377 E-04
reservoir fluid kPa-1 1.450377 E-Ol

Ga~-(lil ratio m3/m3 scf/bbl "standard" 1.801 175 E- 01
m3/m3

An asterisk indicates that the conversion factor is exact using the numbers shown;
all subsequent numbers are zeros.

10
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A General Data

I
Table A1.4 (cont'd) Recommended 51 units [1, 2].

(Source: SPE, The SI Metric System of Units and SPE Metric Standard)

An astensk Indicates that the converSion factor IS exact uSing the numbers shown;
all subsequent numbers are zeros.

Metric unit Conversion factor"

Quantity and 51 unit Customary unit SPE Other
Multiply customary

unit by factor
preferred allowable to get metric unit

Gas rate m3/s sefiD "standard" 2.863640 E-02
m3/d

Head m ft m 3.048· E -01
(fluid mechanics) em 3.048" E + 01

Heat W Btu/hr kW 2.930 711 E-04
exchange rate kJ/h 1.055 056 E + 00

Mobility m2/Pa'$ d/cp )..Lm2/mPa·$ 9.869 233 E-01
11fT12fPa·s 9.869 233 E + 02

Oil rate m3/s bbl/D m3/d 1.589 873 E-01
short ton/yr Mgla tla 9.071 847 E-01

Particle size m micron ~m 1.0·

Permeability~ m3 md-ft md·m Ilm2·m 3.008 142 E-04
thickness

Pressure buildup Pa psi kPa 6.894 757 E + 00
per cycle

Productivity index m3/Pa·$ bbl/(psi-D) m3/kPa,d) 2.305 916 E -02

Pumping rate m3/s U.S. gal/min m3/h 2.271 247 E-01
Us or tis 6.309 020 E-02

Revolutions rad/s rpm rad/s 1.047 198 E-01
per minute rad/m 6.283 185 E + 00

Recovery/unit m3/m3 bbV(aere-ft) rriJ/rriJ 1.288 931 E-04
volume (oil) m3/ha'm 1.288 931 E + 00

Reservoir m2 sq mile km2 2,589 998 E + 00
area acre ha 4,046 856 E-01

Reservoir m3 acre-ft m3 1.233 482 E + 03
volume ha·m 1.233 482 E -01

Specific m3/Pa·s·m bbl/(D-psi-ft) m31 7.565 351 E-02
productivity index (kPa'd·m)

Surface or interfacial N/m dyne/cm mN/m 1.0* E + 00
tension in reservoir
capillaries

Torque N·m Ibf-ft N·m 1.355 818 E + 00.

11
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A2 TEMPERATURE CONVERSION TABLE

Table A2 Temperature conversion table [3].

(tOF:::~(t"C+32) tOC=~(t"F-32))

Example; The central figures refer to the temperatures either in degrees Celsius or degrees Fahrenheit which
require conversion.The corresponding temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit or degrees Celsius will be found to
the right or left respectively. I 6~~7 I 44 I 11°~.2 I

44° Fahrenheit ~ 6.6r Celsius
44° Celsius ~ 111.2° Fahrenheit

I

~

'"

°C of °C of °C of °C of °C of

-56.7 -70 -94.0 -11.1.0 12 53.6 11.1 52 125.6 33.3 92 197.6 216 420 788
-53,9 -65 -85.0 -10.00 14 57.2 12.2 54 129.2 34.4 94 201.2 227 440 82.
- 51.2 -60 -76.0 -8.89 16 60.8 13.3 56 132.8 35.6 96 204.8 238 460 860
- 48.4 -55 -67.0 -7.78 18 64.4 14.4 58 136.4 38.7 98 208.4 249 480 896
-45.6 -50 -58.0 -6.67 20 68.8 15.6 60 140.0 37.8 100 212.0 260 500 932
-42.8 -45 -49.0 -5.55 22 71.6 16.7 62 143.6 48.9 120 248.0 271 520 968
-40.0 -40 -40.0 -4.44 24 75.2 17.8 64 147.2 60.0 140 284.0 282 540 1004
-37.2 -35 -31.0 -3.33 26 78.8 18.9 66 150.8 71.1 160 320.0 293 560 1 040
-34.4 -30 -22.0 -2.22 28 82.4 20.0 68 154.4 82.2 180 356.0 304 580 1076
- 31.7 -25 -13.0 -1.11 30 86.0 21.1 70 158.0 93.3 200 392.0 316 600 1 112
-28.9 -20 -4.0 0.00 32 89.6 22.2 72 161.6 104.4 220 428.0 327 620 1148
-26.1 -15 5.0 1. 11 34 93.2 23.3 74 165.2 115.6 240 464.0 328 640 1 184
-23.3 -10 14.0 2.22 36 96.8 24.4 76 168.8 126.7 260 500.0 349 660 1220
-20.6 -5 23.0 3.33 38 100.4 25.6 78 172.4 137.8 280 536.0 360 680 1256
-17.8 0 32.0 4.44 40 104.0 26.7 80 176.0 148.9 300 572.0 371 700 1292
-16.7 2 35.6 5.55 42 107.6 27.8 82 179.6 160.0 320 608.0 382 720 1328
-15.6 • 39.2 6.67 44 111.2 28.9 64 183.2 171.0 340 644.0 393 740 1364
-14.4 6 42.8 7.78 46 114.8 30.0 86 186.8 182.0 360 680.0 404 760 1400
-13.3 8 46.4 8.89 48 118.4 31.1 88 190.4 193.0 3SO 716.0 416 780 1436
-12.2 10 50.0 10.00 50 122.0 32.2 90 194.0 204.0 400 752.0 427 800 1472

Interpolation table

°C 0.56 1.11 1.67 2.22 2.78 3.33 3.89 4.44 5 5.56 6.11 6.67 7.22 7.78 8.33 8.89 9.44 10 10.56 11.11

1 2 3 • 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

OF 1.8 3.6 5.4 7.2 9 10.8 12.6 14.4 16.2 18 19.8 21.6 23.4 25.2 27 28.8 30.6 32.4 34.2 36

~
~
\?
"'
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A3 CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND DEGREES API

Table A3 Correspondence specific gravity/degrees API [3]
(at 15.56°C in relation to water at 15.56°C and 760 mmHg).

Specific Degrees Specific Degrees Specific Degrees Specific Deg.... Specific Degrees Specific Degrees Specific Degrees Specific Degrees Specific Degreesgravity API gravity API gravity API gravity API gravity API gravity API gravity API gravity API gravity API0.600 104.3 0.650 86.2 0.700 70.6 0.750 57.2 0.800 45A 0.650 35.0 0900 25.7 0.950 17.4 1.000 10.00.602 103.5 0.652 85.5 0,702 70.1 0.752 56.7 0.802 44.9 0.852 34.6 0.902 25.4 0.952 17.1 1.002 9.70.604 102.8 0.654 84.9 0.704 69.5 0.754 56.2 0.804 44,5 0.854 34.2 0.904 25.0 0.954 16.8 1.004 9A0.606 102.0 0.656 84.2 0.706 68.9 0.756 55.7 0.806 44.1 0.856 33.8 0.906 24.7 0.956 16.5 1.006 9.20.608 101.2 0.858 83.5 0.708 68A 0.758 55.2 0.808 43.6 0.858 33A 0.908 24.3 0.958 16,2 1.008 8.90.610 100.5 0.660 82.9 0.710 67.8 0.760 54.7 0.810 43.2 0.860 33.0 0.910 24.0 0.960 15.9 1.010 8.60.612 99.7 0.662 82.2 0.712 67.2 0.762 54.2 0.812 42.8 0.862 32.7 0.912 23.7 0.962 15.6 1.012 8.30.614 99.0 0.664 81.6 0.714 66.7 0.764 53.7 0.814 42.3 0.664 32.3 0.914 23.3 0.964 15.3 1.014 8.00.616 98.2 0.686 81.0 0.716 66.1 0.766 53.2 0.816 41.9 0.866 31.9 0.916 23.0 0.966 15.0 1.016 7.80.618 97.5 0.668 80.3 0.718 656 0.768 52.7 0.818 41.5 0.868 31.5 0.918 22.6 0.968 14.7 1.018 7.50.620 96.7 0.670 79.7 0.720 65.0 0.770 52.3 0.820 41.1 0.870 31.1 0.920 22.3 0.970 14.4 1.020 7.20.622 96.0 0.672 79.1 0.722 64.5 0.772 51.8 0.822 40.6 0.872 30.8 0.922 22.0 0.972 14.1 1.022 700.624 95.3 0.674 78.4 0.724 63.9 0.774 51.3 0.824 40.2 0.874 30.4 0.924 21.6 0.974 13.8 1.024 670.626 94.5 0.676 77.8 0.726 634 0.776 50.8 0.826 39.8 0.876 30.0 0.926 21.3 0.976 13.5 1.026 6A0.628 93.8 0.678 77.2 0.728 62.9 0.778 50A 0.828 39A 0.878 29.7 0.928 21.0 0.978 13.2 1.028 6.10.630 93.. 1 0.680 76.6 0.730 62.3 0.780 49.9 0.830 39.0 0.880 29.3 0.930 20.7 0980 12.9 1030 5.90.632 92.4 0.682 76.0 0.732 61.8 0.782 49.4 0.832 38.6 0.882 28.9 0.932 20.3 0.982 12.6 1.032 560.634 91.7 0.684 75.4 0.734 61.3 0.784 49.0 0.834 38.2 0.664 28.6 0.934 20.0 0.984 12.3 1.034 5.30.636 91.0 0.686 74.8 0.736 60.8 0.786 48.5 0.836 37.8 0.886 28.2 0.936 19.7 0.986 12.0 1.036 5.10.638 90.3 0.886 74.2 0.738 60.2 0.788 48.1 0.838 37.4 0.888 27.8 0.938 19.4 0.988 11.7 1.038 4.80.640 89.6 0.690 73.6 0.74C'" 59.7 0.790 47.6 0.840 37.0 0.890 27.5 0.940 19.0 0.990 11.4 1.040 4.60.642 68.9 0.692 73.0 0.742 59.2 ,0.792 47.2 0.842 36.6 0.892 27.1 0.942 18.7 0.992 11.1 1.042 4.30.644 68.2 0.694 72.4 0.744 58.7 0.794 46.7 0.844 36.2 0.894 26.8 0.944 18.4 0.994 10.9 1.044 4.00.646 87.5 0.696 71.8 0.746 58.2 0.796 46.3 0.846 35.8 0.896 26.4 0.946 18.1 0.996 10.6 1.046 3.80.648 86.9 0.698 71.2 0.748 57.7 0.798 45.8 0.348 35.4 0.898 26.1 0.948 17.8 0.998 10.3 1.048 35

»

~
<1l
iiJ

~
iiI

·-1

Degrees API := 141.5_ 1315d .

d(15.56°C):= Specific gravity (60°F)

Specific gravity Correction for 1°C

0.600 to 0.700 0.0009
0.700 to 0.800 0.0008
0.800 to 0.840 0.00075
0.840 to 0.880 0.0007
0.880 to 0.920 0.00065
0.920 to 1.000 00008

Approximate temperature correction
to obtain temperatures at 15°C

-addjf t> 15°C
- subtract jf t < 15°C

- ~j



A4 KINEMATIC VISCOSITY CONVERSION

Table A4a Kinematic viscosity conversion [4].

I

~

~

Saybort seconds to: Redwood seconds to: Saybolt seconds to: Redwood seconds to:

cSt
Engler

100°F 130°F 210°F 70°F 140°F 200°F cSt
Engler

100°F 210°F 70°Fdegrees degrees 130°F 140°F 200°F

(37.8°C) (54.4°C) ('la.9°C) (21.1°C) (60°C) (93.3°C) (37.8°C) (54.4°C) (OO.9°C) (21.1°C) (60°C) (93.3°C)

2 1.140 32.60 32.65 32.83 30.20 30.95 31.20 27 3.695 127.7 127.9 128.6 111.9 112.5 114.0

3 1.224 36.00 36.07 36.25 32.70 33.45 33.70 28 3.820 132.1 132.4 133.0 115.8 116.5 118.0

4 1.308 39.10 39.17 39.37 35.30 35.95 36.30 29 3.945 136.5 136.8 137.5 119.7 120.4 122.0
5 1.400 42.30 42.38 42.60 37.90 38.45 38.90 30 4.070 140.9 141.2 141.9 123.7 124.4 126.0
6 1.481 45.50 45.59 45.82 40.50 41.05 41.50 31 4.195 145.3 145.6 146.3 127.5 128.3 130.1
7 1.563 48.70 48.79 49.04 43.20 43.70 44.15 32 4.320 149.7 150.0 150.8 131.5 132.3 134.1

8 1.653 52.00 52.10 52.36 46.00 46.35 46.90 33 4.445 154.2 154.5 155.3 135.1 136.3 138.1

9 1.746 55.40 55.51 55.79 48.85 49.10 49.63 34 4.570 158.7 159.0 159.8 139.3 140.2 142.2

10 1.837 58.80 58.91 59.21 51.70 52.00 52.55 35 4.695 163.2 163.5 164.3 143.3 144.2 146.2

11 1.928 62.30 62.42 62.74 54.75 55.00 55.60 36 4.825 167.7 168.0 168.9 147.2 148.2 150.3

12 2.020 65.90 66.03 66.36 57.90 58.10 58.75 37 4.955 172.2 172.5 173.4 151.2 152.2 154.2

13 2.120 69.80 69.73 70.09 61.05 61.30 61.95 38 5.050 176.7 177.0 177.9 155.2 156.2 158.3

14 2.219 73.40 73.54 73.91 64.35 64.55 65.25 39 5.205 181.2 181.5 182.5 159.2 160.3 162.5

15 2.323 77.20 77.35 77.74 67.70 67.95 68.75 40 5.335 185.7 186.0 187.0 163.2 164.3 166.7
16 2.434 81.10 81.25 81.67 71.15 71.40 72.20 41 5.465 190.2 190.6 191.5 167.2 168.3 170.8
17 2.540 85.10 85.26 85.70 74.65 74.85 75.75 42 5.590 194.7 195.1 196.1 171.2 172.3 175.0
18 2.644 89.20 89.37 89.82 78.10 78.45 79.35 43 5.720 199.2 199.6 200.6 175.2 176.4 179.2
19 2.755 93.30 93.48 93.95 81.70 82.10 83.10 44 5.845 203.8 204.2 205.2 179.2 180.4 183.3
20 2.870 97.50 97.69 9a.18 85.40 85.75 86.90 45 5.975 208.4 208.8 209.9 183.2 184.5 187.5
21 2.984 101.7 101.9 J02.4 89.20 89.50 90.70 46 6.105 213.0 213.4 214.5 187.2 188.5 191.7
22 3.100 106.0 106.2 106.7 92.90 93.25 94.50 47 6.235 217.6 218.0 219.1 191.2 192.6 195.8

23 3.215 110.3 110.5 111.1 96.70 97.05 98.30 48 6.365 222.2 222.6 223.8 195.3 196.6 200.0
24 3.335 114.6 114.8 115.4 100.4 100.9 102.2 49 6.495 226.8 227.2 228.4 199.2 200.7 204.2

25 3.455 118.9 119.1 119.7 104.2 104.7 106.1 50 6.630 231.4 231.8 233.0 203.3 204.7 208.3

26 3.575 123.3 123.5 124.2 108.1 108.6 110.0 51 6.760 236.0 236.4 237.6 207.3 208.8 212.5

~
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Table A4b Kinematic viscosity conversion [4J.

Saybolt seconds to: Redwood seconds to: Saybolt seconds to: Redwood seconds to:
cSt

Engler
100°F 130°F 210°F 70°F 140°F 200°F cSt

Engler
100°F 130°F 210°F 70°F 200°Fdegrees degrees 140°F(37.8°C) (54.4°C) (98.9"C) (21.1°C) (60°C) (93.3°C) (37.8°C) (54.4°C) (98.9°C) (21.1°C) (60°C) (93.3°C)

52 6.890 240.6 241.1 242.3 211.3 212.8 216.7 170 22.398 785.4 786.9 790.9 688.3 693.9 709.454 7.106 249.9 250.3 251.6 219.3 221.0 225.0 180 23.718 831.6 833.2 837.4 728.8 734.8 750.156 7.370 259.0 259.5 260.8 227.4 229.1 233.4 190 25.038 877.8 879.5 884.0 769.3 775.6 791.758 7.633 268.2 268.7 270.1 235.5 237.2 241.7 200 26.358 924.0 925.8 930.5 809.8 816.4 833.460 7.896 277.4 277.9 279.3 243.5 245.3 250.0 220 28.998 1 016.4 1018.4 1 023.5 890.8 898.0 916.762 8.159 286.6 287.2 288.6 251.5 253.5 258.4 240 31.642 1 108.8 1 111.0 1116.6 971.8 979.7 1 000.164 8.422 295.8 296.4 297.9 259.6 261.6 266.7 260 34.282 1 201.2 1 203.5 1209.6 1 052.7 1 061.3 1 083.566 8.686 305.0 305.6 307.1 267.7 269.8 275.0 280 36.922 1 293.6 1 296.1 1 302.7 1 133.7 1 143.0 1 166.768 8.949 314.2 314.8 316.4 275.8 277.9 283.4 300 39.562 1386.0 1 388.7 1395.7 1214.7 1 224.6 1 250.170 9.212 323.4 324.0 325.7 283.9 286.0 291.7 350 46.162 1 617.0 1620.1 1 628.3 1417.1 1.428.7 1 458.672 9.475 332.6 333.3 335.0 291.9 294.1 300.0 400 52.762 1 848.0 1851.6 1861.0 1 619.6 1632.8 1 666.874 9.738 341.9 342.5 344.3 300.0 302.2 308.4 450 59.362 2079.0 2083.1 2093.6 1 822.0 1 836.8 1 875.076 9.982 351.1 351.8 353.6 307.7 310.2 316.7 500 65.962 2310.0 2314.5 2326.2 2024.5 2041.0 2083.578 10.246 360.4 361.1 362.9 315.8 318.4 325.1 550 72.562 2541.0 2546.0 2558.8 2227.0 2245.0 2291.980 10.510 369.6 370.3 372.2 323.9 326.6 333.4 600 79.162 2772.0 2777.4 2 791.4 2429.4 2449.2 2500.282 10.774 378.8 379.6 381.5 332.0 334.8 341.7 650 85.753 3003.0 3009.9 3024.1 2631.9 2653.2 2708.784 11.038 388.1 388.7 390.8 340.1 342.9 350.0 700 92.303 3234.0 3240.3 3256.7 2834.3 2857.2 2916.986 11.302 397.3 398.1 400.1 348.2 351.1 358.4 750 98.853 3465.0 3472.0 3489.0 3040.0 3061.6 3125.388 11.566 406.6 407.4 409.4 356.3 359.2 366.7 800 105.403 3696.0 3703.0 3722.0 3239. 3266.0 3334.090 11.830 415.8 416.6 418.7 364.4 367.4 375.0 850 111.940 3927.0 3935.0 3955.0 3442.0 3470.0 3542092 12.094 425.0 425.9 428.0 372.5 375.6 383.4 900 118.480 4158.0 4166.0 4187.0 3644.0 3674.0 3750.094 12.358 434.3 436.1 437.3 380.6 383.7 391.7 950 125.050 4389.0 4398.0 4420.0 3847.0 3878.0 3959.096 12.622 443.5 444.4 446.6 388.7 391.9 400.0 1000 131.630 4620.0 4629.0 4652.0 4049.0 4082.0 4167.098 12.886 452.8 453.6 455.9 396.8 400.1 408.4 1 100 144.790 5082.0 5092.0 5118.0 4454.0 4490.0 4584.0100 13.152 462.0 462.9 465.2 404.9 408.2 416.7 1200 157.960 5544.0 5555.0 5583.0 4859.0 4898.0 5000.0110 14.474 508.2 509.2 511.8 445.4 449.0 458.4 1300 171.120 6006 6018.0 6048.0 5264.0 5307.0 5417.0120 15.794 554.4 555.5 558.3 485.9 489.8 500.0 1400 184.280 6468.0 6481.0 6513.0 5669.0 5715.0 5834.0130 17J18 600.6 601.8 604.8 526.4 530.7 541.7 1500 197.440 6930.0 6944.0 6979.0 6074.0 6123.0 6250.0140 18]t08 646.8 648.1 651.3 566.9 571.5 583.4 2000 263.260 9240.0 9258.0 - 8098.0 8164.0 -150 19.'f58 693.0 694.4 697.9 607.4 612.3 625.0 2500 329.080 11 550.0 11 573.0 - 10123.0 10205.0 -160 21.078 739.2 740.6 744.4 647.9 653.1 666.7 3000 394.890 13860.0 13887.0 - 12147.0 12246.0 -
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3.1415927
1 0.3183099 • 15707963 • 0.0174533• :2 180•

""
9.8696044

1
0.1013212 • 1.0471976 • 0.0157080;;2 :3 200

'" 31.0062767
1

0.0322515 • 180
;;3 ;; 0.7853982 - 57.2957795•

Jlr 1.7724539
1

0.5641896 4. 200
Jlr "3 4.1887902 63.6619763•
1

';fir 1.4645919
';fir

0.6827840

J2 1.414214 J3 1.732051 J5 2.236068 Jj(j 3.162278

1
0.70711

1 1 1

J2 J3
0.57735

J5
0.44721 Jj(j 0.31623

2.7182818 1 0.3678794 109108:= 0.4342945 9 ;:; 9,80665 m/s2e e

-I_1_ =: colog e =: 10ge 10 = 2.3025851 10ge x -= 2.302585110910 X 10910 x = 0.434294510ge x
09106

Arithmetic progression a = first term
a a+r a +2r a +3r a+(n-1)r r = common difference

n = number of terms
(a + t) n e = last term = a + (n-i)rSn;:; -2- n = 2[2a+(n-1)r j

Geometric progression a = first term

a aq aq2 aq3 aqn-l r = common ratio

tq-a ~
n =: number of terms

51 q.1 Sn= q-1 =8 q-1
e = last term = aqn-1

General Data

AS NUMERICAL CONSTANTS AND
MATHEMATICAL FORMULAS

Table AS Numerical constants and mathematical fonnulas [3].
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A General Data •A6 TRIGONOMETRIC FORMULAS [3,4]

~o p x

I OP
cotana= --=

tana PM
sina ::::;

tana =

coset ::::;

6.1 Definition

OP
OM
PM
OM
PM
OP

_...j£L.-l-l- x
o cosa P A

6.2 Geometric interpretation
- -
OA = OM = R = I

OQ = sina

OP = cosa

AT = tana

BT' = cotana

y

sina

z

6.3 Trigonometric relations

sin(a+ fJ) = sina cosfJ+ cosa sinfJ

cos(a+ fJ) = cosa cosfJ- sina sinfJ

sin(a- fJ) = sina cosfJ- cosa sinfJ

cos2a+ sin2a =

t
sina

ana = -
coset

cotana = ~ =
sina tan a

sin2a == 2sina cosa

eas2a ::;; cos2 a- sin2 a;

= 1-2sin2a

2tanatan 2a = -=.~~
1- tan2a

tan(a+fJ) =

tan(a- fJ) =

tan a + tanfJ
1 - tana tanfJ

tana- tanfJ
1+ tana tanfJ

17
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A

21
tana:;;; --2

1-(

a 2 ~ b 2 + c2 - 2bc cosA
b 2 :;;; c2 + a2 - 2ca cosS
c2 ~ a2 + b2 - 2ab cosC

B C
a

. 21
sma=-

1 + (2

18

Values of trigonometric functions related to
half-angle tangents

a 1_12
tan-

2
:;;; t cosa :;;; --

1+(2

General Data

Relations between sides and angle
of any triangle

~ A+ll+C ~"B8C

abc-, ~ -, ~ -, ~ 2R
sinA sinB sine

6.4

6.5

L.- _



A General Data •

•

A7 GEOMETRY FORMULAS FOR AREAS AND VOlUMES

Table A6 Geometry formulas for areas and volumes [3, 4].

Area Volume

@
Triangle

p=8+b+c (J) {j)Jh Regular or oblique prism2 h./ J.. { ...l.
ah abc B V,Bh

S'2'4Fi'pr

.-m
Right cylinder

£:] Parallelogram V '" ltR2h = Bh
, b

S, bh Hollow cylinder

V == rc(R 2 _r2)h -= ;r(R+r)eh

Square: S = 8 2 Rectangle: S = ab ~
Right cone

rcR2h
V' -3-

A B

0{--~
Trapezoid Truncated right cone

'h S ' AB; CD h , MN h v= 1t; (R2+ r 2+Rr)

0 C

G
Circle

C = 'brR = nO Pyramid

S = ltR2 = lt0
2

= C
2 ~ 1

B ' V, 3Bh
4 4~

Sector of a circle

~
S, arcABC·R nR2 a

~
2 ' 360- Truncated pyramid

(et is the numberpfdegrees - --1"-... with parallel bases

of arc IICS) B' ' 1

Segment of a circle
V, 3h(B+b+JBEI

o G F
S, ~R2f!_DF(R_0

360 2
Anrlulus Sphere S = 4 rcR2 = trD2

() S = '!(Q2_d 2) = n(R2_ r 2) Q
4

4
V -= 31tR3 = 4,189R3

~ Hollow sphere
, 4(D+d)(D- d l

V = ~ 1t'(R3_ r 3)
, ~(R+r)(R-rl 3

Spherical segment with one base
Ellipse

:~
1') V ' §~h(h2 +3AT2)

$ a = semi-major axis 2') V, ~ ~h2(3R_h)
b .::: semi-minor axis

Spherical segment with two bases
S=/tab b

V '" ~ Jrh(3a 2 + 3b2 + h2)

19



General Data

A8 CONTENT OF HORIZONTAL CYLINDRICAL TANKS [4]

A

Knowing the characteristics: total volume Vand total height H, and measuring the liquid
height h, from Fig. A I, the volume of the liquid stocked in the tank can be evaluated.

0.800.600.400.20

./
V

/
V

I
/

/
/

/
V

/
,/

/

./
,/

.'
o
o

0.20

0.80

0.60
'0
c
o
'5
J: 0.40

Fraction of H

Figure A1 Evaluatiq.ll of fluid volume in tanks.

T Example

Consider a tank of volume V = 15000 liters and height H = 2 m. Measurements show a height
h =: DAD m of Iiquid in the tank.

How much liquid does the tank contain?
. ~_J.,

Using Fig. A1, from a fraction of H: 004/2:;;; 0.2, then a fraction of V'ol"about 0.15 can be
evaluated. The quantity of liquid contained in the tank is therefore approximately: 0.15 x
15000 = 2 250 liters. ...

20
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A General Data

11
A9 MECHANICS AND STRENGTH OF MATERIALS [3,4J

9,1 Moment of a force about a point Moment of a torque

-

~ ,--> ~Ao /F
-a ~dO MoF = Fd )" dV

(M~ in newton-meters, F in newtons and d in meters).

9.2 Uniform straight line motion

1=lo+Vf
1 distance travelled (m)
10 initial distance (m)
v velocity (m/s)

time (s).

9.3 Uniformly-accelerated motion

I distance travelled (m)
10 initial distance (m)
va initial velocity (m/s)
t time (s)
y acceleration (m/s2).

9.4 Uniform circular motion

Angular velocity:
exQ)=-ora=OJt
t

(ex: angle of rotation during time f).

Angular velocity as a function of revolutions per minute:

27T:N
(0 = 60

(co in radians per second and N in revolutions per minute).

Circumferential velocity: . ~~J-'~-
27T:RN

v(m/min) = 27T:RN or v(m/s) = (OR = 60
(co in radians per second, R in meters and N in revolutions per minute),

21
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or

General Data

with m = mass, y= acceleration

t
T=FRa=MoF'
for one rotation T = 2nRF

(T in joules, F in newtons, R in meters,
a in radians and M~ in newtons-meters).

1. On its action line T = Fe
2, On an oblique line to its action line T = Fecos a
3. On a curve in its plane T = Faa'

(T in joules, F in newtons and I in meters).

F=my

A'
~

~
F
A~
~IA'
a a'

I •
A

Centripetal acceleration Yc:

22

(Yt. in meters per second per second, Q) in radians per second, R in meters and V in meters
per second).

9.5 Fundamental formula of dynamics

Specific case of gravity:

(F in newtons, m in kilograms and yin meters per second per second).

Constant force in quantity and direction displacing its point of application:
I

9.6 Centrifugal force

Constant force moving tangentially to a circle:

9.7 Work of a force

(fe in newtons, m in kilograms, ill in radians per second, R in meters and V in meters per
second).

...
P = mg

(i! = gravitational acceleration, approximately 9.81 m/s2).



A

9.8 Work of a torque

General Data

I

~
F

d 0 ~ a

F '

Torque rotating about an axis perpendicular to its plane:
t

T=Fda=MoCa
for one rotation T = 21lM~C = 21lFd

(T in joules, F in newtons, d in meters,
a in radians and M~ in meter newtons).

9.9 Power

Work produced per uuit time:
T

P = 
t

(P in watts, T in joules and t in seconds).

Power of a torque rotating at constant speed w:

t 21CN
P=MoCOJ or P=FdOJ=Fd"6{f

(P in watts, M~ in newtons-meters, CO in radians per second, F in newtons, d in meters and
N in revolutions per minute).

9.10 Kinetic energy

w = l mv2
2

(W in joules, m in kilograms and v in meters per second).

9.11 Strength of materials

Tension and compression:

Stress:

with

n = ~10-6
S

Young's modulus or longittJA~r.al elastic modulus: approximately 200 000 to
220 000 MPa for steel . ."". .

n stress (MPa)
N tensile or compressive force (N)
S cross-sectional area (m2).

Hooke's law:

with
E

n = E !1f
f

..

M

f
elOngation}

expressed in the same units.
length

23



AGeneral Data

Torsional unit: e ; %

Torsion:

Torque: M, ; 2Fr

(M! in newton-meters, F in newtons and r in meters).

a M,
;

f Glo

Hooke's law: tmax = Or () tmax =

r

with
e torsional unit (rad/m)
a angle of rotation (rad)
e length (m)
t torsional or tangential shear stress (MPa)
G transverse elastic modulus:

G; 0.4 x E (Young's modulus)
G; 80 000 MPa for steel

r radius of cylinder (m)
Io polar moment of inertia.

A 10 ELECTRICITY. DIRECT CURRENT [3,4]

10.1 Intensity of current: I

Unit: ampere (A).

Constant current which, maintained in two straight parallel conductors of infinite length
and negligible circular cross-sectional area, and placed one meter apart in a vacuum, pro
duces a force of 2.1 0-7 newtons per meter of length between these conductors.

10.2 Quantity of electricity: Q

Unit: coulomb (C).

Quantity of electricity transmitted in one second by a current of one ampere.

Practical unit: ampere-hour (Ah).
Quantity of electr.icity transmitted in one hour by a current of one ampere (1 Ah =

3600 C):

Q (Ai,,' I (A) t (h)

24
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A General Data

I

Copper
Silver
Aluminium

10.3 Potential difference (Voltage): U

Unit: volt (V).
Potential difference between two points of conducting wire carrying a constant current

of one ampere when the power dissipated between these points is one watt.

10.4 Resistance: R

Unit: ohm (Q).
Resistance between two points of a conducting wire when a potential difference of one

volt, applied between these two points, produces a current of one ampere in the conductor,
the conductor not being a source of any electromotive force.

Resistivity: P (Qlmlmm2) at 15"C.
Resistance of a wire one meter long with a cross-sectional area of one square millimeter

p (Olm per mm2) p (Q/m per mm2)

0.017 - 0.0175 Iron 0.11
0.016-0.018 Steel 0.10-0.25
0.229 - 0.0175 Nickel/silver 0.36 - 0.39

(Cu 60%, Zn 20%, Ni 20%)

e
R = Pf

(e length of conductor in meters, S: cross-sectional area of conductor in square millimeters).

10.5 Temperature coefficient of a resistance and resistivity

with

Rt• Pt
Ro,Po
a

resistance, resistivity at tOe
resistance, resistivity at GOC
temperature coefficient at 15°C.

a

P, = Po(l + at)

a
Copper
Silver
Aluminium

3.9310""
3.610""
3.9 10-0

Iron
Steel
Nickel/silver
(Cu 60%, Zn 20%, Ni 20%)

4.710""
510-0
310-4

•

10,6 Resistance connections

1. Connection in series:

R=R,+R2 +R3···

U=U,+U2 +U3···

25
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A

I J = 0.2389 cal

P = U2(V)

(W) R (Q)

R (Q), 1 (A), U (V)

U constant

W = U 1
(J) (V) (A) (8)

UR=J

26

P = U 1
(W) (V) (A)

U
1 = 

R

W = R 12 t

(J) (Q) (A) (8)

P = R 12

(W) (Q) (A)

U = RI

2. calorie (cal):

Q = 0.24 R 12 tical = 4.1855 J
(cal) (Q) (A) (h)

(4.1855 is an experimental value).

General Data

2. Connection in parallel:

I I I I
R = R 1 + R

2
+ R

3
...

1=/1 +/2 +/3",

For two resistances in parallel:

Unit: watt (W).
Power of one joule per second:

Non SI units:
\. watt-hour (Wh).
Energy expended in one hour by a power of one watt:

W = R 12 t I Wh = 3600 J
(Wh) (Q) (A) (h)

Unit: joule (J).
Electrical energy generated each second by a current of one ampere flowing through a

resistance of one ohm:

10.9 Electrical power: P

10.7 Ohm's law

10.8 Electrical energy: W, or quantity of heat: Q



A General Data

All ElECTRICITY. ALTERNATING CURRENT [3,4]

11.1 General

Voltage-current
Period T = J..

F I
Frequency F = T (Hz)

Angular frequency m = 2"F (rad/s)

Instantaneous values:
u = UmCOSWl

i = 1m cos (mI-'P)
<p angle of phase difference between current
and voltage

Root-mean-square values (rms values):

Um
U= -

,fi
Power:
I. Applied power
2. Active power
3. Reactive power

S = Uf, in volt-amperes (VA)
P = UI cos 'P, in watts (W)
Q = UI sin 'P. in reactive volt-amperes (VAR)

Active power Voltage

S2 = p2+ Q2

tan'P = .Q.p

cos 'P = ; (power factor)

11.2 Three-phasesystem

Phase interconnection (formulas valid with same load for all 3 phases)

Star connection Mesh or delta connection
Uv = 1.73 Up f = f p Uv = Up f = 1.73/p

U, I. Apparent power: S = Ul (VA) u,
u u u u

2. Active power: P = 1.73 U,l cos'!' (W)

= 3U/pcos'!' (W)

3. Reactive power: Q = )S2_ p2

= 1.73U,l sin,!, (VAR)

= 3U/p sin'!' (VAR) -I,

27
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where
U,
Up
I
I,
<fJ

General Data

voltage in volts between two conductors of the three-phase system
voltage for each phase ..
intensity in amperes through each conductor of the three-phase line
intensity per phase
phase difference between current and voltage.

A

Capacitance: C
Unit: farad (F). A capacitance of one farad requires one coulomb of electricity to raise

its potential one volt:

1 farad = 1coulomb
1 volt

Connections of capacitors (or condensers)
Capacitors in parallel:

C = Q
U

Capacitors in series:

1 1 1 1C = C + C + C + ... for 2 capacitors: C
I 2 3

Intensities of current acceptable through conductors

C1 · Cz=---
C1 + Cz

For temperature rises
different from 45°C multiply

the intensities opposite
by the following coefficients

Intensity of current
Temperature rise = 45°C

Nominal cross-
sectional area Number of conductors

(mm2j
2 I 3 I 4

Intensities of current (A)

2 20 17 15
3 27 22.5 21
5 35 31 28

10 53 47 44
16 66 60 55
25 88 81 70
40 110 103 88
50 130 123 105
75 167 154 132
95 192 184 155

28

Temperature
rise I"C)

20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

Coefficient

0.67
0.75
0.82
0.88
0.94
1
1.05
1.10
1.15



A General Data

I
A12 PRINCIPAL CHEMICAL SYMBOLS, ATOMIC NUMBERS

AND WEIGHTS

Table A7 Principal chemical symbols, atomic numbers and weights [3, 4].

Name Symbol
Atomic Atomic

Name Symbol
Atomic Atomic

number weight number weight

Aluminium AI 113 27.0 Mercury H9 80 200.6

Antimony Sb 51 122.0 Molybdenum Mo 42 96.0

Argon A 18 40.0 Neon Ne 10 20.0

Arsenic As 33 75.0 Nickel Ni 28 58.7

Barium Ba 56 137.0 Nitrogen N 7 14.0

Bismuth Bi 83 209.0 Oxygen 0 8 16.0

Boron 13 5 11.0 Phosphorus P 15 31.0

Bromine Br 35 80.0 Platinium Pt 78 195.0

Cadmium Cd 48 112.0 Plutonium Pu 94 242.0

Calcium Ca 20 40.0 Potassium K 19 397.0

Carbon C 6 12.0 Radium Ra 88 226.0

Chlorine CI 17 35.5 Selenium Sa 34 79.0

Chromium Cr 24 52.0 Silicon Si 14 28.0

Cobalt Co 27 59.0 Silver A9 47 108.0

Copper Cu 29 63.5 Sodium Na 11 23.0

Fluorine F 9 19.0 Strontium Sr 38 87.6

Gold Au 79 197.0 Sulfur S 16 32.0

Helium He 2 4.0 Tin Sn 50 119.0

Hydrogen H 1 1.0 Titanium 1i 22 48.0

Iodine I 53 127.0 Tungsten W 74 184.0

Iron Fe 26 56.0 Uranium U 92 238.0

Lead Pb 82 207.0 Vanadium V 23 51.0

Lithium U 3 7.0 Xenon Xe 54 131.3

Magnesium M9 12 24.0 Zinc Zn 30 65.4

Manganese Mn 25 55.0 Zirconium Zr 40 91.0

29
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General Data

A13 SPECIFIC GRAVITY OF VARIOUS MATERIALS AND
FLUIDS

Table A8 Specific gravity of various materials and fluids [3,4].

A

/

Name
Specific

Name
Specific

gravity gravity

Rock: Materials:
Dry sand 2.6 Baryta (barium sulfate) 4.2 to 4.3

Gypsum 2.3 to 2.37 Compact brick 2.2

Granite 2.4 to 3.0 Compact clay 2.1
Hard limestone 2.4 to 2.7 Concrete 2.25

Marble 2.5 to 2.9 Glass 2.53
Medium-hard limestone 1.9 to 2.3 Portland cement (powder) 3.0 to 3.3

Quartzite 2.2 to 2.8 Portland cement slurry 1.8 to 2.0
Rock salt 2.16 Walnut shells 1.3

Sandstone 1.9 to 2.6
Gas (at 10°C and 760 mmHg

Liquids (at 25°C): in relation to air):

Acetone 0.791 Air 1

Benzene 0.878 Isobutane 2.067

Carbon tetrachloride 1.595 n-butane 2.0854

Chloroform 1.482 Carbon dioxide 1.529

Ether 0.714 Carbon monoxide 0.9671

Ethyl alcohol '0.816 Ethane 1.0493

Glycerin 1.260 Ethylene 0.9749

Methyl alcohol 0.792 hydrogen 0.06952

Trichloroethylene 1.455 Hydrogen sulfide 1.19

Water at 4°C 1 Methane 0.5544

Oxygen 1.10527

Propane 1.554
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A14 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF METALS

Table A9 Physical properties of metals [3,4].

Specific
Melting

Brlnell Mohs
Name Symbol

gravity
point

hardness scale
I"C)

Aluminium AI 2.70 660 16 2.5

Antimony Sb 6.70 631 - 3.2

Bismuth Bi 9.75 271 - 2.5

Cadmium Cd 8.65 321 23 2

Chromium Cr 7.19 1890 70-130 9

Cobalt Co 8.90 1495 124 -
Copper Cu 8.94 1083 - 2.5

Gold Au 19.32 1063 - 2.5

Iron Fe 7.88 1535 77 4.5

Lead Pb 11.34 327 4 1.5

Magnesium M9 1.74 651 29 2

Manganese Mn 7.20 1260 - 5

Mercury H9 13.55 -39 - -
Molybdenum Mo 10.20 2620 150·200 -
Nickel Ni 8.90 1455 110-300 -
Platinium Pt 21.45 1774 64 4.3

Silver A9 10.50 961 - 2.5-7

Tin Sn 7.30 232 - 1.7

Titanium Ti 4.50 1800 - -
Tungsten W 19.30 3370 350 -
Vanadlun, V 5.96 1 710 - -
Zinc Zn .. 7.14 419 - 2.5
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A15 sn UIGRAPHIC SCALE

Table Al0 Stratigraphic scale [3, 4}.

ml~_

.

W
tv

Er. Period Formations Era Period Formations Era Period Formations

Holocene Flandrian Danian Zechstein
Quaternary (Neolithic) Tyrrhenian

Uppec Senonian Permian or Thuringian
(Anthropozoic) Plelstocene Sidian Cretaceous Turonian Saxonian

(Paleolithic) Cenomanian Autunian

Albian
,

Calabrian Aptian
Coal form.

Lower (Stephanian)
Pliocene (Villafranchian) Cretaceous Barremian Carboniferous (Wesphalian)

Astian (Eocretaceous) (Urgonian)
DinantianPlaisancian Hauterivian

Valanginian
(Culm)

(Purbeckian)
Portlandian Fammennian

Saphelian
(lIthonic) Frasnian

(Pantian)
Upper Kimmeridgian Givetian

Miocene Jurassic Sequanian Devonian Eifelian
Vindobonian

secondary (Maim) Rauracian Primary CoblencianBurdigalian
(Mesozoic) Argovian (Paleozoic) Gedinnian

Tertiary
Oxfordian Downtonian

(Cenozoic)
Callovian

Aquitanian Middle
Oligocene Chattian Jurassic Bathonian Silurian Gothlandian

Stampian Bajqcian Ordovician
Sannoisian (00998 0

Aalenian

Ludian Lower Toarcian
Potsdamian

Bartonian Jurassic Charmouthian
Cambrian Acadian

Lutetian {Uas} Sinemurian Georgian
Eocene Ypresian Hettangian

Sparnacian Rhetian

Thanetian Keuper Precambrian
Montian Trias Muschelkalk (Algonkian)

Bunter Archean

~
"~
~
;;;

>
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Casing and Tubing

B1 INTRODUCTION

The American Petroleum Institute (API) and the International Organization for Standard
ization (ISO) have established standards for oil/gas tubing and casing. Tubing is defined as
pipe with nominal diameters from 1.050 to 7.0 in. (ISO 11 960), while casing sizes range
from 4 1/2 to 20 in.

Casing and tubing are classified according to five properties:
Manner of manufacture
Steel grade
Type of joints
Length range
Wall thickness (unit weight).

Standards are presented'in Chapter Y.

B2 GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CASINGS

Tables Bland B2 introduce dimensions, masses ansi capacities of casings which are com
monly used after drilling of a well (in U.S. and metric units).

B3 DIMENSIONS AND MASSES OF TUBINGS

Geometric characteristics are introduced in Tables B3 and B4 in relation with grade and
nominal weight of tubings from 1.050 in. to 7 in. following the Standard ISO 11 960,

B4 STEEl GRADE AND TENSILE REQUIREMENTS OF TUBINGS

A number of grades of steel and types of tubing connections have been a;~~?~ped'to meet
demands of greater depths and new completion techniques.

Numbers in the grade designations indicate minimum yield strength in I 000 psi. Grade
of new pipe can be identified by color bands (see pages 42 to 46).

37
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Casing and Tubing

Table 81 Geometrical characteristics of casings (4 1/2 to 7 5/8 in.).
(Sowce: API Spec SeT and ISO 11 960)

B

00 Nominal Wall Inside Steel
Capacity

Drift

(in. & weight thickness diameter Cross section diameter

mm) (Ibm/fl) (kg/m) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (sq in.) (mm") (gal/fl) (11m) (in.) (mm)

9.50 13.9 0.205 5.2 4.090 103.9 2.77 1786 0.68 8.48 3.965 100.7
10.50 15.3 0.224 5.7 4.052 102.9 3.01 1941 0.67 8.32 3.925 99.7
11.60 16.9 0.250 6.4 4.000 101.6 3.34 2154 0.65 8.11 3.874 98.4

41/2 13.50 19.7 0.290 7.4 3.920 99.6 3.84 2476 0.63 7.79 3.795 96.4
114.3 15.10 220 0.337 8.6 3.826 97.2 4.41 2844 0.60 7.42 3.701 94.0

16.90 24.7 0.380 9.7 3.740 95.0 4.92 3173 0.57 7.09 3.614 91.8
17.70 25.8 0.402 10.2 3.697 93.9 5.17 3336 0.56 6.93 3.571 90.7
18.80 27.4 0.430 10.9 3.640 92.5 5.50 3647 0.54 6.71 3.516 89.3

11.50 16.8 0.220 5.6 4.560 115.8 3.30 2132 0.85 10.54 4.433 112.6

13.00 19.0 0.253 6.4 4.494 114.1 3.78 2436 0.82 10.23 4.370 111.0
5 15.00 21.9 0.296 7.5 4.408 112.0 4.38 2823 0.79 9.84 4.283 108.8127

18.00 26.3 0.362 9.2 4.276 108.6 5.27 3401 0.75 9.27 4.150 105.4
20.80 30.4 0.422 10.7 4.156 105.6 6.07 3916 0.70 8.75 4.031 102.4

14.00 20.4 0.244 6.2 5.012 127.3 4.03 2600 1.02 12.73 4.886 124.1
15.50 22.6 0.275 7.0 4.950 125.7 4.51 2910 1.00 12.42 4.827 122.6

51/2 17.00 24.8 0.304 7.7 4.892 124.3 4.96 3201 0.98 12.13 4.768 121.1139.7
20.00 29.2 0.361 9.2 4.778 121.4 5.83 3760 0.93 11.57 4.654 118.2
23.00 33.6 0.451 IDS 4.670 118.6 6.63 4277 0.89 11.05 4.543 115.4

20.00 29.2 0.288 7.3 6.049 153.6 5.74 3701 1.49 18.54 5.925 150.5

65/8 24.00 35.0 0.352 8.9 5.921 150.4 6.94 4475 1.43 17.76 5.795 147.2
168.3 28.00 40.9 0.417 10.6 5.791 147.1 8.13 5246 1.37 16.99 5.665 143.9

32.00 46.7 0.475 12.1 5.675 144.2 9.17 5919 1.31 16.32 5.551 141.0

17.00 24.8 0.231 5.9 6.538 166.1 4.91 3 1'11 1.74 21.66 6.413 162.9
20.00 29.2 0.272 6.9 6.456 164.0 5.75 3710 1.70 21.12 6.331 160.8
23.00 33.6 0.317 8.1 6.366 161.7 6.65 4293 1.65 20.54 6.240 "158.5
26.00 37.9 0.362 9.2 6.276 159.4 7.55 4868 1.61 19.96 6.150 156.2

7 29.00 42.3 0.408 10.4 6.184 157.1 8.45 5450 1.56 19.38 6.059 153.9
1778 32.00 46.7 0.453 11.5 6.094 154.8 9.32 6013 1.52 18.82 5.969 151.6

35.00 51.1 0.498 12.7 6.004 152.5 10.17 6563 1.47 18.27 5.878 149.3
38.00 55.5 0.540 13.7 5.920 150.4 10.96 7072 1.43 17.76 5.795 147.2

41.00 59.8 0.590 15.0 5.820 147.8 11.88 7662 1.38 17.17 5.693 144.6
44.00 64.2 0.640 16.3 5.720 145.3 12.78 8247 1.34 16.58 5.594 142.1

24.00 35.0 0.300 7.6 7.025 178.4 6.90 4454 2.01 25.01 6.902175.3
26.40 38.5 0.328 8.3 6.969 177.0 7.52 4850 1.98 24.61 6.84:(·1-i3.8

75/8 29.70 43.3 0.375 9.5 6.875 174.6 8.54 5508 1.93 23.95 6.748 171.4193.7
33.70 49.2 0.430 10.9 6.765 171.8 9.72 6270 1.87 23.19 6.642 168.7
39.00 56.9 0.500 12.7 6.625 168.3 11.19 7221 1.79 22.24 6.500 165.1
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B Casing and Tubing

Table 82 Geometrical characteristics of casings (8 5/8 to 20 in.).
(Source: API Spec 5eT and ISO 11 960)

•

00 Nominal Wall Inside Steel
Capacity

Drift

(in. & weight thickness diameter Cross section diameter

mm) (Ibm/tt) (kg/m) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (sq in.) (mm2j (gal/tt) (I/m) (in.) (mm)

24.00 35.0 0.264 6.7 8.097 205.7 6.94 4477 2.67 33.22 7.972 202.5
28.00 40.9 0.304 7.7 8.017 203.6 7.95 5126 2.62 32.57 7.894 200.5

85/8
32.00 46.7 0.352 8.9 7.921 201.2 9.15 5902 2.56 31.79 7.795 198.0

219.1 36.00 52.5 0.400 10.2 7.825 198.8 10.34 6668 2.50 31.03 7.701 195.6
40.00 58.4 0.450 11.4 7.725 196.2 11.56 7456 2.43 30.24 7.598 193.0
44.00 64.2 0.500 12.7 7.625 193.7 12.76 8234 2.37 29.46 7.500 190.5
49.00 71.5 0.557 14.2 7.511 190.8 14.12 9110 2.30 28.58 7.386 187.6

32.30 47.1 0.312 7.9 9.001 228.6 9.12 5886 3.31 41.06 8.843 224.6
36.00 52.5 0.352 8.9 8.921 226.6 10.25 6615 3.25 40.33 8.764 222.6
40.00 58.4 0.395 10.0 8.835 224.4 11.45 7387 3.18 39.55 8.677 220.4

95/8
43.50 63.5 0.435 11.1 8.755 222.4 12.56 8103 3.13 38.84 8.598 218.4

244.5 47.00 68.6 0.472 12.0 8.681 220.5 13.57 8757 3.07 38.18 8.524 216.5
53.50 78.1 0.545 13.8 8.535 216.8 15.54 10028 2.97 36.91 8.378 212.8
58.40 85.2 0.595 15.1 8.435 214.3 16.88 10888 2.90 36.05 8.283 210.4
61.10 89.2 0.625 15.9 8.375 212.7 17.67 11398 2.86 35.54 8.217 208.7
71.80 104.8 0.750 19.1 8.125 206.4 20.91 13491 2.69 33.45 7.969 202.4

32.75 47.8 0.279 7.1 10.192 258.9 9.18 5924 4.24 52.63 10.035 254.9
40.50 59.1 0.350 8.9 10.050 255.3 11.44 7378 4.12 51.18 9.894 251.3

103/4
45.50 66.4 0.40d 10.2 9.950 252.7 13.01 8391 4.04 50.17 9.795 248.8

273.1 51.00 74.4 0.450 11.4 9.850 250.2 14.56 9394 3.96 49,16 9.693 246.2
55.50 81.0 0.495 12.6 9.760 247.9 15.94 10286 3.89 48.27 9.602 243.9
60.70 88.6 0.545 13.8 9.660 245.4 17.47 11270 3.81 47.29 9.504 241.4
65.70 95.9 0.595 15.1 9.560 242.8 18.98 12244 3.73 46.31 9.406 238.9

42.00 61.3 0.333 8.5 11.084 281.5 11.95 7707 5.01 62.25 10.929 277.6
113/4 47.00 68.6 0.375 9.5 11.000 279.4 13.39 8641 4.94 61.32 10.843 275.4
298.5 54.00 78.8 0.435 11.1 10.880 276.4 15.46 9977 4.83 59.98 10.724 272.4

60.00 87.6 0.489 12.4 10.772 273.6 17.30 11 160 4.73 58.80 1.Q.;.@il,\. 269.6

48.00 70.1 0.330 8.4 12.715 323.0 13.52 8723 7.30 90.65 12.559 319.0
54.50 79.5 0.380 9.7 12.615 320.4 15.51 10007 6.49 80.64 12.461 316.5

133/8
61.00 89.0 0.430 10.9 12.515 317.9 17.48 11 280 6.39 79.37 12.358 313.9339.7
68.00 99.2 0.480 12.2 12.415 315.3 19.44 12543 6.29 78.10 12.260 311.4
72.00 105.1 0.514 13.1 12.347 313.6 20.77 13403 6.22 77.24 12.193 309.7

65.00 94.9 0.375 9.5 15.250 387.4 18.40 11 870 9.49 117.85 15.063 382.6
18

75.00 109.5 0.438 11.1 15.124 384.1 21.42 13821 9.33 115.90 14.937 379.4406.4
84.00 122.6 0.495 12.6 15.010 381.3 24.11 15552 9.19 114.16 14.823 376.5

185/8 8750 127.7 0.435 11.1 17.755 451.0 24.86 16039 j,1'he6 159.73 17.571 446.3
473.1 ~"\_'

94.00 137.2 0.438 11.1 19.124 485.7 26.93 17374 14.92 185.31 18.937 481.0
20

106.50 155.4 0.500 12.7 19.000 482.6 30.63 19762 14.73 182.92 18.815 477.9
508.4

133.00 194.1 0.635 16.1 18.730 475.7 38.63 24925 14.31 177.76 18.543 471.0
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Casing and Tubing

Table B3 1.050 to 3 1/2 in. tubings. Dimensions and masses.
(Source: ISO 11960 and API 5eT)

B

c Wall0_ Nominal weight Nominal weight
thickness

Inside dia. Drift Steel cross
~ E (Ibmlft) (kg/m) d diameter section.!::! E t0"g'.,_ c

(mm2),c:.=. NU EUE IJ NU EUE IJ (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (sq in.),...
1.050 1,14 1,20 1,70 1,79 0.113 2,87 0,824 20,93 0,730 18,54 0,351 227
26,67 1.48 1,54 2,20 2.29 0,154 3.91 0,742 18,85 0,648 16.46 0.471 304

1.315 170 1.80 1.72 2,53 2,68 2.56 0.133 3.38 1.049 26,64 0,955 24,26 0,522 337
33.40 2,19 2,24 3.26 3,33 0,179 4,55 0,957 24,31 0.863 21.92 0,689 445

2.10 3,13 0,125 3,18 1.410 35,81 1.316 33.43 0,627 405
1.660

2,39 2.40 2.33 3,42 3,57 3.47 0,140 3,56 1,380 35,05 1.286 3266 0,697 45042.16
3,03 3,07 4,51 4,57 0,191 4.85 1,278 32.46 1,184 30,07 0,937 605

2.40 3,57 0.125 3,18 1,650 41,91 1,556 39,52 0,722 466
2,75 2,90 2,76 4,09 4.32 4.11 0,145 3.68 1.610 40,89 1.516 38,51 0.830 536

1.900 3,65 3.73 5.43 5,55 0,200 5,08 1,500 38,10 1.406 35,71 1,130 72948.26
4.42 6,58 0,250 6,35 1.400 35,56 1,306 33,17 1.440 929
5,15 7,66 0,300 7.62 1,300 33,02 1,206 30,63 1.650 1064

2.063 3,25 4,84 0,156 3,96 1751 44.48 1,657 42,09 0,975 629
52,60 3,02 4,50 0,225 5.72 1,613 40,97 1,519 38,58 1.384 893

4.00 5,95 0,167 4,24 2,041 51,84 1947 49.45 1,201 775
4,60 4,70 6,85 6,99 0,190 4.83 1,995 50,67 1.901 48,28 1,361 878

23/8 5,80 5,05 8,63 8,85 0,254 6.45 1,867 47.42 1,773 45.03 1,793 1 15760,33
6,60 9.82 0.295 7.49 1,785 45,34 1,691 42.95 2,063 1331
7.35 7.45 10,94 11,09 0,336 8,53 1,703 43,26 1,609 40.87 2,328 1502

6.40 6,50 0.217 5,51 2.441 62.00 2,347 5961 1,885 1216
7,80 7.90 0,276 7,01 2.323 59.00 2.229 56,62 2,373 1531

27/8 8.60 8,70 0,308 7,82 2.259 57,36 2,165 54,99 2,632 1698
73.03 9.35 9.45 0,340 8,64 2,195 55.75 2.101 53,37 2,890 18"65,;

10.50 0,392 9,96 2,091 53,11 1,997 50.72 3.300 2129
11.50 0.440 11,18 1,995 50,67 1,901 48.29 3,670 2368

7,70 0,216 5,49 3,068 77.93 2,943 74.75 2,,228 1438
9,20 9,30 0,254 6.45 2.992 76,00 2,867 72.82 2,590 1671

10,20 0,289 7,34 2,922 74.22 2,797 71.04 2,915 1 881
31/2 12.70 12,95 0,375 9,53 2,750 69,85 2,625 66,67 3,682 2375
88,90

67,06 2,515 4.436 286214,30 0.430 10,92 2,640 63,88
15,50 0.476 12,09 2,548 64.72 2.423 61.54 4,878 3147
17,00 0,530 13.46 2.440 61,98 2,315 ~P;:(;0 5.384 3474
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B Casing and Tubing

Table 84 4 to 7-in. tubings. Dimensions and masses.
(Source: ISO I 1960 and API SeT)

c Wall0_ Nominal weight Nominal weight
thickness

Inside dia. Drift Steel cross
~ " (Ibmlfl) Ikg/m) d diameter section,!::! E: t" ..g> .•_ C
.QC NU EUE IJ NU EUE 1J lin.) Imm) lin.) Imm) (in.) (mm) Isq in.) (mm2)~....

9.50 14.14 0.226 5.74 3.548 90.12 3.423 86.94 2.765 1.784

11.00 16.37 0.262 6.65 3.476 88.29 3.351 85.12 3.182 2053

4 13.20 19.64 0.330 8.38 3.340 84.84 3.215 81.66 3.974 2.564
101.60 16.10 23.96 0.415 10.54 3.170 80.52 3.045 77.34 4.944 3190

18.90 28.13 0.500 12.70 3.000 76.20 2.875 73.02 5.890 3800

22.20 33,04 0.606 15.49 2.780 70.61 2.655 67.44 7.078 4.567

12.60 12.75 18.75 18.97 0.271 6.88 3.958 100.53 3.833 97.36 3.714 2396

15.20 22.62 0.337 8.56 3.826 97.18 3.701 94.01 4.585 2958

17.00 25.30 0.380 9.65 3.740 95.00 3.615 91.82 5.144 3319
41/2

18.90 28.13 0.430 10.92 3.640 92.46 3.515 89.28 5.786 3733
114.30

21.50 32.00 0.500 12.70 3.500 88.90 3.375 85.72 6.675 4307

23.70 35.27 0.560 14.22 3.380 85.85 3.255 82.68 7.421 4788

26.10 38.84 0.630 16.00 3.240 82.30 3.115 79.12 8.281 5345

15 22.32 0.296 7.52 4.408 111.76 4.283 108.79 4.512 2911

18 26.79 0.362 9.19 4.276 108.61 4.151 105.44 5.561 3588
5 21.4 31.85 0.437 11.10 4.126 104.80 4.001 101.63 6.564 4235
127.00

23.2 34.53 0.478 12.14 4.044 102.72 3.919 99.54 7.148 4612

24.1 35.86 0.500 12.70 4.000 101.60 3.875 98.42 7.461 4.814

15.5 23.07 0.275 6.99 4.950 125.73 4.825 122.55 4.636 2991

51/2 17 25.30 0.304 7.72 4.892 124.26 4.767 121.08 5.105 3294

139.70 20 29.76 0.361 9.17 4.778 121.36 4.653 118.19 6.032 3.892

23 34.23 0.451 10.54 4.670 118.62 4.545 115.44 6.900 4451

23 34.23 0.317 8.05 6.366 161.70 6.241 158.52 6.810 4.394

26 38.69 0.362 9.19 6.276 159,40 6.151 156.24 7.750 5.000

7 29 43.16 0.408 10.36 6.184 157.10 6.05~ '158:90 8.708 5.618

177.80 32 47.62 0.453 11.51 6.094 154.80 5.969 151.61 9.642 6.221

35 52.09 0.498 12.65 6.004 152.50 5.879 149.33 10.561 6814

38 56.55 0.540 13.72 5.920 150.40 5.795 147.19 11.420 7368

.
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Casing and Tubing

4.1 Tensile properties

Products shall conform to the tensile requirements specified in Tables B5 and B6.

4.2 Yield strength

B

/"

The yield strength shall be the tensile stress required to produce the extension under load
specified in Tables B5 and B6 as detennined by an extensometer.

4.3 Grade color codes and tensile requirements of tubings [8]

The color and number of bands for each grade shall be as shown in Table B5. Tensile
requirements are also specified in this table.

Table 85 Grade color codes and tensile requirements of tubings.
(Source: ISO II 960)

Min. yield Max. yield Min. tensile

Grade Color band identification strength strength strength

(psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa)

H 40 None or black band 40 000 276 80 000 552 60000 414

J 55 One bright green 55000 379 80 000 552 75000 517

K55 Two bright green 55000 379 80000 552 95000 655

N 80 One red 80 000 552 110000 758 100 000 689

M 65 One br'lght green, one blue 65 000 448 85 000 586 85000 586

L80 One red, one brown 80000 552 95000 655 95 000 655

L 80 type 9CR One red, one brown, two yellow 80000 552 95000 655 95000 655
L 80 type 13CR One red, one brown, one yellow 80000 552 95000 655 95000 655
C 90 type 1 One purple 90000 621 105000 724 100 000 689
C 90 type 2 One purple, one yellow 90 000 621 105000 : 724 'leo 000 689
T 95 type 1 One silver 95000 655 110000 758 105 000 724

T 95 type 2 One silver, one yellow 95 000 655 110 000 758 105000 724

C95 One brown 95 000 655 110000 758 105 000 724

P 110 One white 110000 758 140 000 965 125000 862

Q 125 type 1 One orange 125000 862 150000 1034 135 000 931

a 125 type 2 One orange, one yellow 125 000 862 150 000 1034 135000 931

Q 125 type 3 One orange, one green 125 000 862 150 000 1034 135 000 931

Q 125 type 4 One orange, one brown 125 000 862 150 000 1034 135 000 931
.-L. __
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B Casing and Tubing

4.4 Grade color codes and tensile requirements of tubings
(non API) [2]

Special steels (non API) are used in particular conditions, shown below in Tables B6a to B6d.

Table B6a HzS resistant.

Min. yield Max. yield Min. tensile

Grade Color band identification strength strength strength

(psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa)

VM 80SS Red + orange and orange bands 80000 551 95000 655 95000 655
VM 90S 58 Purpe + orange and orange bands 90000 620 105000 724 100 000 689
VM 95S SS Brown + orange and orange bands 95000 655 110000 758 105000 724
VM 10088 Black + orange and orange bands 100000 690 115000 792 110000 758
VM110SS White + orange and orange bands 110000 758 125000 862 120000 828
VM 125SS Yellow + orange and orange bands 125 000 862 140000 965 .135000 931

Table 8Gb Collapse resistant.

Min. yield Max. yield Min. tensile

Grade Color band identification strength strength strength

(psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa)

VM aOHe Red + green band 80000 551 110000 758 100000 689
VM 95HC Brown + green band 95000 655 125000 862 110 000 758
VM 110HC White + green band 110000 758 140000 965 125000 862
VM 125HC Orange + green band 125000 862 155000 1069 135000 931

Table B6c Special deep wells.

Min. yield Max. yield Min. tensile

Grade Color band identification strength strength strength

(psl) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa)

VM 80 HCSS Red + green orange and orange bands 80000 551 95000 655 95000 655
VM 90HCS HCSS Purple + green and orange bands 9&03;; 621 105000 724 100 000 690
VM 95HCS HCSS Brown + green and orange bands 95000 655. 110000 758 105000 724
VM 110HCSS White + green orange and orange bands 110000 758 125000 B6t 120000 828

Table B6d Special arctic (pennafrost):

Min. yield Max. yield Min. tensile

Grade Color band identification strength strength strength

(psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa)

VM 55LT Green + blue band
'.:>,

55000 379 80000 551 75000 517
VM BOLT Red + blue band 80000 551 85000 655 95000 655
VM95LT Brown + blue band 95000 655 110000 758 105000 724
VM 110LT While + blue band 110 000 758 140000 965 125000 862
VM 125LT Orange + blue band 125000 862 150000 1034 135000 931

Source. Vallourec & Mannesmann documentation
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4.5 Performance properties [1lJ

B

The minimum peIformance properties, as given in Tables B7 to B9, cover the grades, sizes
and weights of tubings defined from Standard API Bull. 5C2.

Table 87 Small tubing minimum perfonnance properties.
(Source: API Bull. 5C2)

Q
Nominal weight Collapse Internal yield Joint yield strength

Joint yield0_
strength~ E (Ibmlft) resistance pressure (Ibij.- E (103 N)-.. Grade

,~ C
.0:':' NU EUE IJ (psi) (MP.) (psi) (MP.) NU EUE IJ NU EUE IJ,...

H 40 7680 53.0 7530 51.9 6360 13310 28 59
J 55 10560 72.8 10360 71.4 8740 18290 39 811.050

26.7 C 75 1.14 1.20 14410 99.4 14310 98.7 11920 24950 53 111
UN8Q 15370 106.0 15070 103.9 12710 26610 57 118
C 90 17290 119.2 16950 116.9 14000 30000 62 133

H 40 7270 50.1 7080 48.8 10960 19760 15970 49 88 71
J 55 10000 68.9 9730 67.1 15060 27160 21960 67 121 981.315
C 75 1,7033.4 1.80 1.72 13640 94.0 13270 91.5 20540 37040 29940 91 165 133

UNBQ 14550 100.3 14160 97.6 21910 39510 31940 97 176 142
C90 16360 112.8 15930 109.8 25000 44000 36000 111 196 160

H 40 6180 42.6 5900 40.7 15530 26740 22180 69 119 99
J 55 8490 58.3 8120 56.0 21360 36770 30500 95 164 136

1.660
C 75 2.30 2.40 11580 29120 130 22342.2 2.33 79.8 11070 76.3 50140 41600 185

UN 80 12360 85.2 11810 81.4 31060 53480 44370 138 238 198
C 90 13900 95.8 13280 91.6 35000 60000 50000 156 267 222

H 40 5640 38.9 5340 36.8 19090 31980 26890 85 142 120
J 55 7750 53.4 7350 50.7 26250 43970 36970 117 196 164

1.900
C 75 2.75 2.90 10570 35800 59960 159 26748.3 2.76 72.9 10020 69.1 50420 224

UN 80 11280 77.8 10680 73.7 38180 63 960 53780 170 284 239
C 90 12620 87.0 12020 82.9 43000 72000 69 000 191 320 267

H 40 5590 39.2 5290 36.9 35700 159
J 55 7690 53.0 7280 50.2 49000 218

2.063 C 75 3.25 10480 72.3 9920 68.4 66900 29852.4
UN 80 11 180 77.1 10590 73.0 71400 318
C90 12420 85.7 11910 82.1 80000 356
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Table 88 23/8 and 2 7/8~in. tubing minimum performance properties.
(Source: API Bull. Se2)

bE

c Nominal
Collapse Internal yield

Joint yield Joint yieldc_
weight strength strength~ E resistance pressure.~ E (Ibm/It) (Ibij (103 N)

~ .. Grade
g>.
:ag NU EUE (psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) NU EUE NU EUE,
I-

H 40 4.00 5230 36.1 4920 33.9 30100 134
H 40 4.60 4.70 5890 40.6 5600 38.6 36000 52200 160 232
J 55 4.00 7190 49.6 6770 46.7 41400 184
J 55 4.60 4.70 8100 55.8 7700 53.1 49500 71700 220 319

C 75 4.00 9520 65.6 9230 63.6 56500 251
C 75 4.60 4.70 11780 81.2 10500 72.4 67400 97800 300 435
C 75 5.80 5.95 14330 98.8 14040 96.8 96600 126900 430 564

23/8
LIN 80 4.00 9980 68.8 9840 67.9 60800 27060.3
LIN 80 4.60 4.70 11 780 91.2 11200 77.2 71900 104300 320 464
LIN 80 5.80 5.95 15280 105.4 14970 103.2 103000 135400 458 602
C90 4.00 10940 75.4 11070 76.3 68000 302
C90 4.60 4.70 13250 91.4 12600 86.9 81000 117000 360 520
C90 5.80 5.95 17190 118.5 16840 116.1 116000 152000 516 676
P 105 4.60 4.70 15460 106.6 14700 101.4 94 400 136900 420 609
P 105 5.80 5.95 20060 138.3 19650 135.5 135200 177700 601 790

H 40 6.40 6.50 5580 38.5 5280 36.4 52800 72500 235 322
J 55 6.40 6.50 7680 53.0 7200 49.6 72600 99700 323 443

C 75 6.40 6.50 10470 72.2 9910 68.3 99000 135900 440 604
C 75 7.80 7.90 13020 89.8 12600 86.9 132100 169000 588 752

C 75 8.60 8.70 14350 98.9 14010 96.6 149400 186300 665 829

LIN 80 6.40 6.50 11 160 76.9 10570 72.9 105600 145000 470 645

27/8 LIN 80 7.80 7.90 13890 95.8 13440 92.7 140900 180300 627 802
73.0 LIN 80 8.60 8.70 15300 105.5 14940 103.0 159300 198700 709 884

C90 6.40 6.50 12390 85.4 '1'"; 890 82.0 118800 163100 528 725

C90 7.80 7.90 15620 107.7 15120 104.2 158500 202800 705 902

C90 8.60 8.70 17220 118.7 16870 116.3 179200 223500 797 994

P 105 6.40 6.50 14010 96.6 13870 95.6 138600 190300 616 846

P 105 7.80 7.90 18220 125.6 17640 121.6 184900 236600 822 1052

P 105 8.60 8.70 20090 138.5 19610 135.2 209100 260800 930 1 160
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Table 89 3 1/2 to 4 II2-in. tubing minimum performance properties.
(Source: API Bull. 5e2)

B

C Nominal
Collapse Internal yield Joint yield

Joint yield0_
weight strength• E resistance pressure strength (Ibtl.~ E (Ibm/tt) (103 N):;, .. Grade

.5 t:

.0 =- NU EUE (psi) (MP,) (psi) (MP,) NU EUE NU EUE,

....
H 40 7.70 4630 31.9 4320 29.8 65100 290
H 40 9.20 9.30 5380 37.1 5080 35.0 79500 103600 354 461
H 40 10.20 6060 41.8 5780 39.9 92600 412
J 55 7.70 5940 42.0 5940 41.0 89500 398
J 55 9.20 9.30 7400 41.2 6990 48.2 109400 142500 487 634
J 55 10.20 8330 57.3 7950 54.8 127300 566
C 75 7.70 7540 52.0 8100 55.8 122000 542
C 75 9.20 9.30 10040 69.2 9530 65.7 149100 194300 663 864
C 75 10.20 11360 78.3 10840 74.7 173500 772

31/2 C 75 12.70 12.95 14350 98.9 14 060 96.9 231 000 276100 1096 1228
88.9 UN 80 7.70 7870 54.3 8640 59.6 130100 579

UN 80 9.20 9.30 10530 72.6 10160 70.1 159100 207200 708 922
UN 80 10.20 12120 83.6 11560 79.7 185100 828
UN 80 12.70 12.95 15310 105.6 15000 103.4 246400 294500 1096 1310
C90 7.70

C90 9.20 9.30 11 570 79.8 11430 78.8 179000 233100 796 1037
C90 10.20 17 220 118.7 16880 116.4 277 200 331 300 1233 1474
C90 12.70 12.95
P 105 9.20 9.30 13050 90.0 13340 92.0 208900 272000 929 1 210
P 105 12.70 12.95 20090 138.5 19690 135.8 323400 386600 1439 1720

H 40 9.50 4060 28.0 3960 27.3 72 000 320
H 40 11.00 4900 33.8 4590 31.6 123100 548
J 55 9.50 5110 35.2 5440 37.5 99000 440
J 55 11.00 6590 45.4 . 6300 ; (;:3 ..A 169200 753

4 C75 9.50 6350 43.8 7420 51.2 135000 600
101.6 C7b 11.00 8410 58.0 8600 59.3 230800 1027

UN 80 9.50 6590 45.4 7910 54.5 144000 641
UN 80 11.00 8800 60.7 9170 63.2 246100 1095
C90 9.50 7080 48.8 8900 61.4 162000 721
C90 11.00 9600 66.2 10320 71.2 276900 1232

H 40 4500 31.0 4220 29.1 104400 144000 464 641
J 55 5720 39.4 5800 40.0 143500 198000 638 881

41/2 C 75 12.60 12.75 7200 'l 7900 54.5 195700 270000 870 1201114.3 I
928 1281UN 80 7500 51.7 8430 58.1 208700 288000

C90 8120 56.0 9490 65.4 234800 324000 1044 1 441
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B5 TUBING CONNECTION [5]

5.1 Standard API coupling connections

Two standards API and ISO coupling connections are available;

The API non-upset connection (NU) is a lO-round thread form cut on the body,
wherein the joint has less strength than the pipe body (Fig. B I).

The API external upset connection (EUE) is an 8-round thread form, wherein the joint
has the same strength as the pipe body (Fig. B2).

For very high pressure service, the API EUE connection is available in 2 3/8,27/8 and
3 112-in. sizes having a long thread form (EUE long threaded and coupled (T & C)),
wherein the effective thread is 50% longer than standard.

I
"'I

Basic power·tight
makeup

Hand·tight makeup

Figure 81 Non-upset tubing and coupling [8].

Upset runout interval

Figure 82 External-upset tubing and coupling [8].

Legend: <'PIN: outside dia~eter of co~pling; 4(J: diameter of recess; ep[): outside diameter of tubing;
CXi: inside diameter of tUbing; b: width of bearing face.
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5.2 Special clearance couplings

B

Where extra clearance is needed, API couplings can be "turned down" somewhat without
loss ofjoint tensile strength. Special clearance collars are usually marked with a black ring
in the center of the color band indicating steel grade.

Special clearance (reduced outside diameter c:l>Wc) coupling-type thread forms have
been developed for external upset tubing which have 100% joint strength.

Standard and special clearance diameters of API and ISO coupling~type connections are
indicated iu Table B 10.

Tabl~ 810 Standard and special clearance coupling sizes.
(Source: ISO 11 960)

00 tubing (<I> D)
00 connection (<I> W) 00 connection (<1' W) 00 connection (l'1> We)

NU standard EUE standard EUE special clearance

(In.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm)

1.050 26.7 1.313 33.4 1.660 42.2
1.315 33.4 1.660 42.2 1.900 48.3
1.660 42.2 2.054 52.2 2.200 55.9
1.900 48.3 2.200 55.9 2.500 63.5

23/8 60.3 2.875 73.0 3.063 77.8 2.910 73.9
27/8 73.0 3.500 88.9 3.668 93.2 3.460 87.9
31/2 88.9 4.250 108.0 4.500 114.3 4.180 106.2
4 101.6 4.750 120.6 5.000 127.0
41/2 114.3 5.200 132.1 5.563 141.3

5.3 Integral-joint connections

Use of these joints must be justified by special conditions. An API integral-joint connec
tion (lO-round thread fomn) has been adort~d for small diameter as shown in Figure B3
and Table B11.

"'I I I I

I
~ .. ~.i ~

I

miul Liu

r '::~,!ed .Ii~es indicate power~tight makeup

~~
, cA'~- ~ ~~

Figure 83 Integral~jointtubing [8].
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Table 811 Integral-joint connections.

00(<1>0) 00 (<I> Wb)
tubing integraHolnt connection

(in.) (mm) (in.) (mm)

1.315 33.4 1.550 39.4
1.660 42.2 1.880 47.8

1.900 48.3 2.110 53.3

2.063 52.4 2.325 59.1

•

5.4 Special connections

Many speci~l tubing connections, both integral joint and threaded and coupled, are avail
able to meet needs involving very high pressures or corrosive service. The World Oil mag
azine and Petroleum Engineer International periodically print joint identification tables
showing most special connections [6,7].

B6 MAKEUP OF THREADED CONNECTION [2.5,8]

The stress induced in the c~nnection during makeup and subsequent service determine the
success of the connection as a sealing element.

Traditional field practice often dictates that API tapered thread connections are made up
on one of the following bases.

6.1 Makeup position

The rules of thumb is as follows:
(a) Last tool mark on~ni" pin must be buried by the collar.
(b) Add two turns past hand tight (50 ft-lh.or 7 daN.m).

6.2 Field makeup

Joint life of tubing under repeated field makeup is iuversely proportional to the field
makeup torque applied. Therefore, in wells where leak resistance is not a great factor, min
imum field makeup torque values should be used to prolong joint life.

Tables B! 2 to B14 contain recommended optimum makeup torque values guidelines for
nonupset (NU), ex{cmal upset (EVE), and integral joint tubing (IJ).

Minimum torque values are 75 percent of optimum values, and maximum torque
values are 125 percent of optimum values.

A correction factor is applied for makeup torque according to type of grease [2}.
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Table 812 Small tubing makeup torque guidelines.
(Source: ISO 10405 and API SCI, 17th Ed.)

B

Q
Threads and coupling Threads and coupling Integral joint

0_ NU EUE IJ.".~ E Nomi~ Nomiw Nomi-
0 .. Grade

nat Torque nal Torque nal Torqueg> .._ c
weight weight weight.Q ::.

~

I-
(Ibf-ft)(Ibmlft) (N.m) (Ibmlft) (Ibf-ft) (N.m) (Ibmlft) (Ibf-ft) (N.m)

H 40 140 190 460 630
J 55 180 240 600 810

1.050 C75 1.14 . 230 320 1.20 780 1060
26.7 L80 240 330 810 1090

N 80 250 340 830 1 130
C 90 280 350 880 1 190

H 40 210 280 440 590 310 410
J 55 270 370 570 770 400 540

1.315 C 75 1.70 360 480 1.80 740 1 010 1.72 520 700
33.4 L80 370 500 760 1040 530 720

N80 380 510 790 1070 550 740
C90 400 540 830 1 130 580 780
H40 270 360 530 720 380 520
J 55 350 470 690 940 500 680

1.660 C 75 2.30 480 620 2.40 910 1230 2.33 650 890
42.2 L80 470 640 940 1270 680 920

N 80 490 680 960 1300 890 940
C90 510 700 1020 1380 730 1000

H 40 320 430 670 910 450 800
J 55 410 560 880 1 190 580 790

1.900 C75 2.75 540 730 2.90 1 150 1560 2.76 760 1030
4B.3 LBO 560 760 1 190 1610 790 1070

N 80 570 780 1220 1650 Bl0 1 100
C90 610 830 1,1800 1 760 880 1 180

H 40 570 770
J 56 740 1010

2.063 C76 3.25 970 1320
52.4 LBO 1010 1370

N 80 1030 1400
C90 1 100 1490
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Table 813 23/8 and 2 7/8~in. tubing makeup torque guidelines.
(Source: ISO 10405 nadA?1 5 CI, 17th Ed.) I

0
Threads and coupling Threads and coupling Integral joint

0_ NU EUE IJ
~ E
.~ E

Grade
Nomi- Noml- Nomi-

0 ..
nal Torque nal Torque nal Torque

.~ C

.Q; weight weight weight
~

I-
(lbm/tI) (Ibf-tl) (N.m) (Ibmlfl) (Ibf-tl) (N.m) (lbm/tI) (Ibf-tl) (N.m)

H 40 4.00 470 630
H 40 4.60 560 760 4.70 990 1340

J 55 4.00 610 830

J 55 4.60 730 990 4.70 1290 1 750

C 75 4.00 800 1090

C 75 4.60 960 1300 4.70 1700 2310
C 75 5.80 1380 1860 5.95 2120 2870

L 80 4.00 830 1 130

23/8 L 80 4.60 990 1350 4.70 1760 2390
60.3 L80 5.80 1420 1930 5.95 2190 2970

N 80 4.00 850 1 160

N80 4.60 1020 1380 4.70 1800 2450

N 80 5.80 1460 1980 5.95 2240 3040

C90 4.00 910 1230

C 90 4.60 '1080 1470 4.70 1920 2610

C 90 5.80 1550 2110 5.95 2390 3250
P 105 4.60 1280 1740 4.70 2270 3080
P 105 5.80 1840 2490 5.95 2830 3830

H 40 6.40 900 1080 6.50 1250 1 700

J 55 6.40 1050 1420 6.50 1650 2230

C 75 6.40 1380 1880 6.50 2170 2940

C 75 7.80 1850 2500 7.90 2610 3540
(; t':3 8.60 2090 2830 8.70 2850 3860

L80 0.40 1480 1940 6.50 2250 3050

L80 7.80 1 910 2590 7.90 2710 3680
L80 8.60 2160 2930 8.70 2950 4000

27/8 N 80 6.40 1470 1990 6.50 2300 3120
73.0

N80 7.80 1960 2650 7.90 2770 3760

N80 8.60 2210 3000 8.70 3020 4090

C90 6.40 1570 2130 6.50 2460 3340

C90 7.80 2090 2840 7.90 2970 4020

C90 8.60 2370 3210 8.70 3230 4380

P 105 6.40 1850 2510 6.50 2910 3940

P 105 7.80 2470 3350 7.90 3500 4750

P 105 8.60 2790 3790 8.70 3810 5170
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Table 814 31/2 to 4 II2-in. tubing makeup torque guidelines.
(Source: ISO 10405 and API5eI, 17th Ed.)

B

Threads and coupling Threads and coupling Integral jointc
NU EUE IJ0_

o ~
.t::! E:

Grade
NomiR Nomi~ Noml~0" nal Torque nal Torque nal Torqueg>.

:aa weight weight weight,...
(Ibm/It) (Ibl-It) (N.m) (Ibm/It) (Ibl-It) (N.m) (Ibm/It) (Ibl-It) (N.m)

H40 7.70 920 1250
H.40 9.20 1 120 1520 9.30 1730 2340
H 40 10.20' 1310 1 770
J 55 7.70 1 210 1640
J 55 9.20 1480 2010 9.30 2280 3090
J 55 10.20 1720 2330
C 75 7.70 1600 2170
C 75 9.20 1950 2650 9.30 3010 4080
C 75 10.20 2270 3080
C 75 12.70 3030 4100 12.95 4040 5480
L 80 7.70 1660 2250

31/2 L80 9.20 2030 2750 9.30 3030 4240
8B.9 LBO 10.20 2360 3200

L80 12.70 3140 4260 12.95 4200 5700
N 80 7.70 1700 2300
NBO 9.20 2070· 2810 9.30 3200 4330
NBO 10.20 2410 3270
NBO 12.70 3210 4350 12.95 4290 5 B20
C90 7.70 1820 2460
C90 9.20 2220 3010 9.30 3430 4650
C 90 10.20 2590 3510
C90 12.70 3440 4670 12.95 4610 6250
P 105 9.20 2620 3550 9.30 4050 5490
P 105 12.70 4060 5510 12.95 5430 7370

H 40 930 1260 . 1940 2630
J 55 1220 1660 2560 3470

4 C 75 9.50 1620 2200 11.00 3390 4600
101.6 LBO 16BO 2280 3530 4780

N 80 1720 2330 3600 4880
C90 1940 2630 3870 5250

H 40 1320 1 780 2160 2930
J 55 1740 2360 2860 3870

41/2 C 75 12.60 2300 3120 12.75 3780 5130
114.3 L80 2400 3250 3940 5340

N80 2440 3310 4020 5450
C90 2630 3570 4330 5870
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B7 API AND BUTTRESS TUBING THREAD FORM

7.1 API tubing thread form [2]

The tubing thread [ann recommended by API standard is shown in Fig. B4. The geomet
rical characteristics of these threads are given in Table B 15.

I

Axis

Figure 84

___T~per: 6.25 %

Table 815 Geometrical characteristics of threads.

Thread element

H = 0.866p
h=0.626p-O.178
tb=0.120p+0.051
ts = 0.120 P + 0.127

10 threads
per inch

p = 2.540 mm (1/10 in.)

2.200mm
1.412mm
O,356mm
0.432 mm

8 threads
per inch

p = 3.175 mm (1/8 in.)

2.750 mm
1.810mm
0.432 mm
O.508mm

Threads per inch

00 Tubing Tubing with Tubing with
(in.) . without external integral

upset upset joint

1.050 10 10 -
1.315 10 10 10
1.660 10 10 10
1.900 10 10 10
2.063 - - 10
23/8 10 8 -
27/8 10 8 -
31/2 10 8 -
4 8 8 -
41/2 8 8 -

mm x 0,0394 = in.
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7.2 Buttress thread form [2]

B

(BI)

Buttress connections are similar to API round thread connections in that adequate bearing
pressure between mating thread surfaces must be established, and voids must be filled with
thread compound solids to transmit bearing loads across void spaces (Fig. 85).

! I 2.5 .54 I

9°r-.t-.·__M_s_.5.08 ._._1:::'_

Figure 85 Taper: 6.25%. 5 threads per in. Thread crests and roots are parallel
to cone. Dimensions in millimeters unless otherwise indicated.

B8 ELONGATION [8]

The stretch or elongation of oil well tubular material resulting from an applied pulling force
is a commonly required determination.

The amount of stretch that will occur when a pull force is applied varies with the amount
of pull, the !c!!gth of material being stretched, the elasticity of the material, and its
cross-sectional area.

The minimum elongation in 2 in. or 50.8 mm (gauge length of the tensile specimen)
shall be that determined by the following formula:

AO.2

e ~ 1944 U O.9

where

e minimum elongation in 50,8 mm (2 in.) in per cent rounded to nearest 0.5%
k cross sectional area of the tensile test specimen in mm2, based on specified outside

diameter or nominal specimen width and specified wall thickness, rounded to the
nearest 10 mm2, or 490 mm2, whichever is smaller

U specified tensile strength (MPa).
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n.The minimum elongations for both round bar tensile specimens (the 8.9 mm diameter •
with 35.6 mm gauge length, and the 12.7 mm diameter with 50.8 mm gauge length) shall
be determined with an area A of 130 mm2.

B9 TUBING MOVEMENT FORMULAS [4]

Changes in temperature and pressure cause contraction or expansion of a tubing string.
The formulas for calculating the forces developed by this contraction/expansion are

given below.

F1 piston effect Fi =(Ap -Ai)MJ -(Ap -Ao)LV'o (B2)

F2 buckling effect F2= usually negligible

F3 ballooning effect F3 = 0.6(L'>l}aAi - LV'oaAo) (B3)

F4 temperature effect F4 = 207 A,L'>t (B4)

where
As cross section area of tubing (sq in.) =Ao-A j

Ap area of packer bore (sq in.)
Ao area of tubing OD (sq in.)
Ai area of tubing ID (sq in.)
6Pi change in tubing pressure at packer (psi)
LV'0 change in annulu~ pressure at packer (psi)
Mia change in average tubing pressure (psi)
t1Poa change in average annulus pressure (psi)
f1t change in average tubing temperature CF).

The equivalent tubing movement can be calculated using the formula:

where
t1L
F
L
E
A,

t1L = FL
EA,

stretch or contraction (ft or cm)
force (Ibf or daN)
tubing length (ft or m)
elastic factor of steel
cross section area of tubing (sq in. or cm2),

(BS)

•

B10 TUBING CAPACITY

Table B16 and B 17 introduce capacities of tubings in relation with nominal size and nom
inal weight.

Values are given in U.S. and metric units.
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Table 816 1.050 to 3 112-in. tubings. Capacity.'

Q Nominal weight Nominal weight Wall thickness Inside dia.0_ Capacity
~ ~ (Ibmltt) (kg/m) t d

.!::! E-..g>.
NU EUE IJ NU EUE IJ (In.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (galltt) 11m)

,_ c
.0::',...

1.050 1.14 1,20 1,70 1.79 0.113 2,87 0.824 20,93 0,027 0,344
26,67 1.48 1.54 2,20 2,29 0,154 3,91 0,742 18,85 0.022 0,279

1.315 1.70 1,80 1,72 2,53 2.68 2.56 0,133 3,38 1.049 26.64 0,045 0,557
33,40 2,19 2.24 3.26 3,33 0,179 4,55 0,957 24.31 0.037 0.464

2:10 3,13 0.125 3,18 1.410 35,81 0,082 1.007
1.660

2.30 2.40 2,33 3.42 3.57 3,47 0.140 3,56 1,380 35,05 0,077 0,96542,16
3,03 3,07 4,51 4.57 0,191 4.85 1,278 32.46 0.066 0,827

-
2.40 3.57 0.125 3,18 1,650 41.91 0.111 1,380

2.75 2.90 2.76 4.09 4,32 4.11 0,145 3.68 1,610 40.89 0.105 1.313
1.900

3,65 3.73 5.43 5.55 0,200 5.08 1,500 38.10 0.092 1.14048,26
4.42 6.58 0.250 6,35 1.400 35,56 0,080 0.993
5,15 7,66 0,300 7,62 1,300 33.02 0,069 0,856

-
2.063 3,25 4.84 0.156 3,96 1.751 44.48 0.125 1,554
52.60 3.02 4,50 0,225 5,72 1.613 40,97 0,106 1,318

4,00 5.95 0.167 4.24 2,041 51,84 0.170 2.110
4,60 4,70 6.85 6,99 0,190 4.83 1.995 50,67 0.162 2.016

23/8
5,80 5,05 8.63 8.85 0.254 6.45 1.867 47.42 0,143 1,76660,33
6,60 9.82 0.295 7.49 1,785 45,34 0.130 1.614

7.35 7.45 10,94 11.09 0.336 8,53 1.703 43,26 0,118 1.470-
6.40 6,50 0,217 5,51 2.441 62.00 0,243 3.019
7,80 7,90 0,276 7.01 2,323 59,00 0,220 2,734

27/8 8,60 8,70 0,308 7.82 2.259 57,36 0.208 2,584
73,03 9.35 9.45 0,340 8,64 2.195 55,75 0.196 2.441

10,50 0.392 9,96 2.091 53,11 0.178 2.251
11.50 0.440 11,18 1.995 50,67 0.162 2.016

7,70 0,216 5.49 3.068 77.93 0,384 4.770
9,20 9,30 0.254 6.45 2,992 76.00 0,365 4.536

10,20 0,289 7,34 2.922 74,22 0,348 4.326
31/2 12.70 12.95 0,375 9,53 2.750 69,85 0,308 3,832
88,90

0.430 10,92 2,640 67,06 0265 3.53214,30

15.50 0.476 12,09 2.548 64,72 0,265 3,290
17,00 0.530 13.46 2,440 61,98 0.247 3,017
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Table 817 4 to 7-in. tubings. Capacity.

c Nominal weight Nominal weight Wall thickness Inside dia.0_ Capacity
• E (Ibm/It) (kg/m) t d

.!:! E
~ ..
g' .

NU EUE IJ
._ c NU EUE IJ (In.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (gallfl) I/m).c ;.
?

9.50 14.14 0.226 5.74 3.548 90.12 0.513 6.379
11.00 16.37 0.262 6.65 3,476 88.29 0,493 6.122

4 13.20 19.64 0.330 8.38 3.340 84.84 0.455 5.653
101.60 16.10 23.96 0.415 10.54 3.170 80.52 0.410 5.092

18.90 28.13 0.500 12.70 3.000 76.20 0.322 4.560
22.20 33.04 0.606 15,49 2.780 70.61 0.315 3.916

12.60 12.75 18.75 18.97 0.271 6.88 3.958 100.53 0.639 7.937
15.20 22.62 0.337 8.56 3.826 97.18 0.597 7.417
17.00 25.30 0.380 9.65 3.740 95.00 0.570 7.088

41/2
18.90 28.13 0.430 10.92 3.640 92,46 0.541 6.714114.30
21.50 32.00 0.500 12.70 3.500 88.90 0.500 6.207
23.70 35.27 0.560 14.22 3.380 85.85 0,466 5.788
26.10 38.84 0.630 16.00 3.240 82.30 0.428 5.320

15 22.32 0.296 7.52 4.408 111.76 0.790 9.810

18 26.79 0.362 9.19 4.276 108.61 0.746 9.264
5 21,4 31.85 0.437 11.10 4.126 104.80 0.694 8.626127.00

23.2 34.53 0,478 12.14 4.044 102.72 0.667 8.287
24.1 35.86 0.500 12.70 4.000 101.60 0.653 8.107

15.5 23.07 0.275 6.99 4.950 125.73 1.000 12.415

51/2 17 25.30 0.304 7.72 4.892 124.26 0.976 12.127
139.70 20 29.76 0.361 9.17 4.778 121.36 0.931 11.567

23 34.23 0,451 10.54 4.670 118.62 0.890 11.051

23 34.23 0.317 8.05 6.366 161.70 1.653 20.535

26 38.69 0.362 9.19 6.276 159,40 1.606 19.955

7 29 43.16 0,408 10.36 6.184 157.10 1.561 19.384
177.80 32 47.62 0,453 11.51 6.094 154.80 1.515 18.820

35 52.09 0,498 12.65 6.004 152.50 1,470 18.265

38 56.55 0.540 13.72 5.920 150,40 1,430 17.765

to:' \
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B11 ANNULAR VOLUME BETWEEN CASING AND TUBING

B

v ~ 0.0007854(D; - Dl) (B6)

where
V annular volume (11m)
Do outside diameter of tubing (mm)
D i inside diameter of casing (mm).

Tables B 18 and B19 indicate volumes from 4 112 to 9 5/8-in. casings.

• Conversion in u.s. units:

11m X 0.0805 = gallft 11m X 0.00192 = bbllft

Table 818 Annular volume between 4112 to 6 SI8-in. casing and tubing [2].

21

43

2

33

Nominal size of inner string (in.)

O' 1.050 1.315 1.660 1.900 2.063 23/8 27/8 31/2 4 411

0" (11m) 0.56 0.88 1.40 1.84 2.16 2.88 4.22 6.26 8.17 10.

9.50 8.48 7.92 7.60 7.08 6.64 6.32 5.60 4.26

10.50 8.32 7.76 7.44 6.92 6.48 6.16 5.44 4.10

11.60 8.11 7.55 7.23 6.71 6.27 5.95 5.23 3.89

~
~ 13.50 7.79 7.23 6.91 6.39 5.95 5.63 4.91 3.57
~.. 15.10 7.42 6.86 6.54 6.02 5.58 5.26 4.54 3.20

u 16.90 7.09 6.53 6.21 5.69 5.25 4.93 4.21
~

£ 17.70 6.93 6.37 6.05 5.53 5.09 4.77 4.05

'" 18.80 6.71 6.15 5.83 5.31 4.87 4.55 3.83

~ 11.50 10.54 9.98 9.66 9.14 8.70 8.38 7.66 6.32

~ 13.00 10.23 9.67 9.35 8.83 8.39 8.07 7.35 6.01
0 '" 15.00 9.84 9.28 8.96 8.44 8.00 7.68 6.96 5.62a

18.00 9.27 7.87 7.43 7.11 6.39 5.051"' 8.71 8.39
,~, 20.80 8.75 8.19 7.87 7.35 6.91 6.59 .5.87 4.53
~
u 14.00 12.73 12.17 11.85 11.33 10.89 10.57 9.85 8.51 6.47
~ 15.50 12.42 11.86 11.54 11.02 10.58 10.26 9.54 8.20 6.16
.~ ~ 17.00 12.13 11.57 11.25 10.73 10.29 9.97 9.25 7.91 5.87~

." '" 20.00 11.57 11.01 10.69 10.17 9.73 9.41 8.69 7.35 5.31..
E 23.00 11.05 10.49 10.17 9.65 9.21 8.89 8.17 6.83 4.790z

20.00 18.54 17.98 17.66 17.14 16.70 16.38 15.66 14.32 12.28 10.37 8.'

~ 24.00 17.76 17.20 16.88 16.36 10.92 15.60 14.88 13.54 11.50 9.59 7.

'" 28.00 16.99 16.43 16.11 15.59 15.15 14.83 14.11 12.77 10.73 8.82 6'
32.00 16.32 15.76 15.44 14.92 14.48 14.16 13.44 12.10 10.06 8.15

~ The zero vertical column gives the capacity of the casing In liters per meter.
•• The zero horizontal line gives the total displacement of tubing with coupling in liters per meter.

11m x 0.0805 '" gal/ft 11m x 0.00192 '" bbl/ft.
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Table 819 Annular volume between 7 to 9 5/8~in. casing and tUbing [2].

Nominal size of inner string (in.)

O' 1.050 1.315 1.660 1.900 2.063 23/8 27/8 31/2 4 41/2

0" (11m) 0.56 0.88 1.40 1.84 2.18 2.88 4.22 6.26 8.17 10.33

17.00 21.66 21.10 20.78 20.26 19.82 19.50 18.78 17.44 15.40 13.49 11.33
20.00 21.66 21.10 20.78 20.26 19.82 19.50 18.78 17.44 15.40 13.49 11.33
23.00 20.54 19.98 19.66 19.14 18.70 18.38 17.66 16.32 14.28 12.37 10.21
26.00 19.96 19.40 19.08 18.56 18.12 17.80 17.08 15.74 13.70 11.79 9.63
29.00 19.38 18.82 18.50 17.98 17.54 17.22 16.50 15.16 13.12 11.21 9.05...
32.00 18.82 18.26 17.94 17.42 16.98 16.66 15.94 14.60 12.56 10.65 8.49
35.00 18.27 17.71 17.39 16.87 16.43 16.11 15.39 14.05 12.01 10.10 7.94
38.00 17.76 17.20 16.88 16.36 15.92 15.60 14.88 13.54 11.50 9.59 7.43

~
41.00 17.17 16.61 16.29 15.77 15.33 15.01 14.29 12.95 10.91 9.00 6.84
44.00 16.58 16.02 15.70 15.18 14.74 14.42 13.70 12.36 10.32 8.41 6.25

"0
@ 24.00 25.01 24.45 24.13 23/61 23.17 22.85 22.13 20.79 18.75 16.84 16.68
C 26.40 24.61 24.05 23.73 23.21 22.77 22.45 21.73 20.39 18.35 16.44 14.28=
'" fJjC 29.70 23.95 23.39 23.07 22.55 22.11 21.79 21.07 19.73 17.69 15.78 12.86'C

05 ...
33.70

~
23.19 22.63 22.31 21.79 21.35 21.03 20.31 18.97 16.96 15.02 12.86

0
39.00 22.24 21.68 21.36 20.84 20.40 20.08 19.36 18.02 15.95 14.07 11.91

'5 24.00 33.22 32.66 32.34 31.82 31.38 31.06 30.34 29.00 26.96 25.05 22.89
:E

28.00 32.57 32.01 31.69 31.17 30.73 30.41 29.69 28.35 26.31 24.40 22.24'"'w
3 32.00 31.79 31.23 30.91 30.39 29.95 29.63 28.91 28.57 25.53 23.62 21.46
"0 fJj@ 36.00 31.03 30.47 30.15 29.63 29.19 28.87 28.15 26.81 24.77 22.86 20.70
ill

.,
40.00 30.24 29.68 29.36 28.84 28.40 28.08 27.36 26.02 23.98 22.07 19.91.~

0; 44.00 29.46 28.90 28.58 28.06 27.62 27.30 26.58 25.24 23.20 21.29 19.13
.~ 49.00 28.58 28.02 27.70 27.18 26.74 2642 25.70 24.36 22.32 20.41 18.25
0z 32.30 10.06 40.50 10.18 39.66 39.22 38.90 38.18 36.84 34.80 32.89 30.73

36.00 40.33 39.77 39.45 38.93 38.49 38.17 37.45 36.11 34.07 32.16 30.00
40.00 39.55 38.99 38.67 38.15 37.71 37.39 36.67 35.33 33.29 31.38 29.22
43.50 38.84 38.28 37.96 37.44 37.00 36.68 35.96 34.62 32.58 30.67 ·~8.;/:

fJj 47.00 38.18 37.62 37.30 36.7.8 36.34 36.02 35.30 33.96 31.92 30.01 27.85

'" 53.50 36.03 35.51 35.07 34.75 34.03 32.69 30.65 26.5836.91 36.35 28.74
58.40 36.05 35.49 35.17 34.65 34.21 33.89 33.17 31.83 29.79 27.88 25.72
61.10 35.54 34.98 34.66 34.14 33.70 33.38 32.66 31.32 29.28 27.37 25.21

71.80 33.45 32.89 32.57 32.05 31.61 31.29 30.57 29.23 27.19 25.28 23.12

* The zero vertical column gives the capacity of the casing In liters per meter.
*' The zero horizontal line gives the total displacement of tubing with coupling in liters per meter,

11m x 0.0805 :: galfft 11m x 0.00192 = bbl/ft.
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Coiled Tubing

Although coiled tubing has been in use for some time in oil and gas well operations, it is a
"relatively" new type of well servicing equipment.

Today, coiled tubiug is being used to cleanout wellbores at depths much greater than
3 000 m (10 000 ft), It has been used, not just as,concentric, velocity or syphon string, but
as the primary production tubing during initial well completions. Coiled tubing is being
used to assist wireline logging operations, and to operate in horizontal drain holes.

This chapter will provide readers with basic knowledge concerning the fundamentals of
coiled tubing technology as well as what the latest techniques and developments will mean
to industry.

Cl COILED TUBING UNIT EQUIPMENT DESIGN [1]

The coiled tubing unit is a portable, hydraulically-powered service system designed to run
and retrieve a continuous string of tubing concentric to larger ID production pipe or casing
strings. The basic coiled tubing unit components are as follows:

Tubing injector head

• Coiled tubing reel

Wellhead blowout preventer stack

Hydraulic power~drive unit
Control cousole.

A simplified c9,iled tubing unit is shown in Fig. C 1.

1.1 Tubing injector heads

They are designed to perform three basic functions:
Provide the thrust to snub tubing into the well against pressure or to overcome wellbore
friction.
Control the rate of tubing entry into the well under various well conditions.
Support the full suspended tubIng weigli; altd accelerate it to operating speed when
extracting it from the well.
Figure C2 illustrates a simplified coiled tubing injector head rig-up and wellhead blow

out preventer stack.
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Hydraulic operated
tubing reel

""
Power
pack

Coiled Tubing

Control
console

Hydraulic drive
tUbing injector

Stripper rubber

Blowout
preventer stack

Injector support

Flow tee

Wellhead valve

c

Figure C1 Mechanical components of a hydraulic coiled tubing unit [1].

Tubing guide

Lifting ball

Injector head ~ll5l
Prot~r:tive

frame'

Stuffing box~ _~~~~~
quick change

Slide-lock BOP

Support legs
(adjuslable)

Wellhead

Figure (2 Tubing injector head on adjustable support legs and BOP stack [1].
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.,

1.2 Coiled tubing reel

It is a manufactured steel spool. Spooled pipe capacities are contingent on the core diam
eter (Fig. C I).

Reel rotation is controlled by a hydraulic motor that is mounted for direct drive on the
reel shaft or operated by a chain~and-sprocket drive assembly. This motor is used to main
tain a constant pull on the tubing aud keep the pipe wrapped tightly on the reel.

The tubing is guided onto the spool through a mechanism called the "level-wind assem
bly" to properly align the pipe as it is wrapped on or spooled off the reel.

1.3 Wellhead blowout preventer stack

The BOP stack is comppsed of four hydraulically-operated rams, generally rated for a min
imum working pressure of70 MPa (10 000 psi). The four BOP compartments are equipped
(from top down) with:

(a) Blind rams
(b) Tubing shear rams

(c) Slip rams
(d) Pipe rams.

1.4 Hydraulic po~er.drive units

They are sized to operate all of the coiled tubing unit components. The prime mover assem
bly size will vary with hydraulic-drive unit needs.

1.5 Control console

The console includes all of the controls and gauges required to operate and monitor the
coiled tubing unit components: ."

(a) Red and injector heads are activated through valves that determirre-tubing motion
direction at operating speed.

(b) Control system regulate the drive chain, stripper rubber, and blowout preventers.

C2 WORKOVER SAFETY [2]

2.1 Pre-job requirements

Where rig operations are involved, site inspections must be performed before moving
coiled tubing equipment to location.
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2.1.1 location

Inspect roads, bridges, overhead lines, and locations prior to moving coiled tubing unit
and identify any problems or limitations.

Inspect location for hazards (e.g., electrical, fire, environmental, etc.).

Oosite supervisor should locate flowlines, power cables, injection lines, and ground
wires prior to setting anchors.

2.1.2 Coiled tubing

A permanent "depth flag" of some type should be used of the tube aD about 90 m
(300 ft) from the eod of tubing. This is used to verify the depth counter when pulling
out of the hole.

Coiled tubing should be "pickled" with a sufficient volume of properly inhibited hydro
chloric (HCI) acid to remove rust. scale. and foreign debris. The acid should then be dis
placed with a neutralizing soda ash solution.

Coiled tubing reels should be pressure tested to 35 MPa (5 000 psi) with liquid after
"pickling" is completed and held for a minimum of 5 min.

A I-in. ball valve should be threaded onto the end of the coiled tubing. With the valve
open, displace liquid in the tubing with nitrogen, allow pressure to bleed down to about
70 kPa (10 psi) and then close the valve to maintain a nitrogen blanket in the tubing.

2.1.3 Power packs

Ensure that all exhaust manifolds and mufflers are wrapped and insulated to comply
with personnel protection requirements.

All power packs must be equipped with spark arresters and pollution pan skids to con
tain pollutants and prevent accidental discharge to the environment.

All diesel engines must be equipped with remote-operated or automatic shut-down
devices.

2.1.4 Blowout preventers

Blowout preventers (BOPs) must be hydraulically operated by controls located at the
operator console. '

BOP stack order must be equipped from top down as follows:
- Blind rams
- Cutter rams
- KilUretum spool with isolation valve
- Uni-directional slip rams
- Tubing rams.

2.1.5 Tubing injector

Injector heads must be equipped with 4 telescoping legs to stabilize and properly support
the injector.
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2.2 Operations safety

Several safety items which pertain to coiled tubing operations in general are offered below:

At no time should produced hydrocarbons be reverse circulated up the coiled tubing
string.

At no time should natural gas be injected down coiled tubing for jet lifting, foam wash
ing, etc.

Make all necessary safety provisions for handling caustic workover materials available
to operations personnel.

When energized fluids are used in workovers (nitrogen, CO2, etc.), it is recommended
that use of certified high pressure hoses be limited.

Place boards or plywood sheets beneath nitrogen or CO2 transfer hose connections to
p~event damage to steel structures in the event of a leak..

Liquid nitrogen and CO2 can cause severe flesh burns on contact.

Be prepared for hydraulic oil spills which may occur on location during rigging up and
rigging down. Also, be prepared for possible additional hydraulic oil discharge from
leaking connections during the workover. Placement of grass mats soaked with soap
around the worksite will allow for oil removal from the soles of boots and minimize
potential for slips and falls.

During workover, the well must be continually monitored and should not be left unat
tended at any time unl~ss it is shut in and secured.

Acid pumped through coiled tubing must be properly inhibited to protect the coiled tube
material and should be only be handled and pumped by personnel specifically trained
for acid service. Coiled tubing unit wash pumps are not designed or maintained for acid
service and should not be used unless specifically prepared for corrosive service.

When coiled tubing work is being performed in a well which is underbalanced, all active
wells requiring production processing on the platfonn should be shut in.

C3 TUBE TECHNOlOGY AND CAPABILITIES

Factors affecting coiled tubing perfonnance are presented in this paragraph. The infonna
tion presented here is considered proven technology (API RP 5C7) [11].

3.1 Mechanical testing properties [11],

Tensile and hardness requirements for manufactured coiled tubing are given in Table Cl.

Note: The mechanical properties do not necessarily remain the same after spooling.
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Table C1 Tensile and hardness requirements for manufactured coiled tubing.

Minimum yield strength Minimum tensile strength Maximum hardness
Grade

(psi) (MPa) (psi) (MPa) (HRC)

CT55 55000 380 70000 480 22
CT70 70000 480 80000 550 22
CT80 80000 550 90000 620 22
CT90 90000 620 100000 690 22

3.2 Dimension and weight characteristics [II]

Dimension and weight characteristics are given in Tables C2a and C2b.

Table C2a Coiled tubing dimensions and weights [11].

Specified Plain end Specified wall Minimum wall Inside diameter
diameterD weight thickness t thickness tmin d

(in.) (mm) (tbmlft) (kg/m) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm)

0.750 19.05 0.59 0.878 0.083 2.10 0.078 1.98 0.584 14.83
1.000 25.40 0.74 1.101 0.075 1.91 0.070 1.78 0.850 21.59
1.000 25.40 0.79 1.176 0.080 2.03 0.075 1.91 0.840 21.34
1.000 25.40 0.85 1.265 0.087 2.21 0.082 2.08 0.826 20.98
1.000 25.40 0.92 1.369 0.095 2.41 0.090 2.29 0.810 20.57
1.000 25.40 0.98 1.468 0.102 2.59 0.097 2.46 0.796 2022
1.000 25.40 1.04 1.548 0.109 2.77 0.104 2.64 0.782 19.86
1.000 25.40 1.17 1.741 0.125 3.17 0.117 2.97 0.750 19.05
1.250 31.75 0.94 1.399 0.075 191 0.070 1.78 1.100 27.94
1.250 31.75 1.00 1.488 0.080 2.03 0.Q75 1.91 1.090 27.69
1.250 31.75 1.08 1.607 0.087 2.21 0.082 2.08 1.076 27.33
1.250 31.75 1.17 1.741 0.095 2.4,1 0.090 2.29 1.060 26.92
1.250 31.75 1.25 1.860 0.102 2.59 0.097 2.46 1.046 26.57
1.250 31.75 1.33 1.979 0.109 2.77 0.104 2.64 1.032 26.21
1.250 31.75 1.50 2.232 0.125 3.17 0.117 2.97 1.000 25.40
1.250 31.75 1.60 2.381 0.134 3.40 0.126 3.20 0.982 24.94
1.250 31.75 1.82 2.708 0.156 3.56 0.148 3.76 0.938 23.83
1.250 31.75 2.01 2.976 0.175 4.44 0.167 4.24 0.900 22.86
1.500 38.10 1.43 2.128 0.095 2.41 0.090 2.29 1.310 33.27
1.500 38.10 1.52 2.262 0.102 2.59 0.097 2.46 1.296 32.92
1.500 38.10 1.62 2.411 0.109 2.77 0.104 2.64 1.282 32.56
1.500 38.10 1.84 2.738 C.125 3.17 0.117 2.97 1.250 31.75
1.500 38.10 1.95 2.902 0.134 3.40 0.126 3.20 1.232 31.29
1.500 38.10 2.24 3.333 0.156 3.56 0.148 3.76 1.188 30.17
1.500 38.10 2.48 3.691 0.175 4.44 0.167 4.24 1.150 29.21
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Table C2b Coiled tubing dimensions and weights (Ill
-

Specified Plain end Specified wall Minimum wall Inside diameter
diameterD weight thickness t thickness tmin d

-
(in.) (mm) (Ibmltt) (kg/m) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm)

-
1.750 44.45 1.80 2.678 0102 2.59 0.097 2.46 1.546 39.27

1.750 44.45 1.91 2.842 0.109 2.77 0.104 2.64 1.532 38.91

1.750 44.45 2.17 3.229 0.125 3.17 0.117 2.97 1.500 38.10

1.750 44.45 2.31 3.438 0.134 3.40 0.126 3.20 1.482 37.64

1.750 44.45 2.66 3.956 0.156 3.56 0.148 3.76 1.438 36.53

1.750 44.45 2.94 4.375 0.175 4.44 0.167 4.24 1.400 35.56

1.750 44.45 3.14 4.673 0.188 4.77 0.180 4.57 1.374 34.90

2.375 60.33 2.64 3.929 0.109 2.77 0.104 2.64 2.157 54.79

2.375 60.33 3.00 4.465 0.125 3.17 0.117 2.97 2.125 53.98

2.375 60.33 3.21 4.777 0.134 3.40 0.126 3.20 2.107 53.18

2.375 60.33 3.70 5.506 0.156 3.56 0.148 3.76 2.063 52.40

2.375 60.33 4.11 6.116 0.175 4.44 0.167 4.24 2.025 51.44

2.375 60.33 4.39 6.533 0.188 4.77 0.180 4.57 1.999 50.77

2.875 73.03 3.67 5.462 0.125 3.17 0.117 2.97 2.625 66.68

2.875 73.03 3.93 5.848 0.134 3.40 0.126 3.20 2.607 66.22

2.875 73.03 4.53 6.741 0.156 3.56 0.148 3.76 2.563 65.10

2.875 73.03 5.05 7.516 0.175 4.44 0.167 4.24 2.525 64.14

2.875 73.03 5.40 8.036 0.188 4.77 0.180 4.57 2.499 63.47

2.875 73.03 5.79 8.616 0.203 5.16 0.195 4.95 2.469 62.71

3.500 88.90 4.82 7.173 0.134 3.40 0.126 3.20 3.232 82.09

3.500 88.90 5.57 8.289 0.156 3.56 0.148 3.76 3.188 80.98

3.500 88.90 6.21 9.241 0.175 4.44 0.167 4.24 3.150 80.01

3.500 88.90 6.65 9.896 0.188 4.77 0.180 4.57 3.124 79.35

3.500 88.90 7.15 10.640 0.203 5.16 0.195 4.95 3.094 78.59

3.3 Hydrostatic pressure te~t [I1J

Hydrostatic pressure tests are performed by the manufacturer on spooled coiled tubing.
The test pressures specified herein are based on the following fonnula; they should not
exceed 70 MPa (10 000 psi). The minimum hold time at the hydrostatic test pressure shall
be 15 minutes. Failure will be defined as pressure loss greater than 350 kPa (50 psi) during
the hold period or any visible fluid loss.

The test pres,'5ure for a tapered coiled tubing string shall be based on the thinnest-wall
segment of the StI111g:

I

..

p 2xfxYXlmin
D
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where
p

f
y

D

hydrostatic test pressure (MPa or psi)
test factor = 0.80
specified minimum yield strength (MPa or psi) (see Table Cl)
minimum specified wall thickness of the thinnest wall segment of tubing on the
spool (mm or in.). tmin = 0.95 t (see Tables C2a and b)
specified outside diameter (mm or in.).

3.4 Calculated performance properties of new coiled tubing [llJ

3.4.1 Pipe body yield load

The pipe body yield load is defined as the axial tension load (in the absence of pressure or
torque) which produces a stress in the tube equal to the specified minimum yield strength
Y in tension:

where
L y
Y
D

Ly =3.1416(D-tmin)tmin Y

pipe body yield load (daN or pounds)
specified minimum yield strength (bar or psi)
specified outside diameter (em or in.)
minimum wall thickness (cm or in.).

(C2)

(C3)

3.4.2 Internal yield pressure

The internal yield pressure is defined as the internal pressure which produces a stress in the
tubing equal to the specified minimum yield strength Y, based on the specified outside
diameter and the minimum wall thickness, using Eq. 31 from API Bulletin 5C3 [12J:

p= 2xYxlmin
D

where
p
y

D

hydrostatic test pressure (MP, or psi)
specified minimum yield strength (MPa or psi) (see Table Cl)
minimum specified wall thickness of the thinne'st wall segment of tubing on the
spool (mm or in.). tmin =0.95 t (see Tables C2)
specified outside diameter (mm or in.).

3.4.3 Torsional yield strength

Torsional yield strength is defined as the torque required to yield the coiled tubing (in the
absence of pressures or axial stress) and is calculated as shown in Eqs. C4 and C5.

• In metric units

(C4)
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where
Tf torsional yield strength (daN per meter) I.
Y specified minimum yield strength (MPa) (see Table Cl)
tmin minimum specified wall thickness of the thinnest wall segment of tubing on the

spool (em). Im;n ~ 0.95 I (see Tables C2)
D specified outside diameter (em).

• In U.S. units

Yx [D4- (D- 2lmint]
Tf = --'--10-5-.8-6-x-D-----"

(C5)

where
Tf
Y

D

torsional yield strength (pounds per foot)
specified minimum yield strength (psi) (see Table Cl)
minimum specified wall thickness of the thinnest wall segment of tubing on the
spool (in.). Im;n ~ 0.95 I (see Tables C2)
specified outside diameter (in.).

-

3.5 Coiled tubing string design and working life [II]

Topics on coiled tubing string design considerations, ultra~low cycle fatigue prediction
methods, diametral growth, other 00 anomalies, collapse derating, discussion on COtTOM

sion effects, and common weld survivability, are developed in APf RP 5C7 (Paragraph 5).
The useful working life of coiled tubing is limited by several factors, including the fol-

lowing:
- Fatigue
- Diameter growth and ovality
- Mechanical damage (kinks, surface anomalies)
- Corrosion
- Welds.

C4 SAND AND SOLIDS WASHING [4]

Operations involving sand or solids washing are the most common of today' s coiled tubing
workover services.

.some recommendations

1)0:

Require a flow tee to direct returns out of the well. Place the tee directly below the BOP.

Install an adjustable choke on the return line and have a replacement stern on location.

Plan for wash fluid loss and have additional fluid on location.
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Some recommendations

C5 UNLOADING WElLS WITH LIGHTER flUIDS [5]

CCoiled Tubing

Do:

Detennine reservoir perfonnance parameters, including static BHP, desired pressure
drawdown, fluid type, solution GLR and PI prior to designing wellbore unloading pro
grams.

Obtain infonnation on all downhole tools and completion equipment that could cause
flow restrictions.

Determine the most appropriate method for unloading the wellbore based on the "soft
start" pressure Jrawdown concept.

If an Nz unloading method is selected, design for the lowest possible Nz circulation
rates to minimize frictional pressure losses within the system.

Rig up high-pressure piping for pump and return lines and secure to location anchors.

Techniques are used for initiating production from overbalanced or "logged-up" wells
using coiled tubing.

Keep adequate tankage on location to capture all returns and solids from the well. Plan
to have liquids treated through production facilities or sent to an approved disposal site.
Solids should be cleaned and dumped, or sent to an appropriate disposal site.

Inject coiled tubing into the well no faster than 10 mlmin (30 to 40 ftlmin) if top of fill
is unknown. If top of fill has been located, insertion rate should not exceed 20 mlmin
(60 ftlmin).

Maintain returns throughout the wash program. If observed returns decrease or stop,
pull coiled tubing up the hole until returns are reestablished.

Wash solids slowly. When breaking through bridges, allow sufficient time to circulate
solids from the well before continuing downhole.

Check tubing drag every 300 to 500 m (I 000 to I 500 ft). Have coiled tubing represen
tatives identify tubing sections that have been cycled extensively and avoid conducting
periodic drag tests in these interval.

Monitor surface pump pressure and return choke pressures while circulating large slugs
of solids laden fluids.

Do not:

Allow coiled tubing to stay stationary for longer than half of the time required to circu
late bottoms-up.

Shut down pumps for any reason, until coiled tubing is out of the welL

• Exceed a design fluid circulation pressure of 25 MPa (3 500 psi).

Wash out of production tubing into casing without circulating at least one tubing vol
ume up the annulus.
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Install an adjustable choke on the return line and have a replacement stem available on
location. Verify choke calibration with provided documentation.

Request that service companies provide a flow tee to direct return flow out of the well.
Place the flow tee directly beneath the BOP stack.

Do not:

Get in a hurry when unloading wells to initiate production!
Pump uatural gas through a coiled tubing string.

Circulate N2 below the predetermined maximum depth or attempt to increase fluid lift
rates without compensating for surface choke pressure.

Increase N2 circulation rates to increase fluid production rates without evaluating all
possible causes for reduced flow.

Discontinue pumping of Nzdown coiled tubing unless pulling out of the hole. Leave N2
unit hooked-up until the coiled tubing is out of the wellbore.

C6 COILED TUBING ASSISTED LOGGING AND
PERFORATING [6]

Logging with coiled tubing is outwardly simple, offering advantages that may, in some
applications, not be available with other methods. There are, however, costly and poten
tially hazardous pitfalls if the technology is not used properly.

6.1 Advantages of coiled tubing conveyed wireline operations

The advantages of coiled tubing for wireline operations can be listed as follows:

Convey tools over long distances in high-angle extended-reach and horizontal wells.

Allow for continuous movement.

Convey tools through short sections of corkscrewed or twisted pipe.

IntrOduce or reverse circulating fluid downhole.

Provide constantpressUlc control.

Minimize the danger of being "blown up hole".

Record data while drilling, stimulating or performing other tasks.

Allow electric line to remain inside the coiled tubing for higher reliability.

Assist specialized applications, like borehole seismic.

6.2 Operational guidelines

Contacting prospective service companies and providing them with a detailed explanation
of required CT logging services is necessary. Check to see that they provide or can subcon
tract basic equipment and information, including:
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For CT unit and all peripherals:
- Unit size for operations
- Proper tube weight and size
- Proper reel diameter
- Proper tubing guide radius
- Adequate injector pull and speed (high and low)
- Necessary instrumentation (weight, pressure, running speed, etc.)
- Computers as needed.

For CT electric line reel:
- Coiled tnbing (aD and ID)
- Condition and history of CT reel
- Wireline (size, conductors, and condition)
- Type and condition of collector.

For crane or deployment system:
- Required risers or luoricator
- Adequate support to deploy tools into high pressure wells if a deployment system is

not used
- Cross-overs to wellhead and CT
- A means to shear tools.

For BOP stack:
- Large enough ID to pass tools
- Properly positioned BOPs close to the top of the tree, not just below the injector

when a long riser is used
- Pressure and HzS service ~atings

- Blind, cutler, slip and pipe rams.

For downhole equipment:
- Bump-up sub
- CT connector
- Safety release system
- Back-pressure (check) valves
- Wireline adapter for logging company connector.

C7 CEMENTING [7J

Basic coiled tubing workover (CTWO) squeeze procedures have been refined over the
years and a variety of special cement blends have been developed that reflect the changing
requirements of dynamic field production.

The advantages of coiled tubing cementing operations are:

Wells can be safely, efficiently and economically squeezed.

Squeeze operations can be completed in 12 hours or less.

Uncontaminated cement can be safely reversed out up the coiled tubing provided the CT
is not damaged.
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Cement that is to be circulated out can be contaminated with a bio-polymer system.

Wells can be squeezed, tested, perforated and returned to production in three days to
minimize downtime and lost production.

...

C8 FISHING [8]

In areas where pulling tubing is expensive, coiled tubing offers a viable alternative to con
ventional rig work.

To properly evaluate a well as a candidate for coiled tubing fishing and make proper
decisions during the operation, supervisors must fully understand the advantages, disad
vantages, strengths and limitations of coiled tubing. They must also understand the many
available tools and their appropriate applications.

8.1 Advantages

It offers additional tensile strength above that of braided line and the ability to use
heavier tools is helpful in most applications.

• The capacity to circulate fluid through the system can also be helpful in some situations.

Relatively low cost, quick rig up and fast time are advantages in certain applications.

8.2 Disadvantages

Relatively low tensile strength capacity restricts overpull and inability to rotate limits
the use of bent subs, wall hooks and some types of releasing mechanisms that are incor
porated into conventional overshots and spears.

Coiled tubing is more expensive than braided line operations and cannot use spang jars
as effectively due to limited running speed.

C9 VElOCITY STRINGS [9]

Installation (hanging off) of a concentric string of coiled tubing inside existing production
tubing (Fig. C3) is an economically viable, safe, convenient and effective alternative for
returning some of these liquid loaded (logged-up) wells to flowing status.

In Fig. C3, the well was originally configured with 2 7/8-in. production tubing from sur
face to 9 702 ft (2 950 m). Prior to velocity string installation, fluid flowed up 5-in. casing
from mid-pedorations at 11381 ft (3 470 m) to 9 702 ft (2950 m).
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2 7/8 H in. tubing

Liner top
at 9 650 It

Permanent packer
at 9 700 It

1 1/4-in. coiled
tubing hung off
at 11 800 It

Perforations
at 11 800 It

Figure C3 Schematics of concentric coiled tubing [9].

c

Detailed installation procedure of concentric coiled tubing velocity strings

1. Cut paraffin if necessary.

2. Swab down to packet.

3. Close lower master valve and bleed off pressure.

4. Remove tree above lower master valve.

5. Install tubing hanger on lower master valve.

6. Place packoff assembly in tubing hanget.

7. Rotate lock pins in until tips are touching the top plate of the packoff assembly. This
prevents pressure· frofi1 displacing the packoff assembly when the "master valve is
opened.

8. Connect blowout preventers.

9. Connect coiled tubing unit to BOP stack.

to. Connect access window to tubing hanger and BOP stack.

11. Run tubing slowly through BOP stack, access window and packoff assembly until it
reaches the lower master valve. Tubing must be sealed on the end with a pumpout plug

12. Close access window.

13. Energize stripper rubber at the top of the coiled tubing unit.

14. Open lower master valve.
IS. Run tubing to desired depth.
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16. Rotate lock pins in tightly to energize packoff.

17. Tighten packing gland nuts.

L8. Bleed off pressure from BOP stack to verify that packoff is properly energized.
[9. Raise access window.

20. Secure segmented wraparound slips around tubing.

21. Lower tubing into well until weight indicator reads "0".

22. Rough cut tubing a minimum of six inches above tubing hanger top flange. Remove
access window, BOP stack and coiled tubing unit.

23. Make a final cut on the tubing to fit into wireline guide and place guide over tubing.

24. Install tree over coiled tubing hanger.

25. Rigup nitrogen truck and pump 10000 std cu ft (= 300 ml ) or more nitrogen (Nz) down
the coiled tubing to displace end plug.

26. Pump Nz down the existing tubing-coiled tubing annulus to unload fluid.

27. Secure lower master valve in full open position.

28. Return well to production.

C10 PRODUCTION APPLICATIONS [10]

Coiled tubing is being used with increasing frequency in conventional or traditional pro
duction operations.

10.1 Advantages of coiled tubing as production tubulars

The advantages of using coiled tubing as production tubulars are as follows:

It can be run in underbalanced well conditions to minimize formation damage from
completion or workover operations.

Installation and removal is generally faster than jointed- pipe.

Joint connections are reduced or eliminated, minimizing potential for leaks and the need
for testing connections.

• Costs are competitive with jointed pipe in most sizes·.

It is compatible with most artificial lift methods.

10.2 Coiled tubing installations

10.2.1 General procedure for hanging coiled tubing from surface
as a production or injection string

l. Rig up wiled tubing unit and kill well if necessary.

2. Install coiled tubing tubing head. This may already be in place or may be an addition
to existing wellhead equipment. Many times, the tubing head will be installed on the
lower master valve.
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Spacer --03::1

3. Nipple up blowout preventers (BOPs) witb window on tubing head (Fig. C4).

4. Run coiled tubing with shear-out or pump out plug on the end to prevent possible well
flowback through the coiled tubing, accessories such as seals for a packer installation,
and landing nipples or gas lift mandrels as needed. Use BOPs or tubing stripper for
annular well control.

5. When end of coiled tubing is at desired depth, close lower set of BOPs and check for
leaks.

6. Carefully measure distance from bottom flange of access window to tubing head lock
screws to insure that, while landing hanger, the assembly sets completely in the hanger
protile (Fig. C5).

7. Attach hanger and slips to coiled tubing (both are wraparound style) and slowly lower
assembly to top of the lower set of BOP rams.

8. Close upper BOPs, open lower BOPs and allow pressure to equalize across the spooL

9. Lower hanger to depth of bowl and land tubing with weight on hanger. Carefully
engage lock-down screws. Pressure test hanger.

10. Rough cut coiled tubing at the window, and nipple down BOPs and window assembly.

11. Make a final (smooth) cut on the coiled tubing, and bevel to fit adapter and avoid dam
aging adapter seals, install remaining wellhead equipment (Fig. C6) and connect flow
line (see figure on page 80).

12. Pressure up on coiled tubing to shear out bottom plug.

13. Place well in service.

Stripper i
and injector

Access window
/ assembly

Full bore BOPs
and rams for
desired tubing

..r~,.,..:..--.::.".-JI.,",- 51 zes

Adapter

Tubing head

Figure C4 Coiled tubing rig-up and blowout preventer configuration
for "live well", completion work [1 OJ.

,
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Adapter

Top of coiled
tubing (beveled)

II
I I
I I

Wraparound hanger

bPIJm::::;;;ij)".....-- Lockdown screws

11.--1----- Coiled tubing hanger

Tubing head
or ~dapter

ri-t-----_ Coiled tubing
string

I I

"I I

Production tubing

..

Figure C5 Typical tubing head and adapter for hanging coiled tubing
off from surface [10J.

10.2.2 Example procedure for hanging a partial length of coiled tubing
(modified velocity string or tubing patch) from a packer and
stinging into a lower sealbore

1. Set special wire line mandrel with seCllbore extension in a lower landing nipple. A flap·
per valve on the end of the mandrel prevents well flow during installation. Kill well if
necessary. A valve can be set in an upper gas lift mandrel to help unload the well after
workover and deeper mandrels cao be left open to provide a means to check for com
munication below the top coiled tubing packer. The tubing by casing annulus should be
filled with inhibited water.

2. Rig up a unit with the reel of coiled tubing to be installed. Nipple up two sets of BOPs,
one with rams to fit the installation string and the other with rams/or the workstring and
a lubricator. Pressure test surtace equipment. M;..)

3. Run design coiled tubing string to be installed with a pump-out plug (for well control),
seal assembly, locator sub, and landing nipple to sting into the mandrel sealbore. A tele
scoping swivel tool below the packer minimizes packer hanging weight during setting.
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~~~~'~__ Christmas tree

Tubing head
adflpter

.i~~~;~~~2origina,production<string tubing head

Figure C6 Typical wellhead configuration for hanging coiled tubing
off from surface [10].
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•

Once in place, the seal assembly holds flapper valve open. Run coiled tnbing installa-
tion string and hang it off on slips in the BOPs. Bleed down and remove lubricator. Cut M
coiled tubing using manual pipe cutters. Install a short lubricator during pipe switch. ..
Rig down coiled tubing unit with installation string and pick up unit with coiled tubing
workstring, chains and packoff as needed.

4. Make up a retrievable hydraulic-set packer and setting tool on top of the coiled tubing
installation string using a slip-type connector. Use a similar connector to attach setting
tool to the coiled tubing workstring, Pull test connections against BOPs and run assem
bly in at about 30 mlmin (100 ftlmin).

5. Sting seal assembly into lower sealbore and slack off weight on mandrel to verify loca
tion. Pick np coiled to a neutral position and place a properly sized ball in the coiled tub
ing workstring to facilitate pressure setting of the retrievable packer.

6. Pump the ball out of the reel coil and allow it to fall to the packer setting tool. Apply
design surface setting pressure.

7. In the event of early release from the packer or ifit fails to set and pressure test, packer and
coiled tubing assembly can be pulled to surface, leaving coiled tubing installation string
suspended in the well. The bottom seal assembly may not need to be redressed if it has been
cycled only once and exposed only to non-damaged fluids. Packer and setting tools can be
redressed, and the assembly rerun and stung into the sealbore in the tubing tailpipe.

8. Slack off partial string weight on the lower mandrel and set the packer with design sur
face pressure. After pressure testing the annulus, pull the coiled tubing workstring out
leaving coiled tubing installation string and assembly set inside the production tubing.

9. Shear the seal assembly bottom pump-out plug and pressure test the tubing by casing
annulus again. Rig down the coiled tubing unit and lift the well in a gas lift hookup, or
coiled tubing and lighter fluids.

Cll ADVANCED·COMPOSITE SPOOLABLE TUBING [13]

Development of advanced~compositespoolable tubing offers several new solutions to
many challenging oilfield operations.

Such attributes as excellent corrosion resistance and low material density and weight,
coupled with high working-pressure rating and extensive fatigue resistance, make these
products attractive for a number of oilfield tubular applications, including well-servicing
strings and corrosion~resistant completion strings.

11.1 Production-tubing design criteria

Design criteria for a standard advanced-composite produ~tion-tubing product include the
following: ..

Minimum working pressure of 5000 psi (or 35 MPa)

Minimum collapse resistance of 3000 psi (or 21 MPa)

Minimum depth rating to 12500 ft (or 3800 m)
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Temperature rating to 250"F (or 120"C)

Compatibility· with surface installation.

11.2 Standardized coiled tubing products

C

Work currently is proceeding on four standard spoolable composite products for general
workover applications. Product specifications are given in Table C3.

Table C3 Standardized coiled tubing products [13],

Coiled tubing size Working pressure Maximum snubbing pressure

(in.) (psi) (MP,) (psi) (MP,)

1 1/2 6000 420 3000 210
1 1/2 7500 520 3000 210
23/8 5000 350 2500 175
27/8 5000 350 2500 175
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Packers

D1 INTRODUCTION [1]

Once a tubing-packer system has heen selected, designed, and installed in a well there are
fOUf modes of operation:

(a) Shut-in
(b) Producing
(c) Injection
(d) Treating.

These operational modes with their respective temperature and pressure profiles have
considerable impact on the length and force changes on the tubing-to~packer connections.

There are two principal types of packers:

Retrievable packers are run and pulled on the tubing string on which they are installed.

Permanent and semipermanent packers can be run on wireline and tubing.

D2 TUBING-TO-PACKER CONNECTIONS [I]

There are three methods for connecting a packer and a tubing string:

Tubing is latched or fixed on the packer, allowing no movement (retrievable packers).
Tubing can be set either in tension, compression, or neutral.

Tubing is landed with a seal assembly and locafor sub that allows limited movement
(permanent or semipermanent packers only). The tubing can be set only in compression
or neutral.

Tubing is stung into the packer with a long seal assembly that allows essentially unlim
ited movement (permanent packers only). The tubing is left in neutral and it cannot be
set in tension or compression.

D3 DIFFERENT TYPES OF PACKERS [I]

3.1 Representation

Different types of packers are represented on Figs. D 1a and D Ib.
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Tubing

- Casing

l
l

D

Slips

Seal element

Perfs

Type A
Solid~head retrievable

compression packer

- Seal element

Tail pipe

~==-Perfs

Type B
Solid head retrievable

tension packer

Valve

Seal element

Slips

Perfs

Type C
Isolation packer is held
in place with shear pins

TypeD
Control~headcompression

packer employs a top equalizing valve

Figure D1a Retr' cble packers [1].
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Valve
- Piston slips

(anchor)
- Seal element
- Slips

;:::==- Perfs _==

Valve

- Slips

- Seal element

Perfs

Type E
Solid head retrievable tension
packer "IS held by an anchor

containing piston slips

Valve

Slips

---- Seal element
Setting port
Hydraulic
setting

""'- cylinder
I'--'----'--'1 Slips

Perfs

Type G
Hydraulic packer

is set by tubing pressure

Type F
Mechanically set dual-slip packer

has slips above and
below rubber element

Stinger with
seal assembly

Slips
- Seal element

Slips

Polished
seal bore

Perfs

Type H
Retrievable, permanent-type packer

is made with polished sealbore

•

Figure Dlb Retrievable and pennanent packers [1].
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Table 01 Retrievable and permanent packer utilization and constraints [I].

-
Type Constraints

-
A • Packer release can be hampered by high differential pressure across
Solid-head compression packer.
retrievable packer • Packer may unseat if a change in the operational mode results in a

tUbing temperature decrease (tubing shortens).
• Tubing may corkscrew permanently if a change in the operational

mode results in a tubing temperature increase (tubing lengthens).
-

B • Release is difficult with high differential pressure across the packer.
Solid~head tension • Tubing could part if a change in the operational mode results in a
retrievable packer temperature decrease.

• Packer Gould release if a change in the operational mode results in a
temperature increase.

C • Is used when two mechanically set packers are to be set simulta-
Isolation retrievable packer neously.

• Is for temporary use only and should be retrieved as soon as its pur-
pose is accomplished.

0 • The bypass or equalizing valve could open If an operational mode
Control-head compression change results in a tubing temperature decrease.
retrievable packer • Tubing could corkscrew permanently, if an operational mode change

results in a tubing temperature increase.

E • Premature bypass valve opening could occur with a tubing tempera-
Control-head tension ture increase as the tubing elongates.
retrievable packer • Tubing could part with a tubing temperature decrease as the tubing

contracts.

F • Is suitable for almost universal application, the only constraint being
Mechanicaliy set retrievable found in deep deviated wells where transmitting tUbing movement
packer w'nl be a problem.

G • Universally applicable.
Hydrauiic-set retrievable
packer

H • Permanent or semiperr;n8nent packer that can be set with precision
Polished sealbore permanent depth control on conductor wireline.
packer • The seal assembly length should allow 8ufficie.<:1t.fre8 upward tubing

movement during stimulation treatments.

3.2 Constraints

The constraints of retrievable and permanent packers are reported on Table D I.

3.3 Purchase price

Table D2 presents a range of packer cost tndices.
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Table 02 Cost comparison of production packers [1].

Packer type

Compression
Tension set
Mechanical set

Hydraulic set
Dual
Permanent'
SBmipermanent*

• Electnc~hne setting charge not Included.

Tubing-casing size (in.)

2 x 51/2
2 x 51/2
2 x 51/2
2 x 5 1/2
2x2x7
2 x 51/2
2 x 51/2

Typical cost index

1.00
0.925
1.54
2.30
5.85
1.85
2.30

04 TUBING RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS [ll

Depending on:
(a) how the tubing is connected to the packer
(b) the type of packer
(c) how the packer is set.

temperature and pressure changes will affect the following:

Length variation in the tubing string will result if the seals are permitted to move inside
a permanent polished seal-bore packer.

Tensile or compressive forces will be induced in the tubing and packer system if tubing
motion is not permitted (latched connection).

A permanent packer will be unsealed if motion is permitted (tubing contraction) and if
the seal assembly section is not long enough.

Unseating of a solid~head tension (or compression) packer will occur if it is not set with
sufficient strain (or weight) to compensate for tubing movement.

The equalizing valve will open prematurely on control-head packers (tension or com
pression),

4.1 Temperature effect

4.1.1 Influence of thermal expansion

Thermal expansion or contraction causes major length changes in the tubing as shown in
the following:

• In metric units

where
bLt
L,
AT

b.L, = 1.4935 X 10-5 x L, x!1T

change in tubing length (m)
tubing length (m)
change in average temperature (OC).
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• In U.S. units

where
tlL,
L,
tlT

tlL, =8.28 x 10-5 x L, x tlT

change in tubing length (ft)
tubing length (ft)
change in average temperature (OF).

(D2)

4.1.2 Temperature-induced force

If the motion is constrained, forces will be induced as a result of the temperature change.
The temperature-induced force is:

• In metric units
• F = 742 x Atw x!J.T

where
F force (tensile or compressive. depending on direction of 7) (N)
Atw cross~sectionalarea of the tubing wall (m2).

• In U.s. units
F = 207 x Atw x !J.T

(D3)

(D4)

where
F
Atw

force (tensile or compressive, depending on direction of T) (IbO
cross-sectional area of-the tubing wall (sq in.).

4.2 Piston effect

The length change or force induced by the piston effect is caused by pressure changes
inside the annulus and tubing at the packer, acting on different areas (Fig. D2).

The force and length changes r~1'l be calculated as follows:

• In metric units

and

where
E

Api
Ati
Ato
!J.p,

6.Pan

modulus of elasticity (kPa)
area of pocker 1D (m2)
area of tubing 1D (m2)
area of tubing OD (m2)
change in tubing pressure at packer (kPa)
change in annulus pressure a\packer (kPa).
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A,o
p"

A"
Ati _Ari _

I
p, p,

{AI
Large bore packer

(B)

Small bore packer

Figure 02 Tubing and packer systems, illustrating different areas
and pressures necessary for movement or force calculations [I J.

•' In U.S. units

and

where
E

Api
Ati
A,o
/',P,
6.Pan

modulus of elasticity (psi)
area of packer ID (sq in.)
area of tubing ID (sq in.)
area of tubing OD (sq in.)
change in tubing pressure at packer (psi)
change in annulus pressure at packer (psi).

(D7)

(D6)

4.3 Ballooning and reverse ballooning

Internal pressure swells or balloons the tubing and causes it to shorten. Likewise, pressure
in the annulus squeezes the tubing, causing it to elongate. The ballooning and reverse bal
looning length change and force are given by:

• In metric units

b

where
Foi
/',P,
t3.Pan

ratio of tubing OD to ID
change in tubing pressure at packer (kPa)
change in annulus pressure at packer (kPa).
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The differe~tial pressure across a packer is the sum of general contributions:

I. Tubing weight in thousands of pounds, value found in Table D3a (U.S. units) or tubing
weight in thousands of decanewtons, value found in Table D3b (metric units).

2. Add to (I) above, the pressure due to annular fluid (pressure per foot (or meter) height
multiplied by depth of packer) (Tables D4a, b).

3. Subtract the pressure due to the tubing fluid from 1 and 2 above (Table D5).

Tables D3a-b Equalizing pressures across, a packer (2].

o

(DID)

Pressure/ Tubing
00 casing 1000 daN weight

(mm) 50.8mm 63.5 mm
(kPa) (kPa)

114.3 1643 1969

127 1271 1457

139.7 1008 1 116

152.4 806 884

168.3 651 698

177.8 (') 527 558

177.8 (") 605 651

193.7 465 481

219.1 356 257

244.5 289 279

273.1 200 217

298.5 170 171

339.7 140 140

Table D3b

(') 26.3 k9/m - 38.69 kg/m
(") 38.69 kg/m - 56.5 kg/m
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Table D3a

ratio of tubing OD to ID
change in tubing pressure at packer (psi)
change in annulus pressure at packer (psi).

Pressure! Tubing
00 casing 1000# weight

(in.) 2-10. EUE 21/2-in. EUE
(psi) (psi)

41/2 106 127

5 82 94

51/2 65 . 72

6 52 57
65/8 42 45

7 (') 34 36

7 ,'I 39 42

75/8 30 31

85/8 23 23

95/8 17 18

103/4 13 14

11014 11 11

135/8 9 9

(') 17 - 26 Ib/ft
(") 26 - 38 Ib/ft

Packers

where
Foi
!';p,

D..Pan

05 PACKER CALCULATIONS [2]

• In u.s. units
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Tables D4a~b Conversion table for various weight muds [2J.

Table D4a Table D4b

Pounds!
Pressure/tt

Specific
Pressure/m IIof depth of depth

gallon
(psi)

gravity
(kPa)

10.0 0.519 1.20 11.7
10.6 0.551 1.27 12.5
11.2 0.581 1.34 13.1
11.8 0.602 1.41 13.9
12.4 0.644 1.49 14.6
13.0 0.675 1.56 15.3

Table 05 Hydrochloric acid table [2].

% Hel
psi/ft kPa/m

of depth of depth

5 0.4437 10.04

10 0.4547 10.29
15 0.4654 10.53
20 0.4764 10.78
25 0.4876 11.03

,30 0.4991 11.29

2.5 MPa

20.1 MPa
= 22.6 MPa

-

... Example

• In metric units

Consider a packer set on 73 mm EUE tubing, and in 177.8 mm 00, 25.3 kglm casing at
1"524 meters. The annulus is filled with 1 342 kglm mud/tubing filled with 15% acid, 4 448 daN
tubing force on packer.

The differential pressure would be:
1. (from Tabfe D3b)

4.448 x 558
2. (from Table D4b)

13.17x 1524
Total downward pressure

3. (from Table D5)
10.53 x 1524 -16 MPa

Total differential pressure 6.6 MPa

6.6 MPa is needed on the tubing to balance the pressure.
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360 psi

2 910 psi
3 270 psi

I
!

• In US. units

Consider a packer set on 21/2-in. EUE tubing, and in 7-in. 00, 17 Ib/ft casing at 5 000 feet.
The annulus is filled with 11.2 fb/ft mud/tubing filled with 15% acid, 10 000 Ibs tubing weight
on packer.

The differential pressure would be:
1. (from Table D3a)

10 x 36
2. (from Table 04a)

0.582 x 5 000
Total downward pressure

3. (from Table 05)
0.4654 x 5 000 = - 2327 psi
Total differential pressure 943 psi

943 psi is needed on the tubing to balance the pressure.

D6 ISO 14310 [3]

This product standard has been developed by users/purchasers and suppliers/manufactur
ers of packers and bridge plugs intended for use in the petroleum and natural gas industry
worldwide. This product standard is intended to give requirements and information to both
parties in the selection, manufacture, testing and use of packers and bridge plugs. Further,
this standard addresses supplier/manufacturer requirements which set the minimum
parameters with which suppliers/manufacturers must comply, in order to be able to claim
conformity with this standard.

This product standard has been structured to allow for grades of increased requirements
in quality control and design validation. These standards allow the user/purchaser to select
the grades required for a specific application.

6.1 Quality control

There are three quality control grades which provide the user/purchaser with the choice of
requirements to meet their preference or application. Quality control grade 3 is the mini
mum grade of quality offered by this product standard. Quality control grade 2 provides
additional inspection and verification steps, and quality control grade 1 is the highest grade
provided. Additional quality upgrades can be specified by the user/purchaser as supple~

mental requirements.

6.2 Design validation

There are six design validation grades which provide the user/purchaser with the choice of
requirements to meet their preference or application. Design validation grade 6 is the min
imum grade and represents equipment where the-validation method has been defined by
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the suppliers/manufacturers. The complexity and severity of the validation testing
increases as the grade number decreases.

Design validation grade 6 and quality cootrol grade 3 are intended to represent equip
ment designed and manufactured consistent with minimum industry practice. These grades
are sufficient for a number of applications. However, some applications could require and
justify the higher grades of quality control and design validation defined by this specifica
tion.

This design standard is not intended to inhibit a supplier/manufacturer from offering, or
the user/purchaser from accepting, alternative equipment or engineering solutions. Where
an alternative is offered, the supplier/manufacturer should identify any variations from this
product standard and provide details.

REFERENCES

Bradley HB (1992) Petroleum Engineering Handbook. Chapter 4, Patton LO, Production Pack
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3 ISO 14310 (1998) Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries Completion Equipment. Packers and

Bridge Plugs. Geneva. Switzerland.
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Pressures Losses

E'I TYPES OF FLOW [I]

Production fluids are in general Newtonian fluids where the shear stress is directly propor
tional to the shear rate.

The flow is continuous, and may be of the following types.

1.1 Laminar flow

Any laminar layer of the fluid is displaced, with respect to other laminar layers, in parallel
to the direction of flow, and is moving at its specific speed.

1.2 Turbulent flow,

Small eddies are formed throughout the volume of the fluid.

1.3 Determination of the type of flow

The type of flow of a fluid is characterized by the Reynolds number Re, which is then com,
pared to a critical value Rec:

Rec= 2100

Equations El and E2 show the expressions for the Reynolds number and it is generally
accepted critical values for fluids of various rheological models circulating in pipes or in
annulars.

• Inside casing and tnbing

Re= VDp
I.l

where, in Sl units
V fluid circulation velocity (mls)
D inner diameter of casing or tubing (m)
p density of fluid (kg/m3)

I.l dynamic viscosity (Pa·s).
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where, in SI units
Do outer diameter of annular (m)
D j inner diameter of annular (m).

• Critical velocity

The critical velocity Vel is the velocity at the critical Reynolds number.
If V" Vc' the flow is of the laminar type.

• Density of fluid

..
• Annular

Re
O.8165(Do - D;)Vp

J.l
(E2)

(E3)

• Viscosity

Figure Ml (Chapter M) represents viscosity of crude oil versus temperature.

E2 PRESSURE LOSSES IN CASING AND TUBING [ll

2.1 In SI units

• Critical velocity: Vc (m/s)

v ~ 2100J.l
C Dp

• Critical flow rate: Qc (m3/s)

Q
c
~ 5257CDJ.l

P

• Pressure loss inside casing or tubing: I1Fi (laminar flow) (Pa)

• Pressure loss inside casing or tubing: I1P j (turbulent flow) (Pa)

where
L length (m)
V circulation velocity (mls)

Q flow rate (m3/s)
D inner diameter (m)
J.l dynamic viscosity (Pa's)
p density of fluid (kg/m3).
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2.2 In U.S. units

• Critical velocity: V, (ftlmin)

• Critical flow rate: Q, (gal/min)

Pressure Losses

v = 135.82,u
, Dp

Q, = 5.54D,u
P

(E8)

(E9)

II

Pressure loss iuside casing or tubing: M'i (laminar flow) (psi)

M', = LV,u
, 89775D2

LQ,u

3663D4 (EIO)

• Pressure loss inside casing or tubing: M'i (turbulent flow) (psi)

where
L length (ft)
V circulation velocity (f~min)

Q now rate (gal/min)
D inner diameter (in.)
,u dynamic viscosity (cp)
p density of fluid (Ibm/gal).

2.3 In practical metric units

• Critical velocity: V, (m/mi~)

v = 4.96,u
, Dp

• Critical flow rate: Q, (l/min)

Q _ 2.514D,u
,- P

• Pressure loss insid~ casing or tubing: M i (laminar fIn',,) (bar)

M'. _ LV,u _ LQ,u
, - 120967D2 - 61 295D4
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• Pressure loss inside casing or tubing: !>P; (turbulent flow) (bar)

length (m)
circulation velocity (m/min)
flow rate (l/min)
inner diameter (m)
dynamic viscosity (mPa.s)
density of fluid-(kg/dm3).

• where
L
V
Q
D

11
P

Mj
LpO.8V1.81l0.2

306529D12

LpO.8Q1.81l0.2

90163D4.8
(EI5)

E3 PRESSURE LOSSES IN ANNULAR [I]

3.1 In SI units

• Critical velocity: V, (m/s)

V _ 257211
C - (Do - D;)p

• Criticall10w rate: Q, (m3/,) .

• Pressure loss in annular: M a (laminar flow) (Pa)

p _ 48LVIl _ I92LQIl
a- 2-· 3

(Do - D;) "(Do + D; )(Do - D;)

• Pressure loss in annular: APa (turbulent flow) (Pa)

(EI6)

(EITI

(E181

where
L
V
Q

Do&D;
11
P

0.1275 LpO.8 V1. 8110.2

(Do -D;J12

length (m)
circulation velocity (m/,)
flow rate (m3/,)
outer and inner diameter (m)
dynamic viscosity (Pa-s)
density of fluid (kglm3).

~, ..

(EI9)
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3.2 In U.S. units

• Critical velocity: Vc (Wmin)

• Critical flow rate: Qc (gaVmin)

Pressure Losses

v _ 165.35,u
c -

(Do - Di)p
(E20)

I

• Pressure loss in annular: t1Pa (laminar flow) (psi)

(E21)

LV,u LQ,u
(E22)

• Pressure loss in annular: t1Pa (turbulent flow) (psi)

where
L
V
Q
Do&Di
,u
P

length (ft)
circulation v~locity (Wmin)
flow rate (gal/min)
outer and inner diameter (in.)
dynamic viscosity (cp)
density of fluid (Ibm/gal).

3.3 In practical metric units

" Critical velocity: Vc (m/min)

" Critical flow rate: Qc (Vmin)

Q _ 3.0g(Do + Dj ),u
c - P

II Pressure loss in annular: t1l'a (laminar"floW) (bar)
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Pressure loss in annular: !J.Pa (turbulent flow) (bar)

E

II where
L
V
Q
D()&Di

11
P

length (m)
circulation velocity (rn/min)
flow rate (llmin)
outer and inner diameter (m)
dynamic viscosity (mPa.s)
density of fluid (kg/dmJ).

(E27)
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Fundamentals of
Petroleum Reservoirs

F1 CHARACTERIZATION OF RESERVOIR ROCKS [1,2]

The methods used to characterize reservoir rocks are essentially core analysis and well log
ging.

1.1 Porosity

1.1.1 Definition

The porosity <I> is:
, V

pores
<I> ~-- (expressed in %)

Vtotal

where
~)ores pore volume of rock sample
V1:otal total volume of rock sample.

The effective porosity of rocks varies between less than 1% and over 40%. It is often
stated that the porosity is as shown in TJ,lhk Fl.

Table Fl

II

......'

Low

Mediocre

Medium

Good

Excellent

<P < 5%

5%<$<10%

10%<¢l<20%

20% < <I> < 30%

<P > 30%

Porosity decreases with increasing depth.
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..
1.1.2 Effect of pressure [I, 2]

The overall compressibility (er) of a pore volume unit is due to the sum of all its compress
ible components:

(FI)

where
ce equivalent compressibility
Co oil compressibility
Cw water compressibility
So oil saturation
cp pore compressibility
Sw water saturation.

The reservoir is modeled by:

An incompressible potous rock, and

A fluid of equivalent compressibility ce:

1.1.3 Compressibility coefficient

A compressibility coeftlcient is defined by:

(F2)

1 dV
C~--x- (F3)

V dP

The order of magnitude for compressibility is as follows:

for oil: Co ~ 1 to 3 X 10-4 bar-lor 7 to 20 X 10-6 pSi-I (F4)

for water: Cw ~ 0.4 to 0.6 x 10-4 bar-lor 3 to 5 X 10-6 psi-I (F5)

for pore spaces: Cp ~ 0.3 to 1.5 x lO-4bar~.\ or 2 to 10 X 10-6 psi- 1 (F6)

1.2 Permeability [I]

Permeability is determined by Darcy's law. Let us consider a sample of:

Length dx

Cross-section A

• A fluid of dynamic viscosity J1
A flow rate Q (measured in th~·c'oi1ditklllS of interval dx)

The upstream pressure P, and the downstream pressure (P- dP)

A permeability coefficient k.
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1.2.1 Expression of Darcy's law

The expression of Darcy's law is as follows (in standard units as used in the profession):

Fundamentals of Petroleum Reservoirs

A(om 2 ) dllb,,)
Q(cm3/s) = kCdarcys) X x--

J.l(mPa.s) dx(cm)

The customary unit is the millidarcy. In practice: ..
(F7)

I darcy = 1 (flm)21 md = 10-15 m2

F

1.2.2 Values of the permeability

The value of the penneability are given in Table F2.

Table F2

< 1 md

1to10md

10 to 50 md

50 to 200 md

200 to 500 md

> 500 md

Very low

Low

Mediocre

Average

Good

Excellent

1.2.3 Expression in radial flow

Figure Fl illustrates penneability in radial flow.

Q Wi Q::--- ---=----

p.

~-----;I--Q

Figure Fl [2J.

For a well dri!!';rl far from the boundaries of a layer, we have in particular:

21rhk Pw - P,
Q=--x

f.l In rw
r,

(F8)
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1.3 Porosity-permeability relationship [1]

In some cases, a correlation has been established between porosity and permeability for a
given sediment (Fig. F2). An attempt is made to write an equation of the type:

'~ 888

(F9)

i~
~
,

,
>-/ , 1/

0

0
'I' J 0~~

vc: very coarse to coarse
I eM: coarse to mediumg F: fine

6 51 : silty
4 SH: shaly

2
/ I I I I1

4

2

2

1 g88
:0 600.s 400

~ 200
:c
rn
rn
E
~

4000

2000

o 2 4 6 810 12 14 16 18 20 20 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
Porosity (%)

Figure F2 Statistics on 610 sandstone samples (after Chilingar) [1],

Otherwise, there is a possible analogy between Darcy's law and Poiseui1le's law. The
following relation between permf',~hJlity k, pore radius r and porosity <ll is:

(FlO)

This relation is not a rigorous one, but it does help to estimate the pore dimensions.

1.4 Saturations [1]

1.4.1 Definition

In the pore volume Vp are found a volume Vo of oil, a volume Vw of water, and a volume
Vgofgas(Vo+Vw+Vg=Vp) \
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The oil, water and gas saturations are:

S = Vo
o V

p

VwS =
w V

p

V
S =J...

g V
p

(FII)

expressed in percent, with So + Sw + Sg = lOO%.

1.4.2 Interfacial tension a

Interfacial tension (jean be detined as the force per unit length necessary to maintain con
tact between the two lips of an incision assumed in the interface.

Orders of magnitude are given in Table F3.

Table F3

II

Oil/gas

Water/oil

Water/gas

Air/water

Air/mercury

1.4.3 Capillary pressure

Oto 15 mN/m

15 to 35 rilN/m

35 to 55 mN/m

72 mN/m

480 mN/m

Reservoir

laboratory

Capillary pressure Pc is calculated as follows:

In a tube (Fig. F3):
p _ 2crcose

C - r (FI2)

--

where
cr
e
r

interfacial tension
connection angle of the interface with the solid
tube radiuS.

B
<T Ai: It- <T

A
~I--.

Air • 2r f<I : h
oj, A'

B'
Water

Figure F3 Capillary pressure in a cylindrical tube [I].
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In a crack:

where w is the thickness of the crack.

p _ 2crcase
c - w

1.4.4 Average capillary properties of a reservoir

A curve representing the average capillary pressures of
a geological formation can be obtained from the Pc
curves available, by two methods:

Detennination of an average capillary pressure curve
from the permeability distribution results on the field

Plot of the capillary pressure function:

(FI3)

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I'-- ..u.

100 S,.,

Figure F4 J curve [1].

o

J

(FI4)J(S )---L rk
wf - crease fiii

where Swfis the saturation by wetting fluid (Fig. F4).

1.5 Effective and relative permeabilities [4]

The permeability concept was defined in Paragraph 1.2 for a single-phase homogeneous
fluid moving through a porous ~ock. The great majority of oil reservoirs in practice conta.in
at least two fluids, namely, connate water and oil; if free gas is also present, there will be
three fluids in the reservoir. Fig. F5 illustrates an oil-water mixture passing through a core.

Area A I' ,I
Qo

~}-->- I Equilibrium-'-
~

I
~

state

--~

P, P,

Figure F5 Diagram illustrating experimental determination
of effective penneabitities [4].

After experimental conditions have stabilized, the upstream (injection) pressure P1and
'Iownstream (outtet) pressure P2are measured, and the following two quantities are cal

culated:

A(fI - pz)
(FlS)
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where
ko and kw
J1() and J1w
Qo and Qw
PI and P2
I
A

Fundamentals of Petroleum Reservoirs

effective permeabilities to oil and water (clarey)
viscosities of oil and water (cP or mPa-s)
oil rate and water rate (em3/s)
injection pressure and outlet pressure (bar)
length of core (em)
area of core (cm2).

k B A k

•""~.
",,0S

'" 0
~ ·0
S Water S
.~ Oil ~:c :c
'" 0 '"~ ~

§ 0 §
~ 0

~
0. 0.
~ ~> >
t5 'B
~

~'"UJ UJ

x 0

0
C D

0
0--- Oil saturation So 1

Water saturation Sw 0

(FI6)

Figure F6 Typical effective penneability curves (oil-water system) (4].

Three important points should be noted about the effective permeability curves of an
oil-water system:

1. ko drops very rapidly as Sw increases from zero. Similarly kw drops sharply as Sw
decreases from unity.

2. ko drops to zero while there is still considerable oil saturation in the core (point C of
Fig. F6).

3. The values of both ko and kw are always less than k (except at points A and B).
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1.6 Well logging [1]

Purposes of electric well logs are:

Identification of the reservoirs: lithology, porosity, saturations

The dip of the beds

Survey of the well: diameter, inclination, casing cementing, fonnation/hole connectWll
(perforations)

Comparison among several wells, by "electric" correlations which highlight variations
in depth, thickness, facies, etc.

1.6.1 Electric logs

Resistivity log

The characteristics obtained are a function of the porosity and saturation (waterlhydrocar
bons).

They are derived from the empirical equations:

(Fl?)

with
a ;::; 1 and m :::< 2, in general
F formation factor (constant for a given sample), sometimes denoted FR

Ro resistivity of rocks 100% saturated with water of resistivity Rw
<t> porosity.

Archiels equation

s = .l.-~ Rw
w <t> R,

with
n ::::2 for formations without fractures or vugs
Rt calculated resistivity of the rock whose water saturation is SW"

This equation is satisfied for clean reservoirs (with very little shale).
Note that Archie's equation can confirm Eq. FI?:

(Fi8)

(FI9)

hence: (F20)
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Density log (gamma/gamma) 0

The formations are irradiated by gamma rays that are received as a function of the density
of the formation:

1.6.2 Radioactivity logs

Neutron log N

N depends on the quantity of hydrogen and. accordingly. on <P:

N : a - b log <P (F21)

(F22)

I

total density read on the log (also noted p)
fluid density (filtrate)
density of rock matrix.

Dm values are:
sand/sandstones
shales
limestones
dolomites

2.65
2.65 to 2.70
2.71
2.85

which leads to the calculation of the porosity <P.

1.6.3 Sonic (or acoustic) logs

These logs consist of the transmission and reception of sound waves:

where
V measured velocity
VI transit velocity of the saturating fluid
Vm transit velocity of the matrix material.

Table F4 Transit velocity (I].

(F23)

Saturating
fluid (m/s)

V,

(ft/s)

Matrix
material (m/s) (ft/s)

Air
Oil

Water

335

1300

1 500 to 1 800

1100

4250

5 000 to 6 000

Shale
Sandstone
Umestone

1600 to 4 800

5500

< 7 000

5200t015700

18 000

< 23 000
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F2 OIL PROPERTIES [6,7J

This section includes:
Oil specific gravity

Bubble-point pressure Ph

Oil viscosity flo

Oil fonnation volume factor Bo'

2.1 Oil specific gravity [6]

The oil specific gravity Yo can be calculated from the API gravity from the relationship:

F

or

where

Yo
'API

oil specific gravity
API gravity.

0API = 141.5 -131.5
Yo

(F24)

(F25)

2.2 Bubble-point pressure [6]

Bubble-point pressure Ph is the fluid pressure in a system at its bubble point. Bubble-point
pressure is used synonymously with saturation pressure:

(F26)

where
R, produced gas/oil ratio, (scflbbl)
Yg gas specific gravity
TR reservoir temperature (OF).

If the separator temperature and pressure are known, the gas gravity Yg should be cor
rected for separator conditions, using the following equation:

(I
5.912 °API T I P,p)

Ygcr = Y g +--s-x X sp X og--
10 114.7

corrected gas gravity
separator temperature CF)
separator pressure (psi).
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2.3 Oil viscosity [6]

Two correlations are provided to help in estimating oil viscosity 11
0

,

Estimation of dead oil (gas free) viscosity I1do

[ 7] [ )D~ 032 + 1.8 x 10 360
I1do . 0 API4.53 TR +200 (F28) I

with D ~ 1O[O.43+(8.33fOAPIJ] (F29)

where TR is the reservoir temperature (OF).

Above the bubble-point pressure

and

with

PR -Pb
110 ~ l10 b + Y I 000

Y~eA

A ~ -2.68 +0.98 Inl10b +0.091(lnl1ob)2

undersatured oil viscosity (cp)
oil viscosity at bubble-point pressure (cp)
reservoir pressure (psi)
bubble-point pressure (psi).

(F30)

(F31)

(F32)

Below the bubble-point

The viscosity of oil in a hydrocarbon reservoir increases with decreasing pressure, as shown in
Fig. F7, at saturated conditions (below the bubble-point), due to the release of the solution gas.

Bubble point

PreSsure

Figure F7 Oil viscosity as function of pressure [7].
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2.4 Oil formation volume factor [6,7]

Oil formation volume factor Bo is defined as the ratio of the liquid volume at stock-tank
(standard) conditions.

This factor is used to convert reservoir barrels to stock-tank barrels. Fig. F8 or Eg. F3~\

developed by Standing is used to estimate B0' at or below the bubble-point pressure:

[ ]

1.175
1.47 Yg

Bob = 0.972 + -4- R, ~ + 1.25TR10 ~y;
(F33 ,

Above the bubble~p(}int pressure, the oil formation volume factor is calculated fromBu
at the bubble point:

(F34:'

where

Bob
Bo
CO

R,
Yg

Yo
TR
PR
Pb

oil formation volume factor at bubble point (reservoir bbl/standard bb!)
oil formation volume factor above bubble point (reservoir bbl/standard bbl)
undersaturated oil compressibility (psi-I)
solution gas (scflbb!)
gas specific gravity
oil specific gravity
reservoir temperature (OF)
reservoir pressure (psi)
bubble-point pressure (psi).

---;~==.:c:-- - --- --

Bubble point

6

Pressure

Figure F8 8
0

as function of pressure [7].
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F3 WATER PROPERTIES [1,7]

This section includes:

Water viscosity Jiw
Water [annation volume factor Bw
Water compressibility Cwo

3.1 Water viscosity [1,7]

Water viscosity f1w is primarily a function of temperature; salinity also has a slight influ
ence on fJlV' A correlation for estimating water viscosity Ilw at reservoir temperature is:

/lw =4.33 - O.07TR + 4.73 x IO-4 TJ-1.415 x 10-6 Td + 1.56 x 1O-9Ti (F35)

where
J1w water viscosity (cp)
TR reservoir temperature CF).

• In metric units
/lw = 0.3 to 0.7 cP (3.10-4 to 7-10-4 Pa·s).

3.2 Water formation volume factor [7]

Water fannation volume factor Bw is primarily a function of temperature, and to a lesser
degree, pressure. A simple correlation is:

..

where
Bw water fonnation volume factor, (reservoir bbllstandard bbl)
PR reservoir pressure, (psi)
A = 0.001996 (TR - 100) -1.2676.

3.3 Water compressibility [1,7]

Water compressibility Cw may be estimated from a correlation by Meehan:

Cw =(A+BTR +CTi)xlO-6

where
A " 3.8546 - 1.34 x 10-4 PR
B = -1.052 x 10-2 + 4.77 x 10-7PR

C " 3.9267 x 10-5 - 8.8 x 10-10 PR
TR reservoir temperature (OF)
PR reservoir pressure (psi).
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• In metric units

Water compressibility is about:
Cw = 0.5 X 10-4 bact

F4 GAS PROPERTIES [1,5, 7J

4.1 Practical equation of state [I]

The equation employed is the ideal gas equation, with a factor Z indicating the difference
in behavior between the real gas and an ideal gas:

(F39)

V

m

z

where
P
T

absolute pressure (measured from vacum)
absolute temperature (measured from absolute zero):
- in metric units: T(OK) = T(OC) + 273
- in U.S. units: T(°R) = T(°F) + 460
volume occupied at P and T by n moles of gas
(volume occupied at 15°C and I bar by 1 mol.g of gas: 23 957 cm3)

mass of gas considered
M molecular weight of gas.
R universal ideal gas constant:

- in metric units: R = 8.315 X 10-5 (m3, bar) / mol·g
- in U.S. units: R = 10.7 mol·lb (P in psi, T in oR, V in cu ft)
compressibility factor (see Paragr. 4.3).

4.2 Pseudocritical and pseudoreduced temperature
and pressure [7J

To determine gas properties pseudocritical anci pseudoreduced temperature and pressure
must be calculated. These values may be computed either from a gas analysis (if available:)
or from the gas specific gravity.

When a gas analysis is available, the pseudocritical properties are calculated from the
relationships:

and

(F40)

(F41)

where
Tpc
Yi

pseudocritical temperature (OR)
mole fraction of the jth component
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Tei critical temperature of the ith component (OR)
Ppc pseudocritical pressure (psi)
Pci critical pressure of the i th component (psi).

Table FS shows molecular weights, gas specific gravity, critical temperatures and crit
ical pressures.

Table F5 Critical properties [7J.

Component
Molecular Gas specific Critical temperature Tof Critical pressure Pal

weightMWj gravity Yg (OK) (OR) (bar) (psi)

Methane 16.04 0.554 191.2 344 46.41 673
Ethane 30.07 1.038 305.7 550 48.94 712
Propane 44.09 1.522 370.1 666 42.57 617
n-Butane 58.12 2.006 408.3 766 37.97 551
n·Pentane 72.15 2.491 469.7 847 33.75 485
n~Hexane 86.17 2.975 507.8 914 30.34 435

n-Heptane 100.20 3.459 540.3 972 27.36 397
n-Octane 114.22 3.943 568.7 1025 24.97 362

Water 18.02 0.622 647.5 1365 221.18 3206

Carbon dioxide 44.01 1.519 304.3 548 73.84 1073

Nitrogen 28.02 0.967 126.3 227 33.92 492

Hydrogen sulfide 34.08 1.176 373.7 673 90.05 1306

Air 28.96 1.000 132.6 239 37.72 547

Additionally, the gas specific gravity Yg (Table F5, third column) may be calculated
from:

I

yg
L(Y;MW;)

28.9
(F42)

where MWj is the molec~lar weight of the ith component.

4U Gas formation volume factor [I, 7]

All hydrocarbon gases under typical conditions will deviate from the ideal gas law, thus
requiring a correction factor. This factor is known as the gas compressibility factor Z. It is
determined either from laboratory measurements or from the chart of Standing and Katz,
as shown in Fig. F9.

The gas formation volume factor is denoted by the symbol Bg, and may be calculated
from:

(F43)
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where
Bg gas formation volume factor (reservoir bbl/mil ell ft)
Z gas compressibility factor
TR reservoir temperature CF)

'-
PR reservoir pressure (psi)
Ppr pseudoreduced pressure (psi):::;; PRIPpc
Ppc pseudocritical pressure (psi).

Pseudoreduced pressure, Ppr

0 l' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1.1 Pseudo-reduced . 1.1

le~perature
1.05

" 1.P1.0 ,.,.
2.2
2.0
1.'

0.9 1.8
I.',
1., 1.7

0.8
1.5

I .•

"J 1.6 "J
"- 0.7 "-
~ ~
.I! 1.5 .I!
&' 0.6 &',~:c ,> :c
.~

1.4
.~

w t.o we 0.5 ID
c-

,.0 C.
E Ea 1.3 a0 0.4 0
w ~ro ro

" "1.2
0.3

,.0 1.1
1.1

1.0
1.0

" 0.90.9
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Pseudoreduced pressure, Ppr

Figure F9 Natural gas deviation factor (after Standing and Katz) [t, 4, 7].
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..

'r Example

Find Z for:
PR= 2000 psi
Ppe = 650 psi
TR = 200'F (660'R)
Tpe = 410'R

Solution

1. P
pr
=~= 2000 =3.07

Ppc 650

2 T =2JL= 660 =1.61
• pr T 410

pc

3. Enter abscissa (top) at 3.07 (Ppr)' Go down to Tpr of 1.61, between 1.6 and 1.7 lines.
4.2=0.828 A

4.4 Gas viscosity [7]

The viscosity of natural gas is primarily a function of pressure.
As pressure decreases, gas viscosity decreases, as illustrated in Fig. FLO.
The usual range of gas viscosity is from om to 0.04 cpo

Pressure

Figure F10 Gas viscosity as function of pressure [7].

When unavailable from laboratory data, gas viscosities may be estimated from the fol
lowing equations developed from work by Lee et al. [7]:

MWg = 28.9Yg (F44)
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where
Mwg
Yg
T
Bg
Ilg

Fundamentals of Petroleum Reservoirs

(9.4+ 0.02MWg ) (T + 460(S
Y1 ="--=----:c:-:-::::"''--==-=----:

209 + 19MWg + T + 460

986
Y2 = 3.5 + O.OIMWg + T+460

Y3 = 2.4 - 0.2Y2

MW
Y4 = 0.007532--"

Bg

Y5 = Y2(Y4)Y3

gas molecular weight
gas specific gravity
temperature (OF)

gas foonation volume factor (reservoir bbl/mil cu ft)
gas viscosity (cp).

F

(F46)

(F47)

(F48)

(F49)

(F50)
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Well Productivity

G1 OIL FLOW AROUND WELLS

1.1 Types offlow [2]

Radial circular, steady-state flow
re is the distance to the constant pressure boundary
A ;;; 1tr; is the drainage area
Top and bottom offormation are tight. h is the height.

Lateral rectangular, steady-state flow
The drainage area is a rectangle; A =a x b where a is the width, b is the length.
Flow occurs through the (b x h) walls.
The other boundaries are tight.

Bottom-water drive (or gas-cap drive), steady-state flow
Various possible drainage area for the vertical well; rectangular drainage area for the
horizontal well.
Constant pressure boundary at water-oil contact (WaC) or gas-oil contact (GOC). Dis
placement of contact is negligible.

No flux boundaries, pseudosteady-state flow
Various possible drainage area (reservoir) for the vertical well; rectangular reservoir for
the horizontal well.
Confined reservoir (geological.limits, faults ... ) or zero flux limits (production patterns
boundaries),' ..,

1.2 Skin effects [I]

The global skin S is the result of:

Damage skin factor Sd

Perlor:.:!..I')n skin factor Sp

Partial penetration factor Spp

Inclination skin factor Sj

Injection skin factor Sinj'
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where
k
k,

1.2.1 Formation damage skin factor [9]

The introduction of the damage skin factor Sd allows to integrate the effect of wellbore
damage. It is simply defined by the Hawkins' formula:

S" =(~-I)ln..'L (GI)
ks Tw

permeability of reservoir
permeability of damage zone

rs penetration of damage zone
rw well radius.

Figure Gl Scheme of a well with a damage zone [5}.

" Example. Permeability impairment versus damage penetration [9]

Assume that a well has a radius rw eql,1al to 10 em (0.328 ft) and a penetration of damage 3 f1
beyond the well (i.e., r, = 3.328 tt). What would bE tht skin effect if the permeability impair·
ment results in klks equal to 5 and 10, respectively. What would be the required penetration
of damage to provide the same skin effect as the latter case but with klks =: 5?

Solution

From Eq. Gl, klks =: 5, and the given rs and rw

S" =(5-1)ln 3.328 =9.3
0.328

For k1k, = 10 and r, = 3.328 then, similarly, Sd = 20.9.
However, if Sd::;; 20.9 and klks = 5, then:

r. =r. e20.9/4=61ft., w
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This example suggests that permeability has a much larger effect on the value of the skin
effect than the penetration of damage. Except for a phase change~dependent skin effect, a pen
etration of damage such as the one calculated in Eq. G3 is impossible. Thus, skin effects
derived from wells tests (frequently ranging between 5 and 20) are likely to be caused by sub
stantial permeability impairment very near the well. This is a particular important point in the
design of matrix stimulation treatments. ...

1.2.2 Perforation skin factor Sp [I]

• Parameters influencing Sp:
- Quantity of perforations per foot
- Penetration depth of perforation in the formation
- Repartition of perforations around the well
- Diameter of perforations.

Determination of the type of configuration:
- Simple or staggered
- Figure 02 determines the configuration type depending on:

- height of repeating pattern h, in.
- phasing angle e'.

From charts of Fig. 04 and 05, representing the type of configuration, determine Sp,

according to the following example in plotting:

I. Height of repeating pattern h

2. Well diameter dw

3. Permeability anisotropy ratio k,lkh

4. Phasing angle e'
S. Total core penetration ap

6. Perforation skin factor Sp'

Eventnally, use corrected chart on Fig. GS.

1.2.3 Partial penetration skin factor Spp

This skin is also called choke skin Sc'

Parameters influencing Spp:
- Ratio between the heights of perforated zone and reservoir bed
- Positioning and number of perforated zones.

Evolution of the flowing type (Fig. G3).
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Pattern Simple pattern h , Equivalent

number Front view On.! (degrees) staggered
Top view pattern

1-12 0- n 12 0 ~

2-12 -0 n 12 180 n
3-12 0- n 12 120 ~

4-12 -¢- n 12 90 n
1-6 0- n 6 0 ~

2-6 -0 n 6 180 II
3-6 0- n 6 120 ~

4-6 -¢- II 3 90 n
1-3 0- Il 3 0 ~

-

2-3 -0 II 3 180 II
3-3 0- n 3 120 ~

4-3 -¢- ill 3 90 II
Figure G2 Height h and phasing angle (? for various perforation patterns [1].
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Radial circular flowing
at perforated level

h

Radial circular flowing
on height of reservoir bed iii

Figure G3 Flowing types [1].
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Determination of Spp

From chart of Fig. G6, Sp" is depending on:

h
b = L

h

where
h height of reservoir bed
hI' perforated height
n number of "interface" between perforated and non-perforated sections
h' hln
rw well radius.

iii

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 h
b=L

h

.'\

- l"
~ K, h' !:x..-

"- rw k h

1"- I~ '"'" .0." "~ ""- '" "r": '"~"- ~~ 1000

" ~~~50
....... ....... '\ '\,. S300-

200

" " ,'.,'00

"" ....... I'\. I'\.
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'" ~
'\ \

20-

1 2 5
100.2
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o
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Figure G6 Sppchart [IJ.
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1.2.4 Inclination skin factor Si

Parameters influencing Sj
They are represented on Fig. G7.

Figure G7 [1].

G

where
9
kJkh
hlrw

well inclination angle compared to nonnal dip
penneability anisotropy
ratio between the useful height and the well radius.

Evaluation of Sf after Cinco, Miller and Ramey
Sj is a function of:

_ (9' )2.06 (eo )1.865 (hD )S· - - - - - x log -
'41 56 100

with

and (04)

This relation is available for: 0 < 8' < 75°.

Figure 08 represents Sj versus ho and 8'.
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0

e'= 15° 30°- 1

-2

-3
s;

-4

-5 I
-6

-7
10 1Q2 103 10'

ho

Figure G8 Si versus hD and f)' [lJ,

1.2.5 Injection skin factor Sinj

Generation of two zones by injection

1. Zone flooded by the i,njected fluid Vi: its radius r j is:

(G5)

where
h reservoir height
<P porosity of the reservoir
Sw saturation after injection
Swi initial water saturation.

2: Zone containing the fluid of origin.

Determination of injection skin factor Sinj

(G6)

where
ko
Kw
110

I1w
rw

permeability of reservoir
permeability near the well
oil viscosity of reservoir
injected fluid viscosity
well radius.
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1.2.6 Global skin factor 5

It is the sum of the skin factors formely detined:

(G7)

S is obtained directly from well testing. The other partial skins are deduced from charts
or formulas.

Damage skin factor Sd is the difference between S and the other partial skin factors.
Mathematically, the skin effect has no physical dimension. It can therefore be added to

In(rJrw) for steady state, to [In(r,lrw) - 0,75] for pseudosteady state (Paragr. 1.3).

1.3 Well productivity [I, 6-8]

1.3.1 Steady-state flow in a vertical well

As fluid tlows in a vertical well, the streamlines converge and the area for tlow decreases.

Productivity Index PI

The Productivity Index PI is defined as follows:

• In all unit systems (general case)

PI
q

(G8)

• In 51 units

(G9)

• In field metric units

(GIO)

hk
PI ~ 0.05365 x (r )

BIl In--'!.-+S
rw

• In U.S. units

(Gil)

hk
PI ~ 0.00708 x (r )

BIl In--'!.-+S
rw
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1.3.2 Pseudosteady-state flow to a vertical well

In this case, the reservoir produces by decompression of its entire mass. The pressure drop
is the same at every point, and the pressure difference between two given points remains
constant (example: sandstone lenses in shale).

Using the same units as in Paragraph 1.3.1:

• In SI units

• In field metric units

• In U.S. units

PI =0.05365 x hk

BI{I<: +S-0.75)

PI = 0.00708 x hk

BIl(ln -"- + S - 0.75)
r"

(GI2)

(GI3)

(GI4)

1.3.3 Flow efficiency

How Efficiency, noted FE, is defined as the ratio of the actual productivity index to the
ideal productivity index:

FE';:: Plactual

Plideal
(GIS)

• Steady-state now:

FE lnre/rw

lnrelrw + S
(GI6)

• Pseudosteady-state now:

FE Inrelr" - 0.75
Inrelr" -O.75+S

(GI7)

G2 WELL TEST ANALYSIS METHOD [1.4,5. 8J

2.1 Nomenclature

Symbols and units are defined in Table G 1.
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Table Gl Nomenclature.

G

$1 units
Field Field

Symbols Parameters
metric units U.S. units

B Formation volume factor, res bbl/std bbl Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless

ct System total compressibility Pa-1 ball psi-1

h Formation thickness m m ft

k Permeability ~m2 1a-311m2 md
( "" millidarcy) (millidarcy)

K Diffusivity /lm2·PalPa·s 10-3 11m2 .bar/ md'psi/cp
mPa.s

m ± Slope of linear portion of semilog plot Pa/cycle bar/cycle psi/cycle
of pressure transient data

PI Productivity Index m3/s'Pa m3/ld·barj bbl/(D-psi)

P1hr Pressure on straight-line portion of semilog Pa bar psi
plot 1 hour after beginning a transient test

Pi Initial pressure Pa bar psi

Pwl Flowing bottomhole pressure Pa bar psi

Pe Pressure at the boundaries Pa bar psi

Pw Wellbore pressure Pa bar psi
q Volumetric flow rate m3/d m3/d bbl/D

S Skin factor Dimensionless Dimensionless Dimensionless

", Effective radius m m ft

'i Initial radius m m ft

'
w Wellbore radius m m ft

t Time s h h

T Temperature oK oK oR

Jl Viscosity Pa·s mPa.s cp

<I> Porosity Fraction Fraction Fraction

2.2 Test type: drawdown or injectivity

2.2.1 Pressure drawdown or injectivity

The pressure drawdown is expressed:

• In 51 units

qB)l ( Kt )P; - Pwj =-- lnz +O.81+2S
4nkh rw

where the diffusivity is:

and ri =2.JKt (Gl8)

k
K=-- and

eJ)W,
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and:

• In field metric units

P; - Pwf = 21.5 x qB/l(IOgl + log __k_2 - 3.10+ 0.875)
kh <I>/lctrw

ri = 0.038~ kl
<I>/lct

• In field U.S. units

(019)

and:

qB/l ( kP; - Pwf = 162.6 x -- logl + log 2
kh ¢>pctrw

Rflr; =0.032 -
<I>/lCt

3.23 + 0.875) (020)

2.2.2 Permeability equation

Equations of Paragraph 2.2.1 show that bottomhole pressure varies logarithmically versus
time. If the pressure measured at the bottomhole is plotted on a graph (Fig. 09) versus the
logarithm of time, a straight line with a slope m can be observed once the wellbore storage
effect has ended.

0
0

'"N
'w.e
"-

0
0
N
N

10-2 10-' 10°

tit (hoursl

Figure G9 [8J.

riz

The slope m is used to determine the permeability of the reservoir:

• In SI units
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• In field metric units

• In field u.s. units

Well Productivity

k = 21.5 x qBJ-l
mh

k = 162.6 x qBJ-l
mh

G

(G22)

(G23)

2.2.3 Skin-factor equation

The skin-factor value is u~ually computed using the pressure measurement at 1 hour on the
semi-log straight line; at this point, log t = O.

• In 51 units

S = 0.5 x (FJ - P1h, -In ~ - 0.81)
m rw

(G24)

• In field metric units

S=Ll5X[P; -:lh'
• In field u.s. units

S= 115X[ P; ~h'

IOg( k 2)+3.10]
(f>J1Ct rw

IOg( k 2) +3.23]
. Q>J1Ct rw

(G25)

(G26)

Pi = 1 154 psi
q =348 bbl/D
rw = 0.25 ft
J1 =3.93cp
<Xl = 20 percent

T Example. Drawdown testing in an infinite-acting reservoir

Estimate oil permeability and skin factor from the drawdown data of ,FiB, ,C:O.
Known reservoir data are:
B = 1.14 res bbllstd bol
ct = 8.74 x 10-6 psi-1

h = 130 ft
m = - 22 psi/cycle (Fig. G10)
P 1hr = 954 psi (Fig. G10)

Using Eg. G23 and Eg. G26:

k (162.6)i~~~~~~~?393) 89 md

S=1.l5{(1l54-954)_IOg[ 89 ]+3.23}=4.6
22 (0.2)(3.93)(8.74 x 10-6 )(0.25)2
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Figure Gl0 Semilog data plot for the drawdown test
described in the example [4].

2.3 Test type: buildup or falloff

2.3.1 Pressure buildup or falloff

Pressure buildup and falloff are .shown in Fig. G II. where:
f\vjJ) flowing pressure: time is counted ff6hl'when the well is open
Pws(~t) pressure during the buildup phase: time is counted from when the well is shut

out, fp '

The pressure buildup is expressed:

• In 51 units

qBfJ. 1 + MP - P (L'.I) = -- x In-P--
I ws 4nkh !!J.t

and
1

KM--P
tp + L'.I

(G27)

b

where the diffusity is:
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(030)

(G29)

(G28)
kilt tp
--x---
iP/lC1 tP+ !1t

k!1t tp--x---
iP/lC1 tP +!1t

: LPwslMl
I
I
I
I
I

r; = 0.032and

Figure Gll [8].
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k = 2.303 x qBp.
411 mh

Well Productivity

q

p

qBp. tp + !1tPt -Pw,(!1t)=21.5x--xln--- and r; =0.038
kh !1t

qBu t +!1t
P - P (!1t) = 162.6 x-" x In-P-'-

I ws kh fj"t

• In field metric units

• In 51 units

• In field U.S. units

2,3.2 Permeability equation

Equations of Paragraph 2.3.1 show that bottomhole pressure varies logarithmically versus
time. If the pressure measured at the bottomhole is plotted on a graph (Fig. G12) versus the
logarithm of(tp + !1t)/!1t, a straight line with a slope ofm tan i.,e observed once the wellbore
storage effect has ended.

The slope m is used to detennine the permeability of the reservoir:

-------------------------------~
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iii

• In field metric units

• In field u.s. units

k = 162.6 x qB/l
mh

2.4 Pressure-buildup curve shapes

(G31)

(G32)

•

Conceptually, graphs of pressure buildup, drawdown, injectivity. or falloff behavior in
individual wells can be divided into ttitee-areas:

1. Frontwend effects (wellbore storage, fractures, damage)

2. Semilog straight line for which most analysis techniques apply

3. Boundary effects.

Those three parts are illustrated for a pressure buildup case in Fig. G13.
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Constant boundary
P:,=~U!:'~ _

/
...... Pressure increase I

rr?m ?ffset ',../
injectIOn /~

-~--
Closed" /""....
boundary

Pressure decline
from offset
production

Semilog
straight line

-- Horner and MDH methods 
_ Type-curve matching _

i

L- Muska'_J
r-methods----'

WBS =wellbore storage (afterflowl

Log (shut·in time) -

Figure G13 Typical bottomhole pressure~buildup curve shapes.
For production at pseudosteady state before shut-in [4].

!."

G3 INFLOW PERFORMANCE RElATIONSHIP (lPR).
PRODUCTIVITY INDEX OF AN OIL WElL PRODUCING
UNDER THE BUBBLE POINT;
VOGEl'S METHOD [8, ll, 12, 13J

The Inflow Performance Relationship (IPR) for a well is the relationship between flow rate
into the wellbore and we.llon'e flowing pressure P wf. The IPR is illustrated graphically by
plotting Pwf versus flow rate:

In a well producing a reservoir whose pressure is lower than the bubble point, the rela
tionship between the well flow rate and the difference between the average pressure and
the bottomhole pressure is not linear.
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3.1 Principal hypotheses [11]

The IPR is established on the following hypotheses:

Drainage mechanism by expansion of dissolved gas

The reservoir pressure is the bubble pressure of oil

Reservoir radial circular, unifonn, isotrope, of finite length

No skin

Oil and gas at the same pressure and constant characteristics (viscosity)

No water flowing.

3.2 IPR curve [I I, 12l

Vogel reported the results of a study in which he used a mathematical reservoir model to
calculate the IPR for oil wells producing from saturated reservoirs. The final equation for
Vogel's method was based on calculations made for 21 reservoir conditions.

• Empirical equation
After plotting dimensionless IPR curves for all the cases considered, Vogel arrived at
the following relationship between dimensionless flow rate and dimensionless pressure:

(G33)

•

where
qo oil flow rate
Pwi well flowing pressure
Pr=b reservoir pressure;;;: oil bubble pressure.

Limits and remarks
- A difference can be signiticant between the previous and actual flow rates if:

- oil is very viscous
- reservoir pressure iii- superior to bubble point
- there is no skin.

- Otherwise, the difference is less than 20%, and 10% in general.
- BSW < 10%.
- As the maximal flow rate decreases with the depletion of the reservoir, it is necessary

to periodically readjust the parameters.

Graphical representation of Pw/Pr=b versus q,)(qo)max
A plot of the dimensionless IPR represented by the Vogel's equation (G33) is shown in
Fig. G14, which can be nsed in liea ofEq. G33.

UtilizatIon
To use this method, it is necessary to know experimentally the flow rate corresponding
to the bottomhole pressure (the fitting will be better if this pressure is weak versus the
bubble point).
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Using the graph (or equation), first calculate (q)max' and then calculate the flow rate
for a given bottomhole pressure.

0

"

0,60

0.60

DAD

0.20

10

00 0.20 0.40 0.6<l 0.80 1.00

Producing rate ~, fraction of maximum
(qolmax

Figure G14 Inflow perfo(mance relationship for solution-gas drive reservoirs.
Graphical representation of Pwi?r=b versus q/(qo)max [II, 13, 14].

" Example using Vogel's method [8J

Assuming a well produces under the following conditions:
qo = 65 bbliD
Pwf = 1 500 psi
P, =2 000 psi

Determine the absolute open-flow potential of the well and the flow rate that would be
attained if a gas lift installation (mechanical pumping) could bring the the bottomhole pressure
down to 500 psi.

Based on Eq. G33, the data can be used to calculate:

qm" = 162 bbl/D

Using Eq. G33 with a bortomhole pressure of 500 psi gives:

_q_o_ = 0.9 then qo = 146 bbl/D
(qo)m"

These same results could have been obtained by using Fig. G14 rather than Eq. G33.
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Formation Damage Control

Hl FORMATION DAMAGE PREVENTION [1]

Almost every field operation is a potential source of damage to well productivity.

1.1 Recognized forms of formation damage

Some recognized forms of formation damage are:
Drilling mud solids invasion into the formation.

Drilling mud filtrate invasion into the formation.

Cement filtrate invasion into the formation.

Inaquate perforations: size, number, or penetration.

Perforation crushing and c0mpaction of fonnation matrix.

Solids in completion or workover fluids invading into the formation or plugging perforations.
Invasion of completion or workover fluids into the fonnation.

Plugging of fannation with native clays.

Asphaltene or paraffin precipitation in the formation or perforations·,
Scale precipitation in the formation or perforations.

Creation of, or injecting, an emulsion in the formation.

• Injection of acids or solvents into a formation which contain solids or precipitate solids.

San? fill in the wellbore.
Injection of oil wetting surfactant into the formation.

Excessive drawdown which may cause fines movement, compaction of weak forma~

tion, or influx of water production.

1.2 Formation damage during drilling operations [1]

• Formation damage mechanisms are:
(a) Invasioo of solids from drilling fluid
(b) Invasion of fluids from the drilling mud
(c) Effect of t1uids invasion.

Table HI indicates some preventions for formation damage mechanisms.
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1.3.1 Perforation damage [2]

Productivity and injectivity profiles commonly show that only a small fraction of perfora
. tions. are flo,wing. Fig. HI shows the damaged zone around perforation. The extent and
degree ofdamage are dependent on formation type, permeability and porosity, type of
shaped charge, and direction and level of differential pressure when shooting.

Table Hl Formation damage during drilling operations [11.

Formation Damage Control H

Formation damage prevention

Minimize effect of fluids invasion:
Inverted mud
Oil based mud
Salinity of formation matching

Minimize soUds invasion:
Wide particle size in muds
Low spurt loss
Mud conditioning
High bit weight and low RPM
Acid, water, or oil soluble additives
Barite minimizing

Minimize fluids invasion:
Low invasion fluids;
Drilling time minim'lzing
Low overbalance
Air, foam or gas drilling

Invasion of solids from drilling fluid:
Clays
Cuttings
Weighting materials
Loss circulation materials
Fluid los$ additives

Formation damage mechanisms

Effect of drilling practices:
(a) Scrapping mud cake with hit trips
(b) Erosion of mud cake by high circulation rate
(c) Increased invasion by high overbalance and long drilling time.

Invasion of fluids from the drilling mud:
Water or brine
Surfactants
Oil
Emulsion
Viscosified fluid

Effect of fluids invasion:
Clay swelling
Clay mobilization
Water blocking
Creation of emulsion
Oil wetting
Precipitation of scales

1.3 Formation damage by perforating

1.3.2 Causes and remedies [2]

Empirical evidence of perforation damage. Laboratory studies indicate that the zone
permeability can be as low as 10% to 20% of that of the undamaged formation, even
when shot underbalanced in clean, compatible fluids.

Perforation cleanup. Laboratory tests demonstrate that the effects of the perfora
tion-damaged can be mitigated by flow through the perforations. The cleanup process
and final Core Flow Efficiency CFE are affected by flowing differential pressure
(Fig. H2).
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,------------------~---

25 ~ Undamaged core

20 ~

L_---_~

Charge
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20 - rain ractunng
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Reduced permeability inwardL .__

(This axis not to scale)

Figure Hl Effect of perforation depth and shot density on well·productivity
ratio in a fannation with drilling damage [2, 6].

Influence of differential pressure
on CFE (orWFI) values, 3 3/8 in.
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Figure H2 Effect of differential pressure on final CFE [2].
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and the modified wellbore radius r'w is:

H

(HI)

Formation Damage Control

1. Damage factors indicated in linear cores from Core Flow Efficiencies (CFE), as deter
mined according to API RP 43, can be related to Well Flow Efficiencies (WFE) for the
model described. WFE is defined as the ratio of flow rate into a cased well through a
real perforation in a zone that has been damaged by perforating, drilling, or workover
to the flow rate into the same well through a clean, ideal perforation of the same depth
in an undamaged zone.

2. Permeability in a 1I2-in.-thick damaged zone resulting from the perforating process
ranges from about 0.3 of the undamaged-formation permeability for good perforating
conditions to about 0.0 I for adverse perforating conditions.

3. In a radial system with formation damage and no perforation damage, WFE is substan
tially reduced until the perforation penetrates substantially beyond the damage zone.

4. In a radial system with both formation damage and perforation damage, WFE remains
considerably below that for an undamaged system even when the perforation peii(~LLtes
substantially through the zone of formation damage.

5. The major effect of penneability damage around a perforation occurs from the damage
within the first 112 in. of the perforation.

Because perforation damage is inevitable, optimum cleanup is essential. Primary meth
ods involve underbalanced perforating or overbalanced perforating followed'by'surge
flowing or washing of perforations.

1.3.4 Effectiveness of gun perforating [8]

1.3.3 Predicting well performance

Simulation studies and analytical and semianalytical techniques are used widely for com~
ptetion design, evaluation of perforated completions, and system analysis [2].

The following example is given for drilling-damage effects.
The various input parameters (Fig. H3) are as follows:

Lp length of perforation I ft
Ldd length·of drilling-damaged zone 0.5 ft
rw wellbore radius 0.3646 ft
k formation permeability 100 md
kdd formation drilling-damaged-zone permeability 40 md

Drilling damage around the wellbore requires modification of the perforation length, L
p

,

and the wellbore radius, rw'

The moditied perforation length L ~ is:

L~ =Lp(l- k~d )Ldd =1-(1- 1~~}0.5)=0.7 ft

----------------_.....
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Figure H3 Well parameters [2].

II

6. Productivity may range from as low asS to 90 percent of undamaged, open-hole pro
ductivity, depending upon the nature of drilling and perforating operations. Therefore,
every precaution should be taken to avoid permeability damage to the fannatien during
dtilling, workover, and perforating.

7. If formation damage is avoided during the drilling process, a perforation depth of 12 in.
or more is required to overcome the loss in productivity from damaged perforations that
is indicated for many commercial guns by standard API RP 43 tests (CFE ~ 0.7-0.8).
Increasing shot density from 4 per foot to 8 per foot has abo~ut::e. same effect as dou-
bling penetration from 6 in. to 12 in. ."" ,

8. Perforation quality is more important than either shot density or penetration. The effect
of severe damage in the perforations cannot be overcome by increasing either shot den.:.
sity or depth of penetration within the limits of present-day and economics.
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9. In completions with drilling (or workover) and perforating damage, a few deeply pene
trating perforations are more effective than many shallow perforations.

1.3.5 API RP·43, Fifth Edition [9, 10]

The American Petroleum Institute has developed recommended industry test procedures
for oilwell perforators. These are described in the API RP-43, which recommends standard
test procedures for the evaluation of perforators under both surface and simulated well con

ditions.
The American Petroleum Institute revised its requirements for charge certification with

the Fifth Edition published in 1991. Section 1 is required for perforator certification.
The Section I gun/charge data presented in the following sections were obtained under

API RP-43, Fifth Edition, procedures.
Section 2 provides a standard test for measuring perforator performance in stressed

Berea sandstone with simulated wellbore pressure applied.
Section 3 evaluates perforating systems at elevated temperature and atmospheric pres~

sure and to test the hardware at elevated pressure.
Section 4 measures the flow performance of a perforation.

1.4 Completion and workover fluids [IJ

Formation damage can be minimized by selecting fluids that do not damage the formation
or do not create damage which cannot be corrected.

1.4.1 Surfactants

The two primary functions of surfactants (surface active agents) are to change the sutface
tension of fluids and to affect the wettability afrock. The main rules that should be mem
orized are as follows:

Anionic surfactants tend to water wet sand.

Cationic surfactants tend to oil wet sand.

Anionic surfactants tend to oil wet carbonates.

Cationic surfactants tend to water wet carbo~1tes;
Anionic surfactants tend to emulsify oil-in-water and break water-in-oil emulsions.

• Cationic surfactants tend to emulsify water-in-oil and break oil-in~wateremulsions.

Anionic surfactants tend to disperse clays in water.

Cationic surfactants tend to t10cculate clays in water.

Anionic and cationic surlactants are not compatible with each other.

1.4.2 Salts

Salts are used for both weight control and prevention of clay problems.

Fluid densities obtainable with these salts are indicated in Table H2.
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Table H2 Salt densities.

Salts $1 units
U.S. units

(Ib/gal)

Sodium chloride (NaCI)

Potassium chloride (KCI)

Calc'lum chlor'lde (CaCI2)

Calcium chloride and sodium chloride combination

Calcium bromide (CaSr2) - Calcium chloride

Calcium bromide

Calcium chloride - Calcium bromide - Zinc bromide (ZnSr2)

H2 REMEDIAL CLEAN UP [3-5]

1 to 1.17

1 to 1.16

1 to 1.39

1.20to 1.40

1.40t01.81

1.70to 1.87

1.82 to 2.30

8.34 to 9.8

8.34 to 9.7

8.34 to 11.6

10.0 to 11.7

11.7 to 15.1

14.2 to 15.6

15.2 to 19.2

In any case of production index decline. it is most important to have all available facts and
to make the best possible analysis from these facts as to the actual factors contributing to
this d.ecline. Scale deposits usually form as a result of crystallization and precipitation of
minerals from water.

Many treatments are specifically designed for the removal of a blocking agent such as
gyp, drilling mud, paraffin, wax, formation silicate particles, or other materials on the well
bore face and in the formation i~mediately adjacent.

2.1 Reperforation

It has been found quite easy in some cases to reperforate a well in the same zone in which
it was originally perforated. The detonation of the gun has a loosening effect on any block
ing materials in the foonation adjacent to the well and in the previous perforations, while
at the same time creating more drainage holes into the wellbore.

2.2 Abrasive jet cleaning

One or more streams of sand-laden fluid are forced through a hardened, specially desigued
nozzle at pressures of 7 MPa (I 000 psi) and up, to impinge against the wall of the hole.
These jets loosen and break up gyp deposits and even penetrate the formation in critical
zone. By moving the tool up and dowu during the job, the hole can be completely cleaned
up.

2.3 Mud removal

The material most used is a mud-dissolving acid consisting of inhibited hydrochloric acid
with a fluoride added.
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..
I

Acid clean-up solutions, containing special sutt'actants to increase penetration and pro
vide special mud-dispersing properties, are also used when an infiltration of mud into the
formation is suspected.

Other solutions containing phosphates or other chemicals are used to loosen and dis
perse mud particles so that they can be more easily flushed from their position in or adja
cent to the wellbore.

2.4 Chemical removal

2.4.1 Water-soluble scale

The most common water-soluble scale is sodium chloride which can be readily dissolved
with relatively fresh water. If gyp scale is newly formed and porous, "it may be dissolved
by circulating water containing 55 gil NaCI past the scale.

2.4.2 Acid-soluble scale

Calcium carbouate (CaC03)

It is the most prevalent of all scale compounds and is soluble in acids such as:
Hydrochloric acid
Acetic acid

- Fonnic acid
Sulfamic acid.

Application downhole in pumping wells
Acetic acid, when it is desired to leave chrome-plated or alloy pump.

- Chrome surface: no damage with acetic acid at temperatures below 100°C, but HCI
may severely damage chrome.

• Iron scale
HCl plus a sequestring agent is normally used to remove iron scale. Sequestring agents
most commonly used include: '
- Citric acid
- Acetic acid
- Mixtures of citric and acetic acids
- EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)

NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid).

Acid required for CaC03 aud iron scales
The amount of acid required for CaC03 and iron scales is given below in Table H3.

Table H3

Type of
acid-soluble scale

Gallons of 15%
HCl/cu ft of scale

95
318

180
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Liters of 15%
HCI/d'rrr': of scala
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2.4..3 Acid-insoluble scales

The only acid-insoluble scale which is chemically reactive is calcium sulfate or gypsum.
Table H4 shows the relative solubility of gyp in some of the chemicals normally used for
gyp conversion.

Table H4 Gyp solubility tests.

Type of solution
Percent gyp converted

24 h 72 h

NH4HC03 87.8 91.0
Na,C03 83.8 85.5
Na2COT NaOH 71.2 85.5
KOH 67.6 71.5

If waxes, iron carbonate and gyp are present, the following scale removal procedure is
suggested:

Degrease with a solvent such as kerosene, or xylene, plus a surfactant.

Remove iron scales with a sequestered acid.

• Convert gyp scales to CaC03 or Ca(OH)2'

Dissolve converted CaC03 sc.ale with HCI or acetic acid. Dissolve Ca(OH)z with water
or weak acid.

2.5 Paraffin removal

Solveots can be circulated past the affected parts of the wellbore or dumped in the hole and
allowed to soak for a period of time opposite the trouble area.

In the past, many paraffin solvents have contained chlorinated materials having an
organic chloride ion. ...-.,,-

Hot-oil treatments. ~re also commonly used to remove paraffin. In such a treatment,
heated oil is pumped down the tubing and into the formation. The oil dissolves the paraffin
deposits and carries them out of the wellbore when it is produced.

A recent development has been the use of paraffin inhibitors, designed to provide a
hydrophilic surface on metal well equipment.

2.6 Large-volume injection treatments

A simple technique often used to free or open up' blockages of any kind in a formation con
sists simply of pumping large volumes of crude oil, kerosene, or distillate into the forma
tion. These treatments are especially effective when the formation is blocked by fine sili
cates or other solids. Pumping the oil into the formation rearrange these fine particles so
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that now channels to the wellbore are reopened. Sometimes it is advisable to add sur
face-active agents or emulsion-breaking agents to the oil.

2.7 Steam injection

In some areas where low-gravity crude is produced, steam is used to heat and reduce the
viscosity of the oil and thereby allow the oil to move more easily to the wellbore. Two
types of steam injection are used. In some areas, steam is injected into a central injection
well and the oil produced from adjacent or surrounding wells.

The other type of injection is often referred to as "huff-and-puff'. This consists of alter
nate steam-injection and oil~production cycles from the same well.

2.8 General comments

In any case of production index decline, it is important to have all available facts and to
make the best possible analysis from these facts as to the factors contributing to the decline.
Also, whenever a fluid is to be pumped into a specific part of a zone, some chemical or
mechanical method should be used to ensure that the fluid enters the proper zone.

H3 RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR FORMATION DAMAGE
TESTING [7]

A recommended practice for damage testing has been developed which covers all aspects
of the test methodology from core selection and preparation to the writing of the final
report and interpretation of the results. It is hoped that this recommended practice will now
gain acceptance throughout the industry and that the process of evaluating fluids for for
mation damage potential will become simpler and more efficientthr.'1'![!h the greater use
and validity of comparisons between data from different sources.

The following procedure has been designed to provide a methodology for assess·ing for-
mation damage in a variety of testing situations:

Core preparation and characterization

Fluid preparation

Test procedures

Reporting: A written report should be produced using Table H5 as a guide to composi
tion.

This report should contain all the section heading[tlsted irt·the left-hand column of this
table. The content of each section cannot be specified to cover all situations but suggested
elements. which should be included to facilitate interpretation and use of the results
obtained, are included in the right-hand column of the table.
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Table HS List of elements to be included in the report [7].

IIi
I

ion headings Suggested elements to be included

of issue

rting authors

of formation e.g. core/outcrop/synthetic
rial used in tests

ctives of the test Requesting party
ackground Well/formation to be investigated

Origin of formation material
Origin of brines/crudes/fluids
Project history

ralogy of material Pore throat size and method of determination used
in test Results of X-Ray diffraction (XROj, scanning electron microscopy (SEMj,

am thin section analyses before and after treatment(s)

acteristics of Preserved or restored. If restored method used for core restoration
plug Cutting method and lubricants used

Water saturation, Swi
Method of preparation to base saturation
Ageing time (restoration)
Cleaning methods (detail to include equipment, solvents and procedures used}

s used in test Muds: full compositional information and preparation methods, field or
laboratory sourced, details of additional solids/contaminants.

Brines: chemical analysis
Oil: crude (live / dead), synthetic
Gas: type, humidified or not

conditions Plug dimensions and orientation reiative to bedding
Surface area of plug face exposed to fluids
Core holder dimensions and rig schematic (including diagram)
Core and fluid temperatures (e.g. if lower than core temperature during

dynamic phase)
Pore pressure
Overburden pressure
Overbalance pressure
Drawdown pressure / flow rate
Volume of fluid produced during drawdown
Exposure period (including dynamic/static periods)
Flow rate during dynamic-perioo.(~<:'{)plicable)

Shear rates at core face during dynamic period (if applicable)

Its Core plug reference
Depth taken (if known/applicable)
Fluids used in test
Test sequence (e.g. f1ood/drawdownlbreaker/drawdown)
Permeability, initiai and final
Flow rate with time
Cumulative volume flowed with time
Viscosity of fluids
Fluids loss vs. time
Temperature and pressure at which fluid collected
Break-throug\'r')..I{8SSUre Of applicable)
Comments on test by investigator

ations from recom-
ded practice

pmtation

Devi
men

Inter

Test

Resu

Char
core

Fluid

Mine
used

Sect

Date

Repo

Type
mate

Obje
and b
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11 SAND FORMATION PROPERTIES AND GEOLOGY [I]

1.1 Introduction

Most oil and gas weBs produce through sandstone fonnations that were deposited in a
marine or detrital environment. Marine~deposited sands, where most of the hydrocarbons
are found, are often cemented with calcareous or siliceous minerals and may be strongly
consolidated. In contrast, Miocene and younger sands are often unconsolidated or only par
tially consolidated with soft clay or silt. These structurally weak foonations may not
restrain grain movement. When produced at high flow rates, they may produce sand along
with the t1uids.

1.2 Methods of sand control

Four general types of sand-control methods have been developed to reduce or to prevent
the movement of formation sands with produced fluids.

1. In some cases sand production can be prevented merely by restricting the production
ratt~ and thus reducing the drag forces on the sand grains. This simple approach is usu~

ally uneconomical. Increasing perforation size and density along with the use of clean,
nondamaging completion fluids will help to decrease fluid velocity and drawdown pres
sure at higher prodUJ,~ti0n rates.

2. Gravel packing is the oldest;·.simplest, ~n~ most consistently reliable method of sand
control. It has wide applications on both land and offshore.

3. Sand consolidation plastic treatments inject resins into the producing interval, binding
the formation sand grains together while leaving the pore spaces open. With use of spe
cial pret1ush systems and diverting agents, intervals up tu 10 m (30 ft) thick have been
successfully consolidated and provided with the strength necessary to allow high pro
duction rates.

4. Resin-coated gravel packing places gravel coated with a resin both inside and outside
the 'lY"-';~f)rations and in the casing. As the resin cures, the sand grains arc bound together.
A strong, highly permeable, synthetic sandstone filter results. After cuting, the excess
resin-coated gravel is drilled from the casing, resulting in a full-open wellbore. The
gravel pack can be used with or without a screen, in primary or remedial work, and
through coiled or concentric tubing.
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12 GRAVEL PACKING

2.1 General

The ideal gravel pack (Fig. II) would consist of:

Formation sand replaced by gravel to a distance of I It (30 em) or more radial from well·

bore.
A sharp gravel to sand interface and prevent invasion of formation sand into the gravel.

The gravel being tightly packed in the annulus, perforations, and cavities behind the
casing.
The screen completely stopping the gravel with all slots or wire spacings open to flow.

The gravel must not be polInted. Fluid and pumping system must be clean.

Figure 11 represents the idealized concept of the result of gravel packing.

Screen
liner

Cement

Formation
sand

Tunnel

Generally tJ.P1 is insignificant
compared with 6.P2

Figure 11 Idealized gravel-pack configuration [2,5].
Generally, apt is insignificant compared with tJ.P2·

2.2 The perforations

Every effort should be made to design and perform a gravel pack so that the fluid flowing
through the perforations is in laminar flow.
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2.2.1 Perforation geometry [5]

Figure 12 shows a typical geometry for a perforated natural completion.

Damaged zone
I--- diameter--j
Openhole diameter

IA-"·--........

Crushed zone
diameter

TI---t-J-t{.~;;/:~_ Perforation
Perforation ')-....;f=::;:!~,J::.d,iameter

spacing
(dependent on
shot density)

e =Phase
angle

Figure 12 Typical well geometry [5J.

Major parameters influencing completion efficiency

These parameters are:

Effective shot density (actual number of producing perforations per foot)

Perforation penetration into fotmation

Angular phasing

Perforation diameter.

Influence ofgeometric factors

Generally. geometric factors influence productivity ratio for natural completion in an ideal,
isotropic reservoir:

Productivity increases as shot density increases.

Productivity increases with increases in perforation penetration.

Penetration increase effect is more significant for shallow penetrations than for deep
ones.
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Angular phasings other than 0° increase productivity by reducing the interference with
now resulting from the presence of the wellbore.

Perforation diameter plays a relatively minor role in determining productivity.

2.2.2 Pressure drop across a sand-filled perforation [I]

Table II indicates that the pressure drop within a gravel-filled perforation tunnel can be
quite significant.

Table 11 Pressure drop across a sand-filled perforation [I].-
Flow rateq

Gravel (bbl/D per Pressure drop .1p (psi) with perforation diameter of:
perforation)

3/B-in. 1/2~in. 3/4-ln. 1-in.

U.S. 10/20 mesh 1 0.6 0.2 01 0.05

500 darcies 10 24 8 2.3 1

25 132 44 10 4

50 495 175 37 13

100 2079 666 137 48

U.S. 20/40 mesh 1 2 1 0.4 0.2
119 darcies 10 55 21 6 3

25· 272 99 25 11

50 983 357 81 31

100 4037 1298 282 104

U.S. 40/60 mesh 1 6 3 1.3 0.7

40 darcies 10 177 67 20 9

25 893 324 80 33

50 3250 1178 260 98
100 13400 4360 927 323

Formation sand 1 450 190 64 32
1 darcy 10 27760 9280 2091 808

2.3 The screen [2]

?f.,,, gravel is retained in an annular region within the wellbore by a mechanical device such
as:

(a) Slotted liners
(b) Wire screens
(c) Prepacked screens.
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2.3.1 Slotted liners

The slotted liners usually have vertical sJots spaced uniformly about the casing. The width
of the slots can vary from 0.020 in. (0.5 mm) to as large as desired, depending on the gravel
size and the particular situation. Fig. I3 illustrates various slot combinations for slotted lin
ers. Their use is usually confined to typically long completion intervals or low-productivity
wells.

I

Vertical gang slotted

I I
t

Vertical slotted Horizontal slotted

..

Figure 13 Slotted-liner slot geometry [2].

2.3.2 Wire screens

Win: screens are available in three basic constructions:
(a) Welded I or 2
(b) Wire wrapped
(e) Rod base.

• Welded 1. The wire is resistance welded to longitudinal rods on a lathe-type machine.
The screen Gacket) is manufactured separately. then placed over a drilled pipe base and
welded into position.
""elded 2. It is a variation of Welded I construction. In this case, the screen is wrapped
and the resistance welded directly on the pipe base, with the longitudinal rods as the
only separation.

Wire wrapped, In these "'reens. the wire is wrapped directly on the pipe base, which
may be drilled, sJotted and grooved.
Rod base. These screens are similar to the jackets on welded construction screens but
contain no pipe base.
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Figure 14 shows the design of a wire-wrapped screen [12].

Figure 14 Wire-wrapped screen [12],

2.3.3 Prepacked screens [2. 12]

These screens are made by filling the annulus between two concentric wire screens with
properly sized resin-coated gravel. The gravel pack is actually installed and consolidated
at the surface and then is lowered into the well.

Figure 15 shows the design of a prepacked screen [12].

Figure 15 ?repacked screen [12].

2.3.4 Characteristics and considerations [2]

Tensile strength

1. The primary tensile failure of pipe-based screens and slotted liners occurs in the
lO-round API coupling. The failure stress is normally about 520 MPa (75 000 psi) for
Grade J-55 tubing.

2. Rod-based screens usually fail at the point where the screen is welded to the pin con
i:ection and have about one-half the strength of pipe-based screens.

3. Pipe-based screens ~H:e about twice as strong as rod-based screens under}oading condi
tions.

Collapse strength

1. Collapse failures of Welded 1 screens relate primarily to the excessive standoff of the
screen from the pipe base. If the standoff is low, the collapse resistance is high; if the
standoff is high, the collapse resistance is low.

2. Welded 2 and wire-wrapped screens usually exhibit higher collapse resistance than
Welded I screens do.

3. The collapse failures of wire-wrapped screens relate to the shape of the openings in the
pipe base. Round holes support loads more effectively than slots do, creating a screen
that has about twice as much collapse resistance.

/
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Flow capacity

1. The flow capacities of screens, slotted liners, and gravel packs do not pose significant
restrictions to flow unless they become plugged.

2. Rod-based screens offer no significant advantage over pipe-based screens in terms of
now capacity.

Prepack screens

I. Prepacked screens provide excellent sand control but are easily plugged with fannation
materials. As a consequence, their completion lives may be limited owing to low weB rates.

2. Gravel packing around the prepacked screens is an alternative to achieving sand control
and sustained prodnctivity, provided that the gravel-packing operation can be con
ducted without impairing productivity.

3. Prepacked screens have been used as the top joint opposite the upper perforations to
help prevent'screen erosion if the gravel pack settles and exposes the screen.

..
2,4 Flow streams [4J

Figure 16 represents flow into a perforated, gravel-packed, cased hole completion.

~Lp,~ I,i

I
w
--"'1'-------- '8P-------.,.j

"'I'---~----Imf-----+I
1,-----+1

\+---- Reservoir,!:J.P---~
1+--- Reservoir skin,!:J.P--~

Reservoir flow convergence skin, I1Pr- 'Welt entry skin, I1P
~ Multiphase flow skin --'------~

----....:~
~

----.. <:-.0;0 ..0 ..
___+1-----" - 43-t_l..:,,''-'.,..-

----....,~

----....:~
~:~

Figure 16 Scheme of the flow system [4] (after R.c. Burton).
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2.5 Guide to designing a gravel pack [3]

In the scheme, the parameters are noted as below:
Lpt perforation tunnel length from rw to rcj
(Ii internal radius of screen
rei internal radius of casing
r w wellbore radius
rBP bubble point radius
Tm! mud filtrate invasion radius
re drainage radius.

172/

1. Obtain a sample of formation material In preferential order:
A. Pressurized core.
B. Rubber sleeve core.
C. Conventional core.
D. Sidewall core.
E. Bailed sample.
F. Produced sample.

2. Run a sieve analysis and plot.

3. If core material is available, then perform:
A. X-Ray diffraction on fines and bulk material.
B. SEM (scanning electron microscope).
C. HCl solubility.
D. HCI-HF solubility.
E. Flow tests with completion fluids and acids.

4. Use this information, logs and geology to determine the optimum perforating method.
Usually underbalanced tubing conveyed perforating.

5. Check CBL for zone isolation, plan squeeze jobs if necessary.

6. Design pre and post gravel pack acid treatments.

7. Determioe completion fluid type and weight, pills and filter equipment.
Desigo f10wrate = 0.25 to 0.5 gal/(min-ft2) or 10 to 20 l(min.m2).

8. Select gravel size:
A. 5-6 times the 50 percentile formation sand size.
B. Round off to the next smaller commercially available size.

9. Pick screen size based on gravel size: (*)

A. For 20-40 U.S. mesh, use 0.012-in. screen.
B. For 40-60 U.S. mesh, use 0.008-in. screen.
(*) Meets or ex.ceeds API specifications.

10. Run a well flow analysis to detennine optimum perforation size and density; as well as' '-.
tubing size,

11. Using the logs, pick the completion interval aod PBTD (Plugged Back Total Depth) or
sump packer setting depth, as determined by the lower tell-tale length:
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A. Tell-tale length ~ perforated interval, ft x O. I (3 em);maximum 30 ft (or 9 m), minimum 5 ft (1.5 m).
12. Pick the screen length and diameter:

A. Overlap the entire perforated interval 5 ft (1.5 m) minimum on each side.B. Run screen all the way through the interval and to PBTD; minimize blank areasbelow screen.
C. Use 3/4 to I-in. radial clearance between screen and casing.

13. Detennine the centralizer spacing; well deviation:0-45' ~ 15 ft (4.5 m)
45'_60' ~ 10 ft (3 m)
+60' ~ 5 ft (1.5 m).

14. Determine the blank pipe size and length:
A. Circulating pack, minimum (90 ft or 27 m of blank).B. Squeeze pack, no circulation:

BI. 10 ppg slurry, blank length ~ 5 x screen length.B2. 15 ppg slurry, blank length ~ 4 x screen length.
15. Size wash pipe body OD ~ 0.7 x screen pipe base !D.
16. Select the gravel-pack packer setting depth.
17. Calculate the annular volume in cu It (or ml) from the bottom of the hole to 60 ft (18 m)above the top of the screen.
18. Add 1/4-1/2 cu ft (7 dml-I.4 dml ) for each net feet (30 em) of perfs.
19. Determine the gravel concentration (ppg) and add the annular volume plus the excessto detennine the total slurry volume.
20. Round up the slurry volume to the next higher convenient batch size.(Ex: 7 bbl calculated, mix 10 bbl).
21. Determine the pad volumes:

A. Straight squeeze pack, 3-5 bbl (0.5-0.8 ml) lead pad.B. Circulate pack, 10 bbl (1.6 ml ) minimum lead pad.e. Openhole, 25 bbl (4 ml ) minimum lead pad.
22. Calculate the slurry pump rate:

Q bbl/min ~ 0.485 d2, d ~ workstring diameter (in.), orQ IImin ~ 11.95 d2, d ~ workstring diameter (em).
23. Calculate the displacements:

A. Pad at tool.
B. Pad at formation (top perf).
e. Slurry at tool.
D. Slurry at formation.

...•-E. Slurry at lower telltale.
F. Slurry tail at tool.
G. Slurry tail at formation (top pert).

24. Calculate the reverse out pressure (slurry remaining in workstring).
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Table 12 Commercial gravels [2].

Average diameter Permeability
U.S. mesh

(in.) (mm) k (darcy)

3-4 0.226 5.74 8100

4-6 0.160 4.06 3700

6-8 0.113 2.87 2900

6-10 0.106 2.68 2703

8-10 0.0865 2.197

8-12 0.080 2.030 1969

10-14 0.0675 1.71 800

10-16 0.063 1.60

10-20 0.056 1.42 652
10-30 0.051 1.295
12-18 0.053 1.410
12-20 0.050 1.26 510

16-20 0.040 1.014 333

16-30 0.035 0.88 273

20-40 0.025 0.889 170

30-40 0.01975 0.502 110

40-50 0.014 0.358
40-60 0.013 0.334 69

50-60 0.01075 0.273 43

40-70 0.013 0.330
40-100 0.012 0.300
60-70 0.009 0.230

13 SCREEN INSTALLATION AND GRAVEL-PACK PROCEDURE
GUIDELINES [2]

3.1 Introduction

The techniques for installing screens and performing gravel packs fall into four categories:
(a) Perforation cleaning
(b) Prepaeking the perforation
(c) Conventional gravel packing
(d) Crossover gravel packing.

Individual circumstances and well conditions may require departures from the proce
dures outlined.
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3,,2 Perforation cleaning

3.2.1 Wash tool. Reverse circulation type

I. Make up the tool going in the hole, with the distance between the upper swab cups
equal to the length of the perforated interval plus 3 m (10ft).

2. With the lower swab cup in the bypass position, run the work-string or assembly into
the hole slowly to 3 m (10ft) above the top perforation.

3. Close the bypass around the lower swab cup and test the tool to 3.5 MPa (500 psi) by
applying annulus pressure with the annular preventer closed.

4. With the annular preventer closed and 1.4 MPa (200 psi) pressure applied down the
annulus. lower the tool to the first perforation. Mark the workstring at the top perfora
tion, indicated by a pressure loss or the start of circulation.

5. Begin reverse circulation with filtered fluid at the minimum rate required to transport
sand up the workstring to the surface.

6. Wash the perforation with a 5 mJ/m (10 bbl/ft) interval or until pressures stabilize.
Brine is the preferred wash fluid.

7. Continue washing until the bottom perforation is reached, which is signaled by an
increase in pressure as the lower swab cup passes below the bottom perforation.

8. Release the bypass around the lower swab cup and reverse circulation until the well-
bore is clean.

9. Repeat steps 5 through 8 from the top of the perforations downward.
10. With the bypass open around the lower swab cup, perform a muleshoe.
Note: Perforation washing rates should be high enough to lift the wash debris from the
well. A lift of 30 rn/min (100 ft/min) is usually suft1cient.

3.2.2 Wash tool. Conventional circulation type
First make up the wash tool and check the operation valve. The up position of tubing indi
cates that the valve is closed; the down position, that it is open. (Rotational-type valves are
not recommended because left-hand torque is usually required to open thetoUL)

Proceed with the perforation~ashing operation in the following sequence.
1. Run the workstring in the hole to below the perforations. Raise it slightly and test the

tool to 3.5 MPa (500 psi) down the workstring.
2. With 1.4 MPa (200 psi) on the tubing. slowly raise the workstring until a loss ofpressure

indicates that the bottom perforation has beet! reached. Mark the workstring.
3. Initiate circulation down the workstring at 160 to 240 I/min (I to 1.5 bbl/min) using fil

teTed fluid. Increase the pump rate as much as possible without causing fracturing.
4. Wash perforations with 5 mJ fluid/m (10 bbl fluid/ft). Brine is the preferred wash Huid."".';1>".5. Slack off and open.the circulating valve. Reverse drculati'cil to clean the well.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until the entire perforated interval is cleaned.
7. Slowly pull the workstring from the hole (300 to 450 m/h or I 000 to I 500 ft/h), taking

e,Jreme care to maintain the hole full of fluid.
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Note: Specific situations may dictate higher pump rates and larger wash-fluid volumes.
Annular velocities should be about 30 mlmin (100 ftlmin) for efficient removal of wash
debris.

3.2.3 Surge tool

When the surge-tool procedure is implemented, one should design the tool string with the
following considerations in mind.

Atmospheric-chamber collapse strength must be capable of withstanding full hydro
static load plus 7 MPa (I 000 psi) packer test pressure, including a safety factor of 1.25.

Atmospheric-chamber volume should create a 7 MPa (I 000 psi) differential pressure
into the wellbore.

Packer-setting depth should be such that the casing storage volume below the packer is
greater than the atmospheric chamber volume.

Then make up the tool string in the following order:

1. Check valve (flow allowed, injection prevented).

2. Pup joint.

3. Mechanically set packer (must hold pressure from either direction and set with
right-hand rotation).

4. Pup joint.

5. Surge valve (straight pull or left-hand rotation to open).

6. Atmospheric chamber with length designed according to considerations listed above.

7. Landing nipple with plug (preferably wireline-retrievable) installed.

8. One joint of tubing.

9. Ported collar or sliding sleeve.

10. Tubing, as required, to space out the packer to calculated setting depth. (Test above and
below the atmospheric chamber to 35 MPa. Torque tum or externally test the atmo
spheric-chamber tubing.)

Then take the following steps:

I. Enter the hole to the required packer-setting depth. Fill the tubing every two or three
stands.

2. Set the packer and test the annulus to 7 MPa (I 000 psi).

3. Connect the kill manifold to the tubing annulus and test the lines to working pressure.

4. Open the surge valve as dictated by the type of valve used (rotation or pull).

5. Rig up the wire!ine unit, equalize, and pull the plug from the landing nipple above the
chamber.

6. If pressure exits on the tubing. try to bleed it off. Do not bleed more than 320 or 480
liters (2 or 3 bbl). If the pressure does not bleed down. open the ported collar and
reverse the tubing clean of produced fluids. Use the fluid weight, as required, to control
surface pressure.
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7. Release the packer and reverse circulate through the kill manifold and choke.
8. When clean fluids return and the well is completely under control. lower the pipe and

reverse circulate to clean the well to below perforations.
9. Slowly pull out of the hole.

3.3 Prepacking the perforations

This practice is essential for long life, high-productivity, cased~hole gravel packs. The
Muleshoe method is proposed:
I. Enter the hole with open-ended tubing to 1.50 m (5 ft) below perforations. Close annu

lar preventers and reverse circulate with filtered fluids.
2. Test injectivity at 160 to 320 lImin (I to 2 bbllmin) and record pressure on the annulus.

If the pressure level is high (and the rate is low), perform a mud-acid treatment.
3. Initiate gravel circulation at a concentration of 0.9 to 1.2 kg/l (3/4 to I Ibm/gal) in fil

tered fluid.

4. As the sand stuny nears the end of the tubing, close the annulus return line and begin
injection.

5. Alternately move the pipe up 1.5 m (5 ft) and down 1.2 m (4 ft) for about I minute.
Continue reciprocating until the entire perforated interval is packed and the wellbore is
full of sand to above the perforations, which is indicated by a high injection pressure.

6. Slowly reverse the wellbore clean to below the perforations and estimate the volume
of sand placed outside them.

7. Repeat steps 3 through 6 until no additional sand is placed outside the perforations.
8. Reverse circulate the well around at least two tubing volumes.
9. Pick the workstring up above the perforations and shut the well in for 30 minutes.
10. Lower the pipe and tag the bottom. If more than 30 dm) (I ell ft) of gravel has fallen

back into the wellbore, repeat prepack steps 3 through 9. If the wellbore is clean, pull
out of the hole. If gravel continues to fall into the wellbore, snot a high-viscosity pill
across the perforated interval.

II. Slowly pull out of (he hole to prevent swabbing prepack gravel into the wellbore.

3.4 Conventional gravel-pack methods

3.4.1 Washdown gravel-pack method

This procedure should not be used if the screen s,~tting is longer than the working height
of the rig.
1. Clean the perforations with one of the washing-tool or surge-tool procedures described

earlier.
2. Prepack the perforations, following steps I through 7 of the previous section.
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3. After completing the prepack until gravel is no longer being placed outside the perfo
rations, leave gravel inside the wellbore to a height calculated by:

h = CanLs
g C

c

where
hg height to gravel left in casing
Can capacity of annulus between screen OD and casing ID
Ls length of screen and blank liner setting
Cc capacity of casing ID.

4. Make up the screen setting in the following sequence:
- Shoe (standard or turbojet)
- Screen with centralizers
- Blank liner with centralizers
- Backoff subs.

5. Hang the screen off in slips and make up the wash pipe.

6. Space out the wash pipe using a slip-joint releasing tool so that the pipe seals into the
seat shoe.

7. Make up the tubing to go in the hole with the screen setting to the top of the gravel fill.

8. Initiate circulation down the tubing at 160 to 320 liters per minute (I to 2 bbllmin).

9. Slowly lower the screen to the required completion depth while circulating the cleaning
fluid.

10. Stop the circulation and wait 15 minutes.

II. Apply annulus pressure and check for complete gravel coverage of the screen. (If
required, reverse gravel down the annulus to fill in around the screen, according to the
procedure described in the reverse circulation section).

12. With 22 kN (5 000 Ibl) pull above the pipe weight, rotate the tubing to the right and
release it from the backoff sub.

13. Lift the screen 0.9 to 1.5 m (3 to 5 ft) and clean the well with reverse circulation.

14. Pull out of the hole with the tubing. ".- .'.

15. Run a tieback overshot with a mechanically set packer to the top of the screen.

16. Locate and space out so that the overshot will seal ooto the top of the screen setting.
Test the annulus at the final packing pressure and watch for circulation, indicating that
the overshot is not sealed.

17. Set the packer and test the annulus to 10 MPa (1 500 psi).

18. Release the packer or nipple up the tree, as production requirements dictate.

3.4.2 Reverse-circulation method

First, clean the perforations according to one of the wash-tool or surge~tool methods, fol
lowed by the muleshoe prepack method. The gravel-pack procedure is normally performed
as stated below.
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1. Make up the screen setting as follows:
- Bladed bull plug
- Screen with centralizers
- Blank liner with centralizers
- Telltale screen joint, with a 0.6 m (2 ft) screen located 3 to 4.5 m (10 to IS ft) below

the top of the setting
- Backoff subs.

2. Set the screen setting in slips and make up the wash pipe and releasing tool. Space the
wash pipe to within 0.3 m (I ft) of the bottom of the screen and make up the releasing
tool to the backoff sub.

3. Enter the hole to the required setting depth.
4. Initiate reverse circulation with a gravel slurry at 1.2 kgll (llbmlgal) in filtered fluid .
5. After filling the annulus to above to above the screen, calculate the volume required to

fill the annulus to the telltale.
6. Reverse circulate 75 to 80% of the calculated gravel volume and follow that with clean

tluid.

7. If the telltale is not covered, reverse circulate a 160 or 320 liters (I or 2 bbl) gravel
slurry followed by clean fluid.

8. Repeat step 7 until the telltale is covered, as noted by a large pressure drop. Do not
exceed the blank-liner collapse rating.

9. Release the workstring from the screen and reverse the well clean. Pull out of the hole.
fO. Run a tieback overshot with a mechanical packer and space out so that the overshot is

over the backoff sub.
11. Test the tieback seal at the final pressure and watch for circulation.
12. Set the packer and test to 10 MPa (I 500 psi).
13. Release the packer or nipple up the tree, as dictated by production requirements.

14 GUIDELINES FOR CHOOSING A S1it~D-CONTROL
METHOD [2]

In deciding upon the most appropriate sand-control, the engineer must first be aware of the
treatment options available (see Fig. 17) and then select one according to the geometric fac
tors and completion requirements of the particular well.

4.1 Sand-control options

4.1.1 Gravel packing

Gravel packs covering 6 m to 60 m (20 to 200 ft) intervals are common, and many treat
ments covering intervals of 150 m (500 ft) or more have been performed.
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Figure 17 Sand-control techniques [2].

Gravel packing offers an economical method of controlling sand, but it has several dis-
advantages:

While initial installation is economical, a remedial treatment to replace a failed screen
may involve an expensive tlshingjob.

In overpressured reservoirs that cannot be controlled with a calcium chloride brine, use
of a special gravel-packing fluid is required.

Productivity impairment caused· by perforation tunnels being filled with sand and/or
invasion of the gravel pack by formation fines is an important consideration. This prob
lem is especially severe in small casings where very small screens must be used.

4.1.2 Bare screens, slotted liners, or prepacked screens

They may have utility in certain wells where a short-term solution to a sand-control prob
lem is needed and for economical or other reasons whr;':r~ a gravel pack is not a satisfactory
solution.

4.1.3 Consolidation

The objective of chemical consolidation is to treat the formation in the immediate vicinity
of the wellbore with a material that will bond the sand grains together at their points of con
tact. For these treatments to be effective, two requirements must be met:

(a) The formation must be treated (consolidated) outside all perforations.
(b) The consolidated sand mass rn-:~~t remain permeable to well fluids.

Advantages

Future workovers are simplified because no mechanical equipment is left in the well
bore.
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Because all the formation material is cemented together for several feet surrounding the
wellbore, a productivity decline associated with the migration of fine particles toward
the wellbore does not occur because the flow velocities are reduced at a treatment radius
of 0.9 to 1.2 m (3 to 4 ft) from the well.

Consolidation can be performed without a rig on wells that have not sanded up.

Disadvantages

Cost: a minimum of U.S. $ 5 000 per foot of perforated interval.

Coverage: the problems arise' from injecting insufficient resin into low-permeability
zones of highly stratified reservoirs. Consolidation success is reduced in perforated
intervals longer than 5 m (15 ft).

4.1.4 Resin-coated gravel

Tills technique consolidates gravel placed inside and immediately surrounding the perfo
ration. The gravel (usually 40/60 or 20/40 U.S. mesh) is coated with a resin at the surface
and then pumped into the well as a slurry. This slurry is then squeezed through the perfo
rations to fill a region behind the casing. After hardening, the consolidated gravel prevents.
formation sand from entering the wellbore. Excess resin-coated gravel is removed from
inside the casing by either drilling or washing.

Advantage

Reduced cost: 25 to 50% of the cost of a conventional consolidation treatment or gravel
pack, making it economically attractive in longer intervals.

Disadlvantage

• Short lifetime.

4.2 Wellbore configuration

Wellbore geometric factors (casing'slZe-s and hole deviation) can play an important role in
the effectiveness of the various sand-control 'methods.

4.2.1 Conventional completions

Figure 18 shows the success, in terms of cumulative fluid production, of openhole (OHGP)
and cased-hole gravel packing (CHGP), and plastic consolidation.

Openhole gravel packing is the most successful sand-control technique. Unfortunately,
only a few wells uS'i~lly meet the long-life, productivity, and minimum recompletion
requirements nec,esialy for successful openhole production.

Because the fonnation fines are consolided for several feet around the wellbore, the pro
ductivity decline with time is less with a plastic consolidation treatment than with a gravel
pack.
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figure 18 Sand-control success in conventional completions [2].

4.2.2 Well deviation

In gravel packs. the basic problem is completely filling the annulus between the casing and
screen with graveL For wells inclined more than 45° from vertical, totally filling the annu~

Ius with gravel may not be possible unless proper placement designs are implemented.
However, special tools and placement techniques designed to overcome this problem have
been developed.

4.3 Reservoir properties

The properties of reservoirs where s~~d must. ,be controlled will influence the type of
sand-control method use. Interval1ength and sand quaiity are often the deciding factors,
but reservoir temperature, pressure, and should also be considered.

4.3.1 Interval length

Figure 19 compares gravel-packing and consolidation success rates in intervals having less
than 12 it (3.6 m) perforations.

4,3.2 Sand quality"

A good-quality sand has a narrow grain-size distribution and a low nonsilica content (Le.,
5 to 15%). The permeability of such sand is generally high (I darcy or greater).
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Figure 19 Sand~control success in intervals less than 12 ft (3.6 m) [2].
GP: gravel packing. TBGLS: tubingless.

A poor-quality sand, on the other hand, generally has a wide particle-size distribution,
an appreciable fraction of whioh will pass through a 400 U.S. mesh screen. The nonsilica
content of these sands can be as high as 50%, and penneability may be reduced to 100 md
or less.

4,3,3 Reservoir temperature

Rese,rvoir temperature does not play an important role in the selection of a sand-control
technique. With few exceptions, all techniques can be used in reservoirs, with a static bot
tomhole temperature canging from 50 to 100°C (120 to 200°F), a range that probably
encompasses 95% of the all sand-prod'Ocing wells.

4.3.4 Reservoir pressure

Workover fluids are commonly available to control fonnation gradients from 7 to
14 kPaim (0.30 to 0.60 psi/ft).

Special completion fluids may be required in abnormally pressured reservoirs.

43.> Reservoir fluid

The type of fluid (oil, gas, or water) produced from the reservoir should be considered dur
ing t~~chnique selection. Fine particles entrained in ahigh-velocity gas stream may severely
erode mechanical equipment.
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The erosion problem is even worse when gas is in turbulent flow, which it may well be
(depending on rate) as it moves through the gravel pack and screen.

15 GRAVEL PACK IN HORIZONTAL WELLS [7]

GUIDELINES FOR FIELD OPERATIONS

Based on field-scale testing and field experience, long, horizontal gravel packs can be
placed effectively provided that the borehole is stable, has been properly cleaned, and that
returns to surface are reasonably clean before running the screen. Drilling, displacing, and
stabilizing the openhole s_ection before running the screen may be the key to successful
gravel placement. Additional guidelines for the actual gravel packing operation are listed
below.

The wash-pipe-screen OD/ID ratio should be 0.75 or higher. Avoid large diameters that
cannot be easily fished.

Run the wash pipe to the end of the prepacked screen section.

Use completion brine for the gravel-pack transport fluid.

Perform circulation tests before pumping gravel to ensure that a superficial velocity of
at least 30 cm/s (1 ftls) can be maintened based on returns through the wash pipe.

Do not break down (fracture) the formation with high pump pressure.

Do not begin pumping gravel until the above conditions have been met.

Pump gravel at mix ratios that are about 1.2 kgll (l Ibm/gal):
- For return rates that are about to exceed 30 cm/s (l ft/s), gravel-mix ratios can be

increased slightly.
For return rates that are less than 30 crnls (1 ftls), reduce the gravel-mix ratio.

Avoid gravel-mix ratios that exceed 1.8 kg!1 (1.5 Ibm/gal).
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J1 INTRODUCTION

The primary methods for well stimulation are hydraulic fracturing and matrix acidizing.
. The coverage of these two subjects ranges from fundamental principles to design tech

niques and new concepts, especially in acid fracturing and matrix acidizing. The examples
worked out in this chapter are relevant to industrial practice as well as for promoting a fun
damt:ntal understanding of well stimulation. The new technique "Frac-packs" is intro
duced.

J2 HYDRAULIC FRACTURING

2.1 Basic equations [3J

The chosen hypotheses are:
(a) The borehole is vertical and parallel to one of the principal components of the geo-

static stress field.
(b) The rock is assumed to be poroelastic, linear and isotropic.

Then:
The fracture is a vertical plane parallel to the major geostatic horizontal stress (JH'

Fracturing is performed in open hole.
Considering the short injection times, poroelastic effects are neglected.

The rupture-reopening sequence is shown on Fig. Jl. During the first cycle, the fracture
is initiated for a pressure Ph (breakdown pressure) then propagated at a lower value Pp
(propagation pressure). Once a certain volume of fluid has been injected. pumping is
stopped without bleeding-off of the lines. The fracture which is no longer supplied begins
to close. Two different phases are observed during closure. Just after shut-in there is a
sharp pressure drop. ,.. q..;,.,

Then, after a weI! marked inflexion point called ISIP (Instantaneous Shut-In Ptessure),
pressure decreases at a lower rate depending on the rock permeability. When pressure
reaches O'h' the crack completely closes and the fluid can theoretically only flow in the
reservoir through the borehole wall, which has a much smaller surface than the fracture.
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Figure)1 Rupture-reopening sequences. Definition of
characteristic pressures [3].

Propagation
Pp ---- ----- Shut.in

Instantaneous shut-in pressure:

where

(JH major geostatic horizontal stress
Gh geostatic horizontal stress
/)"Pk cohesive resistance of the material
I1pp pressure drop in the fracture
8p extra pressure needed to keep the fracture open after shut-in.

" 190

Reopening pressure:

A new inflexion point called closure pressure Pc and theoretically equal to (Yh is associ
ated with this second transition.

During a rupture-reopening sequence, reference pressures and stresses are related
through the following expressions (ignoring poroelastic effects):

Breakdown pressure:

• Propagation pressure:

• Closure pressure:
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R I. a I

Figure J2 Initiation of a hydraulic fracture in a well [3].

2.2 General fracturing treatment formulas [4J

Bottom~hole fracturing pressure gradient:

(J6)

D

The fracture gradient GF expected for horizontal fractures (above 2 000 ft or 650 m) is
of the order of 1.0 psi/ft (23 kPalm) or higher, and for vertical fractures (below 4 000 ft
or I 300 m), it is 0.7 psi/ft (16 kPalm) or lower.
Bottom-hole fracturing pressure:

• Instantaneous shutdown pressure:

• Total surface pressure:

Hydraulic horsepower:
HHP = 0.0245 x Ps x Q

with Ps (psi) and Q (bbllmin)
Input power WP (kW):

WP =0.017x Ps xQ

with Ps (kPa) and Q (m3/min)
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Approximate calculations can be done on a hand calculator or simple computer to arrive at
fracture dimensions during pumping. The following equations should be programmed to ob
tain approximate fracture dimensions for a Perkins-Kern-Nordgren (PKN) fracture. The
PKN model should be used in all situations, except shallow wells where fracture height is
greater than fracture length. In this case, the Geertsma-de Klerk (GdK) model should be used.

Additional simple calculations are presented for the estimation of final propped fracture
dimensions. All expressions for fracture length and volume refer to that quantity for one
wing of the total fracture; i.e., fracture length is the distance from the wellbore\o on(;:; of
the fracture tips. All equations contain dimensionalizing constants so that if the dependent
variables are put in with the units given in the nomenclature, the independant variables will
also have the units indicated in the nomenclature.

(

2.3 Simple calculation of fracture dimensions [8]

J

4000 6000 8000 10000

Hydraulic horsepower (hhp)

Figure J3 Hydraulic horsepower chart [4].
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total hydrostatic pressure (psi or kPa)
perforation friction pressure (psi or kPa)
total tubular friction pressure (psi or kPa)
injection rate (bbl/min or m3/rnin)
depth of producing interval (ft or m).
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2.3.1 Nomenclature

Stimulation

symbol Designation Metric unit U.S. unit
a Nordgren length constant m ft
B Nordgren time constant min min
C Fluid~loss coefficient m/min1/2 ft/min1/2
e Nordgren width constant em in.
G Shear modulus of elasticity kPa psi
hg Gross fracture height m ft
h, Net permeable sand thickness m ft
K Power-law constant Pa·sn Ibf-sn/ft2
Lo Dimensionless fracture length
q; Flow rate into One wing of a vertical fracture m3/min bbl/min
t Job pumping time min min

to Dimensionless job time
W Volumetric average fracture width em in.
Wo Dimensionless fracture width

wwb Fracture width at wellbore em in.
P, Effective non·Newtonian fracture-fluid viscosity mPs-s ep
V Poisson's ratio, dimensionless

II

2.3.2 Equations

The following series of equations needs to be solved iteratively on a hand calculator or sim
ple computer. The solution is an approximation, so that the effects of non-Newtonian fluids
and net sand less than fracture height can be included in the calculations.

Equations J12 to Eq, 121 are solved iteratively with an initial guess for the wellbore
maximum fracture width. Calculated values of maximum fracture width are used in subse
quent iterations until the calculations converge.

L=aLD (112)

wwb:;;: eWD (J13)

~ rJ1
e

= 47,880 80,84;q, (114)
hgw

t
(115)tD =-

B

LD = 0.5809t~6295 (J16)
•.c·/if<.!..,.

and wD = 0,78t~1645 (117)

where - ("y (118)w= "4 Wwb
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2.3.3 Calculation steps

The algorithm for using Eq. J I through Eq. J21 at a particular pumping time consists of the
following steps:

I. Guess an initial maximum wellbore width. Usually 0.10 in. (0.25 em) will suffice.

2. Calculate overall average fracture width from Eg. J18.
3. Calculate the effective viscosity from Eq. J14.

4. Calculate B from Eq. 119 and tD from Eq. 115.

5. Use the tD value to calculate wD from Eq. 117.

I

I

~

and

Stimulation

[
2]1/3

e = 5.0872 x 10-2 16(1 ~v)I',Ql (hg J
C hgG h"

J

(J 19)

(120)

(J21)
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Figure)4 Dimensionless fracture length vs. dimensionless time [12].
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Figure 15 Dimensionless maximum fracture width at well
vs. dimensionless time [12].
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..
6. Use Eg. 120 to calculate e and Eg. Jl3 to calculate maximum wellbore width, and com

pare with initial guess. Repeat steps 1 through 6 as necessary until the calculated width
value does not significantly change. Use an aver.-age of the nand n - 1 values of maxi
mum wellbore width for the n + I guess.

7. Once tbe wellbore width value is determined, use Eg. 121 to calculate a and Eg. JI2 to
calculate fracture length.

Equation J14 evaluates the viscosity of a non-Newtonian fluid at the wall shear fate de
tennined by the average fracture width with the full, single-fracture~wing injection rate. It
is at best an estimate of the effective viscosity value. For very high fluid-loss rates, a lesser
value of flow rate would probably be more representative.

Equations 116 and 117 are Iogwlog linear approximations to the numerical curves pre
sented in Figs. J4 and J5.

Fracture volume is approximately given by Eg. 122, whic~ is based on the assumption
that the fracture is strictly elliptical in both the vertical and h~rizontar planes:

(122)

2.4 Improvement of productivity index [8]

For both oil and gas wells, the effect of fracturing can be represented conveniently as the
ratio of productivity index after and before fracturing, lilo.

~~>

2,4.1 Prats' method

The most easily applicable technique for determining productivity-index ratio is Prats' meth
od. It is the simplest, but its weakness is the highly idealized conditions of applicability.
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Prats found that:

Stimulation J

(123)

where
J productivity index
J0 productivity index before stimulation
re drainage radius
rw wellbore radius
Lf fracture half-length.

The assumptions on which Prats' analytic solution is based include steadyMstate flow
(constant rate and constant pressure at the drainage radius), cylindrical drainage area, in
compressible fluid now, infinite fracture conductivity, and propped fracture height equal
to formation height.

T Example

A gas well was fractured and then produced at constant bottomhole pressure (BHP) for almost
three years. Fracture and formation properties include the following:

r, = 2106 it (642 m)
r" = 0.354 it (10.8 em)
Lf = 500 ft (152 m)

. 1"(2 106/0.354)

In[2 106/ (0.5)(500)]
4.08

The well stabilized at about 490 days; the stabilized PI ratio is about 5.3 The estimate from
the Prats' method gives a result in moderate agreement. .....

2.4.2 McGuire-Sikora chart

This chart (Fig. J6) is based on the assumptions of pseudosteady-state flow (constant-rate
production with no flow across the outer boundary), square drainage area, compressible
fluid flow, and a fracture propped throughout the entire productive interval.
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Figure J6 Graph showing increase in productivity from fracturing Holditch's
modification of McGuire and Sikora chart [8].

T Example

Fracture and formation properties include the additional following characteristics:
A :::: 320 acres (square)
Le :::: 1 867 ft (distance to side of square)
wkf =2 200 md-ft
k =0.1 md

therefore:

and:

L/L, = 50011 86i= 0.268 .

12wkf (40 (12)(2200) ~ 40 =9.33x104

k fA (0. L) 320

from the Holditch's modification of the the McGuire~Sikora chart:

..!....[ 7.13 ]=48
J0 10(0.472L, / rw ) - .

..!.... = 4.8;('.[(0.472)(1867) / (0.354)J
5.3

Jo 7.13

The estimate from the modified McGuire-Sikora chart agrees closely with the result from
the stimulator. ...
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2.5 Fracturing fluids and additives [8]

J

Fracturing fluids are pumped into underground formations to stimulate oil and gas produc
tion. To achieve successful stimulation, the fracturing t1uld must have certain physical and
chemical properties. It should:

• Be compatible with the formation material

Be compatible with the formation fluids

Be capable of suspending proppants and transporting them deep into the fracture

Be capable. through its inherent viscosity, to develop the necessary fracture width to ac~

cept proppants or to allow deep acid penetration

Be an efficient fluid (i.e., have low fluid loss)

Be easy to remove from the formation

•Have low friction pressure

Have a preparation of the fluid: simple and easy to perform in the field

Be stable so that it will retain its viscosity through out the treatment.

2.5.1 Water-based fluids

The water-based fluids are used in the majority of hydraulic fracturing treatments today. Typ
ical products available from service companies and comparative costs are shown in Table JI.

Table J1 Comparative costs of polymers [8].

Water-based polymers

Guar

Hydroxypropyl guar (HPG)

Carboxymethylhydroxypropyl guar (CMHPG)

Carboxymethylcellulose (CMC)

HydroxyethylceliulosEJ (HEC)

Carboxymethylhydroxyethylcellulose (CMHEC)

Xanthan

2,5.2 Oil-based fracturing fluid

Comparative costs

1.0

1.29
1.40

1.62
1.62

1.62
2.65

The most common oil-based fracturing gel available today is a reaction product of alumi
num phosphate ester and a base, typically sodium aluminate.

2.5.3 Fracturing-fluid additives

The fracturing-fluid additives are:

Biocides: biocides are used to eliminate surface degradation of the polymers in the
tanks.
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Ureakers: a breaker is an additive that enables a viscous fracturing fluid to be degraded
controllably to a thin fluid that can be produced back out of the fracture.

Buffers: common buffering agents are used in fracturing fluids to control the pH for
specific crosslinkers and crosslink times.

Surfactants and nonemulsiflers: surfactants are used to prevent to treat near-wellbore
water blocks. Surfactants lower the surface tension of the water and reduce capillary
pressure.

2.5.4 Fluid-loss additives

The nuid-loss additives are:

Fnamers: they are now available for virtually any base fluid from fresh water to high
brine fluids contaminated with large amounts of hydrocarbons to water/alcohol mix
tures varying from 0 to 100% methanol.

Friction reducers: the most efficient and cost-effective friction reducers used for frac
tuling fluids are low concentrations of polymers and copolymers and of acrylamide.

TE~mperature stabilizers: a basic use for temperature stabilizing is to remove free ox
ygen from the system. A temperature stabilizer commonly used for this purpose is so
dium thiosulfate.

Diverting agents: a diverting agent is typically a graded material that is insoluble in
fracturing fluids but soluble in formation fluids. Also included are slurries of resins, vis
cous fluids, and crosslinked fluids.

D

2.5.5 Applications

Table J2 introduces hydraulic fracturing applications (source: Halliburton).

Table J2 Hydraulic fracturing applications [9].

ptom or typical Fracturing servic:~"
Application Properties

problem or fluid

permeability, limits Fracturing process Oil, gas, or injection Specifically designed to
uction or injection which uses a thickened wells - sandstone or match well characteris-

water formed by addi" limestone formations. tics.
tion of a gelling agent. Fluid usually more avail-

able than crude.
Additives help protect
formation.

uction potential lim- Water base gel with Oil or gas wells - sand" Crosslinked. Low fluid
by permeability. apparent viscosity in stone and some lime- loss. Excellent proppant

on wide spacing eYlY _c., of 20,000 cp stone format'lons. transport capability.
thick zones. and friction loss proper" BHT to 270"F (t30°C). Water base gel with fric"

ties comparable to that tion properties compa"
of water. rable to water.

Sym

Prod
ited
Wells
or in

Low
prod
rates

(to be continued)
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Table J2 (cont'd) Hydraulic fracturing applications [9].

Symptom or typical Fracturing service
Application Properties

problem or fluid

Deep, high tempera- Process including a spe Oil or gas wells - deep, Can be formulated to
ture, low permeability cial gel formula: the vis~ high temperature (to meet wide range of time
zones where small tub~ cosity of the gel actually 450°F or 230°C) forma- or temperature require-
ing limits effective treat- increases during a frac- tions. menls. Superior bottom
ing rates. turing lreatement, then hole viscosity at high

decreases downhole. temperatures results in
wider fractures with bet-
ter proppant distribution
and fewer screen-outs.

Low temperature, low Water base system Oil, gas, waterflood and Water clear no-residue
permeability or dam" thickened with a combi" supply, salt water dis" gel. Excellent proppant
aged zones, Need for nation of two completely posal, Irrigation wells transport qualities. Low
extended drainge area. solubie agents. (60-220"F or 15-105"C). viscosity in pipe yet high

viscosity in fracture.
Especially adapted to
water injection wells
where recovery of bro"
ken gel is not possible.
Not affected by high salt
concentrations.

Low pressure, low per" Fluid including an exclu" Oil and gas wells. Viscous water gel,
meability zones where sive cross·linking agent. crosslinked for maximum
economics will not per- viscosity yield, yet
mit conventional fractur- breaks back to thin fluid
ing due to extensive with internal breaker sys-
zone thickness. Zone tem. Friction loss prop-
may be lenticular in ertles less than water
nature. lowers hydraulic horse-

power requirements.

Slow cleanup following Combination of methyl Low pressure gas wells Viscous alcohol-water
treatment, or gas per- alcohol and treated with low permeability base gel with excellent
meability blocked by water. and high fluid saturation. proppant transport
fluid (water) saturation properties. Lower sur-
especially in low pres· face tension and easy
sure, low permeability gelab'on properties of
formations. }'1!cohol, yet treated

water reduces cost.
Friction pressures
approximately 50% of
water. Gel may be bro-

- ken to a thin fluid with no
residue.

Large vertical zone Combination of methyl Gas wells formations Same base composi"
thickness or water alcohol and treated susceptibie to water tion as above but more
blockage in low pres- water. blockage. stable (to 280°F or
sure, low permeability 140°C). Able to place
formations. higher proppant con-

centration.

(to be continued)
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Table J2 (cant'd) Hydraulic fracturing applications [9].

Symptom or typical Fracturing service
Application Propertiesproblem orfluid

Low permeability forma- Fracturing process using Oil wells - formations Thickened crude kero·tions or damage at the thickened crude oil or contain water sensitive sene or diesel fuel withwell bore. refined oils as the frae- clays. internal breakers. Whenturing fluid. diluted by formation
crude, will break back to
base viscosity.

Low permeability or VISCOUS oil fracturing Oil and gas wells - Viscous oil gel, up todamaged, water sensi- fluid. higher temperature 80% friction reductionlive zones producing (240"F or 115'C). compared to base fluid.some oil or gas Gonden-
May be prepared fromsate.
many lease crudes or
condensates. Con-
trolled viscosity reduc-
tion allows wells to be
placed on production
quicker.

High permeability, high Service based on a Oil well - high perme- Thick fracturing fluidfluId loss zones produc- technique that lubricates ability, pumped down the welling some oil or gas con- the pumped fracturing high fluid loss forma- bore with an outer ringdensate. fluids down the well bore tions. of water at pressures
on an outer ring of less than water alone.
water. Low fluid loss character-

istics aid proppant
placement.

Low effective permeabil~ It is a pOlyphase emul- Oil and gas wells - tight Highly viscous emulsion
it~1 formations or well- sian embodying charac- gas sands with BHT to with good proppantbore damage. teristics not encountered 350°F (or 175'C). transport characteris-

in other fracturing fluid. tics. Less water con~
tacts formation.

2.6 Proppants

Some of the successful and more commonly used propping agents today include:
(a) Sand
(b) Resin-coated sand
(c) Intermediate-strength proppant (ISP) ceramics
(d) High-strength proppants (sintered bauxite, zirconium oxide, etc.).
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2.6.1 Size of proppants

Table 13

Diameter
Mesh size

(in.) (mm)

J

4
6
8

10
12
16
20
40
60

0.187
0.132
0.094
0.079
0.066
0.047
0.033
0.017
0.01

4.789
3.353
2.387
2.007
1.676
1.194
0.838
0.432
0.254

2.6.2 Typical proppants and their characteristics [19]

The characteristics of some typical proppants are given in Table J4,

Table )4

Proppant Mesh size Specific gravity Porosity (%)

Northern White sand 12/20 2.65 38
16/30 2.65 39
20/40 2.65 40

Texas Brown sand 12/20 2.65 39
16/30 2.65 40
20/40 2.65 42

Curable resin-coated sand 12/20 2.55 43
16/30 2.55 43
20/40 2.55 41

Precured resin-coated sand 12/20 2.55 38
16/30 2,.55 37
20/40 2.55 37

ISP 12/20 3.17 42
20/40 3.24 42

ISP-lightweight 20/40 2.63 40

Sintered bauxite 16/20 3.70 43
20/40 3.70 42
40no 3.70 42

Zirconium oxide 20/40 3.16 42
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2.6.3 Mechanical properties of proppants

Table )5

Maximum closure stressProppant Specific gravity
(psi) (MPa)

and
2.65 6 000 42esin-coated sand 2.55

SP ceramics 2.7 to 3.3 5 000 to 10 000 35 to 70igh~strength proppants 3.4 >10 000 >70

S
R
I
H

2.6.4 Propped fracture conductivity [16]
The fracture conductivity Fe is given as follows:'

(124) IIwhere

iVf final average fracture width
If permeability of proppant-packed fracture.
Figure 17 shows the permeability of various sand sizes as a function of closure stress.

1000
10/20

8/12

Mesh size
~ 20/40
>."- "-':g
E 100

~
40/60

40

20

605040302010

10 L.._..L.._..L_--L_-'-_-'-"""':'"-..l_o

, .~)

Closure stress (MPa)

Figure j7 Permeability of various sand sizes vs. closure stress [16J.
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2.6.5 Fracture permeability

Final fracture permeability is strictly a function of the diameter of the proppant particles
used in the treatment:

204

2.6.6 Fracture width

a

(126)

(J2S)

diameter of the proppant particle
porosity of the packed, multilayer bed of proppant particles (~0.32 - 0.38).

)3 MATRIX AClD!Z!NG [16]

where
w( tf ) average dynamic fracture width at the end of pumping
Pp density of proppant
mJ (I + mJ pp) mass of proppant per total volume, including both proppant and fluid.

Normally, the injected concentration of proppant will range from 0.12 kg of proppant
per liter of fluid to 0.80 kg of proppant per liter of fluid (I Ib/gal to 6 lb/gal) although even
larger concentrations have been reported when cross~linked fluids are used. Proppant con
centrations in excess of 1 kg/liter of fluid should be used with care, because it may be dif
ficult to get all of the proppant into the fracture if the fluid loss is somewhat more than
anticipated.

MineraJ ~dds. Most acid treatments of carbonate fonnations employ hydrochloric acid
(Hel). Usually it is used as a 15 wt% solution of hydrogen chloride gas in water. With
the development of improved inhibitors, high concentrations have become practical and
in some cases concentrations to 30 wt% are used. For sandstone, mixtures of hydrochlo
ric and fluorhydric acids are applied in almost all situations.

3.1 Acid systems

In this section, matrix acidizing of both sandstone and carbonate fonnations is described.
This treatment method is defined as the injection of acid into the formation porosity at a
pressure less than the pressure at which a fracture can be opened.

The final fracture width Hif is strictly related to the concentration of proppant in the frac
ture when it closes:
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Organic acids. The principal virtues of the organic acids are their lower corrosivity and
easier inhibition at high temperatures. Only two, acetic and formic, are used to any great
extent in well stimulation.
Mixtures of organic acid and hydrochloric acid are also used. They generally have been
designed to exploit the dissolving power economics of Hel while attaining the lower
corrosivity (especially at high temperatures) of the organic acids.
Powdered acids. Sulfamic and chloroacetic acids have only limited use in well stimu
lation, most of which is associated with their portability to remote locations in powdered
form. They are white crystalline powders that are readily soluble in water. Generally,
they are mixed with water at or near the wellsite.

• Retarded acids. The acid reaction rate can be slowed or retarded in a number of ways.
The viscosity of the acid can be increased by gelling, thereby slowing the diffusion of acid
to the rock surface. Acids in emulsion are of wide use in high temperature reservoirs.

3.2 Stoichiometry of acid-carbonate reactions [16]

3,2:1 Typical reactions

Typical reactions are:

2HCI + CaC03 ¢; CaCI2 + H20 + CO2
(calcite)

a

and 4HCI + CaMg(C03)2 ¢; MgCl2 + CaClz+ 2HzO + 2C02
(dolomite)

3,2,2 Acid characteristics

Table J6 gives the characteristics of acids used in carbonate.

Table J6 Acid used in carbonate [16].

Mineral acids
Hydrochloric (Hel)

Organic acids
Formic (HCOOH)
Acetic (CH,COOH)

Molecular weight

36.47

46.03
60.05

3,2,3 Gravimetric dissolving power

The gravimetric dissolving power f3 is gi'\{en by the equation:

[
I mole CaC03 ] [molecular weight CaC03 ] [ mass HCI ] (127)f3 ~ 2 moles HCl molecular weight HCl mass acid solution
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T Example

Calculate f3 for the dissolution of dolomite using a 30 wt% solution of Hel:

f3 1(184.3)30 0.379 mass of dolomite/mass of acid
4(36.47)100

3.2.4 Specific gravity of aqueous hydrochloric acid solutions

The specific gravity of aqueous hydrochloric acid solutions are given in Table 17.

J

Table J7 Specific gravity of aqueous
hydrochloric acid solutions (at 20°C) [16].

Percent Hel

1
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
19
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40 .

Specific gravity

1.0032
1.0082
1.0181
1.0279
1.0376
1.0474
1.0574
1.0675
1.0776
1.0878
1.0980
1.1083
1.1187
1.1290
1.1392
1.1493
1.1593
1.1691
1.1789
1.1885
1.1980

3.2.5 Volumetric dissolving power

The volumetric dissolving power X is defined as the volume of rock dissolved per volume
of acid reacted:

x ~ f3 Pacid

Prock
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3.2.6 Dissolving power of various acids

Table J8 gives the v~lues of the dissolving power X for the organic acetic and fonnic acids.
The gravimetric dissolving power, [3roo, refers to a value for an acid having 100% strength.
To find for lesser strength solutions, one need only multiply by the weight fraction of acid
in the solution.

Table 18 Dissolving power of various acids [(6l

IJ

XFormation Acid 13,00
5% 10% 15% 30%

imestone: Hydrochloric (HCII 1.37 0.026 0.053 0.082 0.175CaC03 Formic (HCOOH) 1.09 0.020 0.041 0.062 0.129pCaC03 =2.71 9/cm3 Acetic (CH3COOH) 0.83 0.016 0.031 0.047 0.096
olomite: Hydrochloric 1.27 0.023 0.046 0.071 0.152
CaM9(C03), Formic 1.00 0.018 0.036 0.054 0.112
pCaM9IC0:Jl, =2.87 9/cm3 Acetic 0.77 0.014 0.027 0.041 0.083

L

o

T Example

Calculate the volume of 10 wt% formic add required to increase the permeability of a lime
stone formation 10 m thick by a factor of 10 in a zone 1.5 m in radius around the wellbore.The wellbore radius is 0.2 m and the permeability response of the limestone is given by:

k:=(:f
where koand <flo are the original permeability and porosity, respectively.

In this example <1>0 = 0.1.

Solution

Sinc'e ~~IO~(~)IO =(~)IO
ko <1>0 .0.1

we find <I> ~ 0.1266.
Thus, to increase the porosity of the rock from <1>0 = 0.1 to 4>0 = 0.126, the volume of rock

to be dissolved is:

v=;r[{I.5)2_(0.2)2](0.126-0.I)(IO) or V~ 1.80m3 of rock

From Table 18 we see that the volumetric dissolving power is:

X= 0.041 m3 of rocklm3 of acid

Therefore: acid volume = 1.8010.041 ~ 44 m3
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3.3 Stoichiometry of acid-sandstone reactions [16]

J

Acidizing treatments in sandstone formations normally employ a mixture of Hel and HE
Equations describing the reaction of HF with SiOz are as follows:

and:

SiOz + 4HF <=> SiF4 + 2HzO

SiF4 + 2HF <=> HzSiF6

..
I

" Example

Calculate the volumetric dissolving power of a 3 wt% HF and 12 wt% HCI solution, assuming
that the formation is composed of quartz. Take the predominant reaction product to be SiF4'

Solution
The gravimetric dissolving power is given by:

[3100 = [I mole 5i02 ] [1 mole HF] [60kg 5'°2 ]
4 moles HF 20 kg HF mole 5,02

giving:

[3100 = 0.75 kg 5i0zlkg HF

Taking p5iO, = 2 420 kg/mJ and pHF = 1 070 kg/mJ (same as 15 wt% HCI, see Table 17),
then:

( 3 )(1070) .X=(0.75) - -- = O.OlOmJofrocklmJofaCid
100 2420

3.4 Well preparation

It is advisable to rememb~rthatbefore a fluid enters the fannation, it is pumped from sur
face containers and through tubing. Unless all the materials that come into contact with the
acid are thoroughly cleaned, acid-insoluble solids deposited on the tubing walls (oxide
scale, pipe dope, paraffin, asphaltenes, etc.) will all be carried into the foonation creating
further damage. It is highly recommended (bal, to wash the tubing, acid be pumped down
the tubing near the bottom and subsequently produced back into the waste pit before inject
ing into the formation. If the reservoir pressure is too low to lift the acid out of the tubing,
a foamed acid should be used. Futhennore, the proper spotting of the acid is crucial. To be
successful, the acid must be diverted into the damaged zone.
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3.5 Additives

To ensure that the acid is diverted into the damaged zones, a diverting agent consisting of
particulate matter to be subsequently removed is often added to the acid. These agents may
consist of benzoic acid powder or oil-soluble resins. Both of these components are soluble
in cmde oils and will presumably dissolve when the well is put in production.

3.6 Which acid to apply

In a matrix, acidizing various acids may be appropriate depending on the particular situa
tion. Table J9 has been prepared as a guide for acid selection.

Table 19 Acid use guidelines [16]. •

Situation Acid to apply

Carbonate acidizing
Perforating fluid

Damaged perforations

Deep wellbore damage

Sandstone acidizing
HCI solubility> 20%

High permeability (100 md pius)
~Iigh quartz (80%), low clay « 50%)
high feldspar (> 20%)
high day (> 10%)
hlgh iron chlorite day

Low pe:'meability (10 md or less)
low clay « 5%)
high chlorite

HFa: proflush with 15% HCI
HFb: prl'lflush with sequestered 5% HCI
HFc; proflush with 75% HCI or 10% acetic acid
HFd: pmflush with 5% acetic acid.
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5% acetic acid

(a) 9% formic acid
(b) 10% acetic acid
(e) 15% HCI

(a) 15% HCI
(b) 28% HCI
(el emulsified Hel

Use HCI only

10% HCI - ,3% HFa
13.5% HCI- 1.5% HFa
6.5% HCI - 1% HFb
3% HC! - 0.5% HFb

6% HCI- 1.5 HFc
3% HCI - 0.5% HP:!

.<-
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)4 ACID FRACTURING [5J

210

4.1 Factors controlling the effectiveness of
acid fracturing treatments

Most of the treatement designs use acid gelled with polymer or surfactant. The products
have the advantage ,of limiting the fluid loss from the fracture walls and of decreasing the
dissolution reaction rates.

Table JlO shows a comparison of actual reaction data, measured under flowing condi
tions, for ungelled acid vs. acid gelled with polymer or surfactant gelling agents.

(129)

(no)k 10 )
w fmal' ::: 8.40 x 10 wa

( )

3
12 wawkfmax =7.8xlO 12

where w,a is in ~e~ers and wkfmal' is in darcy-meters.

where wa is in inches and wkfmal' is in millidarcy-ft, or:

The two major factors controlling the effectiveness of acid fracturing treatments are the re
sulting fracture length wa and conductivity.

The effective fracture length is controlled by the acid fluid-loss characteristics, the acid
reaction rate, and by the acid flow rate in the fracture.

Ideal conductivity can be estimated by the following equations:

4.2 Treatment design

Acid fracturing is a well stimulation process in which acid, usually hydrochloric acid
(Hel), is injected into a carbonate faonation at a pressure sufficient to fracture the forma
tion or to open existing natural fractures. As the acid flows along the fracture, portions of
the fracture face are dissolved. Since flowing acid tends to etch in a nonuniform manner,
conductive channels are created which usually remain when the fracture closes. The effec
tive length of the fracture is determined by the volume of acid used, its reaction rate, and
the acid fluid loss from the fracture into the formation. The effectiveness of the acid frac
turing treatment is largely detennined by the length of the etched fracture.

Acid fracturing is nor!TIally limited to limestone or dolomite formations. However,
treatments have been successful in some sandstone formations containing carbonate-filled
natural fractures. Fluid loss is a greater problem when using acid and is very difficult to
control.
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Table 110 Effect of acid viscosity on reaction rate of flowing acid [5].

a

Acid concentration IC) ChangelUng agent
(gmolel1 liter) ~C Velocity in reaction rate

vs. ungelled acid
type initial final (em/s) (%)

ne 0.165 0.150 0.Q15 1.20 + 33Iymer 0.165 0.147 0.018 1.33
one 0.319 0.282 0.037 1.14 +14Iymer 0.319 0.283 0.036 1.33 + 16rfactant 0.315 0.279 0.036 1.32

ne 0.980 0.898 0.082 1.08 +3Iymer 0.980 0.906 0.070 1.30 -8rfactant 0.976 0.911 0.065 1.26

N
Po
Su

No
Po
Su

No
Po

Ge

Note. Reaction rate compaflsons are adjusted for differences In reaction lime resulting from vanatlons In aCidflow rates.

J5 FRAC PACKS [11, 15J

A frac pack is a hydraulically induced propped fracture that is followed, without interrup
tion, by a circulating gravel pack to bypass the near-wellbore damage caused by operation-
al procedures. '

5.1 Producing mechanism [IS]

A frac pack also creates a large amount of surface area outside of the well bore. The large
surface area of the propped fracture compared to perfOJ:ation tunnels results in a much low
er flow velocity at the interface. The typical dimensions of these fractures are about 30 m
(100 ft) high and 15 m (50 ft) long, which reduces fine particle movement and minimizes

,turbulence by providing sufficient surface area at the fracture face for very low fluid ve
locity into the fracture.

The short fractures offrac packed wells result in low drawdown, with fluid flow into the
well bore distributed throughout the entire pay interval. The reduced near-wellbore draw
down during a well's production is a key element to improving production efficiencies. As
drawdown-which is the driving force for flow into the well bore-increases from higher
production rates or depletion, formation instability can cause fines and sand to migrate into
the wellbore region. Fracturing beyond the wellbore region bypasses the damaged zone,
increasing the effective radius of the wellbore and enabling higher flow rates..';.:~th lower
drawJown pressures. Consequently, the reservoir energy is used more efficiently because
the conductive proppant bed bypasses the near-wellbore region. Operators have reported
not only accelerated production rates, but also decreased abandonment pressures as a result
of the low drawdown associated with frae packs.
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In addition, hydraulically fractured wells exhibit linear flow characteristics rather than
the typical radial flow. At comparable flow rates, the pressure drop for linear flow is less
than the radial flow, reducing turbulence and improving recovery. When the dominant
flow regime change from radial to linear in the near wellbore region, fines migration into
the screen is also mitigated.

212

Table J11 Completion type selection guidelines [11].

5.2 Frac pack applications [11]

r6

Well condition

Thinly bedded sand/shale when
shale barrier between pay and water sand> 6 meters thick

Severely overpressured
Severely underpressured and damaged
Severely underpressured and low initial skin

Average reservoir permeablity < 10 millidarcy for gas well
or < 50 millidarcy for oil well

Individual sand interval, kh > 12 darcy-meters wl1nitial 'skin> 10
kh > 12 darcy-meters and high~viscosity crude ("" 20° API or less)
kh for any sand interval from 5 to 12 darcy-meters w/skin > 5

Fracture growth

Operational constraints

Reservoir conductivity

Fracturing constraints

The role of the proppant pack has changed from providing stimulation and reduce draw
down to supporting the perforations and formation in the near-wellbore region as stresses
caused by depletion increase. Stability of the perforations can be maximized by the follow
ing:

Orienting perforations in the direction of maximum principal stress to maximize the sta
bilii:y of the perforation tunnels.

Stabilizing the proppant pack, by use of deep-penetrating charges that result in less
damage at the perforation face, a more stable perforation tunnel, and a smaller diameter
hole.

Restricting perforation intervals to competent rock with unconfined compressive
strengths of 15 MPa (2 200 psi) or greater, then fracturing to establish communication
with high-permeability, weak formation intervals.

Consolidating the near-wellbore region before stimulation.

The proppant pack stability can be improved by the following:

Creating a high-strength proppant pack that will withstand stresses imposed during de
pletion and provide continuous support for the perforation tunnel and fracture.

5.3 Guidelines for screenless frac pack completions
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• Perfonning a squeeze job with liquid-resin-coating (LRC) treated proppant atter the
main fracture treatment by use of a pinpoint injector tool to ensure all perforations are
filled and packed tightly.

• Minimizing formation drawdown by fracturing to bypass near-wellbore damage.
Bringing the well on production slowly during cleanup to reduce initial stress and allow
the fonnalion sand to fonn stable bridges.

J6 PERFORATING REQUIREMENTS FOR
FRACTURE STIMULATIONS [IJ

6.1 Penetration depth

Perforations need to penetrate only 4 to 6 inches into the fonnation.
The minimum casing-hole diameter should be 8 to 10 times the proppant diameter.

6.2 Perforated interval

The perforated-interval length should be limited even when the perforated portion of the
well is nominally with the preferred fracture plane.

6.3 Shot density and' hole diameter

The number of perforations in contact with the fracture determines the average injection
rate per perforation.

For 0 to 180" phased guns, all perforations should contribute to the fracture,
Only two-thirds of the perforations from a 120" phased gun are likely to communicate
with the fracture. '
And only one-third of the perforations from a 60" phased gun are likely to be ,t'fective.

6.4 Frac packs

A gun with shots phased at 12, 16, and 21 shots per foot should be used.
The frac~packed interval should not exceed approximately 50 ft to achieve a minimum
injection rate per perforation.
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Horizontal and
Multilateral Wells

K1 HORIZONTAL WEll PRODUCTIVITY [1,2, 3J

1.1 Presentation

A horizontal well of length L penetrating a reservoir with horizontal permeability kh and
vertical penneability kv creates a drainage pattern that is different from that a vertical well.
Fig. K 1 presents this drainage pattern, together with important variables affecting well per
formance. The drainage shape formed is ellipsoidal, with the large half-axis of the drainage
ellipsoid, r,h' related to the length of the horizontal well (Fig. K2).

L

Figure K1 Drainage pattern formed around a horizontal well [3].
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J •
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Figure K2 A schematic of horizontal well drainage area [2J.

1.2 Steady-state prQductivity [2]

(Kl)•
Generally the length L of a horizontal well is significantly longer than the reservoir thick
ness h, Le., L» h, and, in generalized units, the flow rate qh is given by:

271:khMP[ 1 ]
qh = Bil In(4reh / L)

(K2)

• tn practical U.S. field units

% 0.007078kh Mp [ 1 ]
Bp In(4reh / L)

where
qh flow rate (st.bbl/D)
kh horizontal permeability (md)
h reservoir thickness (ft)

D.p pressure drop from the drainage radius to the wellbore (psi)
B formation volume factor (res.bbl/st.bbl)
p oil viscosity (cp)
reh horizontal well drainage radius (ft)
L horizontal weUlength (ft).

• tn practical field metric units

0.536kh Mp [ I ]
qh Bp In(4reh/ L)

(K3)

where
qh flow rate (m3/d)
kh horizontal permeability (10-3 I.lm2 = md)
h reservoir thickness (m)

t:.p pressure drop from the drainage radius to the ···cUbore (MPa)
B formation volume factor (m3/m3) . .

p oil viscosity (mPa.s)
Tell horizontal well drainage radius (m)
L horizontal weUlength (m).
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T Example

A 1 000 ft-Jong horizontal well is drilled in a reservoir with the following characteristics:
kh ~ 75 md
B ~ 1.34 res.bbl/st.bbl
h ~ 30 ft
I' ~ 0.62 cp
r,h ~ 1 053 ft.

The productivity index iii can be obtained by dividing qh by t1p:
ill = q,/IJp

0.007078 x 75 x 30 [ 1 ]
1.34 x 0.62 In(4x1053/1000)

Jh ~ 13.3 st.bbl/(D-psi)

Jh ~ 336.3 m3/(d.MPa).

1.3 Pseudosteady-state productivity [5J

There is an easy·to-use equation for calculating the productivity of a horizontal well in a
pseudosteady-state regime. It 'preserves the fonn of the most familiar flow equation for a
vertical welL

1.3.1 Physical model

The physical model in a rectangular porous medium is shown in Fig. K3.

Figure K3 Physical model [5].
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The following nomenclature is used in Fig. K3:
f w radius of well
L horizontal length of well
h thickness of the drainage volume
a length of the drainage volume (x direction)
b width of the drainage volume (y direction).

K

1.3.2 Pseudosteady-state flow equation

To preserve the fonn of the most familiar flow equation for a vertical weIll, an easy-ta-use
equation is chosen for calculating the productivity of a horizontal well:

q
O.007078b.[k;k;(p R - Pwf)

BJi[ln fA + InCH -O.7S+SR]
rw

(K4)

where
q constant rute (uniform flux) (st.bbllD)
b extension of drainage volume of horizontal well in y direction (ft)
kx permeability in x direction (md)
k, permeability in z direction (md)
f5 R average pressure in drainage volume of well (psi)
Pwf average flowing bottomhole pressure (psi)
B formation volume factor (res.bbl/st.bbl)
Ji viscosity (cp)
A vertical section of drainage area of horizontal well, a x h (ft2)
CH geometric factor defined by Eq. K7
sR skin resulting from partial penetration.

The productivity index J (st.bbllD/psi) results from Eq. K4:

J = O.007078b.[k;k; .~

BJiHCH :)-07S+SR ]

1. Productivity index of vertical wells [16]:

(KS)

where
h
kx
ky

_--,-0_.0_07_0_7_8h.,:~~k.::x-,ky:-""J -

,- BIl[ln 0.56~.,J;;b .0.75]
,c'

formation thickness (ft)
permeability in x direction (md)
permeability in y direction (md)
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a
b

(st.bbllDlpsi)

reservoir length (ft)
wellbore width (ft)

wellbore radius (ft).

(K6)
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K Horizontal and Multilateral Wells

Calculation of In CH

CHis a shape factor; it is a function of the scaled aspect ratio a{k;/ h~, of the values
of kx' ky , and of kz• and of the well location, and results from the following equation:

[ ( )2]a 1 Xo XQ
InCH =6.28-.Jk,]k; ---+ -

h Z x 3 a a

-In(sin l8~ZO )-0.5In[*~kz/kx]-1.088
(K7)

where Xo and '0 are the coordinates of the center of the well in the vertical plane (Fig. K3).

Values of sR

The skin, sR' is a function of ky Thus, ky affects J through sR'

If Lib = I, sR = 0 and ky has no effect.

There is no bottom water and gas cap.

As Ub decreases, the effect of ky increases. For example, a decrease in ky by a factor
of4 decreasesJby a factor of 1.8 for Llb=O.5, and by afactorof2.8 for Lib =0.25.

K2 PRESSURE DROPS IN HORIZONTAL WElLS [7]

In a single phase flow, simple formulas can be derived under the assumption that inflow is
uniform along the well. This is appropriate in cases in which:

Friction is not severe.

There is no bottom water and gas cap.

The reservoir is homogeneous or nearly.

The entire horizontal section is open to the fonnation.

..

2.1 Laminar flow
:, ~--

With uniform inflow of liquid, the pressure drop in horizontal wells is:

where
IJ.Pw

Ilbh
B

Q"
L
d

well drawdown (psi)
bottomhole visco~,;,,·~..1·~-Ccp)
formation volum~ factor (res.bbllst.bbl)
production rate in standard conditions (st.bbllD)
length of well (ft)
diameter of well (in.).
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2.2 Turbulent flow

K

In the case of liquids, the pressure drop in horizontal wells is:

(K9)

where
Pbh bottomhole density (lbm/ft3)
£id normalized wall roughness.

2.3 Application to field data

Figure K4 gives the curves that bound regions in which friction is negligible in oil recov
ery.

Production rate (m3/d))

0 640 12BO 1920
6000 1BOO

5000 1500
:g S
0:; 4000 1200

0:;
~ a. ~- 3000 900 -0 " 0.c .. .cC, 2000 ? 600 C,c c~

~--' --'1000 • 300

0 0
0 4000 BOOO -12000

Production rate (st.bbIlD)

Figure K4 Regions in which friction is negligible in oil recovery [7}.

A key factor is the ratio of 'Nellbore pressure drop to drawdown at the producing end.
A conservative rule-of-thumb18 tHdt, should this ratio exceed 10-15%, then wellbore fric
tion can reduce productivity by 10% or more. Susceptible to this loss are oil wells that
prodnce more than 1 500 st.bbllD (240 m3/d) and gas wells that prodnce more than
2 MMscflD (50 000 m3/d).
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K3 flOW PATTERNS IN HORIZONTAL WEllS [4J

3.1 Classification

Figure K5 represents the flow patterns in horizontal flow.

3.1.1 Stratified flow

Liquid flows along the bottom of the pipe with gas along the top. Both phases are contin
uous in the axial direction. Two sub-patterns are defined: stratified smooth and stratifIed
wavy.

3.1.2 Intermittent flow

Plugs or slugs of liquid are separated by gas zones which overlay a stratified liquid layer
flowing along the bottom of the pipe. The intermittent pattern is sometimes subdivided into
slug and elongated bubble patterns. The elongated bubble pattern should be considered the
limiting case of intermittent flow when the liquid slug is free of entrained gas bubbles.

tr============:::jAj
Stratified smooth ISSI Stratified ISS/SWI

\LAr=...............=~_==_=_==_==_==_=~=JD
tratified wavy (S; 6]
Elongated bubble Intermittent (I)

[" ./::'::: ::,:o\:d
• >

Siug

Wavy annular

II

Dispersed bubble (OBI

Dispersed lOBI

Figure KS Flow patterns in horizontal flow [4].
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3.1.3 Annular flow

The liquid exists as a continuous film around the perimeter of the pipe and is also contin
uous axially thus forming an annulus. Two patterns exist:

Annular or annular-mist flow pattern: condition where the film thickness at the top
is fairly steady with time.

Wavy~annular flow pattern: large aerated waves moving along the bottom of the pipe
are high enough to wet the top surface.

\,

I

~

3.1.4 Dispersed bubble flow

The gas phase is distributed as discreet bubbles in an axially continuous liquid phase. The
concentration of bubbles is higher near the top of the pipe, but as the liquid rate increases,
the bubbles are dispersed more uniformly.

3.2 Location of transition mechanisms

Figure K6 displays the resulting generalized pattern map. Once tbe physical properties and
tube diameter are specified, the only remaining variables are the two superficial velocities
and the transitions can be mapped by ULS and UGS coordinates.

10

[]]J -1.0 D-

~ OJ /
.s 0.1

B

'" A_'~ [@
:)

0.01

ffiJ C

0.001
0.01 0.1 10 100

UGS Imlsl

Figure KG A schematic view of the relative location of
transition mechanisms [4].
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The following nomenclature is used in Fig. K6:
Ucs superficial gas velocity (m/s)

ULS superficial liquid velocity (m/s)

SS stratified smooth
SW stratified wavy
I intermittent
AN annular
DB dispersed bubble

with the transition boundary as shown in the table below.

Transition
boundary

A

B
C
D

Patterns

Stratified to non stratified

Intermittent to annular

Stratified smooth to wavy

Intermittent to dispersed bubble

Mechanism

hiD ~ 0.35

Wind-wave interactions

Turbulent fluctuations
vs. buoyancy forces II

K4 MULTILATERAL WELLS [11-14J

4.1 Introduction

With the wide range of multilateral (ML) complex wells drilled, development of a common
classification system has considerable added value during the planning phase of a ML well.
The main benefits are:

Determination of functional requirements. It is agreed that the determination offune
tional requirements of a proposed ML well is one of the key success factors in delivering
a well thatineets its objectives. A classification system provides a "road map" which
allows well and petroleum engineers to efficiently achieve this.

Utilization of the most appropriate system. With functional detennined require
ments, a classification "code" enable the comparison of well requirements and capabil
ities of various systems on the market.

Transfer of learning. A classification code is relevant with a comparison of case his
tories and performance indicators.

• 2 Multilateral well classification [II, 12, 19]

Figure K7 proposes a multilateral well classification where six levels are defined.
The following demonstrates the progression of multilateral completion support com

plexity [19].
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226

Level 1. Openhole laterals from an 5)penhole mother bore require no mechanical or
hydraulic junction. Thus, they aff(usually carried out in consolidated fonnations as
barefoot completions.

i

...................... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

--- ....,--------------

.............

Level 1
Open/unsupported junction

Level 3
Mother-bore cased & cemented
Lateral-bore cased
but not cemented

Mechanical integrity at the junction

(Cement
does not achieve hydraulic integrity)

Level 6
Mother-bore and lateral-bore
cased & cemented

Hydraulic integrity at the junction

LevelS
Mother-bore and lateral-bore
cased & cemented
Hydraulic integrity at the junction
Achieved with the completion

Figure'K7 Multilateral well classification [12].

Level 4
Mother-bore and lateral-bore
cased & cemented
Both bores at the junction

Level 2
Mothe f· bo re~:;:;;:;:;;;;;~;;;;::;;;;::=:
cased & ~ ..
cemented ..

Lateral-bore open

............
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Level 2. Multilaterals in which the main bore is cased and cemented with the lateral
open represent a significant step in complexity. The completion is economical, allows
selective production and can be carried out in standard casing sizes.

Level 3. Main bore is cased and cemented and lateral bore is cased but not cemented.
Once again, continual improvement has led to the development of new liner hangers and
whipstock system modifications which have, in tum, improved the final completion.

Level 4. The main bore and lateral are cased and cemented to provide mechanical junc
tion integrity. These system can be simple, or they can be the basis for more complex
systems, such as dual packer completions, single string selective re~entries and single
strings with lateral entry nipples. The main wellbore is drilled and cased; a window is
milled; the lateral is drilled and the whipstock is recovered.

LevelS. When possible, junction kick-off points for multilateral wells should be located
in a strong, competent, consolidated formation. However, economic, geologic or drill
ing conditions often preclude this ideal scenario. In these cases, pressure integrity is
necessary to prevent junction collapse due to drawdown. In a level 5 multilateral, full
hydraulic and mechanical pressure integrity at the junction is achieved with the comple- ~
tion. ..

Level 6. The completion system used for this application achieves junction pressure
integrity with casing and is developed to address needs raised through use of level 5 sys
tem, most notably:
- Elimination of debris

Risk reduction
- Simpler installation
- Top-down construction.

•

4.3 Gas and water cresting situations

4.3,1 Gas cresting situations [13]

Multilateral wells can, be envisioned as a good production tool to recover oil in reservoirs
in the presence of a gas cap. The gain in oil recovery using a multilateral well· instead of a
pattern of several parallel horizontal wells can be very significant with recovery ratio
increasing as the well length exposed to the reservoir is increased.

4.3.2 Water cresting situations [14]

Multilateral wells can be envisioned as a good production tool to recover in reservoirs that
experience bottom water coning phenomenon. The gain in oil recovery using a multilateral
well instead of a pattern of several parallel horizontal wells can be very significant with
recovery ratio greater than 2. This recovery ratio increases as the reservoir depth increases.

Interferences between the laterals and the main hole have a very slight impact on the
performance of a multilateral well.
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4.4 Downhole intelligent oil water separation in multilateral
applications [17, 18]

K

Multilateral wells permit to reinject produced water without transporting it to the surface.
Fig. K8 illustrates this ability.

Oilll or low water cut emulsion

. Transfert pump

L2
Water

. -
High water cut emulsion L1

Figure K8 Multilateral well completed to accomodate reinjection of
produced water [17]. (© John Wiley & Sons Limited. Reproduced with permission).

Lateral Ll is drilled into the pay zone and L2 is drilled into the water zone. Oil and water
will be produced from Ll and will be fed into a downhole separator. The oil (or low wa
terellt emulsion) is then directed to the surface from the separator, and the water is directed
down to L2 for subsequent reinjection. Advantages to a design such as this are listed as fol
lows:

Upstream corrosion and scaling are limited.

• 0i11~""s not have to be separated as completely from the water as it would if the water
were to be disposed of (depending of the disposal formation characteristics).

There is no pressure reduction resulting from increased hydrostatic pressure because no
water column is formed in the production string.

Because the water is pushed down rater than up, the strain on the downhole pump is
minimized and its life span lengthened.

Completion and production equipment is becoming intelligent with the addition of elec
tronics and software for data acquisition, data processing, communications, and control of
electromechanical and hydraulic devices from the surface (Fig. K9). These modules pro
vide the resources required to perform the following control functions:

Optimize the production of hydrocarbons from a geological formation.

Produce simultaneously from/seve~allaterals in multilateral well applications.

• Slow the flow of water from non-producing into producing zones.
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Flowmeter

Packer

Flow control valve

Permanent pressure gauge

Flowmeter

Flow control valve

PBR

II

Lateral entry nipple .,---tlH--\

Zone isolation packer

Figure K9 Intelligent system in a multilateral well [18].
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Equalize the main bore pressure in multilateral applications to prevent cross flow.

Control the amount of fluid which is produced from the formations into the downhole
oil/water separator.

Control the back pressure to the injection pump to optimize injection and pump perfor
mance.

Separate and fe-inject the produced water inside the wellbore.
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Water Management

L1 BASIC WATER-OIL FLOW PROPERTIES OF
RESERVOIR ROCK [1]

They consist of two main types:

Properties of the rock skeleton alone, such as porosity, permeability, pore size distribu
tion and surface area.

Combined rock-fluid properties such as capillary pressure (static) characteristics and
relative permeability (flow) characteristics.

Some basic definitions:

Absolute permeability. Penneability of rock saturated completely with one fluid.

Effective permeability. Penneability of rock relative to one fluid, the rock being only
partially saturated with that fluid.

Relative permeability. Ratio of effective permeability to some base value.

Porosity. Portion of rock bulk volume composed of interconnected pores.

1.1 Rock wettability

It is defined as the tendency of a fluid to spread on or adhere to a solid surface in the pres-
ence of other immiscible fluids. .~

The contact angle, ec' has achieved significance as a measure of wettability. As shawl! in
Fig. Ll, the value of the contact angle can range frorp zero to 1800 as limits. Contact angles
of less than 900

, measured through the water phase, indicate preferentially water-wet condi
tions, whereas contact angles greater than 900 indicate preferentially oil-wet conditions.

~~,1/!IT~l1Il/;-mr/;
Water-wet Oil·wet

Figure l1 Wettability of oil-water-solid system ell,
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1.2 Capillary pressure

Water Management L

The water-oil capillary pressure is the pressure in the oil phase minus the pressure in the
water phase, or:

Pc = Po - Pw

1.3 Relative permeability

The relative permeability characteristics are a direct measure of the ability of the porous
system to conduct one fluid when one or more fluids are present. These flow properties are
the composite effect of pore geometry, wettability, fluid distribution, and saturation his
tory.

The differences in the flow properties that indicate the different wettability preferences
can be illustrated as follows on Table LI.

Table 11 [I].

Saturation at which oil and water >50% water saturation
relative permeabilities are equal

Relative permeability to water at Generally <30%
maximum water saturation, Le"
floodout

Flow parameters

Connate water saturation

Water-wet

>20 to 25% pore volume Generally, <15% pore volume
Frequently) <10% pore volume

<50% water saturation

>50% and approaching 100%

L2 WATERFLOODING [1,2]

2.1 Mobility ratio

It is defined as:

M~~J1o ~krw&
Ilw ko Ilw kro

where
kw
ko
k~

km
Ilw
Ilo

effective permeability to water (md)
effective permeability to oil (md)
relative permeability to water (fraction)
relative permeabilityt6 oil (fraction)
water viscosity (cp)
oil viscosity (cp).
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By conventional use, mobility ratios less than unity are termed "favorable", and those
greater than unity are "unfavorable", One way to reduce the mobility ratio is to thicken the
water, for example, by addition of polymers,

2.2 Efficiency of oil displacement by water

The fractional flow f.v equation is, in a simplified form:

2.3 Areal sweep efficiency

In waterflooding, water is injected into some wells and produced from other wells.
A wide variety of injection-production well arrangements have received attention in the

literature, These are shown in Table L2 and Fig, L2,

Table l2 [I),

..
Pattern

Four-spot

Skewed four-spot

Five-spot

Seven-spot

Inverted seven-spot (single inj. well)

Nine-spot

Inverted nine-spot (single inj. well)

Direct line drive

Staggered line drive

Ratio 01 producing wells
to injection wells

2

2

1/2

2

1/3

3

Drilling pattern required

Equilateral triangle

Square

Square

Equilateral triangle

Equilateral triangle

Squal"i!

Square

Rectangle

Offset lines of wells

2.4 Factors affecting selection of waterflood pattern
_w-,·

The proposed waterflood pattern should fnlfill the fotlcwing:

1. Provide desired oil production capacity.

2. Provide sufficient water injection rate to yield desired oil productivity.

3. Maximize oil recovery with a minimum of water production.
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4. Take advantage of known reservoir nonuniformities, i.e. directional permeability,
regional permeability differences, faonation fractures, dip, etc.

5. Be compatible with the existing well pattern and require a minimum of new wells.

6. Be compatible with Hooding operations of other operators on adjacent leases.

.0--0 0 0--0, , ,
• 0 b--c1 0· , ,
\ 'I \f--tt, 0 f--o
• 0 'A--d 0· , \
'a.--d 0 b--o

Seven-spot

0--0 ll. 0--0, ,
A 'o--rJ A, ,, ,

0--0 .0 0--0, ,
A 'o--rf A, ,, ,

0--0 A 0--0

Inverted
seven-spot

0--0--0--0--0
I I , I I

: I I : l
I I I I I
0.--.0--0--.0--0
: I I I I

I I I : I
I I I I I
0--0.... 0--0--0

I I I I I
I

I I I I
I t I I

~--6--;,.--A--!
Normal

nine-spot

O+O+O-l-o..~o
I I I I

I I I :
I I I I-A--A--A--i-
l 1 I I

I I : :
o-L.o_LO+O_Lo

I I I I

I : I :
-!~w6~~!-_!_

Inverted
nine-spot

Five-spot

'? 0 9 0 '?
.(>--<>- -<}-..>--.(.

? 04 0 *},.. -A--6--<>--6, , I

1:. 0 ! 0 !
Direct

line drive

y 6 ? 6 lj'

y--o-+o--y
b Co b Co &, , ,, , ,
o· -o~ -0- -0--0
I , I

& 6 b Co b
Staggered
line drive

6. Injection well
o Production well
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\ I, /'--
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I ,
I A I
\ I, /

... 0 ....

Figure L2 Flooding patterns [I, 2].
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2.5 Factors affecting waterflood oil recovery performance

Any waterflood performance prediction method requires a description of the reservoir. An
engineer should attempt to obtain answers to these questions:
I. Is the reservoir likely to perform as a series of independent layers, or as zones of differ~

iog permeability with fluid crossflow?
2. Are there zones of high gas saturation or high water saturation that could serve as chan

nels for bypassing water?
3. Does the reservoir contain long natural fractures or directional penneability that could

cause preferential areal rnovementin some direction?
4. Are there areas of high and of low permeability that might cause unbalanced flood per

formance?

5. Is crossbedding present to the degree that fluid communication between injection and
producing wells might be impaired?

6. Is the reservoir likely to contain planes of weakness or closed natural fractures that
would open at bottomhole injection pressures?

7. Water injection quality (total dissolved solids, injectivity impairement). II
2.6 Profile correction

In the case of strong water channeling through high penneability streaks, gel treatment of
injection wells may be a suitable way to improve sweep efficiency.

Water channeling problems may be detected by tracer injection (radioactive, iodide ...)
or interference pressure test.

L3 WATER CONING

Correlations programmed on a personal computer allow rapid analysis of w~ter coning.
Compared to· (;omplicated numerical models, these correlations are particularly useful
when detailed reservoir data are not available, or when decision time and project cost are
limited.

3.1 Schols critical production rate [3]

Schols empirical formula offers a quick J),l~',thod for calculating critical rate:
' .....

(Ll)
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Figure l3 Flow configuration for critical rate.

l

(L2)

Water Management

rw

,1 I'

i]I

I
I
I

Oil h

qc = 0.878 X 10-3 (Pw - Po )kh(h - L1. ,..
Bol1o

This formula is applicable when the water-oil mobility ratio M is below 10 (M < 10),
where

T Example

Calculate the critical productJo~ rate for water coning at initial conditions for the reservoir and
fluid properties listed below:

Pw ::: 1
Po = 0.85

3.2 Sobocinski critical production rate [4-6]

Sobocinski's fonnula is derived simply from the expression of the forces in action
(Fig. L3):

where
qc critical production rate (st bbl/D) (stock-tank barrels per day)
Pw - Po density difference between water and oil (glee)
h oil zone thickness (ft)
D penetration (ft) (from the top of the sand)
k permeability (md)
11

0
oil viscosity (cp)

Bo oil formation volume factor (res-bbl/st-bbl) (reservoir oil barrels/stock-tank oil barrels)
r, drainage radius (ft)
rw well bore radius (ft).
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h ~ 100 ft 130.5 m)
D ~ 60 ft (18.3 m)
k ~100md

II" ~2 cp
8

0
::; 1.2

r, ~2000ft(610m)

rw ~ 0.3 ft (0.10 mi.

Water Management

Schols method

From Eq. L1:

(1-0.85)(100)(100
2

_60
2

) ( " J (100 )0.14
gc ~ 2049(2)(1.2) X 0.432+ In(2000/0.3) X 2000

gc ~ 10.15 5t bbliD or 1.6 mild

Sobocinski method
From Eq. L2:

~ 0.878 x 10-3 (1- 0.85)(100)(100)(100 - 60»)
gc (1.2)(2)

gc ~ 21.95 5t bbliD or 3.5 m3/d

This example shows the low critical rate related to the initial conditions.

L4 WATER CONTROL IN PRODUCTION WELLS [7-12]

Almost all oil and gas reservoirs produce water. Since nature does not like vacuum, water
usually replaces oil as hydrocarbon reserves-<.k:c!h1e in the field. Usually, water production
increases as oil or gas decline. In mature or old reservoirs, most Q~ fluid production is
water, with oil or gas representing a few percent of total production, Moreover, many res
ervoirs are submitted to water injection, that provides pressures and improves sweep effi
ciency. In such cases, large quantities of injected water are produced in the field. A contin
uous increase in water production is thus a nonnal behavior in the lifetime of a field.

4.1 Causes of excessive water production

4.1.1 Completion acciden'\f'"

Tubing/casing/packer leaks (easiest problem).
Flow behind pipe.
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4.3 Prirlciple ~(water shutol'l'h'eatment [7, 8]

Layered reservoirs with vertical flow barriers constitute a case frequently encountered in
field situations (Fig. L4).

To deal with excessive water production, a solution is the injection of chemicals into the
formation.

Two kinds of injection are applied:

• Permanent barriers for strong treatments.

Selective barriers for soft treatments.

Their characteristics are specified in Table L3.

l

Characteristics:

• Applies to multilayered reservoirs and leaves
kro and krg almost unaffected.

• ReversmiEi"process, i.e. chemicals can be
removed.

• Workover sometimes required. Most often
injection through existing completion.

• Wag (water and gas).
• Wax or deal oil squeeze.

Selective barriers

Types:

- Hydrosoluble polymers
-Weak gels.

Table L3

Characteristics:

• Good results when clearly separated oil and
water zones.

• Risky otherwise with possible plugging
of formation.

• Workover always required.

Types:

- Cement squeeze
- Resins
- Strong gels.

Permanent barriers

kro Relative permeability to oil.
krg Relative permeability to gas.

4.2 Key ideas

Water Management

4.1.2 Reservoir problems

• Layered reservoirs with vertical flow barriers.

Individual fractures between injectors and producers.

"2-D coning" through fractures.

Channeling through naturally fractured reservoirs.

3-D coning or cusping.

Layered reservoirs without vertical flow barriers (trickest problem).

Wormhole development (heavy oil in consolidated sands).
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Figure L4 Profile correction by polymers in heterogeneous reservoirs [7].
3. Before treatment. b. After gel treatment.

4.4 Polymer/gel placement around the wellbore

The target is to:
- Maximize penetration depth and permeability reduction in the high k-watered out

zone
- Minimize penetration depth and permeability reduction in the low k-oil bearing zone.

The placement is a key factor of success (even more important than the relative perme
ability modification).

Because of the difficulty of placement control, most people recommend, whenever pos
sible, to use mechanical zone isolation to place the polymer/gel at the right place.

Bullhead treatments require better p~acement control via diversion techniques.

4.5 Symbols of polymer/gel

Different polymers are used:
PAM Nonionic polyacrylamide
HMTA Hexamethyl tetramine
PATBA Acrylamide tertio butyl acrylate copolymer
PVA Polyv1',~Yj alcohol
CPAM Cationic polyacrylamide
HPAM Hydrolyzed polyacrylamide or acrylamide-acrylic acid copolymer
HEA 2-hydroxyethylacrylate.
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4.6 Relative permeability modifiers

L

These modifiers are: bullheaded polymers or weak gels without zone isolation. In Table L4
are described the vinyl type polymers and copolymers, in Table L5 the polysaccharides,
and in Table L6 the weak gels.

Table L4 Vinyl type polymers and copolymers.

Polymer Chemical name Manufacturer Characteristics

PAM See paragraph L4.5. Floerger Are limited in temperature at
HPAM Allied Coll6ids 600

~70°C and their adsorbabil-
CPAM and others ity on reservoir rock decreases

in the order:
CPAM > PAM> HPAM.

AM-N-VP Acrylamide~N- Drilling specialities Are characterized by:
(HE polymers) vinylpyrrolidone for - high thermal stability,

nanionic copolymers Phillips Petroleum - high adsorbability on
reservoir rock,

but due to their low molecular
weight, their properties are
improved by using a
crosslinker.

AM-AMPS Acrylamide-acrylamido Floerger Compared to polyacrylamides
methyl propane SUlfonic they have improved thermal
acid copolymers stability (up to 1aa°C) but their

adsorbability on reservoir rock
decreases with AMPS content.

AM-N-VA-AMPS Acrylamide-N~vinyl Hcechst Similar to the previous
amide~AMPS terpoly- AM-AMPS copolymers with
mers. somewhat improved thermal

stability.

Table LS Polysaccharides

Polymer Chemical name Manufacturer Characteristics

Scleroglucan Nonionic Sanofi High shear resistance.
polysaccharide Thermal stability up to 12aoC.

High adsorbabiiity on reservoir
) rock.

(
HEC HYdroxy-e~hy,1 ~cellulose Hercules for Totai Used for injection wells.

--
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Table L6 Weak gels.

Polymer Trade name Licensee Characteristics

Amphoteric polymer Warcon Halliburton Temperature limit: 150"C {or
(Water oil ratio control) 300°F).

Amphoteric polymer Aquatrol B.J. Temperature limit: aGoC (or 175"F).

PAM-Glyoxal IFPOL 300 IFP Low temperature applications
(up to 60°C).

CPAM-GlyQxal FLOPERM 500 OFPG Low temperature applications
(up to 60°C).

Sceroglucan~ Zr(lV) IFPOL200 IFP High temperature applications
lactate (up to 120°C).

HPAM/CPAM CAT-AN Tiorce Sequential injection, or
+ AI(III) citrate dilute mixture.

HPAM-AMPS IFPOL 400 IFP High temperature applications
copolymer (up to 100°C).

4.7 Strong gels

These chemical systems are preferably used for zonal isolation. In Table L7 are described
ionic type gels, in Table L8 organic gels, and in Table L9 in-situ polymerisation-type gels.

Table L7 Ionic gels.

Polymer Trade name Licensee Characteristics

HPAM + Cr(Vl) + reducer Channelblock Dowell Reducer: thiosulfate, thiourea.
Environmental restrictions.

HPAM + AI(III) - Lonetrol Dowell

HPAM + Sodium aluminate lJnocal

HPAM + Cr{llI) acetate Marcit (h.m.w.)* Marathon Oil Co Temperature limit 120"C.
Fault blocking system.

Maraseal (I.m.w.)-- Marathon Oil Co Matrix blocking chemical.

HPAM + Zr(lV) lactate Phillips Petroleum

Xanthan gum + Cr(lll) OFPG Only injector treatments.

" (h.m.v.l: high molecular weight.
.... (I.m.v.l:)~i molecular weight.
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Polymer Trade name Licensee Characteristics

Acrylamid monomer + Catalyst K-Trol Halliburton Low temperature applications
(up to 60-70"C).

HEA + Azo compound British Petroleum High temperature applications
(up to 147"C).

4.8.4 Quick-set formation treating methods [4]

A method for fluid control or plugging of a well is to inject a mixture of an acid polymer
izable resin, )iJ·.........lar organic diluent, and an acid catalyst, and later injecting an acidic fluid
to quick-set a portion- 'Of the resin and hold it in place while the pre-mixed catalyst sets the
resin. In an alternate sand consolidation embodiment, a fluid slug is injected between the
resin and acidic fluid injections to create permeability in the resin saturated area of the for
mation prior to final set of the resin (Trade name: TexPlug).

Polymer Trade name Licensee Characteristics

PAM + Phenol-formaldehyde Phillips Petroleum Environmental restrictions.
High temperature applications.

PAM + HMTA + Resorcinol or Unocal High temperature applications.
salicyclic alcohol

PATBA + Polyethylene imine H2Zero Halliburton High temperature applications.

PVA + Formaldehyde Unocal High temperature applications.

L

4.8.3 Cements

4.8.2 Resins

Table L8 Organic gels.

Table 19 In situ polymerisation gels.

• Ultra fine cement (preferred) for fault blocking systems.

Water Management

Phenol-formaldehyde (used for sand control also)

Melamine~formaldehyde

• Epoxy.

4.8.1 Inorganic gels

Silicates

Aluminates.

4.8 Other systems
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4.9 Mechanical ways of placement

Let us consider a two~layer well with one layer producing mainly water (thus to be
plugged) and the other producing oil (to be protected from gelant invasion) (Fig. L4). Two
possibilities may occur.

4.9.1 Case 1: The upper layer is the target

The goal is to protect the bottom layer from gelant injection. This could be achieved by
setting a packer between the two layers or filling the bottom part of the wellbore with a fine
CaCO] powder while the gelant is injected into the upper layer. To spot the gelant at the
right place and avoid the filling up of the wellbore, the coiled tubing could be equipped
with a stradle packer which could be set on top of the upper layer.

After gelant squeeze and" sufficient time given for gelation, the packer placed at the in
termediate level can be removed, and the wellbore cleaned (gel and CaCO]) by water/acid
recirculation from the coiled tubing.

4.9.2 Case 2: The bottom layer is the target

The best way is to use a coiled tubing with a straddle packer, set between the two layers.
In such a way, a dual injection can be performed, with the gelant in the coiled tubing and
the confined nuid (water or diesel) in the annulus. The role of the confining fluid is dual:

(a) To protect the upper zone from gelant invasion
(b) To counterbalance the pressure build-up during gelant squeeze into t~e formation.

4.10 Water shutoff using an inflatable composite sleeve
polymerized in-situ

4.10.1 Principle [18]

The principle of the technology is to use an Innatable Setting Element (lSE) to convey a com
posite sleeve in the well. The composite sleeve is manufactured using thennosetting resins and
carbon fibre,:s0 it will be soft and deformable when running in hole. Once the tool is opposite
the zone to be treated the ISE can br inflated to push the composite into place against the inside
of the casing, where it is heated to polymerize the resins. The lSE is then denated and extracted
to leave the composite sleeve as a hard pressure resistant lining inside the casing.

4.10.2 Applications [19]

The ISE is particularly suitable for:

Sealing perforations for water shutoff, gas shutoff, selective profile modification and
zone isolation
Repairing damaged tubing ancl/or casing with minimal diameter loss

Setting in openhole for zone isolation

Use as a temporary casing to cure total loss zones while drilling

Use in fe-entry wells for sealing between a side-track liner and the main bore casing.
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The length is limited to 16 m

The temperature limitation of the resins is 11DoC
The smallest possible run-in diameter of 3.6 in. for setting in 7-in. liners only gives
access to wells with 4 112-in. tubing or larger.

Figure L5 describes the successive phases of the setting procedure.

",-

L
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inflation ation rSE
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Inflot.ble setting
Elemont (lSE

Running through tubing to expand into casing

No need to kill the well

Minimum diameter loss

Can be re~perforated

Can be run through a previous patch (see below).

Water Management
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4.10.4 Limitations [18]

4.10.5 Setting procedure [18. 19]

4.10.3 Advantages [19]

,
Figure L5 ISE setting~:procedure [18, 19].
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I. Run in. When the assembly is in place, a surface control module is used to activate a
pump in the downhole running tool and begin expansion of the ISE.

2. Anchor. The lower end inflates first to anchor the composite sleeve in place.

3. Progressive inflation. The inflation then progressively moves upwards so no well fluid
can become trapped behind the permanent sleeve and create a hydraulic lock.

4. Polymerisation. Heating begins when the product is fully inflated.

5. Deflate ISE. The pump is reversed to deflate the ISE.

6. Extract ISE. When the pressure has been bled-off. the ISE is pulled through the per
manent sleeve and recovered at the surface with the running tool.

4.11 Selection of candidate wells

To evaluate the feasibility of a water control treatment, it is necessary to collect several
data. Ideally, the information needed concerns the following:

Reservoir lithology and stratification, existence of natural fractures, presence of clay
lenses and their extension, directional penneability trends.
Well pay-zone average thickness. number and size of perforated intervals.

Average permeability and anisotropy.

Complete completion diagram.

Well production history. well logs.

Analysis of cores and of produced fluids.

Production mode and constraints, field facilities, availability and analysis of injection
water.

Once all information is collected, the choice of the candidate well is based on the fol-
lowing criteria:

Heterogeneity. A certain degree of vertical heterogeneity is required. Those wells
which have to be treated should be perforated in either two or more independent reser
voirs or else in a single reservoir exhibiting several inter-bedding of sizable lateral
extension.
Sweeping efficiency. Water injection within the reservoir should not have been initi~

ated too long ago (about 10 years is a reasonable figure). A favorable criterion is a recent
perforation of a reservoir layer, either in a producer or in an injector.
Production. The water-cut should be in the range 70-90%. Moreover. in order to obtain
a reasonable pay-out. the fluid rate should exceed 50 m3/d (or 300 bblJD).

L5 DOWNHOLE OIL WATER SEPARATION (DHOWS) [13-16]

Original ways are proposed for the improvement of management techniques when facing
large quantities of water production.
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5.1 Principle

Figures L6 and L7 illustrate the principle of the Downhole Oil Water Separator (DOWS).
A set-up made of one hydrocyc1on and dual stream pumps is placed down the wellbore.
The l1uid produced from the target formation is separated continuously in the hydrocyclon
into a water phase and an oil-rich phase. The oil-rich phase is produced at the wellhead,
whereas the water phase is pumped into an aquifer located either above or below the pro
ductive interval.

The dual stream pumps could be rod pumps, electric submersible pumps, progressing
cavity pumps or even gas lift systems.

Motor

Motor upper protector

Tubing to surface

Concentrate pump

Motor
shroud

Hydrocyclone

;J:\--h+ Concentrate pump

-J,.:""'-F"- Emulsion pump

I JI+HJ4 Motor

Motor lower protector

Figure L6 C FER project oil-water
system concept [14]. Pump intake

Total flow purllP

Production
zone

Bypass tubes

Hydrocyclone

Injection pressure sub

Figure L7 Downhole equipment line~up
in well completion and flow paths [16).

Injection
zone

Separation packer and
locator seal assembly
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5.2 Advantages of this technology [13, 15J

I. Reduction in operating expense (OPEX), through less use of treatment chemicals and
reduced plant maintenance. Chemical treatment inside the wellbore will increase the
system reliability and improve the performance of the equipment.

2. Increase in net present value (NPV). By leaving water downhole, the well inflow can
be maximized without regard to process capacity constraints.

3. Increase in ultimate recovery of reserves. By injecting the water to a target zone,
pressure maintenance and sweep efficiencies can be improved in areas of the reservoir
that may otherwise have been poorly serviced. Wells will be able to stay-in production
longer.

4. Reduction of the frequency of intervention and possibility of planned interventions
by use of intelligent separator system completions.

L6 KEY MESSAGES [17]

• Inject water in tbe right place (fracture management).

• Mucb produced water (bad water) is not working for you. Keep it in the ground,

• Make the water work in the reservoir to maximize pressure across oil.
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Heavy Oil Production
Enhanced Oil Recovery

M1 HEAVY OIL PROPERTIES

1.1 Definitions [1]

What are heavy crude and tar sand oils? In an effort to set agreed meanings. UNITAR, in
a meeting in 1982 in Venezuela, proposed the flowing definitions (see also Table MI):

1. Heavy crude oil and tar sand oil are petroleum or petroleum-like liquids or semi-solids
naturally occurring in porous media. The porous media are sands. sandstones, and car
bonate rocks.

2. These oils will be charactl1rized by viscosity and density. Viscosity will be used to
define heavy crude oil and tar sand oil, and density (0API) will be used when viscosity
measurements are not available.

3. Heavy crude oil has a gas-free viscosity of 100 to 10 000 cp (or mPa.s) at reservoir tem
peratures, or a density of 943 kg/m3 (20°API) to I 000 kg/m3 (laoAPI) at 15.6°C and
at atmospheric pressure.

4. Tar sand oil has a gas-free viscosity greater than 10 000 cp (or mPa.s) at reservoir tem
peratures, or a density greater than I 000 kg/m3 (less than 10°API) at 15.6°C and at
atmospheric pressure.

S. Heavy crude oils generally contain 3% weight or more of sulfur, and as much as
2 000 ppm of vanadium. Nickel anct"molybdenum are also frequently encountered.

Table Ml UNITAR definitions of heavy crude and tar sand oils [1].

Classification
Viscosity Density at 15.6°C

°API at 1S.6°C
(cp or mPa.s) (kg/m3)

Heavy crude 100-10 000 943-1 000 20-10

Tar sand oil >10 000 >1000 '", <10
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1.2 Temperature effect on oil viscosity [5]

Figure Ml shows the relationship between viscosity and temperature for oils of various
gravities. It can be seen that orders of magnitude changes in viscosity can be achieved by
variations of temperature.

When the viscosity of a crude oil is known at a given temperature (point A), it is possi
ble to obtain an approximative value of viscosity at another temperature by drawing a line
parallel to the slanted lines (point B).

However, the oil viscosity measured in laboratory at a given temperature is not the vis
cosity of the oil into the fannation. It generally contains free and dissolved gas, contribut
ing to a much lower visible oil viscosity. This apparent viscosity should then be measured
in laboratory, in order to evaluate more precisely the frictional pressure drops.
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Figure M1 Temperature effect on oil viscosity [after Owens and Souler].
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1.3 Frictional pressure drop [6J

Heavy and viscous oils lead to frictional pressure drop in tubing and line pipe, hence a
decrease in the performance of the pumping system as far as the fluid height to be lifted is
concerned. So, these pressure drops have to be evaluated and a higher head rating pump
should be chosen.

Also, the viscosity increases the value of the resistant torque of the drive strings in the
case of rotating pumping.

The discharge of high viscosity fluids through the production tubing can generate a sig
nificant pressure drop which is proportional to the oil viscosity.

where
t'1Pf
D
d
Q
!1f
!1,
L

pressure drop due to friction (kPa)
inside diameter of the tnbing (em)
drive string diameter (em)
pumped flow rate (m3/d)
viscosity of the efflnent at the inlet temperature (cp or mPa.s)
viscosity of the effluent at the surface (cp or mPa.s)
length of the tubing (m).

(MI)

1.4 Resistant torque generated by the viscosity [6]

In rotating pumping, heavy oils generate a torque increase proportional to the viscosity:

r v = 0.165 X 10-8 x!1f x L x N x...!!.!.- x _1_(12 -IJ (M2)
D-d In&!1f

!1f
where

r v resistant torque (rn.daN)
!1f viscosity of the effluent"t the inlet"temperature (cp or mPa.s)
Jls viscosity of the effluent at the surface (cp or rnPa.s)
L length of the tnbing (m)
N rotating speed (rpm)
d drive string diameter (em)
D inside diameter of the tubing (em).

The evaluation of the pressure drops and of the r.v~i~,tant torque due to the viscosity is
then very important for selecting:""'"

(a) The pumping system (admissible head rating)
(b) Drive strings (admissible torque)
(c) The motor (required power).
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These relations point out the influence of viscosity and temperature. As a matter of fact,
if the formation oil is at the bottomhole temperature, at the pump inlet this temperature will
decrease according to the geothermal gradient. The viscosity increases perceptiblY as the
pressure drops along the tubing. The above Fig. M 1, which represents the viscosity varia
tion according to the temperature, shows that a variation of temperature from 60° to 40°C
increases the viscosity, for a 10"API crude oil, from 5 000 cp to about 50 000 cp, or 10
times. A pressure variation generated by an increase or a decrease of pressure drops will
be expressed by output power variations of the drive motor,

1.5 Solutions for reducing the pressure drop [6]

There are several solutions for reducing pressure drops generated by the oil viscosity, when
it is possible to use a diluent as it is shown in the next paragraph:

• Use tubing with larger diameter. The above relations show that pressure drops are vary
ing with the power 4 of the diameter. Nevertheless, the tubing diameter is limited by the
casing diameter, and a now speed which will have to take into account the sand sedi
mentation possibly transported. However, when the oil is very viscous, the sedimenta
tion speed of the sand is low.

Use continuous drive strings, without sub-coupling which create restrictions.

Insulate tubing near the wellhead in cold areas, or during the cold seasons of the year.

To conclude, it is better to use high capacity pumps running at low rotating speed, min-
imize restrictions, and reduce the formation oil viscosity with the injection of diluent.

1.6 Diluent effect on oil viscosity [6J

Figure M2 shows that the viscosity can be reduced by injection of diluent (light oil as ker
osene, water with additives). It can be seen that an injection of 20% kerosene reduces the
oil formation viscosity by 50, as well ~s for the frictional pressure drops.

The injection should be made at the pumping system inlet in order to help the mixing of
the various oil specific gravities.

M2 HEAVY OIL PRODUCTION PROBLEMS [15]

In shallow, low pressure heavy oil wells, production is generally dominated by viscosity.
Some types of damage will affect well production in most completions and can be catego
rized into three types.

2.1 Emulsions

Near wellbore emulsions can severely affect flow paths. Drilling and cementing deposit til
ter cake, drilling fines, cement particles, and fluid invasion in the pore spaces resulting in
an area of reduced permeability.
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Figure M2 Heavy oillkerosene dilution [6]. Viscosity of heavy oil versus
temperature and heavy oil/kerosene ratio.

(80120: read 80% heavy oil volume/20% kerosene volume).

During perforating, large shock loads are exerted on the formation rock resulting in a
crush zone with pulverization of the rock grains. The large surface area of this "rock flour"
material when mixed with oil can form a viscous plug.

2.2 Visco-skin effect

The pressure drop across the sand face leads to evoluti0!J.ofsolution gas from the oil in the
near wellbore area resulting in a region of higher viscosity oil. .:rhis higher viscosity oil
impedes the now of the low viscosity oil imrriediately behind it. ., .,

2.3 Sand arches

Sand arches are formed by migration of sand particles during production. Under certain
conditions adjacent sand grains can form a stable arch that will prevent the movement of
the grains and oil behind the arch due to gravity or flow drag forces. These arches may be
formed in b?th the near wellbore a~ea ~rvti~1a significant distance from the wellbore.

A related-phenomenon known as "wormholes" has also been shown to exist. Worm
holes can be defined as a circumstance where the majority of production for a given well
may come from an isolated area of an otherwise homogeneous reservoir. This area mayor
may not be near the wellbore.
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M3 COLD PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY [4, 11, 12]

M

i
I

~

The primary heavy oil production is possible by allowing formation sand to be produced
along with reservoir fluids nsing a progressing cavity pump (PCP).

3.1 Characteristics

Typically, a cold production will produce oil and water at sand cuts as high as 30 to 40%
initially, which gradually decrease over time to stabilize at between 1 to 5% after one year
of production. The range of reservoir characteristics and fluid properties amenable to cold
production are shown in Table M2.

Four important mechanisms identify the dynamics of cold production:

Sand movement increases fluid mobility by an intrinsic permeability increase effect.

Sand production generates a growing zone of greatly enhanced permeability, therefore
an expanding "large diameter well" effect occurs.

Foamy oil behaviour gives an internal gas drive through bubble expansion as the slurry
approaches the wellbore.

Continuously moving sand means that fines blockage, gas bubble blockage, and
asphaltene precipitation near the borehole are eliminated, thus "skin" effects are absent.

Table M2 Cold production application ranges to date [4].

Reservoir characteristics

Depth

Oil saturat'ton

Porosity

Net pay

Permeability

Oil gravity

Reservoir pressure

Reservoir temperature

Oil viscosity at reservoir temperature

Gas oil ratio (GaR)

U.S. units

1 300-2 500 ft

67 to 87%

30 to 34%
131080ft

500 to 10 000 md
1110 WAPI
400 to 848 psi

61 10 70'F

600 to 160 000 cp
0-56 scflbbl

Metric units

400-760 m
67 to 87%

30 to 34%
4 to 25 m
0.5 to 10 11m2

0.990 to 0.970
" 2.8t06 MPa

16 to 21"C"

600 to 160 000 mPa.s

0-10 m3/m3

3.2 Other factors contributing to cold production

Higher PC pumps allow co-production of the witt. the heavy oil.

Sand production is encouraged through large diameter perforations in vertical wells and
wide slots in horizontal well liners.

Perforating with large perforation density.
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M4 GENERAL ClASSIFICATION OF ENHANCED Oil
RECOVERY (EOR) PROCESSES [I, 2. 3, 5]

4.1 Thermal methods

Thermal methods are stearn injection and in-situ combustion. In these methods the viscos
ity reduction in crude oil is brought about by the application of heat into the reservoir.

4,1.1 Steam injection

Steam is generated at the surface in an electric, gas or oil fired boiler and injected into the
reservoir through insulated tubing, as shown in Fig. M3.

FRONT DISPLACEMENT

t_
Heat losses

t

..
Steam & water Hot water

TEMPERATURE PROFILE". '

5000 F -1--__ 1
Steam

Temp·l

Hot water

Distance 
from well bore

Figure M3 Steam injection [5].
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Field tested processes are:

Cyclic steam stimulation (huff and puff). It is a single well process where steam is
injected for a period of time before the well ,is put on production, either immediately or
after a soak period.

Fracture-assisted steam stimulation. Steam is injected into the reservoir at pressures
above the parting pressure for the formation. Steam injection continues for about 30
days after which the well is put on production and large amounts of bitumen can be pro
duced at high rates and a steam/oil ratio (SOR) around 3.

Continuous steam drive. It is a multi-well process in which steam is injected in one or
more wells and water and oil are produced from nearby wells.

Heated annulus steam drive. A long, unperforated horizontal well is placed near the
base of the reservoir. Steam is circulated through the well to heat the surrounding res
ervoir and mobilize the oil. Oil is recovered by injecting high pressure steam into a ver
tical well landed in the heated zone with recovery from one or more offsetting vertical
wells at intervals along the heated horizontal well.

Steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD). The process involves forming a steam
chamber above a horizontal wel1 at the base of the reservoir, injecting steam into the
chamber and producing oil and condensed steam that flow to the horizontal well by
gravity drainage. More details about this process may be found in Paragraph MS.

4.1.2 In-situ combustion

In the in-situ combustion process, heat i,s generated in the reservoir by igniting the oil and
maintaining combustion by injecting air. The heat generated serves to increase the mobility
of the oil, perruittiug its displacement to the producing wells. Fig. M4 illustrates the tem
perature and fluid distribution in a forward combustion process.

Field tested processes are:

Forward combustion. The fire is started downhole at the point where air is injected. A
combustion front is therefore located in the bed, ahead of which a hot zone causes the
vaporization and cracking of the molecules in place. In front of this hot zone is a cold
zone where the vapors are recondensed. As the tront advances, it finds only coke to
burn. In the combustion zone, the temperature may exceed 600°C. .~.

Reverse combustion. Air is injected until it reaches the production well. The fire is
ignited by an electrical system downhole. Hence, a countercurrent displacement of the
combustion front and of the hydrocarbons will occur.

Top down combustion. The conceptual strategy of this process involves the stable
propagation of a high temperature combustion front from the top to the bottom of a
heavy oil or bitumen containing reservoir. Combustion is initiated and maintained by
injecting an oxygen containing gas .a~ t;l)e top of the reservoir, with mobilized oil drain
ing to a lower horizontal production wdl.

Combustion override split-production borizontal-well (COSH). This new process is
desigued to overcome the early oxygen breakthrough, sauding and pump gas locking
problems typically associated with in-situ combustion. In a heavy oil reservoir, vertical
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wells are drilled in rows and perforated near the top of the pay zone. Vertical or hori
zontal gas producers are drilled between the injector rows. These wells are also com
pleted near the top of the pay zone. If vertical wells are used they may be recompleted
in the lower part of the reservoir once combustion is well established. A horizontal pro
duction well is drilled near the base of pay zone. Air is injected at sub-fracture pressure
and the oil ignited. The combution gases override the oil, form a high gas saturation
layer at the top of the pay zone and are eventually produced at the gas production wells.
A counter-current flow system is formed near the top of the pay zone once combustion
is established. Oil and water. heated by the combustion are drained along the gas/liquid
interface and are eventually produced at the horizontal production well.

FRONT DISPLACEMENT

Steam & light
hydrocarbons

Hot water

Injected air

Coke (combustion zone)
Burned zone I

TEMPERATURE PROFILE

1200°F ---

Combustion zone
Steam & light hydrocarbon

Temp. f

Distance_
from welt bore

Figure M4 In-situ combustion [5).

4.2 Chem,red flooding

Chemical flooding is accomplished by injecting chemicals in order to lower the interfacial
tension between oil and water which mobilizes by-passed oil in the reservoir, and/or
improves mobility ratio.
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4.3 Miscible flooding

Miscible flooding is a process where total or partial miscibility of CO2, hydrocarbon gases,
Nz or flue gas with crude oil, is accomplished by injecting them into the reservoir under
optimum conditions.

Moreover, CO2, which dissolves in the oil, increases the volume ofthe oil considerably
(20 to 100%) and significantly lowers its viscosity. This is valid for heavy oils, even ifCOz
is not miscible with them.

4.4 Potential of the different processes [14]

Actual cumulative production rates for all EOR projects in the U.S. for the years 1984-95
are shown in Fig. M5 along with the National Petroleum Council (NPC) projections.
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Figure M5 Potential EOR production rates (from U.S. NPC) [14].

4.5 Screening criteria for enhanced oil recovery methods [14]

Screening criteria for the different EOR methods are detailed in the following tables. In
Table M3 are treated the gas injection methods, in Table M4 the chemical flooding meth
ods, and in Table M5 the thermal methods.
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Table M3 Gas injection methods.

Oil properties Reservoir characteristics

EOR Oil Net Average
method °API

Viscosity Compo-
saturation

Formation
thickness permeability

Depth Temperature
(op) sition

(%PV)
type

(ft) (md)
(ft) (oF)

Nitrogen (& >35~48 <O.4~O.2 High % >40~Z§. Sandstone Thin unless N.C. >6000 N.C.
flue gas) of or dipping

C1-CZ Carbonate

Hydro- >20~i1 <3~0.5 High % >30~§Q Sandstone Thin unless N.C. >4000 N.C.
carbon of or dipping

CZ-C7 Carbonate

Carbon >22~36 <10~1.5 High % >20~!2§ Sandstone Wide N.C. >2500 N.C.
dioxide of or range

CS-C'2 Carbonate

Underlined values represent the approximate mean or average for current field projects
N.C.. not critical.

Table M4 Chemical methods.

Oil properties Reservoir characteristics

EOR Oil Net Average
method °API

Viscosity Compo-
saturation

Formation
thickness permeability

Depth Temperature
(op) sitlon

(%PV)
type

(ft) (md)
(It) (oF)

Micellar/ >20~35 <35~.u Ught, >35~~ Sandstone N.C. >10~450 <9000 <200~.§Q

polymer, intermedi- preferred ~3250

Allkaline/ ate
polymer Some
(ASP), and organic
Allkaline acids for
fiooding alkaline

floods

Polymer >15~40 <150,>10 N.C. >70~§Q Sandstone N.C. >103 <9000 <200
flooding preferred ~800 ~140

Underlined values represent the approximate mean or average for current field proJects.

N.C.: not critical.

Table MS Thennal methods.

On'prop(lrtles ".' Reservoir characteristics

EOR Oil Net Average
method °API

Viscosity Compo-
saturation

Formation
thickness permeability

Depth Temperature
(op) sitlon

(%PV)
type

(It) (md)
(It) (oF)

Combustion >10~12. <5000 Some >50~72 High >10 >504 <11500 >100
~1 200 asphaltic porosity ~3500 ~.§Q

compo- sandi
nents sandstone

PO!w~er >8-13.5 <200000 N.C. >40~§§ High >10 >2005 <4500 N.C.
f100ding ~? ~4 700 porosity ~1500

sandi
sandstone

Underlined values represent the approximate mean or average for current field projects.
N.C.: not critical.
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M5 STEAM ASSISTED GRAVITY DRAINAGE AND VAPOR
EXTRACTION PROCESSES [2,7,8]

5.1 Steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD)

M

The SAGD technique appears to be most promising for the exploitation of heavy oil and
bitumen. In this process, steam is injected through a horizontal well and forms a steam
chamber in the reservoir sand. Steam condenses at the bitumen interface and heats the oil.
The hot oil, being less viscous, drains by gravity to the horizontal production well. The
concept of this process is shown in Fig. M6

Characteristics

Steam condenses at the interface.

Oil and water drain to the production well at the base of the reservoir.

Flow is caused by gravity.

Chamber grows upwards and sideways.

Mostly governed by thermal conductor.

Large oil productivity.

Large recovery (50 to 60%).

Low Steam/Oil Ratio (SOR).

Production: 0.25 to 0.5 m3/day/meter.

Steam chamber

Figure M6 The concept of steam assisted gravity drainage process [7, 8].
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5.2 Vapor extraction process (VAPEX)

VAPEX is an in·situ recovery process for bitumen and heavy oil that utilizes a vaporized
solvent such as propane. It operates at reservoir temperatures and utilizes gravity to
achieve contact of the solvent vapor with the crude oil and to transport the solution to the
base of the reservoir.

5.3 Comparison of SAGD and VAPEX processes [8J

Table M6 shows screening criteria for application of these processes ,in heavy oil and bitu
men reservoirs.

Table M6

SAGO VAPEX

Temperature Operating temperature is guided by the Operating may be close to the reservoir
and pressure injection pressure which depends on pressure.
requirements the reservoir pressure. Due to the low temperature operation,

The problem may be less severe when the energy diss'lpation will be neglig'lble.
there is a lack of confinement of the It is not necessary to have a lack of con-
vapor chamber. finement of the vapor chamber.

Operational con- SOR - 2.5 - 3, Le. about 3 volumes of Less than a volume of solvent (liquid
straints steam as condensed water equivalent is equivalent) under reservoir condition is

used per 1 volume of produced oil. injected per volume of oil produced.
Process is not recommended for forma
tions with a swelling clay content of
more than 10%.

Aquifer constra'rnts If a steam chamber contacts an aquifer, The solvents are virtually insoluble in
some of the injected steam is lIikely to water therefore losses are minimal.
be lost there due to the high relative
permeability to water.
Oil lost in aquifer.

EffStl'di gas cap A thin gas cap may not be a Solvent losses to the gas cap may
counter-~ndicator for the application. adversely affect the process economics.

-
Upgrading No significant upgrading except some It is possible to de-asphalt the crude to
potential thermal degradation of the asphaltic the desired extent by controlling the sol-

components. vent pressure.

Oil nature (0API) Not critical Important

5.4 Common features of SAGD and VAPEX processes [8]

SAGD and VAPEX present the following same characteristics:

They are applicable for the extraction of high viscosity crudes.

Gravity drainage is the drive mechanism.
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A pair of horizontal wells is the preferred contiguration.

Confinement of the vapor chamber is an essential criterion for the economic success.

5.5 Factors controlling drainage rate for an established
vapor chamber [8]

Viscosity of oil within and around the vapor chamber. Rate becomes lower with an
increase in oil viscosity. However, the decrease in production rate is much slower than
the increase in viscosity.

Reservoir heterogeneity. It controls the shape of the vapor/steam chambers, and may
alter the performance significantly.

Chamber dimension. The production rate is proportional to the square root of the
height of the chamber.

Diffusivity (thennal as well as molecular). Convection and turbulence at a microscopic
level may enhance the heat and mass transfer yielding a higher rate of extraction.

Interfacial tension within the vapor chamber. Lower interfacial tension alters the
capillary gravity equilibrium reducing the residual oil saturation.

5.6 Factors promoting an economic project [8J

I. Unbroken pay zone thickness >lOm.

2. Gas caps/bottom water thinner than 1 m. Thicker gas cap/bottom water associated with
pay zones thicker than 20 m may also yield an economic production rate.

3. Permeabilities in the range of I darcy or higher are desirable.

4. Mobile oil content per volume of the reservoir should be >500 bbl/acre-tt (0.25 m3/m3)

of the reservoir.

5. The in-situ viscosity may be a guiding factor for optimizing the well configuration.

6. The geo.l':'~~"'al factors favouring large confined steam/vapor chambers, and the recov
ery of a significant portion of the injected vapor during the blow down phase, are of
obvious advantage.
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Artificial Lift

N1 COMMON METHODS

Artificial lift is used when the pressures in the oil reservoir have failed to the point where
a well will not produce at its most economical rate by natural energy. The most common
methods of artificial lift are:

Plunger lift and sucker rod pumping (Chapter 0)
Gas-lift (Chapter P)

Electric submersible pumping (ESP) (Chapter Q)
Progressing cavity pumping (PCP) (Chapter R)

Hydraulic pumping (Chapter S).

1.1 Artificial lift efficiency [IJ

Table Nl

..
System

Rod pump

Gas lift
Electric submersible pump
Progressing cavity pump
Jet pumping

Hydraulic pump

1.2 Artificial lift limitations [1,2]

Efficiency {%}

30-40
25-32
50-60
60-80
10-25
30-40

Depending on application, solid handling capabilities, bottomhole temperature, and vol
ume capabilities, Table N2 gives indications and limitations to optimize the choice of an
artificial lift method.

1.3 Adapting well activation processes to operating c~",~itions [2J

Many criteria take into account the production constraints. They are reported in Table N3:
environment, positioning in the well of the artificial lift system, characteristics of the res~

ervoir fluid, type of completion.
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Table N2

Rod pump Gas lift ESP PCP Hydraulic Hydraulic
piston pump jet pump

Offshore Good Excellent Good Good Good Good
application if space Little surface if pulling if space for Can use

for power equipment unit power system prod, water
system needed available as power fiuid

Solid Prod. less than No Prod. less No problem Prod. less than Prod.
handling 200 ppm problem than up to 5% 200 ppm up to 3%
capabilities Power 200 ppm Power Power

less than less than up to
10ppm 10 ppm 200 ppm

Maximal 260"C 175"C 160"C 120"C 260"C 260"C
temperature

Volume less than 8-8 000 40-8 000 5-800 m3/d 15-800 m3/d 15-2500
capabilities 100 m3/d m3/d m3/d (good) (good) m3/d
(turndown) (good) (fair) (fair)

Table N3

Systems Rod pump Gas lift ESP PCP Hydraulic Hydraulic
piston pump jet pump

Environment

Offshore .. .. .. ... ...
Desert .. .. · .. .. ...
Urban area .. " .. ... ... ...
Insulated wei! ... - · .. ... ...
Many wells · .u. .. ... ... '"

Positioning
Very deep .. - .. ...
Low pressure ... · .. ... . .
High
temperature .. m - . ... ...

Fluids

Viscous · · - ... .. ..
Corrosive · .. - .. ... ...
Abrasive · .. - .. .
Depositing · - · .. ..
Emulsifiable ... · · .. ... -
High GLR .. - " . ..

Completion
Multilayer .. - . .. ..
Very slanted · ... ... ...
TFL - .. - - - ..
Dogleg - ... · .. *u* ...

Very good
Good

Acceptable
Unsuitable except for a specific solution.
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N Artificial Lift

N2 PRODUCTION CRITERIA

The selection of fhe pump and its positioning in the well depend on:

The flowrate

The dynamic level and bubble point

The admissible head rating of the pump (column height to be discharged, pressure drops
due to friction generated by the eft1uent viscosity, and the wellhead pressure)
The abrasion of the pumped product (sand).

2.1 Determination of the positioning level

2,1,1 Position according to the dynamic level (or submergence level)

In spite of its self-priming characteristic, a submergence of about 100 m (300 Ii) is sufficient.

2,1,2 Position with respect of the bubble point level

Figure Nl is a representation of the evolution of the pumping conditions according to the
GOR, and the influence of the pump position according to the dynamic level and bubble point.

For example, at GOR = 0, fhe oil flow rate is about 7.2 m3/d. But, if the pump is posi
tioned at a higher level (GOR = 0.13, as indicated on the figure), it is then necessary to run
it at a higher speed in order to generate a flow rate of oil + gas:;;: 8.3 m3/d, in order to keep
the same oil production of 7.2 m3/d.

2.2 Evaluation of the minimum head rating of the pump

It is the sum of:

Well pressure

Pressure generated by the column height to be discharged from fhe dynamic level to
surface
Pressure drop generated by)he viscosity of the effluent:

II

where
!>P[
D
d
Q
Il[
Il,
L

7.05 X 10-
5

1 (Il' )M'[ = 3 XQXIl[xLx--x --I
(D+d)(D-d) InEL Il[

Il[

pressure drop due to friction (MPa)
inside diameter of the tubing (em)
rod string diameter (em) :'t"\,
pumped flow rate (m3/d)
viscosity of the effluent at fhe inlet temperature (cp or mPa.s)
viscosity of the effluent at the surface (cp or mFa.s)
length of the tubing (m).
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Figure Nl Incidence on thp- ftowrate of the pump position in an oil well
containing gas [4].
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• In metric units

]

1.2048
_ Pb 0.0125x'API

R, - O.342Yg x [100.009IX(1.8T+32) x 10

3.1 Solution gas/oil ratio

N3 GOR CALCULATION AT THE PUMP INLET [3.4]
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N Artificial Lift

• In u.s. units

[

0.0125xoAPt ]1.2048
R - Y x Pb x .:.10::.- _
,- g 100.0091x(1.8T+32) 18 (N3)

where
Yg specific gravity of gas (air = I)
Pb bubble point pressure (bar or psi)
T temperature at pump inlet (Oe or OF).

R, must be corrected "R,(corr.) " when the submergence level is below the bubble point:

R,(corr.) = R, X factor

The factor is taken from Fig. N2, by locating the ratio of "submergence pressure/bubble
point pressure" on the graph and detennining the corresponding ratio of "GOR remaining
in solution/solution GOR at bubble point", which is then multiplied by the calculated R, to
get R, (corr.). .

..

1.00.80.60.40.2

/'
V

/
V

-7
1/

""~.. ,

0.8

0.4

0.2

1.0

0.0
0.0

0.6

~-cc·_
00

'';:: 0.

" ~0::0
~.o

c ".- .0
O>~
C m
'2 a:
'(tiO
E<.?
~ c
~ 0

0:',;::
0,2
<.?o

~

Submergence pressure!
bubble point pressure

Figure N2 Non~dimensional gas liberation curve [5].

3.2 Gas volume factor

• In metric units
ZT

Bg = 0.00378 x 
P

(N4)
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• In U.S. units
ZT

Bg =5.05x p
where

Z gas compressibility factor (0.81 to 0.91)
T bottomhole temperature (OK = 273 + 0c)
P submergence pressure (bar).

The gas volume factor B g is expressed in m3/m3 or in bbllmil st ell ft gas.

3.3 Formation volume factor

Bo = 0.972 + 0.000147. x Ft.t75

where

• In metric units

F=5.6IxR,(corr.)x rr; +1.25(1.8T+32)fY;
• In U.S. units

F = Rs(corr.) x rr; + 1.25fY;

N

(N5)

(N6)

(N7)

(N8)

,

where
Yg specific gravity of gas
Yo specific gravity of oil
T temperature at the pump inlet (OC or OF)
RJcorr.) R,(corrected) is defined from Fig. N2 (Paragraph 3.1 above).

The formation volume factor Bo represents the ratio of an oil vn1'.'r':1e in the formation
compared to a stock tank volume.

From Rs' Bg, Bo' the percentage of gas by volume can be calculated.

3.4 Total volume of fluids

Total gas volume (free and in solutiou) Vgt:

Vgt = stock oil volume x GORstandard

GORslundard is the gas/oil ratio measured at the surface.

Gas volume in solution at submergence pressure Vgs :

Vgs = stock oil volume X RsCcorr.)
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N

• Free gas volume Vg{:

Artificial Lift

(N 11)

• Oil volume in the formation Vo:

Vo :;:: stock oil volume x So

Gas volume in the formation V
g

:

Vg= VglXBg

Water volume into the formation: Vw

• Total volume Vt:

(N12)

(N13)

Vt=Vo+Vg+Vw (NI4)

Finally, for a given oil volume measured in the stock tank, the pump selection criteria
must be the calculated volume Vr•
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Beam Pumping
and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

01 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS [1,2]

The beam pumping system consists essentially of five parts:

The subsurface sucker rod driven pump

The sucker-rod string which transmits the surface pumping motion and power to the
subsurface pump

The surface pumping equipment which changes the rotating motion of the prime mover
into oscillating linear pumping motion
The power transmission unit or speed reducer

The prime mover which provides the necessary power to the system.

Figures Oland 02 illustrate the various components of a complete beam pumping
system.

The minimum amount of information which must be known, or assumed, to determine
even approximate loads and pump displacements for sucker-rod pumping unit installation
design must include:

1. Fluid level

2. Pump depth

3. Pumping speed, in stroke per minute ..,

4. Length of surface stroke

5. Pump plunger diameter

6. Specific gravity of the tluid

7, The nominal tubing diameter and whether it is anchored or unanchored

8. Sucker-rod size and design

9. Unit geometry.
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Figure 01 Beam pumping system (2].

o
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Figure 02 Surface equipment of a beam pumping unit [21.
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o Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

With these factors, the designer should be able to calculate, with some degree of reli
ability, the following:

l. Plunger stroke

2. Pump displacement

3. Peak polished rod load

4. Mimimum polished rod load

5. Peak (crank) torque

6. Polished rod horsepower

7. Counterweight required.

02 SUBSURFACE SUCKER-ROD PUMPS [1,2]

2.1 Standard pump classifications

The standard designations for the various combinations are listed below. These classifica
tions, taken from API Recommended Practice lIAR, are shown in Fig. 03.

• b c d •
Figure 03 Diagrams illustrating standard pump classification [1].
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2.2.1 Total theoretiCal pump displacement

The theoretical pump displacement for a given plunger size and for a given combination of
pumping speed and stroke can be determined from:

Ref Type of pumps Full barrel Liner barrel

a Tubing type, with shoe TW TL
b Tubing type, with extension shoe and nipple TWE TLE
c Rod type, stationary barrel, with top holddown RWA RLA
d Rod type, stationary barrel, with bottom holddown RWB RLB
e Rod type, traveling barrel RWT RLT

o

(01)

Table 01 [1].

Table 02 [II.

Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

theoretical pump displacement (bbllD)
e:"~,." Ive plunger stroke (in.)
pump speed (spm).

Definition of the symbols are given in Table 02.

The types of pumps are designed as indicated in Table 0 t.

First letter T Tubing type; noninserted, run on tubing

R Rod or "inserted" type; run on rods; through tubing

Second letter W Full barrel

L Liner barrel

Third letter E Tubing pump with extension nipple and shoe

A Stationary-barrel rod pump with top holddown

B Stationary-barrel rod pump with bottom holddown

T Traveling~barrel rod pump

where
V
Sp
N

• In U.S. units

2.2 Pump size selection
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o Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

• In metric units
V=6.26 KSI'

where
V theoretical pump displacement (mJ/d)
Sp effective plunger stroke (m)
N pump speed (spm).

This applies if a pump constant is defIned as:

K= 0.1484Ap

where
Ap area of pump plunger (sq in.)

(see Table 03).

Table 03 Pump constant K [I, 2].

Plunger size
Constant K

Plunger size
Constant K

(in.) (in.)

5/8 0.046 1 15/16 0.438

3/4 0.066 2 0.466

7/8 0.089 21/4 0.590

1 0.117 21/2 0.729

1 1/16 0.132 23/4 0.881

1 1/4 0.182 3 1.049

17/16 0.241 31/4 1.231

1 1/2 0.262 33/4 1.639

13/4 0.357 41/4 2.106

1 25/32 0.370 43/4 2.630

(02)

(03)

The effective plunger stroke is approximated at 80% of the surface stroke. Thus, the
above equations can be written as:

• In U.S. units
V,n = 0.8 KSN

where S is the surface stroke in inches.

• In metric units
V,n= 5 KSN

where S is the surface stroke in meters.
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.,1

•

2.2.2 Pump plunger size recommended

Table 04 can be used as a guide to determine pump plunger sizes for optimum conditions
when surface stroke is less than 74 in. (or 1.90 m).

Table 04 Recommended pump plunger size [2}.

Net lift
Fluid production in bbl/D - 80% efficiency Head rating

of fluid (d=l)

(It) (m) 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 (psi) (MP,)

2000 600 1 1/2 13/4 2 21/4 21/2 23/4 23/4 2314 23/4 23/4 840 6
1 1/4 1 1/2 13/4 2 21/4 21/2

3000 900 1 1/2 1 3/4 2 21/4 21/2 23/4 23/4 23/4 23/4 23/4 1260 9
1 1/4 1 1/2 1 3/4 2 21/4 21/4 21/2

4000 1200 1 1/4 13/4 2 21/4 21/4 21/4 21/4 21/4 1680 12
1 1/2 13/4 2 2

5000 1500 1 1/4 1 3/4 2 2 2100 15
1 1/2 1 3/4 1 3/4 2 21/4 21/4

6000 1800 1 1/4 1 1/2 13/4 13/4 2520 18
1 1/4 1 1/2

7000 2100 1 1/4 1 1/2 2940 21
1 1/8 1 1/4

8000 2400 1 1/4 3360 24
1 118

16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 144 160

Fluid production in m3/d - 80% efficiency

T Example

A pump is to be set in a well at the working fluid level of 4000 It (1 200 mi.
A value of 400 bbl/D (64 m3/dl of fluid at the surface is desired.
Thus, from Table 04, the suggested pump size to be installed is 2 in. or 2 1/4 in.
The exact size will depend upon other factors and other considerations to be discussed:

pumping speed, effective plunger stroke... A

'll Pumping speeds [1]

Maximum sucker-rod life comes from minimum pumping speeds because maximum load,
range of load, and pumping speeds are directly proportional. Choose as long a stroke and
slow a speed as the unit and prime mover will allow to make the desired production.
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o Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

Figure 04 gives permissible speed and stroke based on 70% of maximum free-rod fall
limit. For example, for a 54-in. (lAO m) stroke, 26 spm is a maximum.

The product of speed and stroke giving 2 000 in./min (50 m/min) is the maximum rate.
70% of this is the maximum desirable. Vibratory problems also place a depth limit on
pumping speeds.
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Figure 04 Permissible speed and stroke based on 70% of maximum
free~rod fall limit [1].

03 SUCKER RODS [1,2, 8]

The sucker-rod string is a complex vibratory system that transmits energy from the surface
equipment to the subsurface pump. Selection ofa suitable sucker-rod string depends on the
well depth and operating conditions. For well depths greater than 3 500 ft (l 000 m), it is
common practice to use a tapered rod string that consists of different lengths of different
rod sizes.
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3.1 Mechanical properties

API classification of the mechanical properties are shown in Table 05.

Table 05 [8J.

Minimum Maximum
API tensile strength tensile strength

grade
(psi) (MPa) . (psi) (MPa)

C 90 goo 620 115000 793

0 115000 793 140000 965

3.2 Service factors

o

The maximum allowable stress of the sucker-rod string depends on the service. Conse
quently, a service factor, defined in Table 06, must be applied.

Table 06 [2].

•
Service

Noncorrosive.

Salt water

Hydrogen sulfide

3.3 Sucker-rod data

APIC

1.00

0.65

0.50

APID

1.00

0.90

0.70

Sucke't liJ~3 are furnished following the characteristics listed in Table 07.

Table 07 [8].

Rod size
Nominal diameter

Metal area Rod weight in air Torque
of pin

(in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (sq in.) (em') (Ib/It) (kg/m) (Ib-It) (daN.m)

1/2 12.7 3/4 19.1 0.196 1.27 0.72 0.993 90 12

5/8 15.9 15/16 23.8 0.307 1.98 1.13 1.66 180 24

3/4 19.1 1 1/16 27.0 0.442 2.85 1.63 2.37 300 41

7/8 22.2 13/16 30.2 0.601 3.88 2.22 3.17 450 61

1 25.4 1 3/8 34.9 0.785 5.07 2.90 4.20 675 91

1 1/8 28.6 1 9/16 39.7 0.994 6.41 3.67 5.36 900 122
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3.4 Maximum rod loads [IJ

By using the following formula, a reasonable estimate of the maximum well load may be
obtained for average conditions.

• In U.S. units
p = W, ( I + SlY' 170 500 ) + WI

• In metric units
p = W, ( 1 + SlY' / I 800) + WI

where
P maximum polished-rod load (lbf or daN)
WI weight of fluid based on net plunger area and head rating (Ibm)
W, weight of rods (Ibm)
S polished-rod stroke (in. or m)
N strokes/min.

( 1 + SN2 / 70 500 ) in U.S. units or ( I + SN2 / 1 800) in metric units is the acceleration
factor (no-dimensional factor).

3.5 Minimum downstroke load [1]

Range of load, being the only undetermined factor of the three factors controlling
sucker-rod life, must now be c;alculated. Assuming the simple harmonic motion and sub-
tracting the same acceleration factor that was applied on the upstroke and the buoyant force II
on the rods, a rough approximation of minimum downstroke load may be evaluated as
follows.

• In U.S. units
Pm'o = W, ( 0.8725 - SlY' / 70 500 )

• In metric units
Pm'o = W, (0.8725 - SlY' / I 800 )

where
Pmin minimum downstroke load (lbf)
W, weight of rods (Ibm)
S polished-rod stroke (in. or m)
N strokes/min.

3.6 Effects of maximum loads, minimum loads, and speed
,."

The three contromng factors in sucker-rod life, related as they are, must be defined by {[ni~<1
its to make all the foregoing calculations worthwhile. Figs. 04 and 05 give maximum
pumping speeds, and the user is cautioned to select as slow a speed as is consistent with
production volumes required, unit and prime-mover capacities.
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Figure 05 Synchronous speed curves [1].

o

Maximum load and range of load' are linked in application although maxirnum-work~

jog-load values are based on average conditions and experience, which take into account
an average amount of load range.

3.7 Joint make-up

The most important step in all rod handling is: proper joint make-up. API recommended
practices include the torque value listed in Table 08.

Table 08 [1].

Rod size
<35000 psi or <240 MPa >35 000 psi or >240 MPa

rod strength rod strength

(in.) (Ibf-fl) (N.m) (Ibf-fl) (N.m)

1/2 110 150 120 160

5/8 220 300 240 330

3/4 350 470 385 520

7/8 520 700 570 770

1 800 1080 880 1 190

1 1/8 1 100 1490 1 210 1640
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04 PUMPING UNITS [2]

4.1 Types

All beam type pumping unit geometries fall into two distinct classes:

The class I lever system which has its speed (gear) reducer-rear mounted with the ful
crum at mid beam, represented by the conventional unit (Fig. 06a). It is the most com
mun type of unit.

• The class III lever system, a push-up geometry with its speed reducer front-mounted,
which is represented by the air balance (Fig. 06b), and Lufkin Mark II units, where the
fulcrum is located at the rear of the beam (Fig. 06c).

Rod and structural ratings are expressed in terms of maximum polished rod loads, which
can vary from 3 000 to over 42000 Ib (1.3 t to 20 t).

4.2 Qualitative performance characteristics of the different
beam pumping unit types [2]

The performances of the three different types of beam pumping units may be classified as
listed in Table 09.

4.3 Selection [1]

The selection of the proper size and type of pumping unit is based on well conditions and
production requirements.

The size of a pumping unit is specified by the peak torque rating of the gear reducer, the
length of stroke, and the polished-rod or beam capacity.

The following empirical formula will allow a rapid approximate evaluation of well con
ditions without the assistance of lengthy formulas.

Polished-rod load (PRL):

PRL = 1.25 (Wf + W,) (force = mass x acceleration)

where
PRL

WI
W,
1.25

polished-rod load (Ib!)
weight of fluid based on net plunger area and head rating (Ibm)
weight of rod string (Ibm)
average acceleration factor (range 1.1 to 1.4).

Counterbalance (CB):
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Figure 06 Geometries of a beam pumping unit [2j.
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Table 09 [2].

Conventional unit Air balanced unit Mark II unit

1 Highly efficient Normally somewhat less effi- Highly efficient
cient than other unit types

2 High reliability factor due to Most complex of the unit types Same reliability factor as con-
simplicity of design ventionai

3 Conventional unit cost used as Occasionally higher cost than For comparable application,
reference conventional often about the same cost as

conventional

4 Portability more limited than for Greatest ease of portability
air balance unit More compact

5 Counterbalance Counterbalance Counterbalance
mors difficult to adjust easily adjustable mors d'ifficult to adjust

6 Generally widely-fluctuating Torque peaks and range are Lo.west and smoothest torque
torque loads often not as severe as on the load with relative uniform

conventional unit torque system (Unitorquej

7 Impractical to install on Impractical to install on Can be mounted on two-point
two-point suspension for m',ni- two-point suspension for mini- suspension for minimal founda-
mal foundation and base mal foundation and base tion and movement
movement movement

8 Relativeiy higher power cost Relatively higher power cost Generally, lowest power cost
and larger prime mover require and larger prime mover require and smallest prime mover
ment ment requirement because of un',-

form torque (Unitorque) system

9 Generally, higher rod and struc Generally, lower rod and struC- Generally, lowest rod and
turalloads turalloads than conventional structural loads

units

10 Normally the highest (reative) Often sflghtly reduced maxi- Often slightly reduced maxi-
maximum pumping speed mum pumping speed com- mum pumping speed com-

pared- to conventional unit pared to conventional unit

11 Less "fiU-time" for subsurface Less "fill-time" for subsurface Greater "fiIHime" for the sub-
pump barrel pump barrel surface pump barrel

12 Normally a lesser net plunger Normally a lesser net plunger Normally thti glGatest net
travel per stroke travel per stroke plunger travel per strol''p'

13 Speed reducer maintenance Speed reducer maintenance Normally less speed reducer
nominal due to widely fluctuat- may be less than on the can- maintenance required than
ing torque loads and relatively ventional unit other unit types due to relative
small "flywheel" effect of crank uniform torque system and

substantial "flywheel" effect of
cranks

Peak torque (PT):
PT= (PRL-CB)XS/2

where
PT peak torque (lbf-in.).
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06 JACK PUMPING UNIT [4]

The jack pumping unit (Fig. 08) uses a hydraulic jack to move the rod string. It consists of
a jack (I) and its piston (2) connected to the polished rod and a stroke selector (3) in the
axis of the well. The jack is connected by high pressure hoses 'c '. hydraulic unit (4) with:

(a) An electric motor or engine (electric, diesel, gas, etc.)
(b) A bydraulic pump with a pumping rate selector
(c) A pilot-operated slide valve (5) to transfer the oil from one side of the piston to the

other

o

orHPpm ~ 1.5HPavg

Input power average:

Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

• In metric units

• In U.S. units

HPavg ~ 1.65 x 10-5D x Q

-4WPavg ~ 2.53 x 10 D x Q

Prime-mover input power (peak input power):

where
HP input power (hp)
WP input power (kW)
D well depth (ft or m)
Q flow rate (bbl/D or mJ/d).

The long stroke pumping unit (Fig. 07) is in the shape of a cylindrical column or a square
tower equipped with two pulleys. The polished rod D is hung on two cables A. The cables
are rolled up around the drum of a winch N and opposed to two other cables K which sup
port the balancing counterweight B. This is all run by a motor that always goes in the same
direction at a constant speed and drives a hydraulic motor P connected to the winch drum
via a variable displacement pump. An inversion mechanism S driven by the winch auto
matically triggers the direction in which the winch rotates at the polished rod's top and bot
tom dead center. The pumping rate can range from 0 to 5 strokes per minute and is adjusted
by changing the pump output. The stroke can go up to 10 m (or 394 in.), by regulating the
inversion on the winch.

The ten~meter stroke allows the unit to pull its own rods out, thereby making further
workover units unnecessary.

05 LONG STROKE PUMPING UNIT [3]
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o Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

L

o R M S QNP

A

C

D

E

F

H

G

___T

A Polished rod cable
B Counterweight
C Carrier bar'
o Polished rod
E Stuffing box
F Sucker rods
G Tubing
H Pump barrel
I Piston (plunger)

J Screen pipe (optional) • ~ '"
K Counterweight support cable :'L'":':':
L Mast ?~~':~~c~1 ;~~'":J~J

M Transmission shaft integral ~~ (,) -.....-.~ .•.
with the electric motor and pump 'c,," ('" ..,,~.,..~ ~<:> ".,""

N Winch ' "":<",(;<:o~

o Ground level
P Hydraulic motor integral with winch
Q Hydraulic fluid flow and return lines
R Electric motor (direction of rotation constant)
S Hydraulic pump (pump reversal changes direction

of hydraulic motor)
T Level reached by oil in tubing without pumping
U Oil

Figure 07 Long stroke pumping trnll [3].

(d) An oil tank (6), accessible by a weighted valve for the return
(e) A pressure accumulator that acts as a counterweight: during the upstroke it adds its

effect to the hydraulic pump and is iuflated again by the pump during the dowu
stroke.

The manufacturer can provide hydraulic units that can activate one or two wells for
cluster wells.

The stroke can go up to 9 m (360 Ill.).

In particular, this equipment uses a variable displacement pump that can reverse the
flow gradually and smoothly, thereby lessening the fatigue and impacts on the system. Ad
ditionally, the energy efficiency of the installation is better,
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Beam Pumping and Other Reciprocating Rod Pumps

CD

o

4

Polished rod

Tubing

Figure 08 Jack pumping unit [4J.
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Gas Lift

Pl TYPES OF GAS LIFT [1,4,5]

The gas can be injected either continuously or intermittently.

1.1 Continuous gas lift

Natural gas is injected at a given pressure and flow rate into the base of the production
string or tubing.

This makes the density of the fluid in the production string lighter and allows the
two-phase mixture to rise up to the surface, thereby making the well flow again.

1.2 Intermittent gas lift

A given volume of pressurized gas is injected at a high flow rate in the lower part of the ~

production tubing. This gas flushes the volume of liquid it contains upward. As a result, ..
the pressure on the pay zone decreases and it starts flowing again.

1.3 Limitations of continuous and intermittent gas lift

Continuous gas lift is suited to a liquid output of 30 to 3 000 m3/d.

Intermittent gas lift is used for outputs of less than 80 m3/d.

In the overlap between 30 and 80 m3/d, the preference goes to having the well produce
by decreasing the diameter of the production tubing and prioritizing an increasing
upward t1uid velocity.

The intermittent method is the only gas lift technique possible in good producers that
have a low downhole pressure because the reservoir pressure is initially low or has been
depleted.

In general, 95% 0;'"\;,:5 lifted wells are produced by continuous gas lift.
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Table P1 Limitations of continuous and intermittent gas lift (4].

Continuous gas lift Intermittent gas lift

U.S. units metric units U.S. units metric units

Liquid output 200 to 30 to 3 000 m3/d < 500 bbl/D < 80 m3/d
20 000 bbl/D

Productivity index > 0.45 bbl/D/psi > 10 m3/d/MPa < 0.45 bbl/D/psi < 10 m3/d/MPa

Flowing pressure > 0.08 psi/ft > 1.8 kPa/m > 145 psi > 1 MPa

Injection GLR 50 to 250 ft3/bbl 10 to 45 m3/m3 for 250 to 300 ft3/bbl 45 to 55 m3;m3 for
for 1 000 ft lifting 300 m lifting for 1 000 ft lifting 300 m lifting

Required inj. press. > 100 psi > 700 Pa for < 100 psi for < 700 Pa for
for 1 000 ft lifting 300 m lifting 1 000 ft lifting 300 m lifting

P2 DESIGN OF A CONTINUOUS-FLOW GAS-LIFT
SYSTEM [1,4J

..
2.1 Introduction

In Fig. P 1, depth is plotted vs. pressure and the pressure traverse of the fluids is shown as
it starts from the flowing BHP at the bottom of the well and moves all the way to the sur
face .

Tubing Casing
o f",p""e"s"s::"",,::.e.o.1~:.Jt,-I_f--!:p:..;,e::s::s:::".:.,e::.c.:1A.!!.''91

Point of
balance

Pressure-

Point of gas I~
injection I.J

100
psi

Flowing bottom·
hole pressure

o

D-L
I

o

Figure Pl Continuous·flow well illustration [[].
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If we assume an average flowing gradient beneath the point of gas injection and an aver
age flowing gradient above the point of injection, we could start with the tubing pressure
and calculate the Hawing BHP as follows:

where
(PI)

Pt tubing pressure
Gfa average flowing gradient above the point of injection
L vertical level of gas injection
Ofb average flowing gradient below the point of injection
D total vertical depth of well
Pwf t10wing BHP.

2.2 Continuous-flow nomenclature

Figure P2 introduces the nomenclature used for continuous gas lift.

+ ~, :

t----
Static
BHP

Drawdown-4
PRESSURE --+ Flowing

(psi) BHP

\. ,
u \
~ ... c \

$.Q \
iii '§ \
u 0 \
0'1: \
~ 0 \

"" 'I: \: ~ \
Co . \

Pomt of \

~_i~~t~~~

______ • __ ~t~r~:~_v_a~~e__

Annulus fluid level
Flowing gradient
below point -...
of injection

--:1::
-'

FIOW:....----r-==...<>-'-~.~~.:."_'O_s~s,!u~'e~. :.::.."_'_0_5$1..I!6-rubIn I'" casing r

""':; ~ Flowing gradient above
<+= "0 point of i1·ection
.~ ~ "/ Static fluid level

~t:: -- ----T
r:! ~a 0

"0 Wo~~..f.!.ul..d.J!lvel

.-

•-,
•

,
o

o
•

.,
·;'
"-,
"-,

-Gas

Figure P2 Continuous-flow nomenclature [1].
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2.3 Approximations to be used in continuous-flow gas-lift
installation

Table P2 specifies some of the constraints associated to continuous gas lift.

Table P2

p

Factors

Pressure needed

Gas volume needed

Allowable continuous
flow depth

U.S. units

100 psi min. per 1 000 ft of depth
with a minimum of 300 psi

150-250 scflbbl per 1 000 ft of lift

(Pc - Pt)/ 0.15 = depth, in ft
where Pc: casing pressure, in psi

Pt : tubing pressure, in psi

Metric units

0.7 MPa min. per 300 m of depth
with a minimum of 2.1 MPa

25-45 m3/m3 per 300 m of lift

(Pc - Ptl! 3.4 = depth, in m
where Pc: casing pressure, in kPa

PI : tubing pressure, in kPa

2.4 Tubing size and production rate in
a continuous-flow gas lift [1,4]

As an approximation, Table P3 serves as a guide in determining the maximum rate possible
under good continuous flow conditions and the minimum rate at which continuous flow
operations should be attempted.

Table P3 [IJ.

Maximum Minimum Tubing size Maximum Minimum
production rate production rate Nominal diameter production rate production rate

(bbI/D) (bbI/D) (in.) (m3/d) (m3/d)

350 25-50 1.050 55 4-8

600 50-75 1.315 100 8-12

1800 75-125 1.900 280 12-20

3 000 200 23/8 480 30

4 000 250 27/8 640 40

6 000 300 31/2 950 50

8 000 400 4 1300 65

10 000 600 41/2 1600 100

2.5 Continuous-flow design for balanced and unbalanced
gas-lift ,dyes

For balanced valves the surface opening pressures should be dropped by 25 psi per
valve with a minimum of 15 psi per valve.
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For unbalanced valves that do not have to drop to the dome pressure to close (tapered
stem) the valves should take a 10 psi drop per valve based on surface opening pressure
(for continuous-flow operations it is better to work with surface opening pressures
rather than surface closing pressures).

For an unbalanced valve that exhibits spread and must drop to dome pressure to close,
a minimum of 25 psi drop per valve in surface opening pressures should be taken.

2.6 Analytical solution to continuous-flow design

An analytical solution to the design of a continuous flow installation is recommended only
when good BHP and PI information is not available on the well. It is common practice to
select as the surface operating pressure of the uppermost valve a pressure equal to the gas
pressure available less 50 psi.

To calculate valve installations analytically, the following fonnulas (in U.S. units) are
used.

• Valve 1:

(P2)

where
D'l depth from surface to valve I (ft)
Pko available gas pressure ,for kick-off (psi)
Pwh surface back pressure on the tubing (psi)
G, gradient of the fluid to be unloaded (psi/ft).

If balanced valves are used, a 25 psi drop per valve should be used, starting with the first
valve being set with a surface operating pressure of 50 psi less than kick-off pressure.

• Valve 2:

..
(P3)

where
Psol surface operating pressure of valve 1 (psi)
P'0 nonnal gas pressure available at the well for lifting (psi)

Pso2 ::;: Pso -75

Pso3 ::::: Pso - 100
Ps04 = Pso - 125, etc.

Gu unloading gradient (from Figs. P3 and P4) with the preselected design daily pro
duction rate and tubing size (psi/ft).

Valve 3:

D
[p,oz-(GuXD,Z)-Pwh]

D v3 = v2 +
G,
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D _ (Pko -50)- Pwh
,vl- G,

Reference to Figs. P3 and P4 shows an unloading of 0.16 psilft (or 3.8 kPa/ml for 21/2-in.
00 tubing and 1 000 tl:"!I!D (or 160 mJ/d). (Use a slightly higher design rate than the desired
production of 700 bbl/O.) Spacing valves as previously outlined we have for the following
valves (from Eqs. P2 to PSI: .

.,

p

(PS)

(or 1 240 m)

(or 1 058 m)

(or 1 176 m)

(or 860 m)

4070 [t

3860 [t

3470 ft

2824 [t

900
~ 1800 [t (or 550 m)

0.50

Cas Lift

(950-50)-0

0.50

800 '-..90,-,0_--,-(0,---.1",6--:X""18,,,-00,-,-)_-,---10_0
D v2 :::: 1. + ---

0.50

_87_5_-0-(0_.16..,.x..,.2,...8_24.:..)_-_10_0
D'3 ~ 2 824+

0.50

_85_0_--,-(0_.1_6X_3-,--4_70...!.)_-_1O_0
D,. =3470+

0.50

D =3860+ 825-(0.16x3860)-100
" 0.50

where: Pwh = 0 for first valve only:

• Valve 4:

T Example (pages 306 to 310)

The following is an example of spacing model for balanced valves under continuous flow.
Assume that only the following informations are known:

• Depth ~ 8 000 ft (or 2 440 m)
• Desired rate ~ 700 bbliD (or 11 a m3/d)
• Water == 95%
• Tubing size ~ 2 3/8-in. OD
• Pwh ~ 100 psi (or 700 kPal
• Temperature at bottom = 210°F (or lOOOe)
• Surface flowing temperature = 150°F (or 66°C)
• Pso available == 900 psi (operating), (or 6 300 kPa)
• Pko ~ 950 psi (or 6 650 kPal
• G, ("kill" fluid gradient) ~ 0.50 psilft, (or 11.5 kPa/ml.

Following the outlined procedure (Eq. P2):

and so on.
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Figure P3 Unloading gradients for valve spacing calculations [1].

..
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Figure P4 Unloading gradients for valve spacing calculations [1].
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Since the spacing is less than 300 it (or 90 m), place this valve at 4 160 (t (or 1 330 m). Place
one more valve at 4 460 it (or 1 420 m).

The following tables P4 and PS show the final results.

• In U.S. units

Table P4

Surface opening Settings (gas charge)
Valve Depth Temp.
No. (ft) (OF)

pressure aO°F 60°F
(psi) (psi) (psi)

.'
1 1800 163 900 865 825
2 2824 171 875 820 780
3 3470 176 850 780 740
4 3860 179 825 750 710
5 4160 181 800 720 680
6 4460 183 775 695 655

• In metric units

Table P5

Surface opening Settings (gas charge)
Valve Depth Temp.
No. (m) (0C) pressure 27°C 16°C

(MPa) (MPa) (MP,)

1 550 73 6.3 6.1 5.8
2 860 77 6.1 5.7 5.5

3 1058 80 6.0 5.5 5.2
4 1 176 82 5.8 5.3 5.0
5

I
1330 83 5.6 5.1 4.8

6 1420 84 5,4 4.9 4.6
-

The composite charts (Figs. PSa and b) allow a rapid estimate for determining the effect of
gas gradient and/or temperature on gas-lift valve operation.
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P3 DESIGN OF INTERMITTENT flOW INSTALLATIONS [I]

3.1 Tubing size. Production rate

In intermittent lift, a liquid slug is allowed to accumulate above the gas-lift valve. The
valve then opens allowing sufficient gas to enter and propel the slug to the surface in
piston shape.

These installations must be designed for very low BHP wells in many cases. This may
necessitate the use of chambers.

The following production rates (see Table P6) are given as a guide as when to change
from intermittent flow to continuous flow.

Table P6

Tubing size
(in.J

1.050

1.315

1

1.900

23/8

2718 '

Chambers

Rate
(bbl/DJ

25-50

50-75

75-125

200

250

300

400-600

Rate
(m3/d)

4-8

8-12

12-20

32

40

48

64-96 ..
3.2 location of top valve depth

The location of the top valve can be extremely important and depends upon static BHP and
if the well is to be loaded with "kill" fluid.

Of course, if the well is unloaded to the separator, thel}. this pressure must be deducted
and the first valve is placed at: .

where
D,[

Pko

Pwh

D - Pko - Pwh
vI - G.,

top first valve depth (ft)
available gas pressure for kick-off (psi)
surface back pressure on the tubing which must be loaded against (psi).
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3.3 Analytical procedure for designing an intermittent
installation for balanced valves

p

This problem may be worked out by the following analytical spacing procedure which
neglects the gas column weight:

• Step 1: D - Pko - Pwh (P7),,-
G,

• Step 2: D -D [P,ol-(G"XDvl)-Pwh] (P8)v2 - vi + G,

• Step 3:
D _ D [P,02 -(Gu X Dv2 )- Pwh]

(P9)v3 - v2 + G
"

• Step 4:
D -D [P,03-(Gu XDv3 )-Pwh] (PIO)v4 - v3 + G,

and so on, where
Dvl depth from surface to valve I (ft)
Psol surface operating pressure of valve 1 (psi)
Pwh tubing pressure on top of slug (psi)
G, gradient of the fluid to be unloaded (psi/ft)
Gu unloading gradient (from Figs. P3 and P4) with the preselected design daily pro

duction rate and tubing size' (psi/ft).

II
T Example

Assuming that the following informations are known:
Pko kick-off pressure: 850 psi, (or 6 000 kPa)
Pwh 50 psi (or 0.35 MPa)
G, 0,50 psi/ft (or 11.5 kPalm)
Gu gradie'nt of 0.04 psi/ft for 100 bbliD design production rate and 2·in. 10 tubing

and 21/2-in, OD tubing.

(or 488 m)Valve 1:

Valve 2:

D - 850-50 1600 ft
vi - 0.5

D =1600+ 800 -(0.04XI60)-50 2972ft (or906m)
v2 0.5

tubing pressure acting on valve seat in operation
valve dome pressure (closing pressure) at valve operating temperature Tv
casing pressure;;;: 700 psi

and so on.
The following summary tabulation (Tables P7 and P8) would be,the result,

with:

P,
Pd
P,
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(PI I)

where
R = Ap/Ab valve port to effective bellows area ratio = 0.345
Ap area of valve port =: 0.265 sq in.
Ab total effective bellows area = 0.77 sq in.

The following summary tabulaflon (Tables P7 and P8) would be the result:

• In u.s. units

Table P7

Valve Pd (psi)

No.
D, (tt) T, ('F) Pso (psi) p,(psl) (80'F·

gas charge)

1 1600 106 800 830 780
2 2972 127 775 830 745
3 4182 146 750 830 715
4 5248 164 725 820 680
5 6178 179 700 800 650
6 7 000 191 675 795 630

• In metric units

Table PH

Valve
Pd(MPa)

No.
Dv(m) T, ('C) Pso (MPa) P, (MPa) (27'C·

gas charge)

1 488 41 5.5 5.7 5.4
2 906 53 5.3 5.7 5.1
3 1 275 63 5.2 57 4.9
4 1600 73 50 5.6 4.7
5 1883 82 4.8 5.5 4.5
6 2133 88 4.6 5.5 4.3

3.4 Designing a chamber gas-lift installation for
intermittent flow

In low BHP, high PI wells, production may often be greatly increased and lift efficiency
much improved by installation of a chamber Iype assembly. The formula~.detennining

chamber length is:

II

L _ (p,o - pw) - (p,o - p,)
c- G,(Rc, +1)
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Number and location of wells, the battery location, location of all equipment, survey of
terrain, etc.

Individual gas lift valve design for each well and the type of lift anticiped (continuous
or intermittent).

Gas volume needed with an estimate of the peak dern~ndat any time.

Injection gas pressure needed at the wellhead, which determines the discharge pressure
of the compressor.
Separator pressure to be carried on each well and or lease which in turn will determine
the suction pressure on the compressor.
Gas distribution system: individual well lines, generally 2-in. ID (2112-in. OD).

Low-pressure gathering system.
Availability of make-up gas: special precautions are necessary, if air is to be UgC:i.~;

Availability of gas sales outlet
Evaluation of system under freezing and hydrate conditions (Fig. P6).
Sizing of the compressor.

P4 DESIGN OF THE COMPRESSOR SYSTEM [I]

4.1 Factors to consider when designing a compressor system

P

(or 57.50 m)189 ft
(600 - 50)-(600 - 450)

0.4(4.3+1)

Cas Lift

chamber length (ft)
valve opening pressure at depth (psi)
pressure at top of slug due to separator back pressure (psi)
pressure of fluid head when transferred to the tubing at time of lift (psi)
gradient of well fluid (psi/ft)
ratio of chamber housing (casing) volume to tubing volume.

where
Lc

P,o
Pw

Pt

G,
Ret

T Example

Assuming that the following-informations are known:
• Valve opening pressure at depth: 600 psi (or 4.15 MPa)
• Separator pressure: 50 psi (or 0.35 MPa)
• fluid head to be lifted: 450 psi (or 3.1 MPa)
• Gradient of well fluid: 0.4 psi/Ii (or 9 kPa/m)
• Ratio of chamber housing to tubing: 4.3

we have:
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Figure P6 General correlation for hydrate formation [I}.

4.2 Compressor selection

Basic relations

The basic relations are established between suction pres~ure, discharge pressure, compres- •
sian ratio, and the number of compression stages: •

where
C
C'

c='1/C =n~, ~p;

absolute compression per stage (psi)
over-all absolute compression ratio

n number of stages
Pd absolute discharge pressure (psi)
Ps absolute suction pressure (psi).

(P13)

(PI4)

Compressor input power

A simplified method for estimating compressor input power ret::i~ilements for an integrally
driven compressor is given, as follows:
1. Find the per stage compression ratio.
2. Multiply by 1.05 to correct for pressure drop and imperfect gas cooling.
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where
Pand T
Ppe and Tpc

3. Multiply the corrected ratio by 23.

4. Multiply the result by the number of stages to get the brake horsepower per million
cubic feet of gas at standard conditions (bhp/MMcu ft).

T Example

Assuming that:
Suction pressure Ps = 60 psi (0.42 MPa)
Discharge pressure Pd = 700 psi (4.9 MPa)
Volume of gas to be compressed = 1.5 MMcu ft/D (0.04 MMmJ/dl
Suction temperature = 80O:F measured at 15.025 psi (2 rc at 0.1035 MPa)

we obtain:
1. C =(700/60)112 =3.42
2. 1.05 x 3.42 = 3.60
3. 23 x 3.60 = 82.8
4. 2 x 82.8 x 1.5 = 250 bhp/l.5 MMcu ItiD

For belt~driven units, the input power should be increased by about 5%.

P5 ANNEX. BASICS OF PHYSICAL GAS APPLIED TO
GAS LIFT [4]

5.1 Compressibility factor (Z)

Z is the ratio between the volume occupied by a gas at P and T conditions and the volume
of an ideal gas (PV = nRT) in the same conditions.

At the atmospheric pressure P, gas behaves as an ideal gas.
Z is a function of the pseudo-reduced pressure Ppr and of the pseudo-reduced tempera-

tUfe Tpr: '

P
(PIS)Ppr ::::;-

Ppc

and
T

(PI6)I pr =-
Tpc

are in absolute value (psi, OR)
pseudo-critical pression and temperature of gas, are determined on Fig, P7
(Chevron chart) depending on specific gravity of gas.

Z is then determined using Fig. P8 (simplified Cameo chart).
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hence:

Figure P6 gives:

Cas Lift

T Example

Specific gravity S.c. == 0.9
Temperature T of ::::120°F
Temperature TOR:::: 120 + 460:::: S8DoR
Gauge pressure Pg :::: 1 150 psi
Atmospheric pressure Palm =14.7 psi (approximatively 15 psi)

P ~ Pg + Patm ~ 1 150 + 15 ~ 1 165 psi

Ppe ~ 660 psi Tpe ~ 450 oR
1165 580

Pp' ~ 660 ~ 1.77 Tp' ~ 450 ~ 1.29

p

Cameo chart (Fig. P8) gives: Z~0.69

5.2 Calculation of the volume of compressed gas in a pipe

In gas lift, this calculation determines:

Stocked HP and BP gas on the surface in a closed compressor gas lift system

Required gas in a tubing to eject a plug of oil to the surface

Volume of gas poured from the annular to the tubing, following a pressure drop in annu
lar, with:
C internal volume of a pipe (cu. ft)
Q volume of gas included in the pipe (st cu ft)
Po atmospheric pressure:::; 14.7 psia
P absolute pressure of gas in the pipe (st cu ft)
To standard temperature::::; 6QoP
T absolute temperature (OR)

Z gas compressibility factor at P and T conditions.

Hence:

REFERENCES

Q~ CPTo
ZPoT

(P17)
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Electric Submersible Pump

Q1 HYDRAULIC FUNDAMENTALS [1]

1.1 Pump Intake Pressure (PIP)

It is important to know the specific gravity or gradient of the liquid in the annulus.

PIP =meter submergence + casing pressure (m)

where equivalent meter of fluid per bar is observed.

There are two values for a pump intake to consider:
Required PIP: This is the intake pressure necessary to properly feed the pump and pre
vent cavitation or gas locking.
Available PIP: This pressure is a function of the system in which the pump operates.
Available PIP is the operating submergence characteristic of each individual installa
tion.

1.2 Fluid flow

Since most !iquids are considered to be imcompressible. there is a definite relationship
between the quantity of liquid flowing in a conduit and the velocity of flow:

Q;AV

where
Q capacity
A area of conduit
V velocity of flow.

In a submersible pump installation, the heat generated in the motor is carried away by
the well fluids moving at the exterior surface of the motor, Empirical data studies indicate
that well bore tluids should pass the motor at a minimum rate of 30 em per second in order
to adequately dissipate the heat tran:;,f6l:red tlwough the motor housing.
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1.3 Cavitation and gas locking

Q

m

In a well where there is excessive free gas present, a certain intake pressure to control the
amount of free gas handled by the pump must be maintained to prevent gas locking.

1.4 Typical characteristic curve

In a standard centrifugal pump, the characteristic curve for this type of pump can be
changed either by keeping the speed constant and varying the impeller diameter or by keep
ing the speed constant, varying the impeller diameter and varying the speed.

A typical characteristic curve of an electrical oilfield submersible centrifugal pump is
shown in Fig. Q I.

The mathematical relationship between these several variables are known as the affioR
ity laws and can be expressed in Egs. Ql to Q9, as follows:

Diameter change only Speed change only Diameter and speed change

Dz (Ql) Nz (Q2) DzNz (Q3)
Qz =QI 1'5;' QZ=QI- Qz=QI

DNNI I I

Hz =H{~r (Q4)
Hz =H{~:r (Q5) H =H (DzNzr (Q6)

z I DINI

bhpz =bhP{ ~:r(Q7) bhpz :" bhP{ ~:r(Q8) bhpz =bhP{ DzNzr(Q9)
DINI

where
QI' HI' bhPI' DI initial capacity, head, brake power, diameter
Qz, Hz, bhpz, Dz ,lew capacity, head, brake power, diameter.

1.5 Determining productivity of wells

The flow rate Q of a well depends on:
(a) The difference between the available pressure which is the reservoir pressure Pg

and the bottomhole back pressure Pf
(b) The prodnctivity index IP:

Q=IP(pg-Pf) (QI0)
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Figure Q1 Typical performance curve of a submersible pump at 3475 rpm.
Water test. Specific gravity: 1.0 [I].

Q2 ElECTRICAL FUNDAMENTALS [1]

2.1 Power factor

The power factor cos </J is the ratio of the real component to the actual current:

actual power (W) = l.732 >~ volts x amperes x cos ¢ (QIl)

The power consumption is measured by the watt-hour meteL'Large units require current
and/or potential transformers so that the watt-hour meter reading must be multiplied by the
ratio of these transformers to obtain the correct measurement of power consumption of the

motor.

2.2 Transformers. Transformation ratios

Since transfonner action is __:1tained under-load, the volt-ampere input must be at least
equal to (and in an ideal transformer it is equal to) the volt-ampere output. Expressing these
statements in equation fonn for the ideal transformer, we have:

(QI2)
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Electric Submersible Pump

primary voltage
primary current
secondary voltage
secondary current
ratio of transfonnation.

Q

2.3 Motors

The electric motors used in submersible pump operations are two pole, three-phase, squir
rel cage, induction type.

These motors rotate at 2 900 rpm on 50 Hz (or 3 475 rpm on 60 Hz).

Their design and operating voltage can be as low as 230 V or as high as 5 000 V.

Amperage requirement may be from 12 to 110 A.

Efficiency: (power output/power input) x 100. The efficiency of electrical submersible
motors run from 80 to 90%.

2.4 Frequency

The frequency can be changed by means of a variable speed unit often called "frequency
converter".

The variation of the speed of the submersible pump, involves the following effects:

Flow rate is a function of pump rpm

Head is a function of (pump rpm)'

Brake horse power is a function of (pump rpm)l.

2.5 i:lectric cable

Electric Submersible Pumps (ESP) electric cables are normally available from stock in
conuuctor sizes number 1, 2, 4, 6, 8. These sizes are offered in both rbund and flat config
uration.

2.5.1 Wire size

The wire sizes common to the submersible industry are for copper conductors listed in
Table Ql.

The proper cable size is determined by combined factors of voltage drop, amperage and
available space between tubing cvllars and casing.

The cables used in submersible applications are designed to maintain downhole voltage
losses to a minimum. The voltage losses per 300 m (or I 000 ft) for the cables size common
to submersible applications are shown in Fig. Q2.
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Table Ql

Number
Diameter Area

Ohms/1 000 m kg/l 000 m(mm) (mm2j

1 7.34 42.3 0.489 377
2 6.53 33.5 0.617 299
4 5.18 21.1 0.978 188
6 4.11 13.3 1.555 118
8 3.25 8.3 2.425 74

120100

CU = copper
AL = aluminum

8060

Amperes

4020
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Figure Q2 Shaded area of each cable size shows ambient temperature
from lOO'F '0 200'F (38'C to 93'C) [IJ.

2.5.2 Current carrying capacity

Current carrying capacity is usually the major factor in determining the conductor size. In
Table Q2 are indicated the recommended maximum amperes for each cable size.

Table Q2

Copper
conductor No.

Aluminum
conductor No.

Maximum
amperes

1
2
4

6

2/0
1/0

2
4

110
95
70
55
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2.5.3 Cable type

Electric Submersible Pump Q

Selection of cable type is primarily based on fluid conditions, bottomhole temperature and
space limitations within the casing annulus.

Round cable:
- Polynitrile with copper or aluminum conductor, galvanized armor
- Polyethylene with copper or aluminum conductor, unarmored.

Flat cable:
- Polynitrile with copper conductor, galvanized armor.

Physical and mechanical characteristics:
Copper conductor, 3 000 V cable (round armored type) shown in Table Q3
Aluminum conductor. 3 000 V cable shown in Table Q4.

Table Q3 Copper conductor.

Size number
Weight Diameter Tensile strength Number
(kg/m) (mm) (N) of wires

1 2.60 34.11 17 000 7
2 2.46 32.13 13600 7
4 1.74 28.95 8650 7
6 1.31 24.64 4500 solid

Table Q4 Aluminum conductor.

Size number
Weight Diameter Tensile strength Number
(kg/m) (mm) (N) of wires

2/0 2.07 36.20 9350 7
1/0 1.73 33.91 7450 7
2 1.29 30.35 4700 7

4 1.10 I 27.43 2950 7

2.5.4 Temperature limitations

The temperature limitations for wells containing hydrocarbons and gas are:

Polyethylene jacketed cable: 600 e
Polypropylene insulated with armor: 800 e
EPR lead shep" . 120oe.
Some manufacturers has developed a new round, lead-sheathed power cable for electric

submersible pumps. The new cable is rated for conductor temperature up to 230°C.
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2.5.5 Cable length

The total cable length should be at least 30 m (100 ft) longer than the pump setting depth
in order to make switchboard connections at a safe distance from the wellhead.

Q3 DESCRIPTION OF SUBMERSIBLE
INSTALLATIONS [1]

3.1 General characteristics

The many sizes and types of submersible pumps are too numerous to list. Equipments are
available to produce volumes in the range of 30 m3/d up to 4 000 m3/d.

Transformers
Motor controller

Well head

Drain valve

~~ Check valve,
Cable

Tubing 11Splice

Motor flat
Casing

Pump

Intake

Seal section

Motor

Figure Q3 Typical submersible installation [1].
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3.3 Protector (or seal section)

3.4 Thrust bearings

Table Q5 illustrates approximate outside diameters of equipment available from submers
ible pump suppliers for the different outside diameters (OD) of casings.

Q

Table Q5

Casing Motor Pump
00 (in.) 00 (in.) 00 (in.)

51/2 41/2 4

7 41/2 4
51/2 51/8

85/8 41/2 4
or greater 51/2 51/8

71/4 63/4

Electric Submersible Pump

The typical submersible subsurface pumping unit assembly (Fig. Q3) consists of:
Three-phase electric motor

Seal section

Multi-staged centrifugal pump

Motor flat cable

Round power cable

Drain valve and check valve.

It can be stated that the enemies of thrust bearings are:

iit<..t-reduced viscosity

Misalignment

Foreign particles

Vibration.

3.2 Size

It performs four basic functions which are:

Connect the pump housing to the motor housing by connecting the drive shaft of the
motor to the pump sbaft

House the pump jL.ust bearing

Seal the power end of the motor housinB from the wellbore tluids while allowing pres
sure communication between the motor and wellbore fluids

Provide the volume necessary for the expansion of the unit's oil due to heat generated
when the motor is in operation.
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3.5 Electrical submersible motor

The electric motors used in submersible pump operations are two pole, three-phase, squir
rel cage, induction type. The motors are filled with a highly refined mineral oil with high
dielectric strength. The design and operating voltage of these motors can be as low as
230 V or as high as 5 000 V. Amperage requirement may be from 12 to 110 A. The require
ment power is achieved by simply increasing the length of the motor section.

Figure Q4 shows the temperature rise for 100% load in water and crude oil for a fully
loaded motor. It is obvious that fluid velocity is just as important as fluid ambient temperature.

Temperature rise above ambiant (OC)

o 30 60

o
o ~ ® M ~ 1001~1®1M

Temperature rise above ambiant (OF)

1.6

U
ID 1.2w:g
i:"
'u
0 .8
~

.4

" '0
I-- -~~1--1J

2
u

\
\ \

"- '-... l./
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40 ~
E
~

i:"
'u
0

~
20

o m
Figure Q4 Temperature rise above ambient vs. velocity [I].

Q4 PUMP SELECTION [I]

4.1 Pump

Refer to the manufacturer performance curve of the selected pump type and determine
the number of stages required to produce the anticipated against the previously calcu
lated total head (Eq. Q 13):

total stages = total dynamic head/head per stage
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Note that the characteristic curves are one-stage performance curves with water (spe
cific gravity of I) used as the testing tluid.

4.2 Gas separator

For producing small to moderate volumes of gas with liquid, the built-in gas separator
is recommended.

4.3 Motor

All manufacturer motors 'can be safely operated when loaded substantially above name
plate ratings, the best practice is to restrict overload to ten per cent or less on initial
selection.

The brake power (bhp) required to drive a given pump is easily calculated by the fol
lowing formula:

bhp ~ total stages x hp/stage x sp gr (QI4)

The power shown on the water-pump performance curves applies to a liquid with a spe
cific gravity (sp gr) of 1.

Q5 PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING
MOTOR STARTING CONDITIONS FOR
ESP INSTALLATIONS [6J

Since the motor can be installed at very high depth, considerable voltage drop can OCCllr in
the system both in steady state and in starting conditions. That is why it is important:

To determine whether reliable starting of an ESP can be achieved

To dcte:-rnine the effects of a weak distribution system on starting ESPs

To determine whether rerj\lc~d voltage starting is required

To enable the coordination of electrical power-capacity requirements of power systems.

5.1 Method for calculating motor starting conditions

A ten step calculation method can be implemented as follows:

1. Gather required equipment and well infonnation.

2. Calculate transformer ohmic impedance.

3. Calculate cable ohmic impedance.

4. Calculate surface voltage and preliminary motor data.

5. Assume a motor voltage at starting (start with 70%).
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6. Determine motor starting impedance (Fig. Q5).

7. Using simplified equivalent circuit model and motor impedance values determined in
step 6, solve the circuit for motor tenninal voltage.

8. Compare the calculated value (step 7) with the assumed value (step 5).

9. Iterate step 5 through step 8 until the assumed value and the calculated value agree.

10. Solve equivalent circuit for starting current, watt (ass, power factor.

544 s~(es \

I \
450 series 1\

"-~
~

0.15

'"0 0.14
"".s-
" 0.13u
c
ro

'""Co

§ 0.12

'"c'1"
0.11ro

Ii5

0.10
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Motor voltage (per unit)

Figure Q5 Determination of motor starting impedance.

5.2 Example of calculation

In order to demonstrate the calculation method, a sample case is considered. The starting
calculation can be made by following the ten step procedure.

iii

Step 1. Cather required equipment and well information

A. Power distribution sag (SA)
Estimate the percent of surface that the electrical distribution system is
likely to sag during starting. Voltage sag is directly related to the "stiff
ness of the system". Factors affecting "stiffness" are primary conductor
size, distance to substation, and the size of other loads on the primary.
In absence of any feel for surface voltage sag. use 2%-5%.

B. Transformer data
- Transformer kVA (indicated on the nameplate)
- Transformer secondary voltage
- Transformer impedance (typically considered mostly inductive)
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C. Cable data
~ Cable size (measured in American Wire Gauge-AWG)
- Cable length (FT)
- Power cable impedance (see Table Q6)

D. Motor (indicated on the nameplate)
- Motor series
- Motor horsepower
- Motor voltage (V)
- Motor amperage (A)

The motor resistance should be corrected for well temperature.
E. Well temperature (TO)

Cable and motor resistances can be corrected for operating temperature
effects.

Step 2. Calculation of the transformer ohmic impedance

Transformer base impedance = (secondary volt)'/VA.
Ohmic impedance (XT) = % x base impedance:

13002
XT =3% x =0.203 ohm

250000

Step 3. Calculation of the cable ohmic impedance

Using Table Q6. find the resistance and inductance for AWG 2 cable size:

R = 0.175 ohmJl 000 ft

X = 0.034 ohmJl 000 ft.

Table Q6 Typical power cable impedance [6}.

Q

2
8500 ft

450
100 hp
I 130 V
55 A

200°F

(QI5)

AWG

1

2

4

6

Resistance R
(ohm/1 000 It and 77'F)

0.139

0.175

0.271

0.431

0.032

0.034

0.036

0.038

In order to correct the cable resistance for temperature, calculate the average well tem
perature assuming 8°PIl 000 ft cooling from bottom to surface. This is done by using the
following equation:

TA=TD_O.5
8XFT

1000
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where
TA average well temperature (OF)
TD estimated temperature at pump setting depth ('F)
FT feet of cable (ft)

TA ; 200 _ 0.5 8 x 8 500 166'F
1000

Correct R for temperature using the equation:

RN; R +[1 + 0.00214(TA -77)]
where

RN corrected resistance (ohmll 000 til

RN; 0.175 + [I + 0.00214(166 -77)]; 0.208 ohm 11 000 ft

For the total cable length. the result then is:

RC; 8 500 x 0.208/1 000; 1.77 ohm

XC; 8 500 x 0.034/1 000; 0.289 ohm

where
RC cable resistance
XC cable inductance.

Step 4. Calculation of the su,rface voltage and preliminary motor data

The calculation is done by using the following equations:

V
PU;--

.f3 xA

PU; I 130/(1.732 x 55); 11.86 ohm

RU; 0.07 x PU

RU; 0.07 x 11.86; 0.830 ohm

RM;RUx [I + 0.00214 x (TD-77)]

RM; RUx [I + 0.00214 x (200 -77)]; 1.048 ohm

RR; 0.82 xPU

RR; 0.82 x 11.86; 9.73 ohm

XR; 0.57 x PU

XR ; 0.57 x 11.86 ; 6.76 ohm

ZR; ~(RC+ RR)2 +(XT + XC + XR)2

ZR; ~(l.77+ 9.73)2 +(0.203 + 0.289 + 6.76f ; 13.60 ohm
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VS = ZRIPU

VS =13,60111.86 =1.147 p.n.

VT= VSx V

VT= 1.147 x 1130 = 1296 V

Q

(Q24)

(Q25)

where
PU
RU
RM
RR
XR
ZR
VS
VT

motor base impedance
motor starting resistance
RU corrected for temperature
motor running resistance
motor running reactance
system running impedance
surface voltage per unit
surface voltage at steady state.

•

Step 5. Assumption ofa motor terminal voltage at starting

To begin the first iteration, assume 70%, which equals 0.70 on a per unit notation.

Step 6. Determination of motor starting impedance

Using Fig, Q5 for a 450 series motor, at 0,70 p,u, the result is:

PZ =0.121 p.n.
where

PZ motor starting impedance pet unit.

Step 7. Calculation of the motor terminal voltage

ZM=PZxPU

ZM= 0,121 x 11.86 = 1.435 ohm
(Q26)

XM = ~ZM2 _ RM2 (Q27)

XM = ~1.4352 -1.0482 =0.98 ohm

ZT=~(RC+RM)2+(XT+XC+XM)2 (Q28)

ZT = ~(1.77 + 1.048)2 + (0,203 + 0,289 + 0,98)2 = 3.179 ohm

TE=VSx(I-SA)xZMIZT (Q29)

TE =1.147 x (I - 0,05) x 1.435/3,179 =0.492 p.n.

where
PZ
ZM

motor starting impedance (per unit)
motor starting impedance (ohm)
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XM motor starting reactance
ZT system starting impedance (ohm) .
VS surface voltage (per unit)
SA estimated distribution sag
TE calculated motor terminal (per unit).

Step 8. Comparison of the calculated value ofmotor terminal voltage with
the assumed value

In step 5. a value of 0.7 p.u. has been assumed. In step 7. a value of 0.492 p.u. was just
calculated. In order to properly solve the model, the assumed value must be reasonably
close to the calculated value.

Therefore. the assumed value should be decremented and recalculated. For a second try.
we will decrement to an assumed value of 0.52 p,ll.

Step 9. Agreement of the assumed and recalculated values

From Fig. Q5, PZ ~ 0.130 p.u. Then:

ZM~PZxPU

ZM ~ 0.130 x 11.86 ~ 1.542 ohm

XM ~ ~ZM2 - RM2

XM ~ ~1.5422 - 1.0482 ~ 1.131 ohm

ZT ~ ~(RC+ RM)2 + (XT + XC + XM)2

ZT ~ ~(1.77 + 1.048)2 + (0.203 + 0.289 + 1.131)2 ~ 3.252 ohm

TE ~ VS x (1- SA) x ZMIZT

TE ~ 1.147 x (1- 0.05) x 1.542/3.252 ~ 0.517 p.u.

(Q26)

(Q27)

(Q28)

(Q29)

iii

(Q30)

Since the assumed value is 0.52 p.ll. and th~. calculated value is 0.517 p.ll., the solution
is:

TE ~ 0.52 p.u.

Step 10. Resolution of the equivalent circuit for starting current, power loss, and
power factor

Starting current IS can be calculated from the following equation:

IS ~ TE x-..":.
ZM f3

IS ~ 0.525 x I 130 ~ 222.4 A
1.542 1.732
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Power loss KS in a three phase system is equal to 3 R x [2. For this model:

KS = 3 X IS2 x (Re + RM)/I 000

KS = 3 X (222.4)2 X (1.77 + 1.048)11 000 = 418 kW

Power factor PS can be defined as the ratio of resistance to impedance:

PS = (RM + RC)/ZT

PS = (1.048 + 1.77)/3.252 = 0.866

Q

(Q31)

(Q32)

In conclusion, starting calculations are extremely helpful in verifying the proper appli
cation of electrical submersible pump systems. Where insufficient voltage is provided dur
ing unit starting, serious prQblems may occur which will result in equipment failure and
costly pulling jobs.

REFERENCES
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Progressing Cavity Pumps

R1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION [I]

1.1 Principle

A Progressing Cavity Pump (PCP) consists of a single helical rotor which rotates inside a
double internal helical stator. The rotor is precisely machined from high strength steel; the
stator is molded of resilient elastomer. Thus an interference fit can be obtained. When the
rotor is inserted in the stator, two chains of lenticular, spiral cavities are formed. As the
rotor turns within the stator, the sealed cavities spiral up the pump without changing size
or shape and carry the pumped product.

For oil production, the stator is fixed to the tubing and the rotor is attached to a sucker
rod string. The pump is driven by rotation of the sucker rod string. As an alternative, elec
trical submersible progressing cavity pumps can be offered, particularly on deviated wells.

1.2 Geometry

The geometry of pumps is defined by two numbers, the first being the number of lobes of
the rotor, and the second being the number of lobes of the stator.

For example, the geometry of a pump with a single helical rotor and a double helical
stator is described as a "1-2 pump".

A progressing cavity pump is defined by:
D m.1n:or diameter of the rotor
E eccentricity
D +2£ major diameter
D and D + 4£ width of the double threaded helix in the stator
P, pitch length of the rotor
P, pitch length of the stator.

For a 1-2 pump:

P, =21";
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R Progressing Cavity Pumps

For a multi-lobe pump (Lr: number of rotor lobes):

p~L,+lxp
S L

r
r (R2)

The number of cavities C is calculated as follows (H; being the length of the stator):

(R3)

1.3 Rotor

For a 1~2 pump, the rotor of helical shape and of circular section is defined by:
D diameter
E rotor/stator eccentricity
P,. ~ P/2 helix pitch.

1.4 Stator

For a 1-2 pump, the stator of helical inner shape is detined by:
D minimum width of the section
D + 4£ maximum width of the section
P, ~ 2P,.

1.5 Multi-lobe pumps

A multi-lobe pump is made of one rotor comprising Lr helices set one into the other, and
inserted into a stator including Ls = Lr + 1 helices. The pump is called a "Lr-Ls pump".

The pump kinematics ratio i is: i = L,ILs ::::; P,IPs'

1.6 Fundamental parameters for maximum efficiency

The PCP is a very simple machine whose perfonnance and operating time depend on some
basic parameters:

Elastomer behavior with:
- Frictional wear (presence of abrasive products, sand, etc.)
- Gaseous hydrocarbons which may diffuse into the elastomer and alter its mechanical

properties
- Temperature.

Rotating speed being limited by:
- The rotor imbalance which is equal to M(jJ2

- The friction speed of the rotor in the stator.
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R2 PCP CHARACTERISTICS [I]

2.1 Pump displacement

R

(R4)

(R6)

(R5)

(R8)

(R7)

r m ~ 1.63 x 10-5 V x M
P

Progressing Cavity Pumps

mechanical resistant torque (daN.m)
displacement (em')
head rating (kPa)
efficiency (for an evaluation, p ~ 0.7).

where Qs is the leak rate.

The standard ISO 15136 codifies the daily flow rate of the pump at 500 rpm.

2.3 Mechanical resistant torque

It is the operational resistant torque (or running torque):

2.2 Head rating

where
r m
V
M

P

VO~4ExDxP,

Calculated flow rate per minute (Qe):

Qe~4ExDxP,xN

Lubrication
- The pumped liquid ensures lubrication between the stator and the rotor. If, for some

reason, this lubrication is not achieved, the elastomer burns and the stator is dam
aged.

The displacement (Vo) is determined by the fluid volume produced in one revolution of
the rotor:

Actual pump flow rate (Qa):

The pump head rating r,p is determined by:

The number of cavities formed between the rotor and the stator

The bead rating developed into an elementary cavity op:

r,p ~ op (2np - 1)

where np is the number of pitches Ps'
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2.4 Multi-lobe pump characteristics

The multi-lobe pump characteristics are:

The theoretical rotating speed:
- Rotating speed: N, = Qo/Vo (rpm)
- Nutation speed: Nn = L, x N, (rpm).

The flow rate corresponding to one rotor rotation:

Vo=SoXP,xL,

• The theoretical torque:

2.5 load on thrust bearing

(R9)

(RIO)

Another characteristic, Fb, is the load on thrust bearing or the tensile strength on the drive
string. Its value is:

ltXM'X(2E+D)2
4

2.6 Elastomers

2.6.1 Measurements characterizing physically an elastomer

Utilization temperature limit

Strength and behaviour in presence of sand

Behaviour in presence of H,S and CO,

Strength with aromatics

Strength with water formation.

2.6.2 Measurements characterizing mechanically an elastomer

Increase in weight (%)

Shore hardness ('DIDC)

Modulus 100% (MPa)

Modulus 200% (MPa)

Modulus 300% (MPa)

Breaking strength (MPa)

Ultimate elongation (%)

Tearing strength (N/cm).
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2.6.3 Elastomers recommended

Nitrile (NBR)
- Elasticity and flexibility at low temperature
- Resistance to hydrocarbons and minor gas permeability.

Hydrogenated nitrile (HNBR)
Excellent resistance to:
- 150°C water steam
- Abrasion
- Amine corrosion inhibitors
- Acid gas H2S and CO2,

Fluorinated elastomers (Viton)
- Small swelling in the aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons
- Excellent strength at temperature (up to 200°C)
- Minimal permeability.

R3 SELECTION OF A PCP [I]

3.1 Well geometry

PCPs are adaptable to tubings with outside diameters ranging tram 2 3/8 in. to 4 1/2 in.

The stator must be able to go through the casing

• The rotor must be able to go through the tubing or any integrated part.

3.2 Reservoir characteristics

R

The flow rate Q of a well depends on:

The difference between the available pressure which is the reservoir pressure Pg and the
bottnmhole back pressure Pf
The productivity index IP:

Q = IP(Pg -:- Pf)

3.3 Characteristics of the produced effluents

3.3.1 Oil gravity and viscosity

Frictional pressure drop M f

7.05 X 10-4 Q L I [11., IJxXIl x x----
(D+d)(D-d)3 f In& Ilf

Ilf
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Resistant torque f v generated by tbe viscosity

f v = 0.165 X 10-8 xllf xLx NxLx_I_(&-IJ (RI4)
D-d In& III

III
where

f v
d
Q
L
N

Ilf
11.,

resistant torque generated by the viscosity (daN.m)
drive string diameter (em)
pumped flow rate (m3/d)
length of the tubing (m)
rotating speed (rpm)
viscosity of the effluent at the inlet temperature (cp or mPa.s)
viscosity of the effluent at the surface (cp or mPa.s).

3.3.2 Fluid formation gas content

Refer to Chapter N. Paragraph 2.1.2.

3.3.3 Fluid temperature

Relation with the fluid viscosity: the temperature evolution generates large variations of
heavy oil viscosity, as shown in Fig. R2.
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Figure R2 Heavy oillkerosene dilution. Viscosity of heavy oil versus
temperature and heavy oiUkerosene ratio [1].
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Critical temperature in relation with the elastomer
- Nitrile elastomers: 11 DoC
- Hydrogenated nitrile elastomen;: 160°C.

3.3.4 Presence of sand

Figure R3 defines the application limits of pump models in presence of sand.

Normal working5001------- ---'_

>-
400 f--- - -0- - ----,I I=-~--@--------II-l

~ 300' i
~ ---------®-----------., I '
! ~O i I !
~ ! I !

100 - ! I !
" I ;, i ,o_'-----:4-,.---,-I=---~-_.JJ,!_.:'_:___-------L

o 1/4 1/3 1/2 2/3 3/4

Fraction of maximal head pressure

- -1 __ Limitation when undersized rotor is used
to compensable for swelling.

-'-'-2 _._,- Limitation for wells containing an average
quantity of sand.

--~~--'3 ------- Limitation for wells containing a large
quantity of sand.

Figure R3 Recommended working limitations for wells containing
a quantity of sand [1].

3.4 Operational conditions

The pump model is chosen according to:

• The flow rate and the head rating

The diameter and the length of the equipment

The drive systems.

Figure R4 defines the perfonnance curves for a given pump.
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Figure R4 Example of PCP performance curves [I].

3.5 PCP identification III
Progressing cavity pumps rotated by drive string.s from the surface are identified in accor
dance with the established standard ISO 15136.

3.5.1 Stator code

This code is located no more than 0.8 m from the top of the stator, thus differentiating the
top from the rotor stop.

vvv/hh/eee

where
vvv displacement in m3/d at 500 rpm
hh maximum head rating of the pump, in MPa
eee manufacturer's code for the elastomer.
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3.5.2 Rotor code

The rotor head is identified with the following code:

vvv/hh

where
vvv displacement in m3/d at 500 rpm
hh maximum head rating of the pump. in MPa.

R4 DRIVING FROM SURFACE OF PCP [I]

Figure R5 represents a PCP typical configuration.

4.1 Stresses in the drive strings

The stresses in the drive strings are due to the following parameters.

4.1.1 Weight of the rods

R

Sucker rods are currently used. They have the following characteristics, indicated in
Table Rl.

Table Rl

Nominal diameter Nominal diameter Rods section Weight in air
(in.) (mm) (em") (kg/m)

3/4 19.0 2.85 2.37

7/8 22.2 3.88 3.17

1 25.4 5.07 4.20

1 1/8 28.6 6.41 5.36
-

4.1.2 Thrust generated by the head rating of the pump

According to the pump model chosen, the load on the thrust bearing of the drive head is
calculated with Eq. RII.

4.1.3 Mechanical resistant torque

The mechanical operation,":l resistant torque r m is calculated with Eq. R8.

4.1.4 Resistant torque generated by the viscosity of the effluent in the tubing

Resistant torque r y is calculated with Eq. R14.
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i
I

m

Drive system

Coupling

Drive head

Sucker rod

Sucker rod

Tubing

Rotor

Centralizer

Stator

Stop bushing

..

Figure RS PCP typical configuration [1].
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4.1.5 Total stresses in the drive strings

R

The drive strings are subjected to:

An axial load F generated by their own weight F
p

in the fluid, and a downward thrust
Fb due to the head rating of the pump:

F=Fp+Fb

A torsion r generated by the mechanical resistant torque r m and the resistant torque
generated by the viscosity r v:

f=fm+f,

The stress in the drive..string <Jtis the resultant value from these values, i.e.:

(RI5)

where
at resultant stress (MPa)
d diameter of the drive string (mm)
Faxialload in the drive string (daN)
[ resistant torque (daN.m).

The sucker rods used have the following tensile stress shown in Table R2.

Table R2

Grade
Minimum Maximum

IMPa) IMPa)

C 620 793

D 793 965

But in order to take into account the combined stresses, the allowable grades are:
- Grade C: 400 MPa
- Grade 0: 550 MPa.

4.2 Protection against wearing of tubings and drive strings

Each PCP distributor has a calculation program which can define the centralizer location
on the drive string, depending on:

(a) Tubing diameter
(b) Orive string diameter
(c) Tensile streSS on the drive string
(d) Wen profile and the bending radius
(e) Rotating speed
(I) Physico-chemical characteristics of the pumped fluid.
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4.3 Drivenead

PCP distributors offer three types of drive heads:

With a one~piece shaft: recommended in case of direct line coupling with a speed
reducer.

With a hollow shaft allowing a polished rod crossing screwed at the drive strings
extremity. This type of drive head is recommended for drive systems designed with
belts and pulleys fitted on a vertical rotation axis.

Also with a hollow shaft, but with a return angle allowing the use of a drive system with
horizontal rotation axis.

A drivehead brake can be installed to dissipate stored energy in order to limit and/or
stop rotation of the drive string during shutdown events. Brakes may be of the following
type: friction, hydraulic, electric motor, manual.

4.4 Drive system

All types of drive systems may be used:
(a) Electric motor
(b) Hydraulic drive
(c) Internal-combustion engine, gas or diesel.

4.4.1 Determination of the hydraulic power of the pump

This power P depends on the total resistant torque (mechanical + viscosity), that is:

where
p

r
N

hydraulic power (kW)
total torque (daN.m)
rotating speed (rpm).

p; 1.05 x 10-3 x r x N (R16)

4.4.2 Code

The Canadian Joint Industry PCP Steering Committee has proposed a code to identify
drive heads according to their working characteristics:

TTTTIEEEEILLlSSSS

where

T maximum torque of braking (N.m)
E capacity of energy dissipation (MI)
L maximum axial load (tons), based on a 25 000 hours life duration
S maximum rotating speed (rpm), defined by the manufacturer.

The drive systems should also be defined by their maximum and minimum temperatures
in use.
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5.2 Evaluation of the tensile strength of the anchor system

The above relations are mentioned in bar, em, daN.

., .y anchor system should be bench tested in the workshop before running in welL

R

(RI7)

(R20)

(RI8)

(RI9)

n: x!!.P x (2E + D)2

4
Fj

The force F2on the joint section Sf

F2 =SjXM

The screwing fUi ~e F3 which tends to lift up the stator:

r --,=~~.;PJ,'==~7F3=--x
2E+D ~p,2 + 4n:2(2E+ D)2

So, the anchor system should withstand a force F:

R5 THE INSERT PUMP [I]

Progressing Cavity Pumps

5.1 Description

Figure R6 represents a longitudinal section of an insert pump set at the production tubing
end. As the tubing is lowered into the well, an anchor shoe is fitted in its end which enables
the seating of the proper pump. The tubing may be equipped with centralizers or anchored
into the casing.

The complete pump includes:

A vertical anchor system

A non-rotating mandrel completed by an element including seals

The rotor and the joining polished rod fastened to the sucker rods

The stator and the upper coupling on which the clamp of the joint rod rests during han
dling.

This assembly may be mounted in the workshop.

In order to keep a well positioned pump into the anchor shoe which is located at the tubing
end, the anchor system strength is:

The tensile strength F I on the drive strings, generating a reaction on the stator-under
the head rating effect !!.P, generated in the pump:
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Figure R6 Insert progressing cavity pump {I].
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R6 THE ElECTRICAL SUBMERSIBLE PCP [I]

6.1 Introduction

R

A method of artificial lift combines the advantages of an electric submersible pumping sys
tem with the benefits of a progressing cavity pump. It is mainly used:

(aJ In horizontal and deviated wells
(bJ In high sand content wells,

6.2 Description of a PCP with mechanical speed reducer

Figure R7 represents a progessing cavity pump driven by an electrical submersible motor.

Electrical
submersible motor

Figure R7 Electrical submersible
progressing cavity pump [1].

(Source: Centrilift).

Electric cable

Intake

if
71>

."',.(;f
v"..

-0"-
0"

',;/ Progressing
. cavity pump

Flex shaft

Gear reducer
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It includes:
Progressing cavity pump. Supplied by any of the PCP manufacturers/distributors.

Flex shaft and intake. Designed to absorb the eccentric rotation of the rotor and allow
for fluid flow into the pump.

Seal. Isolates the motor and gear reducer oil from the well t1uids and houses the thrust
bearing that handles the thrust load from the pump.

Gear reducer. A planetary gear assembly that reduces the speed of rotation to speeds
acceptable to the PCP.

Motor. Standard ESP motor.

Cable.

Surface drives. Variable frequency controllers or switchboards may be used, usually in
conjunction with a transformer.

Control system

Measuring
mono
conductor
cable

Dynamic level

Downhole pressur~

temperature transducer

Progressing
cavity pump

Electric
submersible
motor:'::-_-+1:

Variable frequency drive

Potential transformer

Power three conductor cable

Figure R8 Well equipped with an electrical submersible
progressing cavity pump [I].
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6.3 Description of a PCP with electronic speed reducer

R

This equipment, shown in Fig. R8, is able to produce from a well at optimum conditions,
which means keeping a constant submergence level whatever the reservoir productivity.
This characteristic is achieved by a continuous measurement of the dynamic pressure and
in adapting the pump tlow rate to any variation of the submergence level by subtraction or
addition.

REFERENCES

l Cholet H (1998) Progressin'g Cavity Pumps. Editions Technip, Paris
2 Standard ISO 15 136-1 (2000) Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries. Downhole Equipment.

Progressing Cavity Pump (PCP) Systems for Artificial Lift. Part 1: Pumps. Geneva, Switzerland
3 Revard JM (1995) The Progressing Cavity Pump Handbook. PennWell Books.
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Hydraulic Pumping

Sl GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic pumping applies the Pascal's principle to activiting wells by transmitting pres
sure generated on the surface to the bottom of a well by a working fluid in order to actuate:

An engine with a reciprocating piston driven by a power fluid connected by a short shaft
to a piston in the pump end.

A jet pump equipped with a nozzle that leads into a venturi, in order to carry the fluid
from the pay zone by means of the working fluid.

A turbine pump where a turbine drives a centrifugal pump.

S2 PISTON-TYPE HYDRAULIC PUMPING [1,2]

2.1 Principle

A subsmface hydraulic piston pump is a closely coupled reciprocating engine and pump.
The unit is installed below the working fluid level in a well, as shown in Fig. S I. High pres
sure power fluid is directed to the engine through one conduit and spent power t1uid and
well production are directed to the surface through another conduit. The high pressure I
power fluid causes the engine to reciprocate much like a steam engine except that the
power fluid is oil or water instead of steam. The pump, driven by the engine, pumps the ~-

fluid from the wellbore.

2.2 Advantages

Hydraulic pumping:

Represents one of the deepest methods of lift (5 500 m)

Can handle deviated wells """v~:t~

Is easily adapted to automation

Facilitates the addition of inhibitors

Is suitable for pumping heavy crudes
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Fluid level

o
Engine

o

•

Pump

Figure Sl Subsurface hydraulic pump~piston type [I].

One well or multiple well units are available
Simple wellheads accommodate closely spaced wells, covered or cellered wellheads
and wells in visually sensitive areas.

2.3 Power fluid systems

There are two basic types of power fluid systems:
The closed power fluid (CPF) system in which the surface and subsurface power fluids
stay in a closed conduit and do not mix with the produced fluid (Fig. S2a).

The open power t1uid (OPF) system in which the power fluid mixes with thC.i,,,luctiJn
fluid downhole and returns to the surface as commingled power fluid and production
(Fig. S2b).

The power fluid is either water or oil.
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P3 = Pwf Intake pressure q, Power fluid rate
P4 Engine discharge pressure q" Production rate
P, Surface operating pressure V Intake volume

Figure 52 Pressures affecting a hydraulic pump [2].
a. ePE b. OPF.

2.4 Tubing arrangements

They are two types of tubing arrangements:

Fixed type of pump: the pump is attached to the power fluid tubing and lowered into
the well by this tubing.

Free type pump: the pump fits inside the power fluid tubing and is free to be circulated
to the bottom and back out to the surface again. ..~'- ':

Either type can be a CPF or an OPF system, but the main difference is that the free pump
size is limited by the tubing size, while any fixed pump size is adaptable to the tubing, pro~
vided that the pump fits inside the casing.
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2.5 PIE ratio

It is the ratio of the net pump piston area to the net engine piston area:

A -A
P/E~ p ,

Ae -Ar

(51)
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(52)

(55)

(54)

(53)

NL ~ D -(PwIGjl

. IO 000
maximum PIE ~--- (net lift, in ft)

net lift

. 3050
maXImum PIE = --- (net lift, in m)

net lift

The net lift (NL) (ft or m) given by:

• In metric units

• In U.S. units

where
Dp pump setting deptb (ft or m)
P3 pump intake pressure (psi or MPa)
Gf flowiog gradient of the fluid in the production conduit (psi/ft or MPa/m).

In the special case in which the pump is set at the bottom of the well:

where
D well depth (ft or m)
Pwf flowing bottomhole pressure (psi or MPa).

Generally, for deep wells with low bottomhole pressures, PwlGf is compared to D and,
therefore, can be neglected. .,,'

Usually, when more than one pump size can be used, the one With thegreatest lift capa
bility (lowest PIE ratio) is chosen. This reduces the surface operating pressure, thereby
reducing slippage in the bottomhole pump.

where
Ap area of pump piston (sq in. or cm2)

Ae area of engine piston (sq in. or cm2)

Ar area of rod (sq in. or cm2).

The PIE ratio is related to the surface pressure required for a given lift. To limit the sur
face pressure to the generally acceptable maximum of 30 MPa, the following maximum
value is recommended:
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2.6 Pump displacement

The production rate is given by:

Hydraulic Pumping

(S6)

where
qi pump displacement (bbllDlspm or mJ/d/spm)
N pump speed (spm).

Normally, q3 is referred to as the theoretical production rate. It is equal to the actual pro
duction rate only if the pump operates at 100% efficiency. Good design practice is to use
85% pump etficiency and to select a pump that will operate below 85% of its rated speed.
Hence:

or

V=q3 TIp

V=qi NTlp

(S7)

(S8)

where
TIp pump end efficiency
V volume of the produced t1uid rate (liquid + gas) at the intake pressure.

2.7 Engine displacement

The engine being coupled to the pump, the engine piston moves at the same speed as the
pump piston. The theoretical power fluid rate is given by:

q'i = q; N (S9)

where q; is the engine displacement (bbVD/spm or mJ/d/spm).
The engine-end efficiency is the ratio of the theoretical rate to the actual rate, or

or (S II) 11
where

q I actual power nuid rate required to produce an actual fluid rate V
TIe engine-end efficiency, estimated at about 90%.

2.8 Pressure calculations

The various pressures involved in a cpr ar~~~i:~:,an OPF system are shown in Fig. S2. The
pressure available to drive the engine is PI; ~ile tit.: engine must discharge against P4.
The pump end must discharge against P2 while being filled with PJ'

The pump friction Fp depending on the pump type, the percentage of rated speed and
the viscosity of the power fluid, must be subtracted.
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The following list will help as a guide for analyzing and trouble-shooting the subsurface
pumping unit.

#

S

(S 12)

(516)

(S 15)

(S 13)

(SI4)

Hydraulic Pumping

WP ~ 1.13 X 10-5 qt P,

power (kW)
surface operating pressure (MPa).

This force balance is shown as follows:

Indication Cal,.lse Remedy

1. Sudden increase in (a) Lowered fluid level which causes (a) If necessary, slow pump down.
operating pressure- more net lift.
pump stroking. (b) Paraffin build-up or obstruction in (b) Run soluble plug, hot oil or remove

power oil line, flow line or valve. obstruction.
(cl Pumping heavy material, such as (c) Keep pump stroking-Do not shut

salt water or mud. down.
(dl Pump beginning to fail. (d) Retrieve pump and repair.

2. Gradual increase in (a) Gradually lowering fluid level.· (a) Surface pump and check. Retrieve
operating pressure- Standing valve or formatiori .~Iug" standing valve.
pump stroking. glng up.

(b) Slow build-up of paraffin. (b) Run soluble plug or hot oil.
(e) Increasing water production. (cl Raise pump SPM and watch pres-

sure.

• In metric units

where
WP
P,

• In U.S. units

2.10 Subsurface trouble-shooting guide Ell

where
HP horsepower (hp)
Ps surlace operating pressure (psi).

2,9 Input power

HP ~ 1.7 X 10-5 qt P,

or

This equation is equally valid for an OPF system and a CPF system. In an OPF system,
however, P4 is identical to Pz' Thus, the equation can be written as:

The input power requirement is estimated ftom the following equation:
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Indication Cause Remedy

3. Sudden increase in laJ Pump stuck or stalled. (a) Alternately increase and decrease
operating pressure-- pressure. If necessary, unseat and
pump not stroking. reseat pump. If this fails to start

pump, surface and repair.
(b) Sudden change in well conditions (b) Raise setting on relief valve.

requiring operating pressure in
excess of triplex relief valve setting.

(el Sudden change in power oil-emul- (c) Check power oil supply.
sian, etc.

(d) Closed valve or obstruction in pro- (d) Locate and correct.
duction line.

4. Sudden decrease in (a) Rising fluid level-Pump efficiency
operating pressure up.
(Speed could be (b) Failure of pump so that part of (b) Surtace pump and repair.
increased or power oil is bypassed.
reduced). (c) Gas passing through pump.

(d) TUbular failure, downhole or in sur- (d) Check tubulars.
face power oil line. Speed reduced

(e) Broken plunger rod. Increased (e) Surface pump and repair.
speed.

In Seal sleeve in bottomhole assem- In Pull tubing and repair bottomhole
bly washed or faJled. Speed assembly.
reduced.

5. Sudden decrease in (a) Pump not on seat. (a) Circulate pump back on seat.
operating pressure- (b) Failure of production unit or exter~ (b) Surface pump and repair.
pump not stroking. nal seal.

(c) Bad leak in power oil tubing string. (c) Check tubing and pull and repair if
leaking.

(d) Bad leak in surface power oil line. (d) Locate and repair,
(e) Not enough power oil supply at (e) Check volume of fluid discharged

manifold. from triplex. Valve failure, plugged
supply line, low power oil supply,
excess bypassing, etc., all of which
could reduce available volume.

6. Drop in production- (a) Failure of pump end of.prC'c;Jction (a) Surface pump and repair.
pump speed unit.
constant. (b) Leak in gas vent tubing string. (b) Check gas vent system.

(c) Well pumped off-Pump speeded (c) Decrease pump speed,
up.

(d) Leak in production return line. (d) Locate and repair.
(e) Change in well conditions.
In Pump or standing valve plugging. In Surface pump and check.

Retrieve standing valve.
(g) Pump handling free gas. (g) Test to determine best operating

speed.

7. Gradual or sudden (a) Engin~~\~~ar. (a) Surface pump and repair.
increase in power oil (b) Leak in tubulars-Power oil tUbing, (b) Locate and repair.
required to maintain bottomhole assembly, seals or
pump speed. Low power oil line.
engine efficiency.
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Indication Cause Remedy

8. Erratic stroking at (aj Caused by failure or plugging of (a) Surface pump and repair,
widely varying pres- engine,
sures.

9. Stroke "down-kick- (a) Well pumped off-Pump speeded (a) Decrease pump speed.
ing" instead of up. Consider changing to smaller
"up-kicking". pump end.

(b) Pump intake or downhole equip- (b) Surface pump and clean up. If in
ment plugged. downhole equipment, pull standing

valve and back flush well.
(e) Pump failure (balls and seats). (el Surface pump and repair.
(d) P~mp handl'lng free gas.

10,Apparent loss of, or (a) System not full of oil when pump (a) Continue pumping to fill up system.
unable to account for, was started due to water in annu- Pull standing valve if pump surfac-
system fluid. Ius U-tubing after circulating, well ing is slow and cups look good.

flowing or standing valve leaking.
(b) Inaccurate meters or measure· (b) Recheck meters,

ment. Repair if necessary.
(c) Leaking valve, power oil or produc (cl Locate and repair.

tion line or packer.
(d) Affect of gas on production meter- (dl Improve gas separation.

ing.
(e) Pump not deep enough. (e) Lower pump.

11 Well not producing: (a) Engine plugging, flow line plugged, (a) Surface unit and repair.
(a) Pressure increase, broken engine rod, suction Locate restriction in flow line.
stroking plugged. Pull standing valve,
(b) Pressure loss, (b) Standing valve leaking. (b) Pull standing valve.
stroking Tubular leak. Check tubulars.

S3 JET PUMPS [3]

3.1 Description of equipment

A typical example of a subsurface jet pump is shown in Fig. S3 with details in Fig. S4. The
power fluid enters the top of the pump from the tubing and passes through 'the nozzle,
where virtually all of the total pressure of the power fluid is converted to a velocity head!.
The jet from the nozzle discharges into the production inlet chamber, which is connected
to the pump intake for formation fluids. The production fluid is entrained by the power
fluid, and the combined fluids enter the throat of the pump.

In the confines of the throat, which is always of larger diameter than the nozzle, com
plete mixing of the power fluid and the production fluid takes place. During this process,
the power fluid loses momentum and el1::-7Y. T?e resultant mixed fluid exiting the throat

I. To prevent cavitation, the minimum cross-section of the ejector~diffuser throat annulus must be
determined; this depends on the specified flow rate and the submergence depth of the pump. Jet
pumps can exhaust in two-phase pumping.
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Power fluid

Pump tUbing

- Casing

Nozzle

Production inlet chamber

Throat

Diffuser

Combined fluid return

Well production

Figure S3 Jet pump [2J.
Production by casing/tubing annular.

.. P,q,H,
Diffuser

,
B

Figure S4 Jet pump nomenclature [2].
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3.1.1 Dimensionless area

3.1.3 Dimensionless head

5

(519)

(517)

(518)

Hydraulic Pumping

The dimensionless head H is defined as the ratio of the pressure increase experienced by
the production fluid to the pressure loss suffered by the power fluid (refer to Figs. 54 and
55):

has sufficient total head to flow against the production return column gradient. Much of
this total head, however, is still in the form of a velocity head. The final working section
of the jet pump is, therefore, a carefully shaped diffuser section of expanding area that con
verts the velocity head to a static pressure head greater than the static column head, allow
ing flow to the surface.

The parameter represented on Fig. S4 are the following:
p 1 power fluid pressure
p2 discharge pressure
p 3 = Pwi intake pressure
Aj nozzle area
As net throat area
At total throat area
q I power fluid rate
q2 total liquid rate in return column
V intake volume.

The dimensionless flow rate M is defined by:

M= Vlq,

where
V volume of the produced fluid rate (liquid + gas)
q l power fluid rate.

When pumping slightly compressible fluids such as liquids, V can be considered con
stant and equal to the surface rate.

3.1.2 Dimensionless flow rate

The ratio R of the nozzle area to the total area of the throat (Fig. S4) is called the area ratio,
or:

" where
PI power fluid pressure
p2 discharge pressure
P3 intake pressure.
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Figure 55 Jet pump schematic [2].

The parameters represented on Fig. 55 are:
PI power fluid pressure
P2 discharge pressure'
P3 = PwI intake pressure
Ps surface operating pressure
P wh wellhead pressure
q1 power t1uid rate
q2 total liquid rate in production tubing
V intake volume.

II

3.1.4 Efficiency

In pumping lIquid, the efficiency TIp is:

V PZ -P3TI ,,-x---
P ql PI - Pz
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Hydraulic Pumping

1)p =MH

Therefore, it depends of various parameters:

Geometry (shapes defined by the manufacturers)

Type of fluid: power and pumped

Flowrate, pressures.

Each manufacturer proposes formulas corresponding to, their equipments.

s

(S21)

3.1.5 Dimensionless performance curve

An example of these equation results showing Hand 11p versus M for several values of R
is represented in Fig. S6.

It is good field practice to attempt to operate the pump at its peak efficiency. In that case,
the M and H ratios will be fixed; hence:

and:

ql = VIMp

P3 = (1 +Hp)Pz -H?l

(S22)

(S23)

where Mp and Hp are the peak efficiency flow ratio and the peak efficiency head ratio,
respectively.
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Figure S6 Example of jet pump characteristics: H vs. M and efficiency [2].
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3.2 Power fluid and pressure

Similar to hydraulic pumps, jet pumps utilize either water or oil as a power fluid. The actual
power fluid rate is a function of the pressures PI and pz•of the flow area of the nozzle A

l
•

and of the specific gravity of the power fluid rio When everything is measured in common
oil-field units, the power fluid rate can be estimated from the following equation:

• In U.S. units

(S24)

• In metric units

(S25)

where

ql tluid fate (bbllD or m3/d)
PI and P3 pressnres (psi or MPa)
Aj nozzle area (sq in. or cm2).

In normal operations, the surface operating pressure should not exceed 4 000 psi or
28 MPa.

3.3 Input power

The input power requirement is estimated from the following equations:

• In U.S. units

where
HP
Ps

HP = 1.7 X 10-5 ql Ps

hOfsepCiwc, (hp)
surface operating pressure (psi)

(S26)

II
• In metric units

where
WP
P,

power (kW)
surface operating pressure (MPa).

(S27)
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and Metering

T1 MUlTlPHASE PUMPING

When the production of a marginal field or a group of remote wells is considered with an
existing central gathering system, the traditional options for field development are:

Natural flow

Artificial lift

In-field separation with crude oil transfer pumps, gas to flare, or gas compression sys
tems.

With the recent field deployment of numerous multiphase pumps, new approaches to
field development and producti0n have been demonstrated.

Many different pumping technologies are emerging:

The helico-axial multiphase pnmp

The rotary screw pump

The progressing cavity pump.

They are presented in Paragraphs 1.4 to 1.6.

1.1 Multiphase pumping vs. separation [4]

A comparison between multiphase pumping and separation is presented in Table TI where
the required equipment for each option is reported.

1.2 Typical field characteristics for multiphase pumping

Table T2 reports the typical characteristics of the lields considered as potential applica
tions.

The standard range indicates conditions for which one pump only is necessary to meet
the service. For the extended range, one or more pumps could be required.
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GVF= GLR
I+GLR

In order to size a multiphase pump for a particular application, the following data is
required as a minimu'm:

(a) Oil flow rate
(b) Standard Gas Oil Ratio (GaR at standard conditions)
(c) Water Cut (WC)
(d) Pump suction pressure
(e) Required pump discharge pressure.

The pump size is determined by the total volumetric flow rate at suction condition. To
e~timate this total flow rate one needs to determine the Gas Volume Fraction (GVF) or the
Gas Liquid Ratio (GLR) at suction conditions. The following relationship can be used:

-'"
T

Multiphase pumping

Multiphase pump package
Multiphase pig launcher

Piping
Instrumentation
Electrical equipment

Multiphase pump

Separation

Separator
Compression module
Pump motor set
Gas pig launcher
Oil pig launcher

Piping
Instrumentation
Electrical equipment

Gas
Liquid

Multiphase Pumping and Metering

Table T1 Equipment: separation vs. mu(tiphase pumping [4].

Table 12 Typical field characteristics for multiphase pumping [4, II].

Equipment

Pipelines

Standard range Extended range

Pump inlet volume flow 227000 bbl/D 315 000 bbllD
36000 m3/d 50000 m3/d

Oil flow rate 5 000 to 20 000 bbllD 20 000 to 50 000 bbl/D
800 to 3 200 m3/d 3200 to 8 000 m31d

Standard GOR 110 to 840 scf/bbl 840 to 1 700 scf/bbl
20 to 150 m3/m3 150 to 300 m3/m3

Well head flowing pressure 50 to 290 psi > 290 psi
350 to 2 000 kPa > 2 000 kPa

Required installed power 300 to 2 000 kW > 1 OOOkW

Distance to terminal 10 to 50 km 50to 100 km

Bulk

Main equipment

1.3 Field parameters and pump selection [5]
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1.4 The helico-axial multiphase pump [4-6, II]

1.4,1 Introduction

The helice-axial ffiultiphase pump is a rotodynamic system. The compression is not
obtained with a volumetric compression device, but by a transfer of energy.

The helico-axial multiphase pump is an inline multistage barrel pump (Fig. TI), Each
stage or compression cell comprises a rotating helieo-axial impeller and a stationary dif
fuser. The pressure rise is a function of the number of stages, and flow rate a function of
the diameter of the compression cell.

Inlet
flow

Com ression
cell

Shaft Rotor Stator

Outlet
flow

Figure T1 Helico-axial compression cell [4-6].

1,4,2 Characteristics

The main advantages of the helice-axial ffiultiphase pump are:
Ability to handle any GVF ranging from 0 (100% liquid) to 1.0 (100% gas) on a con
tinuous basis)
Mechanical simplicity and reliability (one single shaft, rotodynamic principle)

Compactness
Self-adaptation to flow changes

Great tolerance to solid particles

Possibility to use various driver types.

1.4,3 Specifications

An industrial pump (P 302) has the following design specifications:

Suction pressure: 0.5 to 1.5 MPa (70 to 220 psi)

Required discharge pressure: to 3.5 MPa (to 500 psi)

GVF (at suction conditions): 0.66 to 0.91

Total flow at suction: 2400 to 8 750 m3/d (15 000 to 55 000 bbllD)

Speed: 3 000 to 6 800 rpm

Hydraulic power: 100 to 500 kW,
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The performance of a helieD-axial pump for given suction conditions (GYF, pressure
level) is shown on Fig. T2.

psi bar

700 49
'"'"
0
0

'" 00
600 42 0 -0

3

500 35 1400 kW

<1> Th \ 120~ kl~
" 400 28 'b<1>

<I I I~

~
~
~ 300 21 1000 kW<1>

d: \ I I
200 14 800kW

6 I
100 7 _. OOkW

400kW

0 0
20 40 120 140 m3/h

1000 37000 73000 109000 145000
19000 55000 91000 127000

liquid + gas flow rate

bbl/D

Figure 12 Multiphase pump (P 302) performance curves [4].

~.5 Rotary screw pumps [7, 8]

Different types of rotary screw pumps exist; they can be adapted to various·applications.

1.5.1 Single screw pumps

Also known as progressing cavity pumps, they use an elastomeric stator and flexible joint
eccentric rotation metallic screw. This equipment is presented in Paragraph 1.6 below.

1.5.2 Two screw or twin screw pumps

They are specially suited to very low available inlet pressure applications and more so if
the required flow rates are high. They produce a smooth, pulse free flow over a wide range
of viscosities, temperatures, and pressures at high volumetric efficiency.
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The vast majority of twin screw pumps are of the double suction design presented in
Fig. T3.

The opposed thread arrangement provides inherent axial hydraulic balance due to its
symmetry. The more common and better design keeps the timing gears and bearings exter·
nal to the liquid pumped. They need not rely upon the lubricating qualities of the pumped
liquid nor its cleanliness. Four mechanical shaft seals keep these bearing operating ina
controlled environment.

Lube of reservoir

Inlet Outlet

Timing gears

Figure T3 Twin screw pump construction [7].

1.5.3 Three screw pumps

These are the largest class of multiple screw pumps in service today. They are manufac
tured in two basic styles, single suction and double suction (Fig. T4).

Design

The single suction design is used for low to medium flow rates. and low t~:~iry high
pressure.

The double suction design is really two pumps in parallel in one casing. They are used
for medium to high flow rates at low to medium pressure.
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SINGLE SUCTION

Inlet

Outlet

DOUBLE SUCTION

Figure T4 Conventional three screw pump designs [7].

Characteristics

T

The theoretical flow rate is a function of speed, of the screw set diameter and of the
lead angle of the threads. Basically, flow rate is a functional the cube of the center
screw diameter.

Slip flow, the volumetric inefficiency due to clearances,"differential pressure and vis
cosity, isa function of the square of the power rotor diameter.

Speed is ultimately limited by the application capability to deliver flow to the pump
inlet at a sufficient pressure to avoid cavitation,

Performances

Typical multiple screw pump performance is illustrated in Fig. T5.
The high efficiency performance is a clear advantage oy'er centrifugal pumps where lici'- .

uid viscosity exceeds 20 cpo
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bar 20 40 60 80 100 (10 MPa)

90 20 cst (100 SSU)
80

Elf.
70(%) 200 cst (1000 SSU)60
50

700 200 cst (1000 SSU) 160

~gal/min 600 140
m3/h

20 cst (100 SSU) 120500
100

700
600

500

500 400

bhp 400 300 kW
300 200
200
100 100

300 600 900 1200 1500'; psi

Figure T5 Typical multiple screw pump performance {7].

1.6 Progressing cavity pumps [10]

The principle of the progressing cavity pump (PCP) is presented in Chapter R.
Due to their unique design and principle of operation, progressing cavity pumping sys

tems provide certain additional benefits not achieved with other types of ffiultiphase
pumps.

1.6.1 Benefits

Key benefits for these systems are as follows:

Multiphase fluids with sand cots of 8% can be handled withoot filtering or pre-separa
tion.
Multiphase fluids with oils of low-to-high API gravity can be handled without signifi
cant system changes.
Their high suction lift capabilities allow PCP to be used in vapor recovery installations.
The ability to handle variable flow regimes, including slug flriwj:'"';without hesitation
results in lower corrosive damage to the system suction piping.
For high gas fractions (>90%), there is no need to separate and recirculate some pro
doced floids.
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1.6.2 Applications
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The largest commercially available progressing cavity multiphase pump is capable of gen
erating tlows up to 4600 m3/d (29 000 bbllD). However, for higher tlow rates some
arrangements are proposed.

Parallel progressing cavity pump arrangement

This arrangement increases the pump inlet volume flow, virtually eliminates system down
time and provides increased flexibility to adjust to changing well conditions.

Otherwise, if one of the pumps requires routine maintenance, it may be brought off~line
for repair while the remaining pumps continue to operate, thus preventing a total loss of
production.

Cascaded progressing cavity pump arrangement,
As a solution to the disproportionate pressure distribution phenomena, a cascaded concept
provides for the arrangement of a least two PCPs connected in series. The flow volume rate
of the second pnmp is less than the tlow volume of the first pnmp. It is modified by altering
the cavity sizes of the rotor/stator pumping elements or by adjusting the pump speed. It can
be modified by a combination of the above adjustements.

As the multiphase tlnid is introduced into the system (Fig. T6), the first pump acts a
compressor to reduce the fluid volume of the gas. Since the liquid present is incompress
ible, it now becomes a larger percentage of the total fluid volume. The heat generated by
the gas compression does not remain within the pump chamber long enough to adversely
affect its elastomer stator. The interconnecting piping between the two pumps contains
heat transfer mechanisms, such as cooling fins.

Due to the higher percentage of liquid present in the compressed flow, the second pump,
which may have a greater number of stages than the first pump, acts as a booster to create
the high differential pressures necessary to transfer the fluid downstream for futher pro
cessing.

Figure T6 Cascaded progressing cavity arrangement [IOJ,
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T2 FLOW METERING GENERAL EQUATIONS [I]

Several documents served as references for the edition of the Standard concerning the sur
face flow metering. In particular:

AGA: American Gas Association. Report No.3

API: American Petroleum Institute. API 14.3

GPA: Gas Processors Association. GPA 8i85-90

AFNOR: French standardization. AFNOR X 10-10 I.

2.1 Field of application [iJ

2.1.1 Applicable fluids

AGA standard applies to steady-state mass flow conditions for fluids that, for all practical
purposes, are considered to be clean, single phase. homogeneous and Newtonian, and have
pipe Reynolds numbers of 4 000 or greater. All gases, most liquids, and most dense phase
fluids associated with the petroleum, petrochemical, and natural gas industries are usually
considered Newtonian fluids.

~)stream piping sectio~ IDownstream piping sectionI
G) Orifice plate holder (flanges or fitting)

~ Straightening vane assembly (OPti;~~I~)l

F> Welding·neck flange

8 Differential pressure element

@ Downstream static pressure element

@ Downstream temper~~tu/eelement

e Thermowell

Figure T7 Orifice meter [1].
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2.2.1 Definitions

2.2 Flow rate determination [1]

2.1.2 Types of meters

AGA standard provides design, construction and installation specifications for
flange-tapped, concentric, square-edged orifice meters of nominal 2-in. schedule 160 and
larger pipe diameters.

An orifice meter is a fluid flow measuring device that produces a differential pressure
to infer flow rate. The meter consists of the following elements indicated on Fig. T7.

T

(TI)

(T2)f3 = diD

E _ I
,- ~1-f34

Multiphase Pumping and Metering

and

Orifice flow rate qm' qV! Qv
It is the mass or volume of flow through an orifice meter per unit of time.

Orifice plate coefficient of discharge Cd
It is the ratio of the true flow to the theoretical flow and is applied to the theoretical flow
equation to obtain the actual (true) flow. It is derived from experimental data.

Velocity of approach E,
It is a mathematical expression that relates the velocity of the flowing fluid in the orifice
meter approach section (upstream meter tube) to the fluid velocity in the orifice plate
bore.

where
d orifice plate bore diameter calculated at flowing temperature Tf
D meter tube internal diameter calculated at flowing temperature Tf .

Expansion factor Y
It is an empirical expression used to correct the flow rate for the reduction in\oe iJuid
density that a compressible fluid ex.!2eriences when it passes through the orifice plate
bore. .

For incompressible fluids, such as water at 60"F (l5.56"C) and atmospheric pressure.
the empirical expansion factor is defined as 1.00.

Density pt•P' Pb
The flowing fluid density Pl,p is the mass per unit volume of the fluid being measured
at flowing conditions Tf' Pf.
The base fluid density Ph is the mass per unit volume of the fluid ?e~ng measured at base
conditions T/}J Pb'

• Differential pressure 6P
It is the static pressure difference measured between the upstream and downstream
flange taps (Fig. T8).
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1" 11fL 1"

Flow-
=~~rr=======d

UpStream tap -3 L Downstream tap

figure T8 Flange-tapped orifice meter. Orifice tapping location [l],

2.2.2 Orifice flow equation

The practical orifice meter mass flow equation qm is a simplified fonn that combines the
numerical constants and unit conversion constants in a unit conversion factor N 1:

(T3)

-

where

Symbol
Represented quantity

U.S. units Metric units(see paragr. 2.2.1)

qm Mass rate Ibm/sec kg/sec

N, Conversion factor 5.25021 E-D1 3.51241 E-D5

Cd Coefficilmt o~ discharge dimensionless dimensionless

E, Velocity of approach dimensionless dimensionless
y Expansion factor dJmen~!9nless dimensionless

d Orifice diameter in. mm
Pt,p Density" Ibm/sec kg/m3 .

~p Differential pressure Ibf/in.2 kPa

The volumetric flow rate at flowing (actual) conditions can be calculated using the fol
lowing equation:

q, = qm/Pt, p (T4)

The volumetric now rate at base (standard),c£'uditions can be calculated using the fol-
lowing equation: .. ON".,

Q, = qmlPb (T5)

The mass flow rate qm can be converted to a volumetric flow rate at base (standard) con
ditions Q, if the fluid density at base conditions Pb can be determined or is specified,
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T3 FLOW METERING PRACTICAL DATA

3.1 Gas flow rate

The gas flow rate Qc is expressed in st eu ftlh (60'F and 14.73 psi):

3.1.1 Input

D internal pipe diameter (in.)
d orifice diameter (in.)
'Pf gas static pressure (psi)
Pa atmospheric pressure
Tf gas temperature ('F)
hw gas differential pressure (inches of water)
/C 0z CO2 fraction (dimensionless)
fHzS H2S fraction (dimensionless)
Yc gas specific gravity (air = 1)
foak Pitot tube constant.

3.1.2 Reduced gas specific gravity Yred

If/C02 '; 0.3, then:

ted = Yc - /COz X (0.6 - 0.7 fHzS) - fHzS X (0.25 - fH2S)

T

(T6)

(T7)

else: ted = Yc - 0.1 - /COz X (0.3 - 0.7 fHzS) - fHzS X (0.25 - fHzS) (T8)

3.1.3 Specific gravity factor Fy

Fy= ~ I
Yc

3.1.4 Flowing temperature factor Fir

Using the Fahrenheit to Rankine conversion:

(T9)

then:

T=Tf +459.688

F _ ~520tf- 
T
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3.1.5 Supercompressibility factor Fp,

The basic formula is:

(TIl)

If Ked < 0.7. then:

else:
K[ = 344 400
K] =916000

Kz= 1.785
Kz = 1.188

Fp,
l+(PXK[ x1OK2XYreu)

T 3.8Z5
(TI2)

with
K = 1.29 average ratio of specific heats
Pa = 14.7 psi.

If Pitot tube, then:

B=~xd
nD

Y = 1+[(1-B)z XO.01l332-0.00342]X~
PfxK

Qc = fnak x D~ x Yx Flf x Fyx Fp, x ~hwX(Pf +Pa )

3.1.6 Basic orifice flow factor Fb

For t1ange taps: B = 530
..[i5

Orifice diameter ratio: {3 = '!.-
D

E" d x (830 - 5 000{3 +9000{Jz:4'200{33 + B)
Coeffidem of discharge: Ko-

Evaluation of Ke (t1ange taps):

FK4 = (0.364 + 0~6) x {34

{3
0.5

If < 0.07 +D ' then:

FK3 = 0.4 x (1.6 - ~rx (0.07 + 0; - {3r
else: FK3= 0
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If f3 < 0.5, then:

FK2 =(0.~4 +0.009) x ~(O.5 _ f3)3

else: FK2 = 0

If f3 > 0.7, then:

(T21)

else:

Also:

FK1 = (~; ++~(f3 - 07l

FK1=0

0.007
K,= 0.5993 +--+ FK4 + FK3 - FK2 + FK1

D

(T22)

(T23)

and:
K, x IQ-6

(15E + I) x d
(T24)

Basic orifice flow factor is:

Fb =338. 17 x d 2 x Ka (T25)

27.68 x PI
xConsidering

3.1.7 Downstream expansion factor Y

hw

y=.Jl+X -(0.41 + 0.35f34) X k
Kx I+X

(T26)

3.2.1 Input

3.2 Corrected oil flQW rate Va (bbl)

.. Yo
Tsg
F shr
Tshr

V'k
T'k
BSW

Fame
F,c
V,
Psep
To

·standard oij-'gravity at Tsg (dimensionless)
oil gravity measurement temperature (OF)
shrinkage factor (dimensionless)
shrinkage temperature (OF)
tank volume (bbl)
tank temperature (OF)
basic sediment and water (dimensionless)
oil meter correction factor (dimensionlf'<.ll<)
volume correction factor (initialized" af:t1) (dinie"nsionless)
oil measured at meter (floco or rotron) (bbl)
separator pressure (psi)
oil temperature COF).
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3.2.2 Calculation

Y60 = Yo + (0.00069 - 0.000372 x Yo) x (T,g - 60)

0API = 141.5 -131.5
Y60

(T27)

(T28)

where
°API

Y60

API degree of oil
specific gravity at 60°F.

If Case No.1 (oil meter/no gauge tank/no shrinkage tester), then:

R -( 1.797 )xp
51 - Yo _ 1.838 F

(T29)

For convergence test CT = 1 try loop, do:

R = °API x (0.02 - R51 x 3.57 x 10-6) + 0.25

°API
N =80 -Itk x 0.00091

A = 10N

s=l.!LxAI
19.6

(T30)

(T3I)

(T32)

(T33)

R52 = R x Sl.205

If I.RS2 -RS11 > 0.1, convergence test on 10 try loops are executed:

(T34)

Ii
(T36)

(T35)

0.9759 + 0.00012 x F1.2

F = 1852 xR'+ l.25Ttki

1
~hr ::;;; 1

F yc ::;;; 1

Vo = Vs x (I - F,h' ) X (l- BSW) x Fome x Fye (T37)

If Case No.2 (oil meter/gaUg": tank/no shrinbge tester):

Fye = 1-10-4 x (0.066 x °API + 2.75) x (Itk - 60)

Vo = Vs x (1- F,h') x (l- BSW) x Fome x Fye

(T38)

(T39)
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If Case No.3 (oil meter/no gauge tank/shrinkage tester):

F" = 1-10-4 x (0.066 x "API + 2.75) x (T'he - 60)

Vo = V, X(I-P;h,)x(I-BSW)xFom, x F"

If Case No.4 (no oil meter/gauge tank/no shrinkage tester):

Fshr ;' 0

F" = 1- 10-4 x (0.066 x °API +2.75) x (T,k - 60)

Va = V'k x(I-P;he)x(I-BSW)xF"

3.3 Corrected water flow rate Vw (bbl)

3.3.1 Input

VH20 water measured al meIer (l1oco) (bbl)
Fwmc water meter correction factor (dimensionless)
V, oil measured al meter (l1oco or rOlron) (bb!)
BSW basic sediments and water (dimensionless)
BSWH20 water portion ofBSW (dimensionless)
Fshr shrinkage factor (dimensionless)
Fame oil meter correction factor (dimensionless)
Fvc volume correction factor (initialized at 0) (dimensionless).

T

(T40)

(T4I)

(T42)

(T43)

-11

..
3.3.2 Calculation

3.4 Rem,,~ks

3.4.1 Shrinkage

The shrinkage factor Fshr allows to subtract the volume of dissolved gas at process condi
tions from oil measured at meter Vs'
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3.4.2 Volume correction factor FyC

The volume correction factor FVI: allows to report the volume at measuring conditions (Pn'
at measuring end) to the standard conditions:

where
Tref
TStd
'API

F. = I _ -,--(0_,0_6_6_x_'A_P_I-;-+::-2::-,7::5l,-X-,-(T.-,-re",-f_-_T."",td=))
" 10 000

reference measuring temperature after shrinkage correction
standard temperature (60'F or 15'C)
see Eq, T28,

(T45)

3.4.3 Four cases of well test

Flow measured with an oil meter and a shrinkage tester

The shrinkage is measured on the shrinkage tester in the final degassing at ambient pres
sure and at temperature Tshr'

The oil meter con'ection factor Fame is previously estimated with water.

The volume correction factor Fvc reports the volume of Tref = Tshe at Tstd'

Flow measured with an oil meter and a tank

The shrinkage is included in the Fome value.

Forne is estimated during the test by simultaneous measurings at the meter and in the
tank (degassed oil) at ambient pressure and at temperature Ttk.

The volume correction factor Fve reports the volume of Tref == Ttk at Tstd'

Flow only measured with an oil meter

The shriukage is calculatetb- .__ .. _.

The oil meter correction factor Fame is previollsly est~mated with water.

The volume correction factor is included in the Fshr value.

Flow only measured with a tank

The shrinkage is not reported, because a degassed oil volume is measured at ambient
pressure and at temperature Ttk"

The volume correction factor Fve reports the volume of Tref == Ttk at Tstd'
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T4 flOW REGIMES [2J

4.1 In vertical wells

T

Transitions between flow regimes in the vertical tubing of an oil well are illustrated in
Fig. T9, which shows the different hydrodynamic flow regimes which may occur in verti
cal liquid-gas multiphase flows.

It should be noted that Fig. T9 is a schematic illustration wbich is intended to show the
transitions between the now regimes as the superficial gas velocity increases from the bot
tom of the well up to the wellhead. In real production tubing it is rare that more than two
or three flow regimes are present at the same time.

Figure TID represents the multiphase flow map for a vertical now.

Mist flow

'.'

Annular flow ;:~ \;

Churn flow i~:

"".'- nOd
,""",,_ [':7;[

No gas f:'('~1
l2-D

4.2 In horizontal wells

Figure T9
Schematic transitions between
flow regimes in oil wells [2].

Superficial gas velocity

Figure 11 0 Multiphase flow map, vertical flow {2].

Figure TIl is a qualitative illustration of how flow regime transitions are dependent on
superficial gas and liquid velocities in horizontal multiphase flow.
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It:, , ,, , ,
~ Dis~ersed buijble l ,.til

i ~~::tJ----r-:::r----

:~ __~~b~~~-t----~---~-~-----m I Slug I ,r I

'13 I : (t" i
t;:: ',' I Annular mistR I I

~ ------~--3~-~~----t-----
(j) Stratifi+d \. : \\ :

smooth '\ ' \ ', , ,
, 'I', , ,

Superficial gas velocity

f:igure T11 Multiphase flow map, horizontal flow [2].

T5 CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIPHASE METERS [2J

Multiphase meters can be cla~sified into different categories:

Separation meters

In-line meters

Others.

5.1 Separation-type meters

5.1.1 Separation oftnt~1 flow

This type of meter is characterized by its sep"ration of the total multiphase flow, usually a
partial separation into gas and liquid. The gas flow is then measured using a single-phase
gas-flow meter with good tolerance to liquid carry-over. The liquid flow rate is measured
using a liquid flow rate meter. The water-in-liquid ratio may be detennined by an on-line
water fraction meter (Fig. T 12).

5.1.2 Separation in sample line

This tyW.'. o' meter is characterized by the fact that separation is not perfonned on the total
multiphase flow, but on a bypassed sample flow. The sample flow is typically separated
into gas and liquid, whereafter the water-in-liquid ratio in the sample stream can be deter
mined using an on-line water fraction meter. Total multiphase flow rate and gas liquid must
be measured in the main flow line (Fig. T13).
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--,

Separator

Water~in~liqujd ratio

Figure 112 Principle design of a full separation type meter [21.

Gas/liquid separation

Gas/liquid ratio

Multiphase flow rate

Water-in-liquid ratio

\.- Restriction

Figure T13 Principle of a multiphase meter with separation in sample line [2J.

Gaslliquid ratio (GLR):
gamma absorption

- vibrating tube
- neutron interrogation

weighing.

Multiphase flow rate:
cross-correlation using radioactive, acoustic or electrical signals

- differential pressure using venturi, V-cone or Dall tube
- mechanical, e.g. positive displacement or turbine.

Water-in-li,." ratic (WLR):
- electrical impedance
- vibrating tube.
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5.2 In-line meters

The characteristics of in-line multiphase meters are such that the complete measurement
of phase Iractions and phase flow rates is performed directly in the mnltiphase flow line,
without any separation of the flow,

The volume flow rate of each phase is represented by area fraction multiplied by the
velocity of each phase. This means that a minimum of six parameters have to be measured
or estimated. Some ffiultiphase meters assume that two, or all three, phases travel at the
same velocity, thus reducing the required number of measurements. In this case either a
mixer must be employed or a set of calibration factors established (Fig. T14). In-line mul
tiphase meters commonly employ a combination of two or more of the following measure
ment techniques:

(a) Microwave technology
(b) Capacitance
(c) 'Gamma absorption
(d) Neutron interrogation
(e) Cross-correlation using radioactive, acoustic or electrical signals
(f) Differential pressure using venturi, V-cone or other restriction
(g) Positive displacement/turbine meter,

MlJltiphasemeter~~ ~~

~ Mixer (if specified)

Figure 114 Principle design of inRline multiphase meters [2].

5.3 Ot!":~r categories of multiphase meters

Other categories of multiphase meters include advanced signal processing systems, esti
mating phase fractions and flow rates from analysis of the time-variant signals from sen
sors in the multiphase flow-line. Such sensors may be acoustic, pressure or other types. The
signal processing may be a neural network or other patternRrecognition or statistical sig
nal-processing system, for example.

There are also multiphase metering systems which have been developed on the basis of
process simulation programs combined with techniques for parameter estimation. Instead
of predicting the stale of the flow in a pipeline at the point of arrival, its pressure and tem~

perature can be measured at the arrival point and put into the simulation program. The pres
sure and temperature of an upstream or downstream location also have to be measured.
When the pipeline configuration is known along with properties of the fluids, it is possible
to make estimates of phase fractions and flow rates.
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T6 Performance specification [2J

T

A fill-in form for summarizing the perfonnance specification of a multiphase meter is pro
posed in Tables T3a and b. The following items should also be included.

6.1 Sketch showing important details of installation
requirements

Horizontal/vertical upwards/vertical downwards flow.

Mixer/not mixer.

Straight upstream/dowusiream length.

6.2 Rated conditions of use

The list in the fonn is not exhaustive, other parameters important for the particular meter
should be included.

Flow regimes that the meter is designed to handle should be listed.

The interval in which the influence parameters are allowed to vary, still maintaining the
uncertainty specifications, should be specified.

6.3 Influence quantities

The list includes the same parameters as listed in "Rated conditions of use"; all influ
ence parameters important for the particular meter should be included.

6.4 Operating range

Superficial velocity axes should· be linear, from zero to any required upper velocity
range.

Secondary flow rate axeS may be u~eJ to denote or select a suitable meter size.

Operating range should be marked on the graph, and may be divided into as many
sub-areas as required.

6.5 Uncertainty specification

Uncertainties should be given for each sub-range of the operating range.

~. ;certainties in phase flowrates should preferably be given relative to actual phase
tlowrates.

Absolute deviations in WLR and GVF may be given as indicated.

The uncertainty specification may be quoted for as many WLR-ranges as required.
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Table 13a

Multiphase meter performance specification

Manufacturer:

Meter type:
Date:
Reference:

Required installation configuration schematic:

Rated conditions of use:

Pressure: ( Temperature:
Oil density: i Oil viscosity:
Gas density:

, Gas viscosity:
Water density: \ Water salinity:

Flow regimes: i
Influence quantities:

Quantity Influencing Effect

Oil density: .. -.
Gas density:

Water density:

-

Flow regime:
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Operating range:

Uncertainty specification'

T

10% as I ~ I Operating range
25% gas I /

, I /
'~ 50% as

/
,, /, ,

V,
, ,, /

'f, iX
, / , ,,
'/

, ,
,1/ / " , 75% gas

" /
,, e--- ,

A '""
,

~ ,e--- , ,
90% gas,

/
----

, , ',I

Table T3b

Gas flow rate (m3/h)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Superficial gas velocity (m/s)

Multiphase Pumping and Metering

15

14
_13
~

E 12
-; 11

'g 10

~ 9

'" 8
~ 7
<; 6
'0 5
'E
1i 4
cJl 3

2

1

Sub - WLR
Range Range

[%1 Oil Water Gas Liquid WLR
A O-x
B O-x
C O-x
D O-x
: O-x
A x-l0L - --
B x-lOa
C x-lOa
D x-lOa
E x-l00

Calibration requirements:

Reference:
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6.6 Additional information

Method of meter calibration/special calibration requirements must be identified.

Reference to more comprehensive product information should be indicated.

T7 MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES OF MUlTIPHASE METERS [3]

7.1 Basic measurements for inferring flow

For a single-phase liquid or gas travelling through a pipe of cross-sectional area A at an
average velocity V, the volumetric flow rate Q can be calculated by Q = AV. When an oil,
water and gas mixture is flowing through the same pipe the calculation of the volumetric
flow rates is complicated by the distribution and the velocity of each phase. A simple way
to estimate the volumetric flow rates is to assume that each phase occupies a fraction of the
total cross sectional area at any instant detennined by the following relationships:

10=AjA Iw=AJA

10 +Iw +Ig = 1

wherefo,fw andfg are the volume fraction of oil, water and gas in the mixture. The volu
metric flow rate of each phas<; and the total (mixture) flow rate is then determined by:

Qo = AtoVo Qw = Aj;"Vw Qg = AtgVg

Q, = Qo + Qw + Qg

where Va' Vwand Vg are the superficial velocity of oil, water and gas phases in the mixture.

7.2 Measurement techniques

The main methods used are the following.

7.2.1 Dielectric volume fraction measurements

In-situ fraction measurements use either dielectric measurements or gamma ray density
measurements. Because there is a large difference between the dielectric constants of oil
and water, the dielectric constant of an oiVwater mixture can determine the oil and water
fraction. ~ .,

The dielectric constant of an oil-water mixture can be established by rneasuring:"its;
attenuation in an electromagnetic field. The frequency of the electromagnetic radiation can
range from megahertz to gigahertz. Depending on the frequency used, the dielectric
devices will be referred to as a capacitance or a microwave device.
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7.2.2 Microwave-based volume fraction measurements

T

Phase and amplitude changes in the microwave signal are used to establish water fraction.

7.2.3 Gammay ray attenuation volume fraction measurements

Gamma rays are produced by chemical nuclear sources that decay with time. When the
gamma rays pass through an oil, water and gas mixture, they are attenuated by the electrons
and nuclei of molecules in the mixture in accordance with the gamma ray attenuation rela
tionships in the equations nearby.

7.2.4 Measuring component velocities

With volume fractions determined, the other parameters (e.g., component velocities) must
be measured to determine flow rates. Venturi meters and cross-correlation meters are the
most commonly used tools for component velocity measurements.

7.3 Basic principle in multiphase metering [9]

Tables T4 and T5 give an overview of the most frequently used techniques in oiVwater/gas
flowmeters on the market today or at an advanced stage of development.

Table T4 Flowmeters on the market today.

c c
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Agar X X X Gasme~ Gas
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Inc., USA tion
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Table 15 Flowmeters at an advanced stage of development.
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7.4 Metering techniques used in major commercial
multiphase meters [3]

Table T6 summarizes the principal measurement techniques used in most currently
installed multiphase meters. There are, of course, other types of meters not shown in this
table that are under development and have not yet reached commercial install~t~()n.
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Multiphase Pumping and Metering

Table 16 Principal measurement techniques llsed [3,6, [2].

T

Vendor Meter
Component Component

Comments
Fraction Velocity

Agar Corp. MPFM 300 Microwave for Venturi and positive Uses fluidic flow
Houston, Texas MPFM 400 water/oil, gas by displacement flow diverter for partial gas

volumetric meter combination for diversion in MPFM
gas and liquid veloeit 400

Fluenta Inc. MPFM 900 Capacitance for oil. Two sets of Cross Uses combination
Houston, Texas MPFM 1900 Contiguous correlation sensors of venturi and gas

SMFM 1000 conductivity for water. for gas and liquid fraction to get
MPFM 2000 SR Continuous component velocity

densitometer for gas in MPFM 900

Framo Eng.!AS Framo Densitometer for Venturi and mixing Assumes
& Daniel Ind. multiphase oil/water chamber to get total components are
Houston, Texas flowmeter Densitometer for gas velocity moving with

the same velocity
in the venturi

Multi-Fluid/ABA MFI multiphase Microwave for Cross correlation Uses slip model
& Multi-Fluid Inc. meter oil/water and slip model to obtain gas/liquid
Golden, Colo. Densitometer for gas velocity

Daniel Megra Densitometer Annular venturi Low energy gamma
flowmeter
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Deposit Treatment

U1 ASPHALTENE DEPOSITION

Asphaltene deposition causes serious problems in production operations, from the reser
Yair, through production tubing, and in surface facilities.

In principle, a more efficient solution to asphaltene deposition problem could be
achieved by means of squeeze treatments with asphaltene inhibitors, in analogy to the
treatments currently performed for controlling inorganic scale.

1.1 Definition [I]

Asphaltenes are detined as highly condensed polyaromatic structures or molecules, con
taining heteroatoms (i.e., S, O. N) and metals (e.g., V, Ni), that exist in petroleum in an
aggregated state in the form of suspension and are surrounded and stabilized by resins (Le.,
natural peptizing agents).

1.2 Where are found asphaltene deposits? [2-6]

1. In surface facilities (pipelines and separators). Asphaltene deposition affects all the tlow
lines and it occurs regardless of the temperature c0l.1ditions. There is a natural sedimen
tation of the asphaltenes in the ves~els of a gas/oii s;paratiQn process, which can fill up
completely in only a few weeks if care is not taken. As the asphaltenes adhere particu
larly strongly to the metal walls, these must therefore be protected.

2, In production tubing. Deposits were subsequently found in the tubing in which deposits
form at depth corresponding to the bubble pressure of produced oil.

3. Afterwards the asphaltene deposit zone can migrate to bottomhole and well neighboring
formation as reservoir depletion proceeds.

1.3 Causes of asphalteoe tieposi,iion [2,4,7,8]

Asphaltene deposition deep in the reservoir occurs only in reservoirs where asphaltene
flocculation is possible by depressuring the oil. Asphaltene flocculation is described as a
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I
I

thermodynamic transition inducing the formation of a new liquid phase with a high
asphaltenic content; this phase being the asphaltenic deposit.

Asphaltene deposition occurs when gaseous saturated hydrocarbons are used to displace
oil in EOR.

Mixing of cTiide with light oils or gases used in miscible flooding could lead to asphalt
ene precipitation.

Acid stimulation can cause organic deposition.

Asphaltene flocculation is caused by temperature, pressure, and composition changes.

Deposited asphaltenes can reduce effective hydrocarbon mobility by:

I. Blocking the pore throats

2. Adsorbing onto the rock, thereby altering the formation wettability from water-wet
to oil-wet

3. Increasing hydrocarbon viscosity by nucleating water-in-oil emulsions.

When asphaltene flocculation occurs in the rock matrix, some asphaltenes may drop out
in the pores because of their large size; others may be carried by the flowing fluid until they
arrive simultaneously at the pore throats to bridge and reduce effective permeability
(Fig. VI).

Water

Oil

Water~wet grain

Deposited asphaltenes
filling the pore body

Figure Ul In situ asphaltene deposition causing physical blockage [4].

Some flocculated asphaitenes, especially the most polar and charged particles, attach to
negatively charged, water-wet sands and alter their intrinsic wettability toward more
oil-wet tendancy (Fig. V2).

Once plugging has occurred, it is necessary· to obtain a sample of the deposit. The nature
of the solids is fundamental in the selection of the treatment.

Solubility tests in organic solvents, including low cost and readily available petroleum
cuts are carried out in order to decide the most cost effective treatment.
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Negatively charged
clay particles ........
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Oil droplets

Water wetting the rock

Positively charged
asphaltenes

Negatively charged
silica grain

Water channeling
and bypassing oil

Figure U2 Asphaltenes adsorbed on the rock, causing wettability changes [4].

1.4 Mechanical removal of asphaltene deposits [5]

This technique consists in disposing of scales by making use of tools such as high-pressure
lances, cutting heads, expanding brushes, expanding scrapers, etc. It is undoubtedly to be
preferred in all the cases in which access to the site does not present particular problems
and the removal time is not particularly long. However, the use of this technique involves
some drawbacks. For instance, whenever the access of operator to pieces of equipment
such as separators, desalters, stabilization columns, etc., is required, prior draining of these
elements is implied. As to other facilities, the disassembly and the extraction of some of
their components (e.g. tube bundle, demister, etc.), as well as their subsequent reassembly,
must be envisaged and the removal time is consequently longer.

1.5 Chemical removal ~n th~..near wellbore and
oil treating plants [5J

Aromatic solvents available on the market and generally used in the removal of asphaltenes
are:

Toluene, xylene or light petroleum distillates.

OLG (gas oil from coal tar distillation) is an AGlP-patented industrial product. This
product has a high power of asphaltene dissolution (up to 95% of their weight compared
to 40% for toluene).

Cosolvents, i.e. mi~'~ur~s or several selected solvents or chemical additives (see
Paragr. 1.7).

In many cases, the chemical cleaning of the equipment is undoubtedly to be preferred
to the mechanical methods since it is more cost-effective.
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1.6 Assumption concerning the inhibition mechanisms [14]

u

Conceptually, there are at least two mechanisms by which a chemical inhibitor could pre
vent asphaltene deposition in the reservoir and downhole tools:

l. The inhibitor may be effective in the "bulk" of the crude oil so that, when dissolved
above a given concentration (called Critical Additive Concentration, CAe), it prevents
asphaltene flocculation.

2. The asphaltene inhibitor may act on the surfaces of rock and tubing by limiting the rate
of deposition/adhesion of asphaltene particles.

1.7 Stimulation by means of solvents, squeeze well treatments
[3,9-11]

A series of chemical additives have been evaluated for their ability to improve the natural
solvent characteristics of the aromatic well-stimulation solvent (see Table Ur).

Table Ul

Solvent

n-Butylamine

Alkyl phenol

Xylene

HAS (High Aromatic Solvent)

Concentration

0.5% (volume) minimum

100%

Remarks

Economic

40% more economic than xylene

1.8 Bottomhole injection of chemicals

Special polymers or surfactants are generally used [12, 13],

1. Specific surfactants (developed by Anticu' Chimie and Elf Aquitaine) can be chosen for
their electrochemical behavior and their chemical stmcture ; they form a complex sys
tem of bonds with asphaltenes more stable than those existing between asphaltenes and
resins.

2. One inhibitor developed by Shell Chemicals, an oil-soluble polymeric dispersant in a
mineral oil (Asphaltene Inhibitor B) having the following characteristics also be used:
- Recommended concentration for field applications == 500 ppm
- With the reblended, newly developed Asphaltene Inhibitor B, the amount of inhibitor

is reduced by 45%, and costs are reduced by 15%.
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1.9 Screening solvents or chemicals [3]

Aromatic solvents are to be preferred for asphaltene deposit dissolution. But, in the case of
especially hard asphalt deposits, their efticiency can be increased by addition of 1% to 5%
polar chemicals such as amines or alcohols.

The principle is to adjust the polarity of aromatic solvent to be used to the phys
ico-chemical properties of the asphaltene fraction contained in the deposit considered. For
such an optimization, a laboratory study is recommended as described in reference [3]
which details the guidelines used for screening the chemicals available.

1.10 Economic balance [14]

The economy of injection of chemicals can be evaluated, assuming that:

1. During asphaltene deposition, well production'decreases .linearly over time

2. Solven~ washes completely recover well production decline due to asphaltene damage

3. In the presence of an inhibitor above the Critical Additive Concentration (CAC), well
production remains constant

4. When the inhibitor concentration falls below the CAe, well production decreases lin
early over time with the same slope as without any inhibitor.

The economic balance is calculated as follows:

Balance term for wash treatments

[maximum production(~) -Ioss(~) - single wash cost]

x number of treatments per year

where
(~) wash treatment life (months).

Balance term for squeeze treatments

[maximum production (a + [1) -loss ([1) - single squeeze cost]

x number of treatments per year

where
(a) squeeze treatment life (months)
([1) time up to next squeeze treatment (months).

Cost ratio

cost ratio
squeeze cost per year

solvent- wash cost per year
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U2 HYDRATES

2.1 Basics of hydrate formation [15]

U

."

Hydrates call only form when three main conditions are met:

l. Water must be present. Hydrates are 80-90 wt% water formed into a lattice structure
similar to that of ice.

2. Hydrocarbons must be present. The hydrate structure is stabilized at relatively high tem
perature compared to ice by the presence of small molecules trapped in the lattice. Mol
ecules such as methane, ethane, propane and butane in addition to nitrogen and carbon
dioxide stabilize the structure.

3. Hydrates form at temperatures of around 5-25°C depending on the pressure. Unlike ice,
when the pressure is increasing the hydrate [aonation temperature increases.

2.2 Hydrate prevention [15]

2.2.1 Design philosophy for hydrate prevention

1. Identify the hydrate fonnation conditions.

2. Determine which areas are likely to have hydrate problemsin the current system design.

3. Investigate design options which ~i1l prevent/reduce problems.

4. Investigate operational options which will prevent/reduce problems.

5. Evaluate most favourable options which may be a combination of design and opera
tional changes and implement these in a revised design.

6. Detennine which areas of the revised design could still be subject to a hydrate blockage
in the event of some other system failure.

7. Establish whether the system is flexible enough to recover from a hydrate blockage in
any of these locations

2.2.2 Design options for hydrate prevention

The main design strategies for preventing or reducing hydrate problems are:

I. To keep the fluid temperature above the hydrate temperature.

2. To add chemicals to the water in order to change the hydrate formation temperature
(methanol and glycol are often used).

3. To add chemicals to the water in order to slow down hydrate formation (methanol
depreso'oc:he hjdrate fonnation more than glycol).

4. To add chemicals to the water in order to change the hydrate crystal formation and to
prevent hydrates agglomerating and fanning a blockage: threshold hydrate inhibitors
(THI).
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5. To remove water from the system. It is particularly important to deshydrate gas entering
the gas lift because these tend to be operated at fairly high pressure and are uninsulated.

6. To keep the system pressure below the hydrate formation pressure.

2.2.3 Operational options for hydrate prevention

When restarting a pipeline which has not been completely inhibited there are a number of
guidelines which apply:

I. The pipeline should be depressurized if this has not already been done.

2. If a number of wells feed into the same pipeline then these should be brought on-stream
in sequence starting with the well which has the leanest gas (highest hydrate formation
temperature) and lowest water content. Starting with a low flowrate keeps the pressure
low and therefore reduces the hydrate formation tempera~tll!,e. Once the pipeline has
warmed up the flow r~te and pressure can be increased. ,~

3. A one-off slug of methanol should be injected at the wellhead before flowing any gas
or liquid from the well. This will help to prevent hydrate formation in the tree and man
ifold valves.

2.3 Thermodynamic inhibitors [16]

Figure U3 shows the methane hydrates equilibrium (dissociation) temperature decrease
with methanol (CH30H) content in the water phase. Figure U4 indicates how monoethyl
eneglycol (MEG) depresses this same temperature. Figure US illustrates the effect of salt
(either pure sodium chloride or mixed with calcium chloride).

With 20 weight percent of inhibitor, the reduction of hydrates equilibrium temperature
is given in Table U2.

Table U2

Inhibitor (20%)

Methanol (CH,OH)
Monoethyleneglycol (MEG)

Salt

Reduce hydrates equilibrium
temperature by:

Remarks

Prohibition for environmontal reasons

Corrosion problems

2.4 Kinetic inhibitors [16-18]

Kinetic inhibitors are water soluble chemicals (mainly polymers) which can act by differ~

ent mechanims:
(a) By delaying hydrate nucleation
(b) By slowing down crystal growth
(c) By preventing hydrates agglomeration.
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Figure U3 Methanol influence on methane hydrates
equilibrium temperature (calculated) [16].
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Figure U4 MEG influence on methane hydrates
equilibrium temperature (calculated) [16].
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Figure US Salt influence on methane hydrates
equilibrium temperature (calculated) [16].
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Kinetic inhibitors can:

• Either increase crystals in suction time up to values which may surpass the residence
time of ffiultiphase fluids in flow and pipe lines

• Or decrease hydrates growth in order to delay exploitation and transport facilities plug
ging.

TR Oil Services have developed a new hydrate inhibitor, HYTREAT 530. It has the fol-
lowing advantages over methanol and MEG:

It is 5% more cost effective than methanol and gives 74% cost saving over MEG on a
once through treatment basis.

It allows to reduce offshore chemical delivery costs considering the large reduction in
chemical injection volume.

HYTREAT 530 storage tank is significantly smaller than the one required for methanol
storage.
It does not contaminate the downstream processes.

2.5 Guidelines for use of kinetic or thermodynamic
inhibitors [26]

This guidelines is a stepwise protocol to determine whether the use of inhibitors might be
suitable.

1. If the field is mature, record the current hydrate prevention strategy. Record the exist~

ing or planned procedures for dealing with an unplanned shutdown. Provide a generic
description of the chemistry of the scale and corrosion inhibitors used.

2. Obtain an accurate gas, condensate, and water analysis during a field drill test. Estimate
how these compositions will change over the life of the field. Estimate the production
rates of gas, oil, and water phases over the life of the field.

3. Generate the hydrate pressure-temperature equilibrium line with several prediction
methods. If the operating conditions are close to the hydrate line, confirm the predic
tion with experiment(s).

4. Determine the water production profile over field life.

5. Consider the pipeline topography along the ocean floorto determine where water accu
mulations will occur at dips, resulting in points of hydrate formation.

6. Simulate the pipeline pressure-temperature profile using a simulator to perform
hydraulic and heat transfer calculations in the well, flow lines, and separator over the
life of the field.

7. Detennine the water residence times in all parts of the system, especially in low points
of the pipeline.

8. Estimate the subcooling!1T (at the lowest temperature and highest pressure) relative to
the equilibrium line over all parts of the system, including fluid separators and water
handling facilities. List the parts of the system which require protection.
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9. If L'>T < SoC (l4°F), consider the use ofkinetic inhibitors. If L'>T> SoC (l4°F), consider

the use of standard thermodynamic inhibitors or anti-agglomerants.

10. Perform economic calculations (capital and operating expenses) for four options (a)
drying, (b) methanol, (c) monoethylene glycol, and (d) kinetic inhibitors.

11. Determine if inhibitor recovery is economical.

12. Design the hardware system to measure: (a) temperature and pressure at pipe inlet and
outlet, (b) water monitor for rates at receiving facility, and (c) the chemical check list
below.
(a) Has the inhibitor been tested with systems at the pipeline temperature and pressure?
(b) Consider the environmental, safety, and health impact of the chemical.
(c) Detennine physical properties such as:

- flash point (which should be <60°C or 135°F)
- viscosity (which should be <200 cp or mPa.s at lowest 7)
- density
- pour point (which should be > -lO'C or lS'F).

(d) Determine the minimum, maximum, and average dosage of inhibitor.
(e) Determine the storage and injection deployment methods.
(f) Determine the material compatibility with gaskets, seals, etc.
(g) Determine compatibility with other production chemicals.
(h) Detennine the compatibility with the process downstream including cloud point,

foaming, and emulsification tendencies.

At an early stage in the inhibitor design process, it will be worthwhile to consider
obtaining laboratory data and involving a service company to provide field support of pro
cess hydrate inhibition.

2.6 Dispersant additives [16,17]

Contrary to thermodynamic inhibitors or kinetic inhibitors, dispersant additives do not pre
vent the formation of hydrate crystals but enable their transport in suspen~ion. Dispersant
additives are oil soluble components and act according to the following steps:

(a) Formation of a water-in-oil emulsion by decreasing the water/oil inteffacial tension
(b) Prevention of water droplets coalescence
(c) Prevention of aggregation between hydrate particles.

By decreasing interfacial tension and preventing coalescence between water droplets,
additives act as emulsifiers. When hydrate formation occurs, water droplets are trans
fanned into hydrate particles which are dispersed in the hydrocarbon liquid phase. Addi
tives act as dispersant additives by preventing the formation of large aggregates.

Institut Fran~ais du Petcole (IF?) has developed a process which aims to transport
hydrate crystals as a suspension in well streams. This process is based on the use of surfac
tants which are likely to create a water emulsion in liquid hydrocarbons (condensate or
crude). Thus, hydrates are formed at the water droplets/liquid hydrocarbons interface, and
remain dispersed in this latter phase if the emulsion is sufficiently stable and there is no
agglomeration of the solid crystals.
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Dispersant additives are sometimes called "emulsifiers" or "anti-agglornerators".
Table U3 gives some characteristics of dispersant additives.

Table U3

Dispersant additives

EMULFIP 102 B

IPE201

Adding weight%

1%

0.5%

Licensee

FINA

IFP

2.7 Limitations of low-dosage additives [17]

2.7.1 Main limitations

Additives present different limitations depending on their mechanism of action (see
Table U4).

Table U4 Main limitations of kinetic inhibitors and dispersant additives.

Kinetic inhibitors

Sub-cooling temperature (temperature gap
between the equilibrium and the actual hydrate
formation temperature). At present time, kinetic
inhibitors are efficient for sub~cooling up to
10°C.

Residence time. The residence time of fluids in
the pipeline should not be too high. Therefore,
the acceptable length of pipeline should typically
be less than 50 km. For shut~down of flow in
pipeline, injection of methanoi may be neces
sary.

2.7.2 Field of application

Dispersant additives

Water-cut The maximum water cut is expected to
be around 50%. This limitation is caused by the
rheological properties of suspensions with high
solid fraction and may depend on flow regime
conditions.

As shown in Fig. U6, the application of kinetic inhibitors and dispersant additives is lim
ited in terms of water cut and sub~cooling, respectively.

For both sub-cooling and high water cut, traditional methods such as injection of meth
anol (or glycol), heating or insulation remain useful.
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Sub-cooling

Water
IIIllJJlJJ.llJ1llW.llJ1llWJJlJJu.- cut

50%

Figure U6 Application range of tow-dosage aditives [17J.

2.8 Economic comparison between different inhibition
processes [16]

U

1. The use of methanol is characterized by considerable losses of methanol and a high
operating cost.

2. The injection of glycol (MEG) involves a high investment cost because of the inhibitor
regeneration while the operating cost is low.

3. The use of dispersant additives corresponds to a lower investment cost than that of the
methanol process as well as to lower operating costs.

U3 PARAFFINS (WAXES)

3.1 Definition [1]

Paraffins are primarily aliphatic hydrocarbons (both straight and branched chain) that
change state from liquid to solid during conventional oil production and processing oper
ations. In addition to aliphatics, fIeld wax deposits usually contain aromatic, naphthenic,
resin, and asphaltenic molecules as well. The combined mass is called "wax", Paraffin
waxes usually melt between 4S and 70"C (110 and 160"F). Field waxes contain molecules
that can have melting points in excess of 95°C (2000 P).

Consequently, paraffins are deposited when the average temperature of crude oil
decreases below approximately 50°C.

It is the Wax Appearance Temperature (WAT).
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3.2 How to predict a wax problem [19]

The following steps are generally observed:

Downhole and/or surface sampling.

Specific analyses on the liquids recovered at surface conditions.

Use of a thennodynamic model to determine the WAT and the crystallized fraction as
a function of temperature, on live oils or condensates. The model is adjusted beforehand
to reproduce the surface conditions.

When necessary, use of a kinetic model to evaluate the amount of wax deposited in tub
ings and pipes.

3.3 Sampling [l9J

The quality of the prediction is highly dependent on the quality of the sample.
Because of the risk of deposition during the course of the test, downhole sampling is

generally preferred to surface sampling. One major difficulty is to avoid contamination by
drilling fluids, especially where oil-based mud is used.

3.4 Analysis [19]

In addition to standard PVT analysis, the evaluation of potential wax problems requires
additional information:

"Carburane" type analysis by Gas Chromatography (GC) is used, giving a semi-detailed
composition up to C20, about 300 components are identified.

N-paraffin distribution from C2l to approximatively C50/60.

Saturate, aromatic, naphthenic, aliphatic (SARA) distribution in heavy fraction C,5+.

WAT and crystallized fraction as determined by differential scanning calorimetry.

3.5 Modelling [19,20]

Three models are used to simulate the wax·y behaviour of crude oils:

A thermodynamic model: CRYSPAR. It calculates wax appearance temperature
(WAT) and the fraction of solid precipitated when waxy crude oils are cooled below the
WAT.

A dynamic deposition model: CIRE.

A combined model: PARASYM.
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3.6 How to prevent wax deposition [19J

The prevention of wax deposition is dependent on the field where the treatment will be
used.

In existing fields:

Chemical injection to reduce pigging and scraping frequency.

• Average concentration rate optimized to around 70 ppm.

In new fields:
Thermal solutions:
- Induction heating of tubing
- Thermal insulation of tubing and pipes
- (Magnets).

U4 SCALES [21,24]

4.1 Scales usually encountered

Tables U5a, band c give the chemical formulas and mineral names of the oil well scale
deposits usually encountered.

Deposits of scale are severe problems in many areas. Scale deposition can be attributed to
such factors as pressure drop, temperature change, and mixing of incompatible waters, par
ticularly in injection wells for secondary recovery or disposal purposes.

Halite

Calcite

Siderite

Trolit"d

Magnetite

Hematite

Brucite

Mineral name

Mineral nam~:-'f'-'" .
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NaCI

CaCOo
FeC03

FeS

Fe30 4

Fe20 3
Mg(OH),

Tabl. USa

Table usb

Chemical10rmula

Chemical formula

Sodium chloride

Water soluble scale

Acid soluble scales

Calcium carbonate

Iron carbonate

Iron sulfide

Iron oxide

Iron oxide

Magnesium

------------------------------------
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Acid insoluble scales

Calcium sulfate
Calcium sulfate
Barium sulfate
Strontium sulfate

Barium strontium sulfate

4.2 Scale removal

Deposit Treatment

Table USc

Chemical formula

CaS04 .2H20
CaS04
BaS04

SrS04
8a8r(804),

Mineral name

Gypsum
Anhydrite

Barite
Celestite

Usually a scale, that is an acid soluble deposit, will be removed by using a hydrochloric acid
solution. Sometimes it has been found very effective to use a hot acid treatment in which the
acid is reacted with magnesium or aluminum in the wellbore to heat up the entire system.

Particular cases:

Iron is perhaps the most common problem encountered in acid removal of scales. Addi
tives are available which are designed to control the precipitation of the iron when the
acid becomes spent.

The chemical treatment for removal of calcium sulfate is slow in comparison with the
removal of acid soluble scales. A first step is a treatment with a chemical solution which
converts the acid insoluble calcium sulfate into an adhering acid soluble scale.

4.3 Identification of scale

4.3.1 laboratory or field test for scale

Table U6 is a summary of easily run laboratory or field tests to determine the type of scale.

Scale

Acid soluble scale
Calcium carbonate
Iron carbonate
Iron sulfide
Iron oxide
Magnesium hydroxide

Acid 'Insoluble scale
Calcium sulfate

Barium sulfate
Strontium sulfate
Sodium chloride

Table U6 [24].

Additive for test

HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI
HCI

1. Soak overnight in C'I~i,?IC03 _
2. Treat with HCI

Fresh water
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Results

Bubbles vigorously
Bubbles-Solution yellow
Bubbles-H2S gas
Dissolves-Solution yellow
Dissolves-Solution clear

Bubbles vigoroUSly
Not soluble
Not soluble
Dissolves



Table U7 [21].
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Physical appearance and chemical analysis may be used. Table U7 is a practical guide for
field identWcation of oilfield scales.

uDeposit Treatment

Physical appearance Acid solubility
Indicated composition

and origin

1. White or light-colored

1.1 Hard, compact, Insoluble 8a804, 8r804 , CaS04
fine granular Incompatible waters.

1.2 Compact, with long, Powder dissolves slowly with no Gypsum, CaS04.2H2O.
pearly crystals gas bubbles. Solution gives 804 Incompatible waters

test with BaCI2. supersaturation.

1.3 Compact, fine grain, or Easily soluble in Hel with gas CaC03 or mixture of CaC03 and
crystals which break into bubbles. MgC03 if more slowly dissolved.
rhombohedrons Supersaturation,

rarely incompatible waters.

2. Dark colored, brown to black

2.1 Compact, brown Essentially Insoluble brown color See 1.1 and 1.2 above for white
dissolves on heating. Acid turns residue. Brown, iron oxide is
yellow. White, insoluble residue. corrosion product or precipitate

due to oxygen.

2.2 Compact, black Black material dissolves slowly See 1.1 and 1.2 above
with (3volutlon of H2S white, for residue. Black color is iron
insoluble residue. suifide-corrosion product,

incompatible waters, or both.

2.3 Compact, brown or black Easily soluble in 4% HCI CaC03 with iron oxide or
(dilute 15% 1:4) with gas bubbles. iron sulfide coloring matter.
Brown or black color remains.

2.4 Soft muck, usualiy brown
or black:

2.41 Insoluble. See 1.1 above.

2.42 Dissolves, no bubbles. See:' I'..::. ·doove.

2.43 Dissolves, gas bubbles. See 1.3 above.

2.44 Insoluble, except brown material, Iron oxide, see 2.1 above.
YElliow solution.

2.45 Black material dissolves, evolution Iron sulfide, see 2.2 above.
of H2S.

Note. DISCUSSion of Inert residue and organic slime IS omitted from the above outline, It should be emphasized
that acid-insoluble residue occurs in all scale deposits, sometimes being the major ingredient. Also, "soft
muck" deposits may contain all the others, in finely-divided state and their recognition may be difficult due to
more or less organic slime.

4.3.2 Guide to field identification of oilfield scales
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Well Servicing

V1 WELL CONTROL OPERATION [I]

The standard API RP 59 has been designed to serve as a direct tield aid in well control and
also as a technical source for teaching well control principles. These recommended prac
tices contain current practices for utilization in land. marine, and offshore drilling opera
tions.

The recommended practices are separed into two main systems:

Blowout preventers at the surface within reach and sight of the driller

Blowout preventers installed on the seafloor with relatively long choke and kill lines.

In this standard, sections have been prepared to establish practices and procedures per-
taining to both surface and subsea blowout preventer installations.

V2 WIRELINE OPERATION [2,3]

Wire line operation is the basic method of handling a producing well.

2.1 Principle and area of application

Wireline operatioris'aft ased to work on a producing well by means of a steel cable to enter,
run in, set and retrieve the tools and measurement instruments needed for rational produc
tion.

Wireline jobs can be classified into three different types:

Monitoring and cleaning the tubing or the bottom of the hole (inside diameter, ColTO~

sion, clogging, sediment top, etc.)

Measurement operations (bottomhole temperature and pressure recordings, sampling,
locating interfaces, production logs, etc.)

SNting or retrieving tools and operations in the well (setting and pulling subsurface
,sulelY Valves, bottomhole chokes, plugs, gas lift valves, etc.; actuating circulating
sleeves; tishing, perforating).
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2.2 Dimensions

Well Servicing v

Dimensions of the more commonly used wireline tools are given in Tables V 1 and V2.
Diameters 0.082 in. (2.08 mm) and 0.092 in. (2.34 mm) are the most utilized.

Table V1 Diameters.

mm

1.68

1.83

2.08

2.34

2.67
2.74

3.18

3.25

in.

0.066

0.072

0.082

0.092

0.105

0.108

0.125

0.128

Table V2 Standard lengths.

m

3048

3657
4572

5486

6096

7620

2.3 Well-measur=~;;wire [4]

It

10 000
12000

15 000

18 000

20 000
25 000

2.3.1 Requirements

Well-measuring shall be in accordance with Table V3 (established for improved plow
steel). For well-measuring wire of other materials or coating, refer to supplier for physical
properties.

Well-servicing wire shall consist of one continuous piece of wire without brazing or
welding of the finished wire. The wire shall be made from the best quality of specified
grade of rn::l~erial, shall be of good workmanship, and shall be free from defects which
might aft~ct its appearance or service-ability. Coating on well-measuring wire shall be
optional with the purchaser.

The minimum torsions for individual bright wire shall be the number of 360 0 revolu
tions in a 8-in. (203 mm) length that the wire must withstand before breakage occurs.
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v WelI Servicing

Table V3 Requirements for well measuring wire, bright or drawn galvanized
carbon steel (improved plow steel) [4].

Values to be agreed upon between purchaser and manufacturer:
- Extra improved plow steel: 1.18 nominal strength
- Extra extra improved plow steel: 1.25 nominal strength.

Wire diameter Approximate wire weight Nominal strength Minimum

(mm) (In.) torsion

(± 0.03) (± 0.0001)
(kg/m) (Iblft) (kN) (Ibn revolutions

1.68 0.066 0.018 0.012 3.61 811 32
1.83 0.072 0.021 0.014 4.27 961 29
2.08 0.082 0.027 0.018 5.51 1239 26
234 0.092 0.034 0.023 6.88 1547 23
2.67 0.105 0.045 0.030 8.74 1966 20
2.74 0.108 0.048 0.032 9.38 2109 19
3.18 0.125 0.062 0.042 12.43 2794

3.25 0.128 0.065 0.044 13.01 2924

.

2.3.2 Testing

A specimen of wire 3 ft (0.91 m) long shall be cut from each coil of well-measuring wire.
One section of this specimen shall be tested for elongation and tensile simultaneously. The
ultimate elongation shall be measured on a 10-in. (254 mm) length of specimen. at instant
of rupture, which must occur within the 10-in. (254 mm) gauge length. When determining
elongation, a stress shall be imposed upon the wire equal to 100 000 psi (690 MPa) at
which point the extensometer is applied. Directly to the reading of the extensometer shall
be added 0.4 percent to allow for the initial elongation ocurring before application of the
extensometer.

The remaining section of the 3-ft (0.91 m) test specimen shall be gaugec( for size and
tested for torsional requirements in accordance with Paragr. 2.3.1, above.

If;··w'hen making any individual test, the first specimen fails, not more than two addi
tional specimens from the same wire shall be tested. If the average of any two tests shows
acceptance, it shall be used as the value to represent the wire.

2.4 Well-measuring strand [4]

2.4.1 Construction

Well-measuring strand shall be bright (uncoated) or drawn-galvanized.

Well-measuring strand shall be left lay. The lay of the finished strand shall not exceed
19 times the nominal diameter.

Well-measuring strands may be of various combinations of wires but are commonly fur
nished in both I x 16 (16/9) and I x 19 (16/12) constructions.
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When testing finished strands to their breaking strength, suitable sockets or other accept
able means of holding small cords shall be used.

Specifications are defined with Standards ISO 10432 and API spec. 14A. 9th Ed.
A subsurface safety valve (SSSY) is a device whose design function is to prevent

uncontrolled well flow when closed. These devices may be installed and retrieved by wire
line or pump down methods (wireline retrievable) or be an integral part of the tubing string
(tubing retrievable).

Nominal Minimum Maximum Approximate
Galvanized Galvanized extra

improved plow improved plow
diameter diameter diameter weight

steel steel

(in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (kg/m) (Ibltt) (kN) (Ib!) (kN) (Ib!)

3/16 4.775 0.188 5.105 0.201 0.109 0.073 18.7 4200 20.9 4700

7/32 5.563 0.219 5.893 0.232 0.149 0.100 26.2 5900 29.4 6600
1/4 6.350 0.250 6.731 0.265 0.189 0.127 32.5 7300 36.5 8200
5/16 7.950 0.313 8.357 0.329 0.327 0.220 49.4 11 100 55.6 12500

v

A-475: Zinc-coated steel wire strand

A-474: Aluminum-coated steel wire strand

A-586: Zinc-coated steel structural strand

A-603: Zinc-coated steel structural wire rope

Table V5 [4].

Table V4 Requirements for well servicing strand bright or drawn
galvanized carbon steel [4].

Well Servicing

Galvanized wire guy strand

Aluminized wire guy strand

Galvanized structural strand

Galvar,::',~: structural rope

V3 SU BSU RFACE SAFETY VALVES [5, 6. 7]
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2.4.3 Testing

2.4.4 Wire guy strand and structural rope and strand

They shall conform to the following ASTM standards (Table Y5).

2.4.2 Requirements

Well-measuring strands shall conform to the properties listed in Table V4.



V Well Servicing

3.1 Definitions

SSSV: A subsurface safety valve is a device whose design function is to prevent uncon
trolled well flow when closed. These devices may be installed and retrieved by wireline
or pump down method (wireline retrievable) or be an integral part of the tubing string
(tubing retrievable).

SCSSV: A surface controlled subsurface safety valve is an SSSV controlled from the
surface.

SSCSV: A subsurface controlled subsurface safety valve is an SSSV actuated by the
characteristics of the well.

SV lock: A safety valve lock is a device attached to or a part of the SSSV that holds the
SSSV in place.

SVLN: A safety valve landing nipple is a receptacle in the production string with inter
nal sealing surfaces in which an SSSV may be installed. It may include recesses for
locking devices to hold the SSSV in place and may be pOfted fOf communication to an
outside source for SSSV operation.

SSSV equipment: The subsurface safety valve, safety valve lock, safety valve landing
nipple, and all components that establish tolerances and/or clearances which may affect
performance or interchangeability of the SSSV equipment.

3.2 Suggestions for ordering
subsurface safety,valve equipment

In placing orders for subsurface safety valve equipment in accordance with ISO 10432-1,
Subpart 2, the operator should specify the following on the pnrchase order.

Specification and edition.

Tubing: size, weight, grade, connection.

SSSV equipment
- Type system (SCSSV or SSCSV).
- Type, model and quantity.
- Class of service:

Class 1. Standard service.
Class 2. Sandy service.
Class 3. Stress corrosion cracking service.
Class 4. Weight loss corrosion service.

- Size: see Tables V6 and V7.
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- Rated working pressure: the most commonly used are listed below:

MPa psi

20.7 3000
34.5 5000
41.4 6000
69.0 10000

103.5 15 000

- Temperature range:
The lowest high temperature rating of any component of the SSSV.
The highest low temperature rating of any component of the SSSV.

- Special features (see API RP 14B).

SCSSV
- Control system pressure.
- Setting depth (see API RP 14B).
- Type control fluid (see API RP 14B).
- Strength (tubing retrievable only).

SSCSV
- Orifice size, spring, spacers, dome cbarge, etc. (see API RP 14B).

Other equipment
- Safety valve lock.
- Safety valve landing nipple.

3.3 Standard safety valve landing nipples

They are listed in Table V6.

Table V6 [5-6].

Nominal nipple size Tubing or casing size Sealing surface 10

(mm) (in.) (mm) (in.) (mm) (in.)
-

31.8 1 1/4 42.2 1.66 31,75 1.250
38.1 1 1/2 48.3 1.90 38.10 1.500

44.5 1 3/4 52.4 2.063 41.28 1.625

50.8 2 60.3 23/8 47.63 1.875

63.5 2 1/2 73.0 27/8 58.72 2.312

76.2 3 88.9 31/2 71.42 2.812

88.9 31/2 101.6 4 84.15 3.313

101.6 4 114.3 41/2 96.82 3.812
114.3 41/2 127.0 5 104.78 4.125
127.0 5 139.7 51/2 115.87 4.562

152.4 6 177.8 7 151.46 5.963

Repnnted Courtesy of the American Petroleum Institute, 1220 L Street, NW, Washington, DC, 20005.
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3.4 Standard outside diameters wireline retrievable
subsurface safety valves

They are listed in Table V7.

Table V7 [5-6J.

Nominal SSSV size Standard valve 00

(mm) (in.) (mm) (in.)

31.8 1 1/4 31.50 1.240
38.1 1 1/2 37.85 1.490
44.5 13/4 41.02 1.615
50.8 2 47.37 1.865
63.5 21/2 58.47 2.302
76.2 3 71.17 2.802
88.9 31/2 83.90 3.303

101.6 4 96.57 3.802
114.3 41/2 104.52 4.115
127.0 5 115.62 4.552
152.4 6 151.21 5.953

Reprinted Courtesy of the Amencan Petroleum Institute, 1220 L Street, NW,
Washington, DC, 20005.

V4 SNUBBING [8]

4.1 Introduction

Snubbing is the process of running or pulJing tubing, drillpipe or other tubulars in the pres
ence of sufficient surface pressure present to cause the tubular to he forced out of the hole.
That is, in snubbing the force due to faonation pressure's acting to eject the tubular exceeds
the buoyed weight of the tubular. As illustrated in Fig. VI, the well force FW' is a combi
nation of the well pressure force (Fwp)' buoyant force (Fb) and friction force (F/

Stripping is similar to snubbing in that the tubultlr is being run into or pulled out of the
hole under pressure. '.

Snubbing or stripping operations through rams can be performed at any pressure. Snub
bing or stripping opemtions through a good quality annular preventer are generally limited
to pressures less than 14 MPa (2 000 psi). Operations conducted through a stripper rubber
or rotating head should be limited to pressures less than I 750 kPa (250 psi). Although
slower, ram-ta-rarn is the safest procedure for conducting operations under pressure.

Some of the more common snubbing applications are as follows:

Tripping tubulars under pressure

Pressure control/well killing operations

Fishing, milling or drilling under pressure

Completion operations under pressure.
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where

Wp nominal pipe weight

Fw=F,+Fb+Fwp

Fwp = Psx casing cross~seetional area

v

..

Figure V1 Snubbing principle [81.

4.2 The snubbing stack

There are many acceptable snubbing stack arrangements. The basic snubbing stack is illus
trated in Fig. V2. As illustrated, the lowennost rams are blind safety rams, Above the blind
safety rams are the pipe safety rams. Above the pipe safety rams is the bottom snubbing
ram, followed by a spacer spool and the upper snubbing ram. Since a ram preventer should
not be operated with a pressure differential across the ram, an equalizing loop is required
to equalize the pressure across the snubbing rams during the snubbing operation. The pipe
safety rams are used only when the snubbing rams become worn and require changing.

4.3 Theoretical considerations

As shown in Fig. VI, snubbing is required when the weB force, Fw' exceeds the total
weight of the tubular. The snubbing force Fsn is equal to the net upward force as illustrated
in Eg. V I and Fig. VI.

(VI)

nominal weight of the pipe (Ibm/ft)
length of pipe (ft)
friction force (Ibf)
buoyant force (lbf)
well pressure force (lbf).
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Equalizing loop
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Snubbing ram

~ r=:r:LJ:tO~@;,;:t: 03:0:1~
Bleed off line

Spacer spool

Snubbing ram

Pump in line

Safety pipe rams

Safety bind rams

Figure V2 Basic snubbing stack [8].

The well pressure force, FWP' is given by Eq. V2:

Fwp = O.7854D~P, (V2)

where
Ps surface pressure (psi)
Dp outside diameter of tubular exposed to P, (in.).

As shown in Eq. V2, the diameter of the pipe within the seal element must b~ i,.,0nsid·
ered. When running a pipe through an annular or stripper, the outside diameter of the con
nection is the determining variable. When stripping or snubbing pipe from ram to ram, only
the pipe body is contained within the seal elements; therefore, the outside diameter of the
tube will determine the force required to push the pipe into the well. With drillpipes, there
is a significant difference between the diameter of the pipe body and the tool joint.
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V5 DRILl-STEM TESTING (DST) [9J

5.1 Background [9J

v l

5.1.1 Objective

Drillstem testing provides a method of temporarily completing a well to determine the pro
ductive characteristics of a specific zone. As originally conceived, a drillstem test provided
primarily an indication of formation content. The pressure chart was available, but served
mainly to evaluate tool operation.

Currently, analysis of pressure data in a properly planned and executed DST can pro~

vide, at reasonable cost, good data to help evaluate the productivity of the zone, the com
pletion practices, the extent of formation damage, and perhaps the need for stimulation.

5.1.2 Reservoir characteristics

Reservoir characteristics that may be estimated from OST analysis include:
(a) Average effective permeability
(b) Reservoir pressure
(c) Wellbore damage
(d) Barriers. permeability changes fluid, contacts
(e) Radius of investigation
(I) Depletion.

5.1.3 Basics of DST operations [9, IOJ

Simply a drillstem test is made by running in the hole on drill pipe a bottom assembly consist
ing of a packer and a surface operated valve (Fig. V3). The DST valve is closed while the drill
string is run, thus, pressure inside the drill pipe is very low compared to hydrostatic mud colR

umn pressure. Once on bottom, the packer is set to isolate the desired fonnation zone from the
mud column, and the control valve is opened to allow fonnation fluids to enter the drill pipe.

After a suitable period, the valve is closed, and a pressure buildup occurs b~lo\y the
valve as fonnation fluids repressure the area around the wellbore. After a suitable buildup
time, the control valve usually is opened a.gain, and the flowing and shut-in periods
repeated, to obtain additional data and verification.

5.2 Theory of pressure buildup analysis [9]

Transient pressure analysis of a DST is based on the Homer pressure buildup equation.
This equation describes the repressuring of the wellbore area during the shut-in period, as
fonnation fluid moves into the "pressure sink" created by the flowing,r "~ion of the DST.

Pws = Pi
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where
Pws measured pressure in the wellbore during buildup (psi)
t'p flowing time (min)
1>,' shut-in time (min)
Pi shut-in reservoir pressure (psi)
q rate of flow (st bbl/D)
J1 fluid viscosity (cp)
B formation volume factor (reservoir bbVstock tank bbl)
k formation permeability (md)
h formation thickness (ft).

~=}1:- Production
I.:- valve

Pressure
recorder

Drill
stem
test
tool

Pressure
recorder II

Figure V3 A drillstem test tool records pressure and samples
the foonation fluid [10].
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,
Conditions which must be assumed during the buildup period for Eq. V3 to be strictly

correct are:
(a) radial flow, homogeneous formation
(b) steady~state conditions
(c) infinite reservoir
(d) single-phase flow.

Most of these conditions are met on a typical DST. Steady-state now is perhaps the con
dition causing the primary concern, particularly at early shut-in time.

5.3 Recommendations for obtaining good test data [9]

The key to DST evaluation is obtaining and recording good data. The DST must be planned
to fit the specific situation.

5.3.1 Recording surface events

Recording surface events, both character and time, are important to chart analysis. For
ex.ample:

What types and amounts of tluids were recovered?

What were the characteristics of each fluid (salinity and perhaps resistivity of water,
was it water cushion, mud filtrate or formation water, how much of each; API gravity
and gas-oil ratio of recoverd oil, etc.)?

What size chokes were used?

When were they changed?

When did l1uid come to the surface?

5.3.2 Time intervals

Time intervals allotted to each,ofthe basic DST operations should ideally be adjusted dur
ing the test based on surface observations.

The "closed chamber method" of analyzing the initial flowing period (discussed later)
provides very early indications of formation fluid types and rates for use by the on-site
supervisor in running the DST.

5.3.3 Initial flowing period

This must be sufficient to relieve the effect of superchargeor overpressure in the formation
immediately surrounding the wellbore.

Normally 5 to 20 minutes'is sufficient; however, longer times may be desirable in low
productivity reservoirs in order to positively differentiate supercharge from depletion.
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5.3.4 Initial shut-in period

Well Servicing

With no previous experience, the length of initial shut-in period may be based on statistical
studies as follows:

With 30 minute shut-in, 50% of tests reached static reservoir pressure.
With 45 minute shut-in, 75% of tests reached static reservoir pressure.
With 60 minute shut-in, 92% of tests reached static reservoir pressure.

5.3.5 Final flow period

This should be at least one hour of good to strong blow. The longer the t10w period. the
deeper the radius of investigation. If t1uid reaches the surface. additional time is desirable
to obtain accurate volume gauges and gas-oil ratios. If blow quits, nothing is gained by
continuing flow test.

5.3.6 Final shut-in period (FSI period)

This is the most important portion of the DST as far as formation evaluation is concerned.
The length of shut-in should be based on events during the t10w period.

If formation t1uid surfaces, FSI period should be one-half the t10wing time (but never
less than 30 minutes).
With good to strong blow, FSI period should be equal the t10wing time (but never less
than 45 minutes).
With poor blow, FSI period ;hould be twice the t10wing time (120 minutes, if possible).

V6 WORKOVER PLANNING [II]

RecommendatjfJOS to repair a well will vary with the defmed problem. Some of the work
over considerations that influence a job design and its execution are the following:
1. What corrective action is proposed to repair the weHr·
2. What well fluid is required to control the zone?
3. Can the well be repaired by working through tubing, or is it necessary to remove tubu-

lars?
4. What type of rig equipment is necessary?
5. Are there any special techniques required such as sand control, gas lift or stimulation?
6. What type of downhole completion equipment is required, and is it readily available?
7. Will there be any special logistical problems during the job?

'~..,

6.1 Workover operations

Table V8 reviews several types of workover operation and reasons for the workover.
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Reason for workover

Increase production from current zone
or recomplete in new zone

Lower operating costs

Return well to its production objective

Well Servicing

l.bleVa [II].

Operation

• Reperforation (major)
• Stimulation (major)
• Put on artificial lift system (routine)

• Reduce water production with cement squeeze (major)
• Use sand control procedures (major)
• Change out lift systems (routine)
• Plug and abandon (major)

• Pull and replace wireline equipment (routine)
• Pull and replace leaking tubing (routine)
• Pull and repair lift equipment (routine)

v

6.2 Analysis of problem wells

Well problems may be categorized as follows:

Mechanical (rod breaks, pump failures, seals, packer, or tubing leaks, etc.).

Restricted producing rate with high flowing bottomhole pressure Pwf (plugged: tubing
intake, pump, gas-lift valve, etc.).

Restricted producing rate with low flowing bottomhole pressure Pwf(plugged perfora
tions, skin effect, sand movement, etc.).

• Excessive water or gas production.

Restricted injection rate with higher injection pressures, Pinj than normal (formation or
injection plugging).

Restricted injection rate with normal injection pressures, Pinj (leaking flow lines or
bypass, bad injection pumps).

Failure of the operational personnel to adequately relate production to economics.

6.3 Workov~r considerations

After the problem is identified and its solution selected, the workover program is estab
lished. Each step of the workover must be considered to optimize the overall operation.
While each workover may vary with respect to the actual operation (major or routine), they
generally have a common order of doing the work to be performed. This order usually fol
lows these steps.

I. Preparation of the well site for the rig, storage of materials and equipment.

2. Selection of the well servicing fluid.

3. Manipulation of downhole safety equipment, well surface equipment, and lease equip
ment before initiating workover.

4. Killing the well (circulating, reverse or normal, or bullheading, if necessary).
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5. Removal of production equipment (rods, pump, wireline equipment, tubing, packer,
etc.).

6. Determine the mechanical condition of the casing, liner, open hole. Run gauge ring,
casing scraper, CBL, pipe inspection log, production log; remove scale, paraffin, salt,
sand.

7. Run equipement for use in workover operation (bridge plug, packer, workover tubing
string, cement retainer, test tools, perforating gun, wireline equipment).

Note: It is important to measure and record all dimensions and tolerances of tools run
and especially their fishing necks.

8. Performance of desired workover operation (major or routine).

9. Examine mechanical condition of production equipment to be run back in the hole
(steam clean tubing, clean and inspect all downhole equipment that has not been
repaired or replaced).

10. Run production equipment, keeping detailed and accurate records of what was run and
where, along with its dimensions and materials.

11. Return well to desired status (production or injection).

12. Monitor results, evaluate economics, write a detailed workover history complete with
a well diagram, and see that all items are properly filed in the well file.

Don't try harder, work smarter,
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Cased-Hole logging and
Imaging

Wireline logs are the most reliable source of information for determining the presence of
oil and gas. They are applied throughout the life of the well for various geological, geo
physical, petrophysical and engineering applications.

Production logging, cement and corrosion evaluation and nuclear measurements made
after casing has been set are increasingly used to identify problems and to monitor well per
formance.

Referring to Fig. WI, different regions of investigation are selected in which tools are
specifically designed to operate:

Region 1
Various formation evaluatibn services are used to
measure parameters (see Paragr. WI).

Region 2
Cement evaluation logs inspect (see Paragr. W2).

Region 3
Casing inspection devices operate (see Paragr.
W3).

Region 4
Production logging tools measure the region
inside casing (see Paragr. W4).

--
,..--:-
-

._--
);-----.....:,,- --. - --

lr--=-=-:=<---"

, Figu"~ W1 CasedMhole logging environment [37].
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Cased-Hole Logging and Imaging

Wl FORMATION EVALUATION [1-5,33,37, 38J

Different technologies can be used:
(a) Natural gamma ray logging
(b) Pulsed neutron capture logs
(c) Neutron logging
(d) Carbon/oxygen logging

(e) Sonic and acoustic techniques
(f) Other services,

1,1 Natural gamma ray logging

W

This tool contains no source and responds only to gamma ray emissions from the downhole
environment.

1.1.1 Applications

Primary depth control log.

Bed definition.

Evaluation of shale volume from the gamma ray log.

Presence of highly radioactive zones.

1.1,2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [I, 2J

NGS' Natural Gamma Ray Spectrometry Log'. It can be used to help identify clay type
and to calculate clay volumes.

MTT* Multiple Tracer Tool>£<. It can be used to determine the distribution of the mate
rials placed downhole.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) lure CO) (in.)

NGS • Reservoir delineation·· 33/8 140 150 24
• Detailed well-to-well correlation 35/8 140 180 24
• Cation exchange capacity studies 37/8 140 150 24
• Igneous rock recognition
• Definition of clay content
• Recognition of radioactive minerals
• Estimates of potassium and uranium

MIT • Evaluating hydraulic fractures, squeeze 1 11/16 140 180
cementing and enhanced oil recovery 2 140 180
processes

! •Dp!ecting zones of lost circulation
.. Monitoring gravel packing

* Note. Placed after the name ofa tool, the" mdlcates that It IS

a trade mark of the Company under which it is listed.
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Baker Atlas [33]

Cased-Hole Logging and Imaging

SL* Spectrolog*. It records gamma ray intensity versus borehole depth.
PRISM* Precision Radioactive Isotope Spectral Measurement*. It overcomes the lim~

itatians of conventional evaluation methods.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications pressure tempera~ hole size
(in.)

(MPa) lure 1°C) (in.)

SL • Define clay content and clay type 3.63 140 200 24
• Mineral identification &
• Aid for fracture detection 260

PRISM • Evaluation of well treatment such as: 1.69 100 200 95/8
- hydraulic stimulation
- selective cementing
.- grave) packing

Halliburton [38]

CSNG' Compensated Spectral Natural Gamma Log'. It allows to more thoroughly
characterize reservoirs and to confidently estimate net pay.

TracerScan* for radioactive surveys.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MP,) ture (OC) (in.)

CSNG • Characterize reservoirs more thoroughly 35/8 140 175 20
• Confidently estimate net pay

Tracer- • Lithology 35/8 70 135 20
Scan • Fracture evaluation 35/8 140 204 20

1 11/16 140 175 20.75

1.2 Pulsed neutron capture logs

They are often run without shutting in production from the well being logged. These tools
do not contain chemical neutron sources. Neutrons are generated by the electrical neutron
generator named "minitron".

1.2.1 Applications

Measurement of water saturation, porosity. and presence of gas in the formation.

Location of gas~oil contact and water-oil contact.
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Correlation with open hole resistivity logs.

Shale indicator.

Evaluate changes in saturation due to zones watering out.

Measure residual oil saturation (ROS).

Locate and select zones for recompletion.

1.2.2 Tools from Service Companies

w

Schlumberger (lJ

TDT.K', TDT.M', Dual-Burst' TDT (TDT.P') Thermal Decay Time too]'. They
can determine both formation sigma and borehole sigma.

RST-A"', RST·B* Reservoir Saturation Tool"'. They use multiple detectors to separate
the si~nal contributions from the borehole and the formation.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture (OC) (In.)

TOT·K • Formation sigma 1 11/16 120 165
TOT·M • Borehole sigma
TDT·P • Gas detection and discrimination

• Porosity analysis
• Reservoir and flood monitoring
• Through·drillpipe formation eValuation

RST • Same applications as the TOT tools, plus 1 11/16 105 150 7
• Oil saturation determination in unknown 21/2 105 150 95/8
or fresh formation water (this is only for
inelastic mode)
• Borehole oil fraction
• Sigma measurement

Baker Atlas [33]

PDK-IOO' Pulsed Decay (DK)' with 100 counting gates. It measures the macroscopic
absorption cross. section. sigma (E), of the bulk formation.

Maximum Maximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications

00 tempera- hole size
(in.)

pressure
(MPa) lure (0C) (in.)

PDK-100 • Locate gas, oil, and water contacts 1.69 110 180 95/8
• Correlate with open and cased-hole logs
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Halliburton [38]

TMD-L* Thermal Multigate Decay-Lithology tool*. It provides data that helps deter
mine through-casing water saturation estimates, lithology and porosity.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) lure re) (In.)

TMD-L • Reservoir monitoring 2.125 110 165 95/8
• Lithology determination
• Enhanced oil recovery monitoring
• Gas vs. tight determination
• Spectral water flow detection

1.3 Neutron logging

Neutrons logs are used to evaluate formation porosity, detect gas, and as correlation log
between open and cased hole when the gamma ray lacks character. The neutron logs are
primarily responsive to the hydrogen density of the pore fluid downhole. Porosity is calcu
lated based on the hydrogen index [37].

1.3.1 Applications

Evaluation of formation porosity.

Detection of gas.

1.3.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [1]

CNL* Compensated Neutron Log*. It provides lithology and porosity analyses in one
trip in the well.

APS* Ac.celerator Porosity Sonde>1<.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) lure I'C) (in.)

CNL • Porosity (thermal neutron porosity) 23/4 175 260 10
• Clay analysis 33/8 140 200 24
• Gas detection

~.

APS • Porosity (eplthermal neutron porosity) 35/8 140 175 22
• Clay
• Gas
• Saturation by sigma measurement
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1.4.1 Applications [37]

1.4 Carbon/oxygen logging

This logging has application'in determining the presence of water and oil and their satura
tions behind casing in formations whose water is fresh or of unknown salinity.

wCased-Hole Logging and Imaging

Maximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications 00

tempera-
(in.)

pressure
(MPa) ture (OC)

DSN • Porosity 35/8 140 175
• Lithology
• Production analysis

Discriminate water/oil contact when salinity of formation water is low or known.

Evaluate hydrocarbon zones and saturations in fresh, mixed, or unknown water salinity
environments.

Locate water and oil zones in waterfloods where mixed salinities exist between fonna
tion and tlood waters.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hOle size

IMPa) ture (OC) (in.)

eN • Porosity determination 275 170 200 24
• Locate gas 3.63 140 230
• Identify lithology

NEU • Indicates porosity 1.38 140 200 10
• Identify gas zones 1.69 120 260
• Locate fluid contacts 3.00 170 260

3.63 140 200

Halliburton [38]

DSN' Dual Spaced Neutron'.

Baker Atlas [33]

eN'" Compensated Neutron Log*. It makes the instrument very desirable in rough or
washed out boreholes.

NED Neutron Log'. It helps distinguish fluids from rock matrix.
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Evaluate saturations in formations behind casings when open hole logs are not avail
able.

Monitoring of steam and CO, flood frontslbreakthrough.

1.4.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [I]

GST* Gamma Spectrometry Tool*. It provides information for complete reservoir
analysis through casing.

RST* Reservoir Saturation Tool"', It uses multiple detectors to separate the signal con
tributions from the borehole and the formation.

00
Maximum Maximur;n Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure temperaM hole size
(MPa) ture !,e) (in.)

GST • Lithology 35/8 140 150
• Porosity
• Oil saturation by C/O measurement

RST • Oil saturation determination in 1 11/16 105 150 7
unknown or fresh formation water by C/O 2 1/2 105 150 95/8
measurement
• Borehole oil fraction
• Water flow log
• Sigma measurement
• Lithology (spectrolith)

Baker Atlas [33]

RPM* Reservoir Performance Monitor"'. It is a. pulse neutron tool measuring capture and
inelastic gamma ray induced by pulsed neutron, water saturation in unknown water salinity
is determined through casing in addition the tool also detect water tlow behind casing.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture (GC) (in.)

RPM • Location of hydrocarbons in fresh, 1 11/16 140 175 95/8
brackish, or unknown formation water
salinities
• Pre-abandonment exploration for
bypassed hydrocarbons

"• Monitor production and reseNoir
,

depletion
• Monitor enhanced oil recovery projects
• Lithology identification and porosity
indicator
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Cased-Hole Logging and Imaging w

PSG'" Pulsed Spectral Gamma Log"'. It provides information for improved
through-casing oil-saturation estimates when formation waters are of low or unknown
salinity.

TMD-L* Thermal Multigate Decay-Lithology tool*. It provides data that helps deter
mine through~casing water saturation estimates.

RMT* Reservoir Monitoring Tool"', It is a small diameter reservoir monitoring tool
delivers high-performauce, through-tubing capacity.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal ap'plicatioris
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole siz~

IMPa) ture (·C) (in,)

PSG • Reservoir evaluation throUgh casing 33/8 100 150 10
• Watertlood monitoring

TMD-L • Reservoir monitoring 1 11/16 100 160 16
• Lithology and porosity determination
• Enhanced oil recovery monitoring
• Gas vs. tight determination
• Spectral water flow detection

RMT • More than double the logging speed 21/8 100 160 95/8
• Detailed analysis of the reservoir through
a comprehensive reservoir
monitoring program
• Operating inelastic and capture modes

1.5 Sonic and acoustic techniques

There are three main types of waves in sonic logging: the compressional, shear, and Stone
ley, Acoustic waves propagate from the transmitter to receiver by being refracted at the for
mation interface in a direction parallel to the wellbore [37].

1,5,1 Applications

Sonic measurements

Velocity between two receivers.

Porosity.

Elastic properties.

Acoustic wave logging

Early open hole-cased hole comparison.

Effects of cement coverage,

Detection of gas in high porosity sands.
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1.5.2 Tools from Services Companies

Schlumberger [1]

Array~Sonic* log (monopole only). It digitizes the entire acoustic waveform and dis
criminates compressional, shear and Stoneley waves.

DSI* Dipole Shear~Sonic Imager*. It combines dipole and monopole technologies to
record enhanced measurements of compressional, shear and Stoneley wave-fonns in all
formations.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) ture ('C) (in.)

Array- • Porosity evaluation 3 3/~ 140 175 18
Sonic • Shear seismic correlation
log • Thin-bed detection

• Fracture prediction and detection
• Sand strength analysis
• Cement bond logging
• Through-casing sonic logging

OSI • Same applications, plus 35/8 140 175 171/2
• Synthetic seismograms
• Prediction of rock strength
• Porosity and lithology in slow formations
• Generation of acoustic hydrocarbon
indicators

Baker Atlas [33]

MAC* Multipole Array Acollstilog*. It determines P- and S-wave velocities in soft for
mations and measures azimuthal anisotropy.

XMAC* Cross-Multipole Array ACQustilog*. It determines P- and S-wave velocities in
soft formations and measures azimuthal anisotropy using the latest acoustilog"uJeLnology.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture ('C) (in.)

MAC • Synthetic seismograms 3.63 140 200 17 1/2
• Prediction of rock strength
• Porosity and lithology in slow formations
• Generation of acoustic hydrocarbon ...

200XMAC • Cross-dipcle azimuthal anisotropy 3.88 14(> 21
analysis
• Rock mechanical properties
• Stoneley-wave permeability analysis
• Seismic and log time-depth correlation
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Halliburton [38]

Cased-Hole Logging and Imaging W

FWS* Full wave sonic*. Using a piezoelectric transmitter and four long-spaced receiv
ers, the FWS system records the entire acoustic wavetrain.

XACT* Multipole Acoustic Logging Service*. It provides deep-reading full waveform
acoustic data in a any downhole environment for enhanced formation evaluation.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.) pressure tempera- hole size

(MPa) ture (OCI (in.)

PHS • Porosity evaluation- 35/8 140 175
• Shear seismic correlation
• Thin-bed detection
• Fracture prediction and detection
• Sand strength analysis
• Cement bond logging
• Through-casing sonic logging

XACT • Porosity 33/8 140 175 18
• Lithology
• Fracture evaluation

W2 CEMENT EVALUATION [1-3,16-19,33,38]

2.1 Acoustic cement evaluation surveys

Acoustic cement bond logs measure the loss of acoustic energy as it propagates through
casing.

The conventional cement bond log (eBL) is the most common bond log.

2.1.1 eBl-VDl measurement [2]

The cement bond log (CBL), later combined with the variable density log (VDL) wave
form, has been for many years the primary way to evaluate cement quality. The principle
of the measurement is to record the transit time and attenuation of a 20 kHz acoustic wave
after propagation through the borehole fluid and the casing well.

The attenuation rate depends on the cement compressive strength, the casing diameter,
the pipe thickness, and the percentage of bonded circumference (Fig. W)\ The scheme of
figure W2 is only applicable to CBL.

The longer 5M ft spacing is used to record the VDL waveform for better discrimination
between casing and formation arrivals. The VDL is generally used to assess the cement to
formation bond and helps to detect the presence of channels and the intrusion of gas.
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Transmitter

3·ft receiver
gives CBL

5·ft receiver
givesVDL

...,....--- Casing

1"'.*__ Bonded cement
sheat

I~';':':I-__ Sonic pulse
path

Formation

Figure W2 caL·VDL measurement [2].

2.1.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [2. 16]

CBL' Cement Bond Log'
CBT* Cement Bond Tool*, It provides a precise axial measurement of cement-to

casing and cement-to-fonnation bond using high-frequency sourid""putses.

00 Maximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications

(in.)
pressure tempera~

(MPa) ture (Oe)

CBL • Evaluation of cement seal in casing- 35/8 140 175
formaton annulus
• Location of cement top
• Determination of cement quality '0'"",., ,

CBT • Evaluation of cement seal in casing- 23/4 140 175
formaton annulus
• Location of cement top
• Determination of cement quality
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.-..
Baker Atlas [33J

BAL* Bond Attenuation Log*. It is a borehole-compensated measurement system
which provides direct recording of signal attenuation, downhole calibration, and conven
tional bond logging measurements.

SBT* Segmented Bond Tool*. It quantitatively measures the cement bond integrity in
six angular segments around the casing.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) ture rC) ~n.)

BAL • Evaluate the effectiveness of the cement 23/4 140 180 95/8
bond in the casing-formation annulus by
direct attenuation measurements
• Locate areas for investigation with tracer
surveys and Sanan log for determining
channeling in annulus cement
• Determine annulus cement strength
• Detect presence of microannulus

SST • Provide quantitative analysis of cement 33/8 140 180 16
bond to the casing in 600 segments around
the borehole
• Provide 3600 evaluation of cement
bonding
• Identify intervals of uniform bonding and
detect cement channels or voids
• Provide accurate high-velocity (fast)
formation cement evaluation
• Orient cement voids or channeling in
reference to the low side of the wellbore
• Provide qualitative analysis of cement
bond to formation.

Halliburton

CBL* Cement Bond Log*.

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(In.)

pressure tempera N

(MPa) ture re)

CBL • Evaluation of cement seal in casing- 23/4 140 175
formaton annulus

·Location of cement toP .,-
• Determination of cement quality
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Lee Tool/Schiumberger [19]

CMT' Cement Mapping Tool'. It provides a radial map image from 10 evenly-spaced
transmitter/receiver pairs.

SCMT' Slim Cement Mapping Tool'. It provides a radial map image from 8
evenly-spaced transmitter/receiver pairs. This tool is a slim (l I l/I6 in.) version of the
CMT.

00 Maximum Maximum
Is Principal applications

(In.)
pressure tempera-

(MPa) ture ("C)

• Cement presence 2 7/8 70 150
• Integrity of cement (CMl]

T , Identification of cement channeling
• Location of areas of stuck casing 1 11/16 70 150
• Fast formation detection (SCMl]
• Logging in horizontal wells; strong
centralizers and a light tool optimize
response

Too

SCM

CMT

2.2 Ultrasonic pulse echo cement evaluation

This technique provides an estimate of cement coverage and a direct measurement of the
cement compressive strength.

2.2.1 Applications [37]

Directly measur~ and map the cement distribution around pipe.

Detennine acoustic impedance and possibly compressive strength of annular materials.

Discriminate gas from liquid behind pipe.

Assess the presence of gas cut cement.

Provide an acoustic measurement of the pipe 10, inner wall surface roughness and wall
thickness, as well as ovality and tool centralization.

2.2.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger[l, 17, 18]

CET* Cement Evalution Tool'".-It evaltit't"c~.l the quality of cementation in eight direc
tions, 45° apart, with a very fine vertical resolution.

US}'" Ultrasonic Imager"'. It scans the entire circumference of the wellbore to evaluate
the quality of the cement job and determine both internal and external casing corrosion.
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00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MP,) ture (OC) (in.)

CET • Determinaflon of annulus-cement quality 33/8 140 175 7
• Identification of channels in cement 4 140 175 133/8
sheath
• Locaflon of cement top
• Casing evaluation
• Determination of zone isolation.

USI • Same applications as the CET, plus 33/8 140 175 133/8
• Corrosion detection and monitoring
(casing 10 and wall th[ckness)
• 3600 coverage.

Halliburton [38J

PET'" Pulse Echo Tool*. It evaluates the quality of cementation in eight directions, 45°
apart, with a very fine vertical resolution.

CAST-V* Circumferential Acoustic Scanning Tool-Visualization"'.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MP,) ture (OC) (in.)

PET • Determination of annulus-cement quality 33/8 140 160 12 1/4
• Identification of channels in cement
sheath

· Location of cement top
• Casing evaluation
• Determination of zone isolation.

CAST-V • Cement evaiuation 35/8 140 175 133/8
• Corrosion detection and monitoring

2.3 Cement-quality logging guidelines [29J

The following guidelines summarize factors that should be considered when cement
quality logs are run and interpreted.

2.3.1 Cement-bond logs

1. Proper centralization is critical in obtainilig a useful cement-bond log. In a vertical
hole, use at least three strong centralizers, with centralizers directly above and below
the transmitter-receiver and one centralizer on the top of the tool string. In deviated
wells, pay even more attention to centralization.
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2. Make repeat runs through at least part nf the logged section to check for proper tool
operation and centralization.

3. Always record a full wave-train display, either a variable density log or an x-y (signa
ture) log, because it provides the only information about bonding to the formation and
aids in the interpretation of the amplitude log.

4. Consider quantitative interpretation of the amplitude log to be approximate because it
is based on empirical correlations and is affected by many factors (e.g., microannulus,
eccentering, and fast fonnations). The amplitude log is best used in conjunction with a
full wave-train display.

S. Repeat a cement-bond log with pressure applied at the wellhead when intermediate
bonding is indicated to distinguish between a microannulus and poor cement hydraulic
integrity.

6. Run the cement-bond log through the cement top whenever possible. A section of log
in free pipe allows one to check tool calibration and centralization.

7. Detection of shear waves in the full wave~train display is generally a reliable indication
of good bonding to the pipe and to the formation.

8. A transit-time measurement is essential in detecting eccentering and the presence of
fast fonnations.

9. A cement-bond log can clearly indicate regions of free pipe and of very good bonding.
Even in these cases, and certainly when intermediate bonding conditions are found, the
cement-bond log does not provide conclusive evidence of the ability of the cement to
provide hydraulic integrity.,

10. An attenuation-ratio log is often preferable to a cement-bond log amplitude measure
ment because of its lower sensitivity to calibration errors and eccentering. Use the
attenuation-ratio log in wells where centralization is difficult.

2.3,), Ultrasonic-pulse-echo logs

1. Ultrasonic-pulse-echo logs provide an.e..xc:;gllent acoustic~caliper log, with a measure of
thl~ inside and outside diameters of the casing in some cases.

2. The ultrasonic-pulse~echolog can clearly identify partial contact between the pipe and
the cement because of the circumferential picture of cement bonding provided. A chan
nel between the cement and the formation is not normally detectable.

3. The ultrasonic-pulse-echo log has relatively low sensitivity to bonding to the formation.

4. An ultrasonic-pulse-echo log is less sensitive to a liquid-filled microannulus than,is a
cement-bond log.

5. The presence of gas in,~a,VJicroannulus causes apparently poor bonding on an ultra
sonic-pulse~echo log, ev.:...o though cement integrity may be good.

6. The ultrasonic-pulse-echo i~ particularly useful when intermediate bonding is indicated
by a cement bond because the log can determine whether partial contact is the cause of
the intermediate cement-bond log response.
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W3 DOWNHOLE CASING INSPECTION [1,20,33,34,37, 38J

W

Casing inspection measurements are used to examine the casing or tubing in a well. Vastly
differing technologies are used. They are:

Mechanical calipers.

Acoustic tools: they assess the pipe rD, surface roughness, and wall thickness.

Electromagnetic tools: they examine and discriminate the inner from outer pipe sur~

face and may shed light on concentric casing strings.

Casing potential proflles: they foresee electrochemical corrosion and are the basis for
cathodic protection.

Borehole video cameras: they provide an actual view of damage or lost equipment
downhole. It is developed in Paragr. W6.

3.1 Mechanical calipers

3,1.1 Application

• Examination of the inner pipe surface.

3,1.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [l, 20]

MFCT* Multifinger Caliper Tool*. It is a mechanical casing inspection device using
from 36 to 72 fingers.

TGS* Tubing Geometry Sonde*, It uses a 16~finger caliper to precisely measure vari
ations in the internal diameter of the tubing,

00
Maximum Ma;:imum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture (Ge) (in.)

MFCT • Casing corrosion analysis 3.55 140 175 7
• Corrosion detection in air or gas drilled 5.4 140 175 95/8
holes 9.1 140 175 133/8

TGS • Tubing and through-tubing 21/8 70 150 133/8
measurements of corrosion
• Corrosion detection in f':~ "r gas drilled
holes
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MFC* Multi-Finger Caliper'". This instrument mechanically measures the inside diam
eter of downhole tubular goods with two channels of information recorded at the surface.

Too

MFC

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Is Principal applications pressure tempera- hole size(in.)
(MPa) ture("C) (in.)

• Identify internal metal loss from corro- 33/8 140 180 7
sion, erosion, or mechanical wear 5 140 180 95/8
• Measure the minimum and maximum
internal tubing or cas'lng diameter

Sondex/Halliburton [22, 38]

MIT* Multifinger Imaging System >1<. A family of five sizes of tools, each with an indepen
dant measnrement for each finger, covers tubings and casings from 1 3/4 to 13 3/8 inches.

Too

MIT

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Is Principal applications (in.) pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture (OC) (in.)

• Corrosion assessment 1 11/16 100 150 41/2
• Casing wear 21/8 100 150 51/2
• Casing deformation 23/4 100 150 71/2
• Scale evaluation 4 100 150 95/8
• Location of holes, cracks and splits. 8 100 150 14

3.2 Acoustic casing inspection tools

The acoustic tools have been..jntroduced in Paragraph 2.2 on ultrasonic pulse echo technol~

ogy. The tools are:

The fixed transducer CET/PET type.

The rotating transducer variety USI type.

The new focused transducer UCI (Schlumberger), specially designed for casing inspec
tion [41]. It has a better resolution for smaller defects (pressure, temperature) by the
focused transducer.

3.3 Electromagnetic casing inspection tools

There are two basic types of electromagnetic casing inspection tools available:
(a) The pad type device
(b) The phase shift type device.
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The pad type device detects defects anywhere within the wall, it is hereinafter referred
to as the "total wall" test.

The phase shift type device is used to measure the amount of metal remaining in a cas
ing string. It is best suited for large scale corrosion, vertical splits, holes larger than 2 in.
(5 em) diameter.

3.3.2 Tools from Service Companies for pad type device

Schlumberger [1,20]

PAL* Pipe Analysis Tool (Log)*. This tool monitors casing quality and discriminates
between internal and external defects.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) lure ('C) (in,)

PAL • Identification of corrosion damage 41/2 140 175 13 3/8
• Monitor of anticorrosion systems
• Evaluation of corrosion progress through
periOdic logs
• Prediction of casing life

Baker Atlas [33]

DVRT* Digital Vertilog*. It uses DC flux leakage (FL) measurements to determine the
depth of penetration of casing defects.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
pn.}

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture (OC) (in,)

DVRT • Detect corrosion and depth of penetra- 3.78 82 140 22
tion; a base log and periodic surveys can to
help determine progress of corrosion 7.37
• Check casing makeup and joint lengths,
locate well completion equipment, and
detect centraiization of primary casing
string at the bottom of the next casing
strin~
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Halliburton [38]

PIT'" Pipe Inspection Tool"', PIT* is a cost-effective system for performing these
important procedures:

Determining the need for pipe repair services (such as scrab liners), remedial cement
ing, or cathodic protection

Evaluating the economic value of pipe when plug and abandonment or reentry is nec
essary

Determining the exact location of perforations or leaks

Periodic monitoring of the pipe condition in gas storage or injection wells

Determining the pressure limits for well service operations.

3.3.3 Tools from Service Companies for phase shift type device

Schlumberger [I. 20]

METT* Multifrequency Electromagnetic Thickness Tool"'. It uses nondestructive,
noncontact induction methods to detect metal loss and changes in casing geometry, regard~
less of casing fluid type.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

s Principal applicfltions
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size

(MPe) lur. (0C) (in.)

• Location of corrosion damage in single 23/4 140 175 95/8
or multiple strings 95/8 140 175 133/8
• Estimation of life remaining in casing
• Evaluation of anticorrosion systems

Tool

Mm

Baker Atlas [33]

DMAG'" Digital Magnelog*. It is an electromagnetic multifrequency, multispacing
casing inspection service used to detect wall thickness changes in single or multiple casing
strings.

Tool
00

Maximum Maximum Maximum

s Principal applications
(in.)

pressure temperaM hole size
(MPe) lur. rC) (in.)

] • Determine joints of casing having 3.63 95/8
different weights or wall thicknesS to 140 180 'to
• Locate holes greater than 2 in. in 8 135/8
diameter

(;' DMA<
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Halliburton [38J

METG' Multifrequency Electromagnetic Thickness Gauge'.

w

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) lure (0C) (in.)

METG • Location of corrosion damage in single 33/8 100 175 7
or multiple strings 51/2 100 175 133/8
• Estimation of life remaining in casing
• Evaluation of anticorrosion systems

3.4 Casing potential surveys for cathodic protection

Electrochemical corrosion is a primary cause of casing damage.

3.4.1 Applications

Location where electrochemical corrosion is oeeuring in the casing string.

Cathodic protection of casing.

3.4.2 Tools from Services Companies

Schlumberger [I, 20J

CPET* Corrosion and Protection Evaluation Tool*. it measures casing potential and
resistance in cathodically protected wells to evaluate the protection and determine the
extent of any corrosion.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) ture (OC) (in.)

CPET · Evaluate the qual'ity of protection and 33/8 140 175 22
extent of corrosion in cathodically pro·
tected wells
• Give rate and location of external casing
corrosion in nonprotected wells (current
turned off)

-0'; -
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cpp* Casing Potential Profile. It is a wire line service llsed for determining the exist
ence of active galvanic corrosion.

00 Maximum Maximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications

(in.)
pressure tempera~ hole size

(MPs) lure (Oe) (in.)

Cpp • Forecast corrosive damage and 3.80 70 180 20
determine the depth levels and
probable rates
• Determine if casing leaks are caused
by galvanic action

W4 PRODUCTION LOGGING [1-3.11-15,30,33,37]

Production logging services provide information that is vital to the successful completion
and optimum recovery of any reservoir.

Measurements that relate to the nature and behavior of fluids and the integrity of the
gravel pack and hardware assemblies give the operator pertinent real~time data on produc
ing and injection wells. Many of the sensors can be combined into one tool for simulta
neous recording of fluid and pressure data that relate directly to the volume and nature of
production at each point of entry downhole. The sensors now included are [2]:

Temperature control

Noise loggiog

Radioactive tracer logging

"'_ Oxygen activation and other pulsed neutron applications

Bulk flow rate measurement

Fluid identification and multiphase flow

• Production logging in horizontal wells.

4.1 Simultaneous production tools

Many of these sensors can be combined into one tool and recorded simultaneously to mea
sure fluid entries and exits, standing liquid levels, bottomhole flowing and shut-in pres
sures, pressure losses in the tubing and the integrity of the gravel pack and hardware assem
blies. Since the measurements are made simultaneously, their correlation is unaffected by
any well instability that might cause downhole conditions to vary over a period of time.
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Figure W3 shows a schematic of the sensors in a typical production logging tool string
[I, 2].
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-- Casing collar locator

-- Telemetry cartridge

-- Gamma ray

--._ Precision quartz pressure gauge

-- Gamma ray

l
-- Dual tracer ejector

l
-- Gamma ray

-- Telemetry interface

Thermometer~manometer

Gradiomanometer
Fullbore spinner, or

, Continuous flowmeter

Figure W3 Simultaneous production tool [2].

4.1.1 Applications

Evaluation of well performance with respect to the reservoir.

Analysis of mechanical problems.

w
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4.1.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumherger [I]

PLT* Production Logging Tool*, It provides simultaneous measurement from down
hole sensors used for the analysis of producing or injection wells.

CPLT* Combinable Production Logging Tool*, It acquires large amounts of produc
tion logging data in one trip in the well.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) ture (OC) (in.)

PLT Measuring of: 1 11/16 140 180 18
• Fluid entries and exits
• Standing fluid levels
• Bottornhole flowing and shut-in
pressures
• Pressure losses in the tubing and the
integrity of the gravel pack and hardware
assemblies

CPLT • Well production and injection monitoring 1 11/16 140 180
• Production and injection problem
diagnosis
• Well testing

Baker Atlas [33J

SPL'" Simultaneous Production Logging"'. It allows simultaneous measurement from a
large combination of sensors on a single run in producing or injection wells in single, two
or three phase flow regimes. It can be run on memory mode or real time surface read-out
with telemetry in vertical, deviated or horizontal wells (using coiled tubing conveyance or
well tractor).

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) ture re) (in.)

SPL • Flow profife determination 1.69 100 175 18
• Detection of waterhofd 2.125 100 175
• Thief zone detection
• Flowing and downhole shut-in pressure
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PLT Production Logging TooL It provides simultaneous measurement from downhole
sensors used for the analysis of producing or injection wells.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MP,) lure (OCI (in.)

PLT Measuring of: 1 11/16 70 175 18
• Fluid entries and exits
• Standing fluid levels
• Bottomhole flowing- and shut-in pressures
• Pressure losses in the tubing and the
integrity of the gravel pack and hardware
assemblies

4.2 New generation production logging

Compact production services acquire cross-sectional flow measurements from collocated
sensors. They give a better understanding of the downhole flow regime. An example is
given with the basic PS Platform of Schlumberger (Fig. W4).

4.2.1 Applications

Maximization of reservoir performance.
Assistance to the efficiency of production and injection monitoring operations.

4.2.2 Tools from Services Companies

Schlumberger [8. 12]

PS Plalform*.

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera-
(MP,) lure (OC)

PS • Two-and three~phase flow profiles with 1 11/16 100 150
Platform redundant hydrocarbon flow estimate no rollers

• Production logging in horizontal or devi- 21/8 100 150
ated wells rollers
• Remedial operation using identification of
water and hydrocarbon entry points
• Logging in wells with limited surface
height
• Electric probe measurement
• Advanced well testing
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SWBsi

SWRS ~ ~

PBMS

.~ PUCS
(J)
U
::0
0..-

Asset

Basic
measurement
sonde

Unigage carrier

Measurement

Pressure (strain gauge)
Pressure (quartz gauge)
Temperature

Pressure (quartz gauge)

PGMC ~ Gradiomanometer
tool

Fluid density

PFCS Flow·caliper
Imaging tool

Flowmeter
XV caliper
Water holdup
Bubble count
Relative bearing
Centralizer

Figure W4 The basic PS platform [8].
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FloView* holdup measurement tool facilitates understanding the nature of wellbore
flow and significantly improves confidence in the interpretation and diagnosis of problems
in all producing wells. There are 4 probe sensors protected inside a caliper measurement
section of the tool. The probes use a resistivity measurement to determine the difference
between hydrocarbon and water. The measurement is very sensitive and can detect the very
oil bubbles of production in a full column of water. The measurement is accurate in high
angle wells and horizontal wells. With computer technology, an image of the flow profile
is generated at the surface.

Maximum Maximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications

00
tempera~ hole size

(in.)
pressure

(MP,) ture ee) (in.)

FloView • Accurate water holdup 1 11/16 100 150 9
• First oil-entry detection
• First water-entry detection for water
• Shutoff (at low water cut)
• Caliper measurement
• Fresh and Injected water differentiation

Baker At/as

MCFM* Multicapacitance Flowmeter*. It incorporates multi sensors deployed across
the borehole for the determination of,flow phase in multiphase regime. The tool is designed
for horizontal or deviated wells but can also be used in vertical wells.

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications (in.) pressure tempera-
(MP,) lure ('C)

MCFM • 3-phase flow rates and 3·phase holdups 1.7 103 177
• Velocity profile 2.125
• Pressure
• Temperature

I• Caliper measurements

When combined with the RPM>£< (Reservoir Performance Monitor*), it provides forma
tion saturation, 3-phase holdups and behind casing water flow measurements. The combi
nation RPM-MCFM is c,lIed POLARIS.

Halliburton [38J

Flow 2000' It brings the ultimate combination of technology, efficiency, and value to
the wellsite. Integrated SondexlHalliburton sensors combine reliability with the best sensor
technology.
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00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.) pressure tempera-

(MPa) ture rC)

Flow • Provides fast, high-resolution transient 1.688 100 175
2000 well testing with pressure derivative in real

time
• Identifies 3-phase flow with low water
cuts
• Provides fullbore gas holdup
• Differential pressure tool
• Measures mono- and multiphase flow
• Provides strong centralization in vertical,
deviated, and horizontal wells

4.2.3 Guidelines for running and interpreting
spinner f10wmeters [29]

A properly run and interpreted spinner-flowmeter log should provide a reliable flow profile
for a single-phase well. The following guidelines point out procedures that should be fol
lowed to ensure log quality.

Running spinner flowmeters

I. Well conditions must be suitable for a spinner flowmeter. As a minimum, the well fluids
should be clean (no entraided solids). and the rate should be as stable as possible.

2. Multiphase-flow effects often render a spinner flowmeter useless. Unless the mul
tiphase~stream flow rate is large, other devices are needed for velocity measurements.

3. A spinner flowmeter should be checked thoroughly on the surface before it is run in the
well. The impeller should rotate freely and a"ll electronics should operate as expected.

4. A spinner flowmeter should always be run centralized.

5. Multiple passes, at several different cable speeds and in both up and down directions,
should be made across all zones of interest.

6. Stationery readings should be t~ken at several wellbore locations.

7. A caliper log is needed if the wellbore cross~sectional area is not constant.

8. Repeat funs should always be made to assess well stability and tool performance.

tnterpreting spinner-flowmeter logs

t. The multipass method of interpretation should be used whenever significant lengths of In
wellbore exist without fluid exits. •

2. The two-pass interpret.ation is useful for visually accentlk'l~.:"::g the, spinner-flowmeter
response. The muHipu:::;s method should be applied to conftriri two-pass interpretations.

3. Schlumberger's latest interpretation technique SPRInt (Single Pass Rate Interpreta
tion) uses PS platform data and requires only two passes in most of the cases (one pass
plus verification pass).
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Water-flow logging enables-the evaluation of the amount of water flowing in the borehole.

4.3.2 Tools from Service Companies

4.3.1 Applications

WCased-Hole Logging and Imaging

Maximum IMaximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications

DO
pressure tempera- hole size

(in.)
(MPa) lure ee) (in.)

WHI • Locate water entry into hydrocarbon flow 1.69 100 175 95/8
• Locate hydrocarbon/water interface in
shut-in well conditions

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera-
(MPa) ture (OC)

WFL • Detection of water flow behind pipe 1 11/16 120 160
• Water flow inside pipe

Schlumberger [I, 13, 14J

WFL* Water Flow Log*. It uses a new oxygen-activation technique to evaluate both
upward and downward water flow behind pipe or inside casing.

Used in producing or water injection wells.

Accurately detects and quantifies downhole water flow to enhance the planning and
improvement of conformance and water management.

Baker Atlas [33]

WHI' Water Holdup Indicator Log'.

4.3 Water-flow logging

4. The volumetric flow rate above all zones taking or producing fluid should be calculated
from the log and compared with surface flow conditions.

5. Spinner-response characteristics obtained the log interpretation, such as the response
slope and threshold velocity, should be close to that predicted by the· tool supplier.

6. Stationary measurements are useful, particularly in open-hole completions, where fluid
entries may be scattered over the entire completion.
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Halliburton [38]

SpFL* Spectra Flow Logging Service'. New standard in water-flow technology.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications tempera- hole size
(in.)

pressure
(MPa) tUfa (OC) (In.)

SpFL • Accurately identify the water source 1.69 100 160 16
• Evaluate downhole flow patterns
• Reduce water disposal costs
• Comprehensive water-flow analysis
• Precise water velocity measurements

4.4 Gravel-pack logging

The gravel-pack logging tool uses a gamma ray source and a single gamma ray detector.

4.4.1 Application

• Evaluation of the integrity of gravel pack, to fully understand production or injection profiles.

4.4.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [I]

Gravel pack log. This tool is a nuclear measuring device that evaluates the integrity of
the gravel pack and identifies the gravel top.

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications (in.) pressure tempera-
(MPe) lure (OC)

Gravel • Evaluation of gravel pack before weH is 1 11/16 '"'' 160'""
pack log placed on production

° Repb.i:-of gravel pack
-

Baker Atlas [33]

PRISM'" PRISM Log*. It overcomes the limitations of conventional evaluation methods.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications (io) pressure tempera- hole size
c,'."· (MPe) ture (OC) (in.)

PRISM • Monitor the effectiveness of gravel-pack 1.69 100 200 95/8
procedures for sand control during
production in unconsolidated formations
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Gravel~pack log. This tool is a nuclear measuring device that evaluates the integrity of
the gravel and identifies the gravel top.

The tool discriminates between gamma raywemitting isotopes placed in the wellbore or iso
topes in the formation to identify any downhole process that can be traced with radioactive
isotopes.

Schlumberger [I]

MTT>I< Multi-Isotope Tra~er Tool>£<. Available at the wellsite, it can be used to deter
mine the distribution of the materials placed downhole.

wCased-Hole Logging and Imaging

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera-
(MPa) ture (GC)

MIT • Evaluating hydraulic fractures, squeeze 1 11/1£3 140 180
cementing and enhanced oil recovery 2 140 180
processes
• Detecting zones of lost circulation
• Monitoring gravel packing

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
On.}

pressure tempera-
(MPa) lure (OC)

Gravel- • Evaluation of gravel pack before well is 1 11/16 120 160
pack log placed on production

• Repair of gravel pack

4.5.2 Tools from Service Companies

Measure gravel-pack quality by tagging gravel with radioactive materials.

Detect radioactive tagged acid.

Measure fracture or propped height with tagged frac lluid or proppant.

4.5.1 Applications

4.5 Determination of the distribution of the materials
placed downhole

Halliburton [38]
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Baker Atlas [33]

TRLfNFL' TracerlogfNuclear Flolog'. It is very useful in low flow rate producing or
injection wells where relatively low tlow velocities are recorded.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications pressure tempera- hole size(in.)
(MPa) ture (OC) (in.)

TRUNFL • Location of fractures and etched 1.70 100 175 20.75
channels from treating operations 1.70 125 200 20.75
• Location of thief zones
• Develop cumulative and differential

. percentage flow profile
• Quantitative analysis of injection or
production on wells

Halliburton [38]

TracerScan Logging Service' Used for radioactive surveys.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal a~plications (in.) pressure tempera- hole size
(MPa) lure (0C) (in.)

Tracer- • Evaluating hydraulic fractures, squeeze 1 11/16 140 180 20.75
Scan cementing and enhanced oil recovery

processes
• Detecting zones of lost circulation
• Monitoring gravel packing

4.5.3 General recommendations for running and interpreting
'iadioactive-tracer logs [29]

l. Whenever possible, tracer-logging tools should be centralized so that tracer is not
ejected directly against the casing wall. This is particularly important for velocity-shot
logs.

2. A radioactive-tracer log should include a well diagram, a tool sketch, the surface well In
conditions, and a tabulation of the chart speeds used (e.g., how many seconds per divi- III
sion on time drive). The log should provide all information needed for a complete, inde-
pendent log analysis. ,~;X,:';

3. Anomalous results, such as the flow rate apparently decreasing then increasing farther
downhole, should be presented, not smoothed, on the iuterpreted log. Such results are
either showing a real physical effect or giving a useful indication of log quality.
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4. Channeling is sometimes indicated by a large difference between the profile determined
with the tracer·loss log and that determined by the velocity-shot log. When the
tracer-loss log shows a significantly higher flow rate at certain depth locations than the
velocity-shot log, flow outside the casing can explain the discrepancy. This interpreta
tion should be applied cautiously, however, because of the inaccuracy of the tracer-loss
log.

5. The two-pulse log may be preferable to a tracer-loss log, especially in wellbores with
varying cross-sectional areas.

4.6 Temperature fogging

Temperature control is the mainstay of logging for fluid movement detection downhole.

4.6.1 Applications

Location of production sources downhole and zones of injection.

Assistance in location channels.

Possible discrimination of gas from liquid entries.

Evaluation of the height of an induced fracture.

Location of zones of acid placement.

Detection of the top of cement.

4.6.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger [I]

Temperature log. It is nonnally run with other services.

00
Maximum IMaximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~

(MPa) ture (GC)

Tempera- • Detection of gas entries in air-drilled 35/8 140 175
ture log • Location of lost-circulation zones

• Determination of geothermal gradients
• Detection of events behind casing/
tubing
• Location of cement top
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TEMP'" Temperature Log"'. It provides a continuous measurement of borehole fluid
temperature.

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications pressure tempera- hole size
(in.)

(MPa) lure (OC) (In.)

TEMP • Locate points of gas entry 3.38 140 200 20
• Distinguish producing and non- 1.69 100 175
producing zones 1.69 125 200
• Locate tubing and casing leaks 1.69 100 315
• Locate cement tops 1.69 100 177

Halliburton

Temperature log.

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera-
IMPa) lure eC)

Tempera- • Locate points of gas'entry 1 11/16 140 175
ture log • Distinguish producing and non-

producing zones
• Locate tubing and casing leaks
• Locate cement tops

4.6.3 Guidelines for running and interpreting temperature logs [29]

k ....·commendations for running temperature logs

t. For routine surveys, stabilize injection or production conditions (rate and temperature)
for 48 hours before surveying.

2. More information about the flow profile can usually be obtained from a shut-in log than
from a flowing temperature log. Whenever possible, run a shut-in log. In many
instances, running a succession of shut-in logs will aid in flow profile definition.

3. Permit little or no surface leakoff during an injection survey. Permit no injection or
leakoff during a shut~in ~y. Even a few barrels of backt10w can impair the survey.

4. Check the lubricator grease head to ensure proper pressure balance to prevent injection
of large amounts of grease down the tubing. Be sure the temperature instrument is
responding properly (is free of grease, etc.).
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5, Log when entering the hole to record undisturbed temperatures if possible. If forced to
log up, use as slow a cable speed as possible.

6. Logging speeds should not exceed about 6 m/min (20 ftlmin) with current tempera
ture-sensing instruments. After the continuous survey is finished, make a few stationary
measurements to check the response rate.

7. Allow sufficient time between runs on decay-time surveys (successive shut-in logs) for
temperature equilibrium to be restored within the wellbore. Typically, I to 1 1/2 hours
should be allowed between surveys.

Guidelines for interpreting temperature Jogs

1. A suite of flowing and shut-in logs is generally easier to interpret and more diagnostic
than a single log.

2. Long cumulative injection times result in slower temperature recovery after shut-in
more vertical smearing of temperature profiles. Injection times exceeding roughly
2 years decrease identification of multiple injection intervals (within a gross injection
zone) on shut-in temperature curves.

3. Previous injection intervals significantly affect the temperature shut-in curve for up to
6 months (or even longer) after injection has been terminated in a particular interval;
as wells become more mature, distinction between previous and current injection inter
vals is increasingly difficult without varying the injection water temperature.

4. Identification of current injection intervals in mature wells can be improved by injec
tion of warmer or cooler water a few hours before shut-in.

5. Injection zones as thin as 2 m (6 ft) or less can be identified on the temperature profile.

6. Thief-zone losses of OJ m3J(d·m) or 5 bbll(D-ft), or more, cause anomalies on the
shut-in temperature curve of the same magnitude as major injection intervals. Even
thief losses as low as 0.03 m3J(d'm) or 0.5 bbll(D-ft) cause sizable anomalies on shut-in
curves after sufficient injection time.

7. Wellbcre arrangement of tubing, casing, and open hole significantly affects the shut-in
temperature curve in noninjection intervals. Added insulation at any depth generally
speeds the return to geothermal temperature.

8. Wcl~hore arrangements, except for shot holes, have little effect on shut-in temperature
curves in the injection intervals themselves.

9. Shot and enlarged holes cause anomalies that can be mistaken for injection intervals on
the shut-in temperature curves.

10. Large masses of cement in enlarged holes, whether in open hole or behind casing, will
cause warm anomalies on late-shut·in-time (24 hours) curves in injection wells and
cool anomalies on late shut-in logs from production wells.

II. B~ckflow at the surface during . t-in will decrease temperature curves.

12. To apply quantitative interpretation' methods based on the Ramey equation, reservoir
zones must be far enough apart that vertical heat conduction is not significant between
zones.
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13. Though temperature logs have limited depth resolution in defining a flow profile, they
are sometimes the most accurate logs available in multiphase production wells. For this
reason, they should be routinely included in the suite of logs run in a multiphase~now

well.

14. A sharp break toward geothennal temperature positively identifies the bottom of the
fluid injection interval.

4.7 Multiphase flow

Ideally, a t10wmeter measures the bulk total flow rate regardless of the number and distri
bution of phases present.

4.7.1 Fluid identification

The holdup of a fluid phase is the fraction of volume of that phase present in the flowing
stream.

4.7.2 Tools from Service Companies

Schlumberger

FloView' (see Paragr. 4.2. p. 470)
RST' (see Paragr. lA, p. 451). For gas hold-up measurement.
NFD* Nuclear Fluid Densimeter*.
Gradiomanometer.
Holdup meter (capacitance tool).

Baker Atlas

POLARIS' It is the combination of RPM' (presented in Paragr. lA, p. 451) and
MCFM' (presented in Paragr. 4.2, p. 470).

Halliburton [38]

GHT' Gas Holdup Tool'. This new generation tool measures gas holdup directly and
accurately over a cross-sectional volume element of the wellbore.

Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
00

tempera-
(in.)

pressure
(MPe) ture('C)

GHT • Improve the knowledge of actual 1.687 100 175
d, ' ole ftO'N conditions
• Expedite the evaluation of the reservoir
and maximize its value and productivity
• Avoid costly errors in judgment based on
inaccurate flow analysis
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4.7.3 Guidelines for running and interpreting production logs in
multiphase flow [29J

w

!
I
I

I

I
!
I

Multiphase now presents the most difficult conditions faced in production logging. In
these conditions, the logger must recognize that tool responses may not represent average
properties of the flow stream and that considerable error may be introduced by the inter~

pretation procedures. The following guidelines summarize the most important factors to
consider when multiphase~t1ow production logs are run and interpreted.

1. Multiphase flow may occur in the region of the wellbore being logged in any produc
tion well, even if multiphase-flow conditions are not clearly indicated by surface con
ditions. For example, a well producing only gas at the surface may contain gas and con
densate or gas and water at bottomhole conditions. Thus, the logger must be prepared
for the prospect of multiphase flow in any production welL

2. Under many multiphase-flow conditions, flow properties will fluctuate with time at
any pipe location. This leads to "noisy" log responses that can be difficult to interpret.
Stationary measurements are particularly necessary in this type of flow so that log
responses can be averaged with time.

3. As in single-phase-flow logging, stable, known flow rates are needed for proper log
ging measurements and interpretation. Fluid properties at downhole conditions of each
phase are also required for interpretation of multiphase-flaw logs.

4. Running a suite of logs with the well shut in can be very helpful if operations permit.
A shut-in temperature log in multiphase flows has the same advantages as in sin~

gle-phase flows. A shut-in well is also helpful in calibrating density and capacitance
logs because the phases will separate with the wen shut in, allowing measurements to
be made on the individual phases.

5. Well deviation will often profoundly affect production logs in multiphase flow, partic
ularly at low flow rates. Inclinations as small as 2° from vertical lead to a nonuniform
distribution of the phases across the pipe cross section, making the responses of spin
ner-flowmeter, gamma~ray~densitometer, and capacitance logs inaccurate.

6. A temperature log is not greatlya.fff'r.ted by multiphase-flow conditions in the well
bore. For this reason, though it can usually be used only in a qualitative way, the tem
perature log is often the most reliable log in multiphase' !low.

7. Spinner-flowmeter logs are not reliable in multiphase flow unless the flow rates are
sufficiently high to make the flow similar to a single-phase flow. Flow-concentrating
flowmeters provide the best velocity measurements at applicable flow rates (generally
less than about 480 to 640 m3/d (3 000 to 4 000 bbIlD).

8. In gravel-pack completions, flow~concentrating flowmeters may yield erroneous
results because of fluidbypassing the tool by flowing through the gravel pack.

9. Radioactive-tracer-l,-:g;, are not often used in production wells by some operators
because radioactive fluids will be produced to the surface, though their use varies sig
nificantly from company to company and region to region. Radioactive-tracer logs
offer a possible means to measure the velocity of the continuous phase directly.
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10. Density tools are best suited for distinguishing between gas and liquid because of the
larger density contrast than that between oil and water. Gamma ray densitometers are
hampered by small sample size and the statistical natures of the measurements and of
the flow stream. Stationary measurements are advantageous with any density tool to
minimize the effect of statistical fluctuations.

11. A capacitance tool is often better than a density tool for distinguishing between oil and
water. However, keep in mind that capicitance-tool response is not a linear function of
water fraction and that capacitance tool sensitivity is greatly diminished when water is
the continuous phase.

12. Quantitative analysis of production logs in multiphase flow requires independent esti
mation of the slip velocity. Slip velocity can be obtained from laboratory data, from log
response above all production zones, or from two-phase-now correlations. Whatever
source is used, the estimation of slip velocity lends considerable uncertainty to any
quantitative interpretation of the flow profile.

13. When logs are interpreted in three-phase flow, it is generally assumed that there is no
slip between oil and water so that the flow can be treated like gas/liquid two-phase
flow. The validity of this assumption is untested.

14. Log-interpretation results in multiphase flows are very sensitive to the holdup measure
ment (density or capacitance log). The log interpreter should estimate the possible
range of these measurements when the accuracy of the interpreted flow profile is con
sidered.

15. Because of the many uncertainties, the more logs run the better, with a combination of
temperature, flow-concentrating-flowmeter, density, and capicitance logs preferred.
This provides a means of recognizing erroneous or misleading log responses by check
ing each log for consistency with the other logs.

16. Any other available information about the well or reservoir (reservoir pressure, behav~
ior of offset wells, etc.) should be used to check the validity of the production log inter
pretation. Unusual conditions indicated by the logs, e.g. apparent downflows, often
result from the nonuniform nature of the multiphase-flow stream. Independant infor
mation can sometimes distinguish between "real" conditions and artifacts resulting
from misleadilili;. 1J.;oduction logging responses.

W5 OTHER CASED-HOLE SERVICES

5.1 Tools used [1-3,23-25,40]

The Guidance Continuous Tool' (GCT') (Schlumberger) provides a highly accurate, II
(',,;,-~~inuous gyroscopic directional measurement in cased holes. The measurement is
based on a two-axis gyroscope whose spin axis is horizontally maintened anduligned
toward north. The position of the gyro is sensed by an accelerometer and a gyro-axis
positional resolver. This information is combined with data from another accelerometer
to derive the azimuth and inclination of the hole [I, 2].
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The Noise Logging Tool (Schlumberger). A typical noise logging tool consists of a
transducer that converts sound to an electrical signal. The transducer is designed to
respond to sound originating in any direction around the borehole; therefore, it has no
directional properties. An amplifier, contained in the tool, transmits the signal up the
cable [40].

The Correlated Electromagnetic Retrieval Tool' (CERT*) (Schlumberger) is a wire
line electromagnetic fishing device designed to retrieve metallic junk in cased or open
holes. It offers the following advantages over permanent magnet~type fishing tools.
[1,2].
- The tool is nonmagnetic when the power is off so it will not disrupt navigational

instruments during transport to the well.
~ The tool is not activated until fishing depth is reached so that a clean surface is main~

tained for maximum lifting capacity.
Casing collar and gamma ray logs can be run with the CERT tool for positive depth
control.

- A "tlsh detector" circuit provides an indication of fish contact and/or loss so that the
progress can be monitored all the way to the surface.

The WeU Tractor (Welltec) is ideal for conveying standard well intervention equip
ment and tools into horizontal and highly deviated extended reach wells. It is a reliable
and extremely fast alternative to the standard pipe or coiled tubing conveyed operations.
It operates in live oil and gas producing wells under extreme hostile downhole condi
tions with high temperature and high well pressure [23].

The downhole Tractor "MULE" by Sondex [24].

5.2 Tool applications and specifications [1-3,23,24]

Schlumberger

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications pressure tempera· hole size
(in.)

IMPa) ture (OC) (in.)

GCT • Cluster drilling operations 33/8 70 120 10
• Exact locations of blowout and relief 35/8 140 150 133/8
wells
• Precise targets within reservoirs for infill
drilling
• Locations of old wells for secondary
recovery projects

CERT • Retrieval of lost metallic objects 5 140 175-_.. --
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OD
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications pressure tempera-(in.)
(MPa) tura (QC)

MULE • Tractor for through tUbing intervention 21/8 100 150

WeI/tee

OD
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications pressure tempera~ hole size
(in.)

(MPa) tUfa (OC) (In.)

Well • Perforation 21/8 6.5
Tractor • Plug setting 31/8 7.7

• Caliper runs 43/4 140 175 13.4
• Drift runs
• Sample bailer runs
• Fishing
• Cement bond logs
• Production logging

W6 IMAGING

The inspection of the inside of casing can be obtained:
(a) either by an imaging log
(b) or by a borehole video.

6.1 Imaging log

It is an acoustic device that produces images of the borehole wall. The images that are
recorded are the variable density representation of reflected acoustic waves.

6.1.1 Applications

Presentation of a complete 3600 borehole image.

Location and evaluation of internal casing corrosion, mechanical wear, defects, and per
forations.

Provide borehole geometry.
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6.1.2 Tools from Service Companies

w

Schlumberger

UBI' Ultrasonic Borehole Imager', The UBI was developed from USI with a high
resolution transducer for openhole imaging applications. For casing internal geometry
measurements where casing resonance is not needed, the more focused UBI transducer
gives a much better image resolution [1,17,18].

BHTV* Borehole Televiewer Tool*. It uses a single transducer that rotates at 3 rps and
makes 250 measurements at each rotation. Thus, the resolution is essentially limited only
by the physical size of the transducer and the data sampling rate [2, 20].

00
Maximum Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~ hole size
(MPa) ture (OC) (in.)

UBI • Imaging in oil-base muds 33/8 140 175 133/8
• Casing internal corrosion and wear
• Other detections in open hole

BHTY Inspect the inside of casing 1 3/4 70 150 7
• Leaks (holes) 33/8 70 150 95/8

Baker Atlas [33]

Star Imager"'. It is an integrated acoustic and resistivity borehole imaging service that
provides detailed geological and petrophysical evaluation of subsurface formations.

CBIL'" Circumferential Borehole Imaging Log"'. It is an acoustic device that produces
images of the borehole wall.

Maximum Maximum Maximum
lools Principal applications

00
tempera~ hole size

(in.)
pressure

(MPa) tura (OC).,. (in.)

Star • Borehole radius 5,00 140 175 21
Imager • Borehole fluid velocity

• Borehole orientation

CBIL • 360 0 borehole image 3.63 100 160
• Locate and evaluate internal casing 3.63 140 200
corrosion, mechanical wear, defects,
and perforations
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CASTR V* Circumferential Acoustic Scanning Tool~Visualization*.

00 Maximum Maximum Maximum
Tools Principal applications

(in.)
pressure temperaw hole size

IMPa) ture (<Ie) (in.)

CAST-V • lnterna! diameter 33/8 140 175 133/8
• Metal thickness
• Inner and external wall corrosion
• Oriented measurements

6.2 Borehole video

Borehole videos are the ultimate tools to assess conditions downhole. The problems can be
viewed directly without significant interpretation.

6.2.1 Conditions of utilization

The fluid in the well must be clear. Most videos have been run in wells where the borehole
was filled with filtered water or blown down with nitrogen to provide a clear fluid for log
ging. Some reports indicate tqat wellbore fluids may be suitable if one can see through the
produced water at about 15 em (6 in.) at least.

6.2.2 Tools from Service Companies

Hi/well camera

VSAS and Slim hole camera (Camera run on electric wireline).

00
M::Jximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera-
(MPa) tura (OC)

VSAS • Diagnose downhole mechanical 23/8 70 200
problems

Slim • Can be run on electric line. 1 1/16 70 200
hole No optical cable required
camera • Fishing
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DHV/HaJliburton [25, 38]

HawkEye Video System'. It is a highly portable downhole video inspection system
built for quick deployment to any location worldwide. It transmits a continuous sequence
of still camera images from the downhole video camera to the surface on any standard sin
gle conductor wireline cable. Video images from downhole arrive at the surface and are
updated every 3.5 seconds.

00
Maximum Maximum

Tools Principal applications
(in.)

pressure tempera~

IMPa) ture ('C)

HawkEye • Ideal for diagnosing downhole 1 11/16 70 100
Video mechanical problems where there is a 21/8 70 150
System single, still object to be observed and
DHV analyzed

• Fishing, corrosion, production

W7 EVOLUTION OF WIRELINE SERVICE [3,28]

7.1 Nuclear techniques

In order to make nuclear measurements in cased holes, the instrument needs to go through
tubing, as typical cased-hole wirelines are 1 11/16 in. in diameter. Therefore a small diam
eter crystal is needed.

7.2 Measurements through tubing [3, 28J

Smaller~higher efficiency crystals allowed small tools to be used for measurements
through casing and tubing.
In order for the detector to measure gamma ray energy levels. immediately after a high
energy neutron, the small diameter crystal must have a very high density (similar to
steel) and be "crystal clear" in order to allow the flashes of light to enter the photo mul
tiplier.

Old sodium iodide crystal (crystal density: 3.67 g/cm3).

Technology breakthrough: new GSO crystal.
The technical innovation to solve this challenge was developed by Hitachi, in the early
1980's as they were experimenting with a new "rare earth" material GclzSiOs known as.
GSO. Schlumberger research worked together with Hitachi to improve the crystal has a'
density of 6.71 g/cm3, which is close the density of steel, yet it is "crystal clear".
It allowed small diameter cased logging tools to be developed to measure water satura
tion and porosity behind casing
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7.3 Production logging horizontal wells

Imaging of flow profile in (asing

Schlumberger's latest production logging tool is called Flagship Tool String and con-
sists of:

Spinner(s)

FloView

Phase velocity log

RST

Water !low log

Three phase holp-up measurement

Caliper.
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Financial Formulas for
Investment Decisions

Xl BASIC FORMULAS

• Future Value of a sum S, invested at the beginning of year 1, at a simple interest rate
of i, for n years (interest revenues are distributed every year):

FV = SO +ni) (Xl)

Future Value of a sum S, invested at the beginning of year 1 at an annually com·
pounded interest rate of i for n years (interest revenues are reinvested to earn interest
in subsequent periods):

FV = SO + i)n (X2)

• Future Value P (1) of a yearly installment C invested at the beginning of every year
for n years, at an annually compounded interest rate of i:

n

p= 2,CO+i)k

k=1

P = C(l + i) 0 + i)n -1
I

(I) We need to calculate the.sum of the finite geometric series Z = C (I + x + x2 + ... +xn- l ).

Multiplying both sides by x, we have Zx = C (x + x2 + ... + xN).

Subtracting eX3) from (X4) gives us:

,-:'f'" x -I
2(x-1) = C(."'~ I),.. z= C_n_

x-I

Now letx= (I + i), thenP=Zx= C(l + i) (1+i)" -1
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Yearly installment C necessary to reimburse over n years a debt D (incurred at the
beginning of year I at a compounded interest rate of i):

x

(X5)

(X6)

(X3)

(X4)

pv~_C_
(1 + r)"

c ~ -p- ---'-
(I+i) (1+i)"-1

Financial Formulas for Investment Decisions

Subsequently, the yearly installment C required to obtain an asset P after n years is:

where I/O + r)n is the discount factor.
r is referred to as the discount rate, or the opportunity cost of capital. The cost of cap
ital is the return foree:nne by not investing in securities.
The value for r is often taken as the annual interest rate of money invested over n
years.
Table X3 gives the discount factors for rates ranging from I to 30%, and for years
between I and 30.

Present value of an asset producing cash flows Ct to Cn over n years (discounted
cash !low formula):

X2 PRESENT VALUE AND
THE OPPORTUNITY COST OF CAPITAL

As a rule, investors are always interested in evaluating with accuracy the present value of
future cash flows generated by the projects they wish to invest in.

The present value of a sum C one year from now must be less than C. In fact, a dollar
today is always worth more than a dollar tomorrow, because the dollar today can be
invested to start earning interest immediately. The present value of a delayed payoff is
found by multiplying the payoff by a discount factor which is less than I.

Present value of a project that produces a cash flow C, n years from now:

D~~_C_~C(1+i)n-1 c( I J
t't(1+i)k i (1+i)" i 1- (I+i)"

C ~ D i(1 + i)"
(1+i)"-1

The values of multiplying factors in the paragraph are given as functions oli and n in
Tables Xl and X2..

01
"PV~"~-;S' (1 + r,)'

(X7)
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However, it is often assumed that the term structure of interest rates is '11at", i.e.,
that the discount rate r remains the same regardless of the date of the payoff. Then:

"PV=~~
~(I+r)t

Present value PV (2) of an asset producing yearly cash flows Cover n years, with a
constant discount rate r:

I" C
pv= --

(I + r)'
t=l

pv= C(I-_I__J
r O+r)"

(X8)

X3 PRESENT VALUE APPLIED TO OILFIELD PRODUCTION

3.1 Case 1. Present value of an oilfield generating a fixed yearly
cash flow C, occurring at half year

I
" (I +r)I/2

PV = C-'-------'--.,--
(I +r)'

t=!

where

PV=nFC

0+r)1I2 ( 1 JF= 1---
nr O+r)"

(X9)

(XlO)

and C = qc, with
q . yearly field output
c cash flow per output unit.

(2) In footnote (1), we showed that the sum of the finite geometric series W = C(x +x2 + ... + x'l) is:

" IW=Cx~~
\"-1

Now let x ::: 1/( 1 + r), then: I
PV~W=C_1_1/(I+r)"-1

(I+r) l/(l+r)-l
C (l+r)"-l C(l 1)
-;: (l+rt --; - (I + r)/l
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3.2 Case 2a. Present value of an oilfield generating a decreasing
output, using a continuously compounded interest rate

F can be calcul(i.ted using the function 1 - e~xlx.

Table X5 gives the values of en! for nj ranging from om to 3.99.

nFcan be extrapolated (rom Table X4, using the discount rates such that (+s = (I +r)/(l-d).
Table X4 thoo gives the values of nF for n = I to 30, and s = I% to 30%.

-/

x

(XI2)or

PV=nFC

n

PV=C fe~'(b+j)dt

t=O

Financial Formulas for Investment Decisions

PV=nFC

1- e-n(b+ j)
F= (XII)

n(b + j)

Finally:

with
qo initial annual output
c cash flow per output unit
d decreasing output rate
C ::; qoc cash flow in the first year
C, = %c (l - d)' cash flow in year t
j continuously compounded interest rate eJ::; 1 + r
b continuous decline in output e-b ::; 1 - d.

n n,

PV = f~ dt = C f (1- d) dt
(I+r)' (I+r)'

t=O f=O

3.3 Case 2b. Present value of an oilfield generating a constant
output, using a continuously compounded interest rate

where

The present value of cash tlows produced over n years can be written as follows:

where
l_e-nj

F =--.- (XI3) or
nJ

.. . I ( I)
nF = In(1 + r) 1- (1 + r)"

(XI4)

Table X4 gives the values of nF for n = I to 30 and r = I% to 30%.
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X4 MAKING WISE INVESTMENT DECISIONS
NET PRESENT VALUE AND
ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT CRITERIA

First, the investor must forecast the cash flows generated by the project over its economic
life. Second, he must determine the appropriate opportunity cost of capital to discount
the future cash flows of the project.

The opportunity-cost concept makes sense only if assets of equivalent risk are com
pared. An investor should therefore identify financial assets with risks equivalent to the
project under consideration, estimate the expected rate of return on these assets, and use
this rate as opportunity cost.

To analyse possible investment projects, an investor will use different criteria, in order
to:

Determine which project IS acceptable, and which is not
Choose among different solutions for a same project
Select the best among various acceptable projects.

4.1 Net Present Value

The Net Present Value of a project producing cash £lows c1 to en over n years equals the
Present Value minus the required initial investment I (or minus the present value of the suc
cessive outlays, if the project'requires outlays in two or more periods):

n

NPV = " ----S.- _[
£.. (I + r)'
I=J

or, in case of oilfield production:

NPV=nFC-[

(XIS)

The NPV rule states that a project is worth undertaking when the net present value is
positive, Le., when the project is worth more than it costs.

4.2 Profitability index

The Profitability index is the ratio between the net present value of the project and the
required investment I. This rule is used as a complement to the NPV rule when funds to be
invested are limited. T!/ vestor then selects the projects that offer the highest net present I
value per dollar of initial outlay.

P f' b'l' 'd NPVro Ita 1 tty 10 ex =--
[
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4.3 Payback period

Note. The ratio of present value to initial investment is known as the benefit~cost ratio.
To calculate it, simply add 1.0 to the profitability index.

The payback period of a project is found by counting the number of years it takes before
the cumulative discounted cash flow equals the initial investment f.

The payback period n is such that:

xFinancial Formulas for Investment Decisions

pv= [

n

0="~-[
t1(l+d

(XI7)

When the yearly cash flow is a constant, Eg. X4 gives:

(XI8)

Knowing [IC and r, n can be extrapolated from Table X2.

In case of oilfield production, [= nFe. Therefore:

I
nF=-

C

In Cases 2a and 2b, knowing IIC and r, n can be extrapolated from Table X4, which
gives nF as a function of nand r.

Before selecting projects on the basis of the payback period, an investor should remem
ber that the payback rule ignores all cash fiows after the cutoff date. He will then avoid to
reject good long-lived projects in favor of poor short-lived ones.

4.4 Internal Rate of Return

The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is defined as the rate of discount at which a project would
have zero NPV. The IRR rule states that an investment can be accepted if it offers an fRR
in excess of the opportunity cost of capitaL

For a project lasting n years, IRR is the discount rate R such that

n C
o= L (I + ~)t - I

t=l

(XI9)
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When the yearly cash flow is a constant, Eg. X4 gives:

(X20)l - ~(I I)
R (l + R)"

Knowing llC, the internal rate of return R can be extrapolated from Table X2.
In case of an oilfield or a well producing for n years, IRR is the discount rate R such

that:

1- e -n(b+J)
I ~ C~ nFC

(b + J)
(X21)

where
eJ ~ l+R or J~ln(l+R)

e-b ~ I - d or b ~ -In (I - d)
C = qoc cash flow in the first year.

Knowing flC, the internal rate of return R can be extrapolated from Table X4 which
gives nF as a function or n and r.

Using IRR as a criterion of decision, an investor should be careful of:
Multiple rates of return: it happens when there is more than one change in the signs of
the cash flows, and the project may then have severallRRs or none at all.
Differences in short-term and long-term interest rates: when the opportunity cost of cap
ital significantly varies with the date of the cash flow, there is no simple yardstick for
evaluating the IRR of a project.
Short lived projects with relatively little up-front investment: the lRR may be high, but
such projects may not add much to the value of the company.
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Table Xl Annuity tables: i interest rate per year, n number of years.

l

ti;
00

; 2% 3% 4% 5% .% 7%

i itl +i)n i i(l +1)" i i{l +1)" i 1(1 +il" i i(l +i)" i i(l +i)"
n (1 + /'f

(1 +i)" -1 (1 +i)"-1
{1 + it'

(1 +;}"-1 (1 +i)"-l
(1 + If'

(1 +/)" -1 (1 +1)" -1
(1 +i)"

(1+1)"_1 (1 +i)" -1
(1 +i'l'

(1+i)"-1 (1 +i)"-l
(1 +if

{l+i)"-l (1 +i)" -1

1 1.0200 1= 1.02000 1.0300 ooסס1.0 1.03000 '.0400 ooסס1.0 1.04000 1.0500 ooסס1.0 1,05000 ooסס.1 1 ooסס0 1.0600J 1.0700 ooסס1.0 1,07000

2 1,0404 (. 106 0.51505 '.<J609 0.49261 0.52261 1.0816 0.49020 0.53020 1.1025 0.48780 0.53780 1.1236 0.48544 0.54544 1.1449 0.48309 0.55309

3 10612 0.:01;<675 0.34675 1,0927 0.32353 0.35353 1.1249 0.32035 0.30035 1.1576 0.31721 0.36721 1.1910 0.31411 0.37411 '.2250 0.31105 0.38105

4 1.0824 0.24262 0.26262 1.1255 0.23903 026903 1.1699 0.23549 0.27549 1.2155 0.23201 0,28201 1.2625 0.22859 0.28859 '.3108 0.22523 0.29523

5 1.1041 C';9216 0.21216 1.1593 0.18835 0.21835 1.2167 0.18463 0.22463 1,2763 0,18097 0.23097 1.3382 0.17740 0.23740 1.4026 0.17389 0.24389

6 1.1262 0.15853 0.17853 1.1941 0.15460 0.18460 1.2653 0.15076 0.19076 1,3401 0,14702 0.19702 1.4185 0.143~6 0.20336 1.5007 013980 0.20980

7 1.1487 0.13451 0.15451 1.2299 0.13051 0.16051 1.3159 0.12661 0.16661 1.4071 0,12282 0.17282 1.5036 0.11914 0.17914 1.6058 0.11555 0.18555

8 1.1717 0.11651 0.13651 1.2668 0.11246 l.14246 1,3686 0.10853 0.14853 1.4775 0,10472 0.15472 1,5938 0.10104 0.16104 1.7182 0.09747 0.16747

9 1.1951 0.10252 0.12252 1.3048 0.09843 ),12843 1.4233 0.09449 0.13449 1,5513 0,09069 0.14069 1,6895 0.08702 0.14702 1.8385 0.08349 0.15349

10 1.2190 0.09133 0.11133 1.3439 0.08723 0.11723 1.4802 0.08329 Q 12329 1.6289 0.07950 0.12950 1,7908 0.07587 0.13587 1.9672 0.07238 014238

" 1.2434 0,08218 0.10218 1,3842 0.07808 0.10808 1.5395 0.07415 0.11415 1.7103 0.07039 0.12039 1.8983 0.06679 0.12679 2.1049 0.06336 0,13336

12 1.2682 0.07456 0.09456 1.4258 0.07043 0.10046 1.6010 0.08655 0,10655 1.7959 0.06283 0.11283 2.0122 0.05928 0.11928 2.2522 0.05590 0.12590

13 1.2936 0.06812 0.08812 1.4685 0.06403 0.09409 1,6651 0.06014 0,10014 1.8856 0,05646 0.10646 2.1329 0.05296 0.11296 2.4098 0.04965 0.11965

14 1,3195 0.06280 0.08280 1.5126 0.058~;3 0.08853 1.7317 0.05467 0.09467 1.9799 0.05102 0.10102 2.2809 0.04758 0.10758 2.5785 0,04434 0.11434

15 1.3459 0.05783 0.07783 1.5580 0.05377 0,08377 1.8009 0,04994 0.08994 2.0789 0.04634 0.09634 2.3966 0.04296 0.10296 2.7590 0.03979 0,10979

16 1.3728 0.05365 0.07365 1.6047 0,04%1 0.07961 1.8730 0.04582 008582 2.1829 0.04227 0.09227 2.5404 0.03895 0.09895 2.9522 0.03586 0.10586

17 1.4002 0,04997 0.06997 1.6528 0.04595 0.07595 1,9479 0.04220 0.08220 2.2920 0.03870 0.08870 2.6928 0.03544 0.09544 3.1588 0.03243 0.10243

18 1.4282 0.04670 0,06670 1,7024 0.04:<'71 0.07271 2.0258 0.03899 0.07899 2.4086 0.Q3555 0,08555 2.8543 0.03236 0,09236 3.3799 0.02941 009941

19 1.4568 0.04378 0.06378 1.7535 0.03981 0.06981 2.1068 0.03614 0,07614 2.5270 0,03275 0,08275 3.0256 0,02962 0.08962 3.6165 0.02675 009675

20 1.4859 0.04116 0.06116 1.8061 0.03722 0.06722 2.1911 0.03358 0.07358 2.6533 0.03024 0.08024 3.2071 0.02718 0.08718 3.8697 0,02439 0.09439

21 1.5157 0.03878 0,05878 1.8603 0,03487 0.06487 2.2786 0.03128 0.07128 2.7860 0.02800 0,07800 3.3996 0,02500 0.08500 4.1406 0.02229 0.09229

22 15460 0,03663 0.06663 1.9161 0.03275 0.06275 2.3699 0.02920 0.06920 2.9253 0,02597 0,07597 3.6035 0,02305 0.08305 4.4304 0.02041 0.09041

23 1.5769 0.03467 0.05467 1.9736 0.03081 0.06081 24647 0.02731 0.06731 3.0715 0.02414 0.07414 3,8197 0.02128 0.08128 4.7405 0,01871 0.08871

24 16084 0.03287 0.05287 2,0328 0.02905 0.05905 2.5633 0,02559 0.06559 3.2251 0.02247 0.07247 4.0489 0.01988 0.07968 5.0724 0.01719 0,08719

25 1.6406 0.03122 0.05122 2.0938 0.02743 0.05743 2.6658 0.02401 0.06401 33864 0.02095 0.07095 4.2919 0,01823 0,07823 5.4274 0.01581 008581

26 1.6734 0.02970 0.04970 2.1566 0.02594 0.05594 2.7725 0.02257 0.06257 3.5557 0,01956 0.06956 4.5494 0.01690 0.07690 5,8074 0.01456 008456

27 1.7069 0.02829 0.04829 2.2213 0.02456 0.05456 2.8834 0.02124 0.06124 3.7335 0.Q1829 0.06829 4,8223 0.01570 0.07570 6,2139 0.01343 008343

28 1.7410 0.02699 0,04699 2,2879 0.02329 0.05329 2.9987 0.02001 0.06001 3.9201 0.01712 0.06712 5,1117 0.01459 0.07459 6.6488 0.01239 0,08239

28 1.7758 0.02578 0.04578 2.3566 0.02211 0,05211 3.1187 0.01888 0.05888 4.1161 0.01605 0.06805 5,4184 0.01358 0.07358 7.1143 0.01145 Q,De145

30 1.8114 0.02465 004465 2.4273 0.02102 0,05102 3.2434 0,01783 0.05783 4.3219 0.01505 0.06505 5.7435 0.01265 0.07265 7,6123 0.01059 0.08059
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Table Xl Annuity tables: i interest rate per year, n number of years.

; 8% 9% 10% 110/0 12% 130/0

(1 +/)"
, ;(1 +il" , ;(1 +i)"

(1 + I)" j 1 1/{1 +;1" (1 +il" --'_.- i(1 +i)"
(1 +1)"

, i(1 + i)"
(1 + I)"

; i(1 +il"
n

(1 +i)" -1 (1 Til" -1
(1 + IY'

(1 + i)" -1 (1+i)"-1 (1+i1"-1 (1+i)"-1 (1 +i)"-1 (1 +;)"_1 (1 +il" -1 (1 +il" -1 (1 +i)" -1 (1+i)"-1

1 1.0800 LOOOlO 108000 L0900 100010 L09000 1,1000 LOOOlO ooסס11 1.1100 LOOOlO 1.11000 1.1200 1.000l0 1.12000 1-1300 LOOOOO 1.13000

2 1,1664 0,48077 0.56077 1.1881 0.47847 0.56847 1,2100 0.47619 0.57619 12321 0.47393 0.58393 1.2544 0.47170 0.59170 1.2769 0.46948 0.59948

3 1,2597 03(1003 0.38803 1.2950 0.30505 0.39505 1.3310 0.30211 0.40211 1.3676 0.29921 0.40921 1.4049 029635 0.41635 1.4429 0.29352 0.42352

4 L3605 022192 0.30192 1.4116 0.21867 0.30867 1.4641 0.21547 0.31547 1.5181 0.21233 0,32233 1.5735 020923 0.32923 16305 0.20619 0.33619

5 1.4693 0,17046 0.25046 L5386 0.16709 0.25709 1.6105 0.16380 0.26380 1.6851 0.16057 0.27057 1.7623 0,15741 0,27741 1.8424 0.15431 028431

6 15869 0.13632 021632 1.6771 0.13292 0.22292 1.7716 0.12961 0.22961 1.8704 0.12638 023038 1.9738 0.12323 0.24323 2.0820 0.12015 0.25015

7 1.7138 0.11207 0.19207 1.8280 0.10869 0.19869 1.9487 0.10541 0,20541 2.0762 0.10222 0.21222 2.2107 0.09912 0,21912 2.3526 0.09611 0,22611

8 L85<l9 0,09401 0.17401 1,9926 0.09057 0.18067 2.1436 0.08744 0.18744 2.3045 0.08432 0.19432 2.4760 0,08130 0.20130 2.6584 0,07839 0.20839

9 1.9990 008008 0.16008 2.1719 0.07660 0,16680 2.3579 0.07364 0.17364 2.5580 0.07060 018060 2.7731 0.06768 0.18768 3,0040 0.06487 0.19487

10 2.1589 0.06903 0.14903 2.3674 006582 0.15582 2.5937 0.06275 0.16275 2.8394 0,05980 0.16980 3,1058 005698 0.17698 3.3946 0,05429 0.18429

11 2,3316 0.06008 0.14008 2.5804 0.05695 0.14695 2.8531 0.05396 0.15396 3.1518 0.05112 0,16112 3.4785 0.04842 0.16842 3.8359 0,04584 0.17584

12 2.5182 0.05270 0.13270 2.8127 0.04965 0.13965 3.1384 0.04876 0.14676 3.4985 0.04403 0.15403 3.8960 0.04144 016144 4.3345 0.03899 0.16899

13 2.7196 0.04652 0.12652 3D658 0,04357 0.13357 3.4523 0.04078 0.14078 3.8833 0.03815 0.14815 4.3635 0.03568 0.15568 48980 0.03335 0.16335

14 2.9372 0,04130 0.12130 3,3417 0.03843 0.12843 3,7975 0.03575 0.13575 4.3104 0.03323 0,14323 4.8871 0.03087 0.15087 5.5348 0,02867 0.15867

15 3.1722 0,03683 0.11683 3.6425 0.03406 0.12406 4.1772 0.03147 0.13147 4.7846 0.02907 0.13907 5.4736 0.02682 0.14682 62543 0.02474 0.15474

16 3.4259 0.03298 0.11298 3.9703 0.03030 0.12030 4.5950 0,02782 0.12782 5.3109 0.02552 0.13552 6.1304 0.02339 0.14339 7.0673 0.02143 0,15143

17 3.700C1 0.02963 0,10963 4.3276 0,02705 0.11705 5.0545 0.02466 0.12466 5.8951 0.02247 0.13247 6.il66O 0.02046 0.14046 7.9881 0,01861 0.14861

16 3.9960 0.02670 0.10670 4.7171 0.02421 0.11421 5.5599 0.02193 0.12193 6.5436 0.01984 0.12984 76900 0,01794 0.13794 9.0243 0.01620 0.14620

19 4,3157 0.02413 0.10413 5.1417 0.02173 0.11173 6.1159 0.01955 0,11955 7.2633 0.01756 0.12756 8.6128 0.01576 0.13576 10.1974 0.01413 0.14413

20 4.6610 0.02185 0.10185 5.6044 0.D1955 0.10955 6.7275 0.01746 0.11746 8.0623 0.01558 0.12558 9.6463 001388 0.13388 11,5231 0,01235 0.14235

21 5.0338 0.01983 0.09983 6.1088 0.01762 0.10762 7.4-002 0.01562 0.11562 8.9492 0.01384 0,12384 10.8038 0.01224 0.13224 13.0211 0.01081 0,14081

22 5.4365 0.01803 009800 6.6586 0.01590 0.10590 8,1403 0.01401 0.11401 9.9336 0.01231 0.12231 12.1003 0.01081 0.13081 14.7138 0.00948 0,13948

23 5.8715 0.01642 0.09642 7.2579 0.01438 0.10438 8.9543 0.01257 0.11257 11.0263 0.01097 0.12097 13.5523 0.00956 0.12958 166266 0.00832 0.13832

24 6.3412 0.01498 0.09498 7,9111 0.01302 010302 9.6497 0.01130 0.11130 12.2392 0.00979 0.11979 15.1786 0.00848 0,12646 18.7881 0.00731 0.13731

25 6.8485 0,01368 0.09368 8.6231 0.01181 0.10181 10.8347 0.01017 0.11017 13.5855 0.00874 0.11874 17.0001 0.00750 0,12750 21.2305 0.00643 0.13643

26 7.3964 0,01251 0.09251 9.3992 0.01072 0.10072 11.9182 0,00916 0.10916 15,0799 0.00781 0.11781 19.0401 0.00665 0.12665 23,9905 0,00565 0.13565

27 7.9881 0.01145 0.09145 10.2451 0,00973 0,09973 13.1100 0.00826 0.10026 16.7386 0,00699 0.11699 21.3249 0.00590 0.12590 27.1093 0.00498 0,13498

28 8.6271 0.01049 0,09049 11.1671 0.00885 009885 14.4210 0.00745 0.10745 18.5799 0.00626 0.11626 23.8839 0.00524 0.12524 30.6335 0.00439 0.13439

29 9.3173 0.00962 0.08962 12.1722 0.00806 0.09806 15.8631 0.00673 0.10673 20.6237 0.00561 0.11561 26.7499 0.00466 0.12466 34.6158 0.00387 0,13387

30 10D627 000883 0.08883 132677 0.00734 0.09734 17.4494 00060B 0.10608 22.8923 0.00502 0.11502 29,9599 0.00414 0.12414 39.1159 0.00341 0.13341
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Table Xl Annuity tables: i interest rate per year, IJ number of years.

(J1
a
a

i .4% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19%

i i(l +1)"
(1 +i'f'

; i(l +if'
(1 +if'

; ;(1 -+ i)"
(1 +iY'

i i(1 + i)" i itt +i)"
(1 -+,y' --'-- i{l+W

n (1 +1)"
~i)"-1 (1 +i)" -1 (1+;)"_1 (1 +;)"-1 (1+;)"-1 (1 +i)"-1 (1 +i)" -1 (1 +;)"-1

(1 -+ if'
(1 + i)" -1 (1 +i)"-1 (1 +i)"-1 (1 +i)"-1

, 1.1400 ooסס0.< 1.14000 1.1500 ooסס0.' 1.15000 1.1600 ooסס0.' 1.16CX)() 1.1700 ooסס0' 1.17000 1,1800 ooסס0.' 1.18000 1.1900 OOסס1.0 1.19000

2 1.2996 0.46729 0.60729 1.3225 0.46512 ( 61512 1.3456 0.46296 0.62296 1,3689 0.46083 063083 13924 0.45872 0.63872 1.4161 0.45662 0.64662

3 1.4815 0.29073 0.43073 1.5209 0.28798 [ 43798 >.5009 0.28526 0.44526 1.601 0.28257 0.45257 1.6430 0.27992 0.45992 1.6852 0.27731 0.46731, '.6890 0.20320 0.34320 1.7490 0.20027 035027 1.8106 0.19738 0.35738 1.8739 0.19453 0.36453 '9388 0.19174 0.37174 2.0053 0.18899 037899

5 1.9254 0.15128 0.29128 2.0114 0.14832 0,29832 2.1003 0.14541 0.30541 2,1924 0.14256 0.31256 2.2878 013978 031978 2.3864 0,13705 0.32705

6 2.1950 0.11716 0,25716 2.3131 0.11424 0.26424 2.4364 0.11139 0.27139 2.5652 0.10861 0,27861 2,6996 0.105~1 0.28591 2.8398 0,10327 0.29327

7 2.5023 0.09319 0.23319 2.6600 0.09036 0.24036 2.8262 0.08761 0.24761 3.0012 0,08495 0,25495 3.1855 008236 026236 3.3793 0,07985 0.26985

8 2.8526 0.07557 021557 30590 00728;> 0.22285 3.2784 0.07022 0.23022 3.5115 0,06769 0,23769 3.7589 0.06524 0.24524 40214 0,06289 0.25289

9 3.2519 0.06217 0.20217 3.5179 005957 0.20957 3.8030 0.05708 0,21708 4.1084 0.05469 0.22469 4.4355 0.05239 0.23239 4.7854 0.05019 0.24019

'0 3.7072 0.05171 0.19171 4.0456 004925 0.19925 4.4114 0.04690 0 ..20690 4.8068 0,04466 0.21466 5.2338 0.04251 022251 5.6947 0,04047 0.23047

" 4.2262 0.04339 0.18339 4.6524 0.04107 0.19107 5.1173 0.03886 0.19886 5.6240 0.03876 0.20676 6.1759 0.03478 0.21478 67767 0.03289 0,22289

" 4.8179 0.03667 0.17667 53503 0.034,;8 0.18448 5.9360 0.03241 0.19241 6.5801 0.03047 0.20047 7.2876 0.02863 0.20863 8.0642 0.02690 0,21690

" 5.4924 0.03116 0.17116 6.1528 0.02911 0.17911 6.8858 0.02718 0.18718 7,6987 0.02538 0.19538 8,5994 0.02369 0.20369 9.5964 0.02210 0.21210

" 6.2613 0.02661 0.16661 7.0757 0.02469 0.17469 7.9875 0.02290 0,18290 9.0075 002123 0.19123 10.1472 0.01968 0.19968 11.4198 0.01823 0.20823

" 7,1379 0.02281 0.16281 8.1371 0.02102 0.17102 9.2655 0.01936 0.17936 10.5387 0.01782 0.18782 11.9737 0.01640 0,19640 13.5895 0,01509 0.20509

" 8.1372 0.01962 0.15962 9.3576 0.01795 0,16795 10.7480 0.016'\1 0.17641 12.3303 0.01500 0.18500 14.1290 0.01371 0.19371 16,1715 0.01252 020252

" 9.2765 0,01692 0.15692 10.7613 0,01537 0.16537 12.4677 0.01395 0.17395 14.4265 0.01266 018266 166722 0.01149 0.19149 19.2441 0.01041 020041

" 10.5752 0.01462 0.15482 12.3755 0.01319 0.16319 14.4625 0.01188 0.17188 16.8790 0.01071 0.18071 19.6733 0.0096< 0.18964 22.9005 0.00868 0.19868

" 12.0557 0.01266 0,15266 14.2318 0.01134 0.16134 16.7765 0.01014 0.17014 19.7484 0.00907 0.17907 23.2144 0.00810 0,18810 27.2516 0.00724 0.19724

20 13.7435 0.01099 0.15099 16,3665 0.00976 0.15976 19.4608 0.00867 0.16867 23.1056 0.00769 0,17769 27.3930 0.00682 0.18682 32.4294 0.00605 0,19605

" 15.6676 0.00954 0.14954 18.8215 0.00842 0.15842 22.5745 0.00742 0.16742 27.0336 0.00653 0.17653 32.3238 0_00575 0.18575 38.5910 0.00505 0.19505

22 17.8610 000830 0,14830 21.6447 0.00727 015727 26.1864 0,00635 0.16635 31.6293 0.00555 0.17555 38.1421 0.00485 0,18485 45,9233 0,00423 0.19423

23 20_3816 0.cXl723 0.14723 24.8915 0.00628 0.15628 30.3762 0.00545 0.16545 37,0062 0.00472 0.17472 45.0076 0.00409 0.18409 54,6487 0.00354 0.19354

" 23.2122 000830 0.14630 28.6252 0.00543 0.15543 35,2364 0.00467 0.16467 43.2973 0.00402 017402 53.1090 0.00345 0.18345 65.0320 0.00297 019297

25 26.4619 0.00550 0.14550 32.9190 0.00470 0,15470 40.8742 0.00401 0.16401 50.6578 0.00342 0.17342 62.6686 0,00292 0.18292 77.3881 0.00249 0,19249

26 30,1666 0,00480 0.14480 37.8568 0,00407 0.15407 47.4141 0.00345 0.16345 59.2697 0.00292 0.17292 73.9490 0,00247 0.18247 92.0918 0.00209 0.19209

27 34.3899 0.00419 0.14419 43.5353 0.00353 0.15353 55.0004 0.00296 0.16296 69.3455 0.00249 0.17249 87.2598 0.00209 018209 1095893 0.00175 0.19175

28 39.2045 0003S6 0.14366 50.0658 0.00306 0.15306 63_ 0.00255 0.16255 81.1342 0.00212 0.17212 102.9666 0.00177
0.'''77 It"" 0.00147 0.19147

29 44.6931 0.00320 0.14320 57.5755 0.00265 0.15265 74.0085 0.00219 0.16219 94.9271 0.00181 0.17181 121.5005 0.00149 0,18149 155,1893 000123 0.19123

30 50.9502 0.00280 0.14280 66.2118 0.00230 0.15230 85.8499 0.00189 O,lE\89 111.0647 0.00154 0.17154 143.3706 0.00126 0,18126 184.6753 000103 0,19103
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Table Xl Annuity tables: i interest rate per year, n number of years.

i 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 25%

; i(1+i)" ; i(1 +j)" ; i(1 +;)" ; i(1 +i)" ; i(1 +i)" ; ;(1 +i)"
n {1 +?'

(1 +i)"-1 (1 +i)"-1
(1 -I- If'

(1 -I-i)" - ~ (1 -I-i)"-1
(1 -I- 11'

(1 -I-i)"-1 (1 -I-i)"-1
11 -I- 1"1'

(1 -I-i)"-1 (1 +i)" ~ 1
(1 + if' (1 +i)" -1 (1 +i)"-1

(1 .. 11'
(1 +i)"-1 (1 +i)"-1

1 12000 ooסס1.0 OOסס1.2 1.210 ooסס1.0 1.21000 1.2200 ooסס1.0 1.22000 1,2300 ooסס1.0 1.23000 1.2400 1 ooסס0 1.24000 1.2500 ooסס1.0 1.25000

2 1.4400 0.45455 0.65455 1.4641 0.45249 0,66249 1,4884 0.45045 0.67045 1.5129 0.44843 0.67843 1.;1376 0.44643 0.68643 1.5625 0.44444 0,69444

3 1.7280 0.27473 0.47473 1.7716 0.27218 0.48218 1.8158 0.26966 0.48966 1.8609 0.26717 0.49717 19068 0.26472 0.50472 1.9531 0.26230 0.51230

4 2.0736 0.18629 0.38629 2,1436 0.18363 0.39363 2.2153 0.18102 0.40102 2.2889 0.17645 0,40845 2.3642 0.17593 0,41593 2.4414 0.17344 0.42344

5 2.4883 0.13438 0.33438 2.5937 0,13177 0,34177 2.7027 0.12921 0.34921 2.8153 0.12670 0.35670 2.931 6 0.12425 0.36425 3.0518 0.12185 0.37185

6 2.9860 0.10071 0.30071 3.1384 009820 0.30820 3.2973 0.09576 0.315]6 3.4628 009339 0.32339 3.6352 0.09107 0.33107 3,8147 0.08882 0.33882

7 3.5832 0.07742 0.27742 3.7975 0.07507 0.28507 4.0227 0.07278 0.29278 4.2593 0.07057 0.30057 ·4,5077 0.06842 0.30842 4.7684 0,06634 0.31634

8 4.2998 0.06061 0.26061 4.5950 0.05641 0.26841 4.9077 0.05630 027630 5.2389 0.05426 0,28426 5.5895 0.05229 0,29229 5.9605 0.05040 0.30040

9 5.1598 0.04808 0.24808 5,5599 0.04605 0,25605 5,9874 0.04411 0.26411 6.4439 0.04225 0.27225 6.931 o 004047 0.28047 7.4506 0.03876 0.28876

10 6.1917 0.03852 0.23852 6.7275 0,03667 0.24667 7.3046 0.03489 0.25489 7,9259 0.03321 0.26321 8.5944 0.03160 0.27160 9.3132 0.03007 0.28007

11 7,4301 0.03110 0.23110 8.1403 0.02941 0.23941 8,9117 0.02781 0.24781 9.7489 0.02629 025629 10.6571 0.02485 0.26485 11,6415 0.02349 0.27349

12 8.9161 0.02526 0.22526 9.8497 0,02373 0.23373 10.8722 0.02228 0,24228 11.9912 0.02093 0.25093 13,2148 0.Q1965 0.25965 14.5519 0.01845 0.26845

13 10.6993 0.02062 022002 11.9182 0.01923 0,22923 13.2641 0.01794 0.23794 14.7491 0.01673 0.24673 16.3863 0.Q1560 0.25560 18,1899 0,01454 0.26454

14 12.8392 0.01689 0.21689 14.4210 0.01565 0.22565 16.1822 0,01449 0.23449 181414 0.01342 0.24342 20.3191 0.01242 0.25242 22.7374 0.01150 0.26150

15 15.4070 0.01388 0.21388 17.4494 0.01277 0.22277 19.7423 0.01174 0.23174 22.3140 0.01079 0.24079 25.1956 0.00992 0.24992 28.4217 0.cX)912 025912

16 18.4884 0.01144 0.21144 21.1138 0.01044 0.22044 24.0856 0.00953 0.22953 27.4462 0,00870 0.23870 31.2426 0.00794 0.24794 35.5271 0.00724 0.25724

17 22,1861 0.00944 0.20944 25.5477 0.00855 0.21855 29.3844 0.00775 0.22775 33.7588 0.00702 0.23702 33.7408 000635 0.24636 44.4089 0.00576 0.25576

18 26.6233 0.00781 0.20781 30.9127 0.00702 0.21702 35,8490 0.00631 0.22631 41.5233 0.00568 0.23568 48.0386 0.00510 0.24510 55.5112 0.00459 0,25459

19 31.9480 0.00646 0.20646 37,4043 0.00577 0.21577 43.7358 0,00515 0,22515 51,0737 0.00459 0.23459 59,5679 0,00410 0.24410 69.3889 0.00356 0.25366

20 38.3376 0.00536 0.20536 45.2593 0,00474 0.21474 53.3576 0.00420 0.22420 62.8206 0.00372 0.23372 73.8641 0.00329 0.24329 86.7362 0.00292 0.25292

21 46.0051 0.00444 0.20444 54.7637 0.00391 0.21391 65.0963 0.00343 0.22343 77.2694 0.00302 0.23302 91.5915 0,00265 0.24265 108.4202 0.00233 0.25233

22 55.2061 0.00369 0.20369 66.2641 0.00322 021322 79.4175 0.00281 0.22281 95.0413 0.00245 0.23245 113.5735 0.00213 0.24213 135.5253 0,00186 0.25186

23 66.2474 0,00307 0.20307 80.1795 0.00265 0.21265 968894 0.00229 0.22229 116.9008 0.00198 0.23198 1406312 0.00172 0.24172 169.4066 0.00148 0.25148

24 79.4968 0.00255 0,20255 97.0172 0.00219 0.21219 118.2050 0.00188 0.22188 143.7880 0,00161 0.23161 174.5306 000138 0.24138 11.7582 0.00119 0.25119

25 95.3962 0.00212 0.20212 117.3909 0.0011;0 0.21180 144.2101 000154 0.22154 176,8593 0.00131 0.23131 16.5420 0.00111 0,24111 64.6978 0.00095 0.25095

26 114.4755 0,00176 0.20176 142,0429 0.00149 0.21149 ~75.9364 O.lXl126 0.22126 17.5369 0,00106 0.23106 68.5121 001J09() 0.24090 Po·8722 0.00076 025076

27 137.3706 0.00147 0.20147 171.8719 0,00123 0.21123 14.6424 0.00103 0,22103 ~67.5704 0.00086 0.23086 ~.9550 0.00072 0.24072 413.5903 0.cXl061 0.25061

26 164.8447 0.00122 0.20122 07.9651 0.(101O1 021101 61.8637 0.00084 0.22084 ~9.1115 0.00070 0.23070 12.8642 oooosa 0.24058 516.9879 0.00048 0.25048

29 197.8136 0.00102 0.20102 51.6377 0.00084 0.21084 19.4737 0.00069 0.22069 04,8072 0.00057 0.23057 11.9516 0.00047 0.24047 46.2349 0,00039 0.25039

30 237.3763 000085 0,20085 ~.4816 000069 0.21069 Ps9.7579 0,00057 0.22057 97.9129 0.00046 0.23046 ~4.8199 0.00038 0,24038 ~7,7936 0.00031 0.25031
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1able X2 Annuity tables !(I - __1_) = present value of $1 per year for each of II years.
r (1 +r)ll

t11
o
'"

Interest rate per year

,
0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% "'" 3.0% 3>% 4.0% 4.5% 5.0% 5.5% 6.0% 6.5% 7.0% 7.5% 6.0% 6.5% 9.0% 9.5% 10.0%

n

1 0.9950 0.9901 0_ 0.9S04 0.9756 0.9709 0.9662 0.9615 0.9569 0.9524 0,9479 0.9434 0.9390 0.9346 0.9302 0.9259 0.9217 0.9174 0.9132 0.9091

2 1.9851 1.9704 1.9559 1.9416 1.9274 19135 1.8997 1.8861 '.8727 1.8594 1.8463 '.8334 1.8206 1.8080 1.7956 1.7833 1.7711 1.7591 1.7473 1.7355

3 2.9702 2.9410 2.9122 2.8839 2-8560 2.8286 2.8016 2.7751 2.7490 2.7232 2.6979 2.6730 26485 2.6243 2.6005 2.5771 2.5540 2.5313 2.5089 2.4869

4 3.9505 3.9020 3.8544 3.8077 3.7620 8.7171 3.6731 3.6299 3.5875 3.5460 3.5052 3.4651 3.4258 3.3872 3.3493 3.3121 3.2756 3.2397 3.2045 3.1699

5 4.9259 4.8534 4.7826 4.7135 4.6458 4.5797 4.5151 4.4518 4.3900 4.3295 4.2703 4.2124 4.1557 4.1002 4.0459 3.9927 3,9406 3,8897 3,8397 3.7908

6 5_ 5.7955 5.6972 5,6014 5.5081 5.4172 5.3286 5,2421 5.1579 5.0757 4.9955 4,9173 4.8410 47665 4.6938 4.6229 4.5536 4.4859 4.4198 4.3553

7 8.8621 6.7282 6.5982 6.4720 6.3494 6.2303 6.1145 6,0021 5.8927 5.7864 5.6830 5.5824 5.4845 5,3893 5.2966 5'2064 5.1185 5.0330 4.9496 ,-
8 7.8230 7.6517 7.4859 7.3255 7.1701 1.0197 6.8740 6.7327 6.5959 6.4632 63348 6.2098 6.0888 5.9713 5.8573 5.7466 5.6392 5.5348 5.4334 5.3349

9 8.7791 85660 8,3605 8.1622 7.9709 7.7881 7.0077 7.4353 7.2688 7.1078 6,9522 6.8017 8,6561 8.5152 6.3789 8.2469 6.1191 5.9952 5.8753 5.7590

10 9.7304 9.4713 9,2222 8.9826 8.7521 85302 8.3166 8.1109 7.9127 7.7217 7,5376 7.3601 7,1888 7.0236 6.8641 8.7101 6.5613 6.4177 6.2788 6,1446

11 10.8770 10.3876 10.0711 9.7868 9.5142 9.2526 9.(XH6 8.7805 8.5289 8.3064 8,0925 7.8869 7.6890 7.4987 7.3154 7.1390 6.9690 6,8052 6.6473 6.4951

12 11.6189 11.2551 10,9075 10.5753 10.2578 9.9540 9.8633 9.3851 9.1186 8.8633 8.6185 8.3838 8,1587 7.9427 7.7353 7,5361 7.3447 7.1607 6.9838 6.8137

13 12.5562 12,1337 11.7315 11,3484 10.9832 10.6350 10.3027 9.9858 9.8829 9.3936 91171 8.8527 8,5997 8.3577 8.1258 7,9038 7.6910 7.4869 7.2912 7.1034

14 13.4887 13.0037 12.5434 12,1062 11.6909 11.2961 10.9205 10.5631 10.2228 9.8986 9,5896 9.2950 9.0138 8.7455 8.4892 82442 8.0101 7,7862 7.5719 7.3687

15 14.4166 13.8651 13.3432 12.8493 12.3814 11.9379 11.5174 11,1184 10.7395 10.3797 100376 9.7122 9,4027 9.1079 8.8271 8,5595 8.3042 80607 7.8282 7.6061

16 15.3399 14.7179 14.1313 13.5777 13.0550 12.5611 12.0941 11,6523 11.2340 10.8378 10.4622 10,1059 9.7678 9.4468 9.1415 8.8514 8.5753 8.3126 8.0623 7.8237

17 16.2586 15.5623 14.9076 142919 13.7122 13.1661 12.6513 12,1657 11-7072 11.2741 10.8646 10.4773 10.1106 9,7632 9.4340 9.1216 8.8252 8.5436 8.2760 8.0218

18 17.1728 16,3983 15.6726 14.9920 14.3534 13,7535 13,1897 12.6593 12.1600 11.6896 11.2461 10.8276 10.4325 100591 9.7060 9.3719 9.0555 8.7556 8.4713 8.2014

19 18.0824 17.2260 16.4262 15.6785 14.9789 14.3238 13.7098 13.1339 12.5933 12.0853 11.6077 11.1581 10.7347 10.3356 9,9591 9.6036 9.2677 8.9501 8.5496 8.3549

20 18,9874 18.0456 17.1686 16.3514 15.5892 14.8775 14.2124 13.5903 13.0079 12.4822 11.9504 11.4699 11.0185 10,5940 10.1945 9.8181 9.4633 9.1285 8-8124 8.5136

21 19.8880 18.8570 17.9001 17.0112 16.1$45 15.4150 14.6980 14.0292 13.4047 12.8212 12.2752 11.7641 11,2850 10.8355 10.4135 10.0168 9,6436 9.2922 8.9611 8,6487

22 20.7841 19.6604 18,6208 17.6580 16.7654- 15.9369 15.1671 14.4511 13.7844 13.1630 12.5832 12.0416 115352 11.0612 10.6172 10.2007 98098 9.4424 9.0969 8,7715

23 21.6757 20.4558 19,3309 18.2922 17,3321 16.4436 15.6204 14.8568 141478 13.4886 12,8750 12.3034 11.7701 11.2722 10.8067 103711 9.9629 9.5802 92209 8.8832

24 22.5629 21,2434 20.0304 18.9139 178850 16.9355 16,0584 152470 14,4955 13.7986 13.1517 12,5504 11,9907 11.4693 10.9830 10,5288 10.1041 9.7066 9.3341 8.9847

25 23.4456 22.0232 20.7196 19.5235 18.4244 17.4131 16.4815 15.6221 14,8282 14.0939 13.4139 12,7834 12.1979 11.6538 11.1469 10,6748 10.2342 9.8226 9.4376 9.0770

26 24.3240 22.7952 21.3986 20.1210 18,9506 17.8768 16.8904 15.9828 15,1466 14.3752 13.6625 13,0032 12.3924 11.8258 11.2995 10.8100 10.3541 9.9290 9.5320 9.1609

27 25,1980 23.5596 22.0676 20.7069 19.4640 18.3270 17.2854- 16.3296 154513 14.6430 13,8981 132105 12.5750 11,9867 11.4414 10.9-352 10.4646 10,0266 9,6183 92372

28 26.0677 24.3164 22.7267 21.2813 19.9649 18.7841 17.6670 16.6631 15,7429 14.8981 14.1214 134062 12.7465 12.1371 11.5734 11.0511 10.5665 10,1161 9.6971 9.3066

29 26.9330 25.0658 23.3761 21.8444 204535 19.1885 18.0358 16.9837 16.0219 15.1411 14.3331 135907 12.9075 12.2777 11.6962 11.1584 10,6603 10,1983 9.7690 9.3696

30 27.7941 25.8077 24.0158 22.3965 20.93~ 119.&04 18,3920 17,2920 16.2889 15,3725 14.5337 13.7648 13,0587 12.4090 11.8104 11.2578 10,7468 10.2737 9.8347 9.4269
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Table X2 Anne-ity tables !(1- __1_)= present value of $1 per year Co; each of n years.
r (l+r)n

Interest rate pa year

,
10.5% 11.0% lHi% 12.0% 12.5% 13.0% 13.5% 14.0% 14.5% 15.0% 15.5% 16.0% 16.5% 17.0% 17.5% 18.0% 18.5% 19.0% 19.5% 20.0%

n

, 0.9050 09009 0.8969 0.8929 08889 0.8850 0.8811 0.8772 08734 0.8696 0.8658 0.8621 0.8584 0.8547 0.8511 0.8475 0.8439 0.8403 0.8368 0.8333

2 1.7240 1.7125 1.7012 1.6901 '.6790 16681 1.6573 1.6467 1.6361 1.6257 1.6154 1.6052 1.5952 1.5852 1.5754 1.5656 1.5560 1.5465 1.5371 1.5278

3 2.4651 2.4437 2.4226 2.4018 2.3813 2.3612 2.3413 2.3216 2.3023 2.2832 2.2644 2.2459 2.2276 2.2096 2.1918 2.1743 2.1570 2.1399 2.1231 21065

4 3.1359 3.1024 3.0696 3.0373 30056 2.9745 2.9438 2.9137 2.8841 2.8550 2.8263 2.7982 2.7705 2.7432 2.7164 2.6901 2.6641 2.6386 2.6135 2.5887

5 3.7429 3.6959 3.6499 36048 3.5606 3.5172 3.4747 3.4331 3.3922 3.3522 3.3129 3,2743 3.2365 3.1993 3.1629 3.1272 3.0921 3.0576 3.0238 2.9906

6 4.2922 4.2305 4.1703 4.1114 4.0538 3.9975 3.9425 3.8887 3.8360 3.7845 3.7341 3.6847 3.6365 3.5892 3.5429 3.4976 3.4532 3.4098 3.3672 3.3255

7 4.7893 4.7122 4.6370 4.5638 4.4923 4.4226 4.3546 4,2883 4.2236 4.1004 40988 4.0386 3.9798 3,9224 3.8563 3.8115 3.7580 3.7057 3.6546 3.6046

8 5.2392 5.1461 5.0556 4.9678 4.8820 4,7988 4.7177 4.6389 4.5621 4.4873 4.4145 4.3436 4,2745 4.2072 4.1415 4.0776 4.0152 3,9544 3.8950 3.8372

9 5.6463 5.5370 5.4311 5.3282 5.2285 5.1317 5.0377 4.9464 4.8577 4.7716 4.6879 40065 4.5275 4.4506 43758 4.3030 4.2322 4.1633 4.0963 4.0310

" 6.0148 5.8892 5.7678 5.6502 5.5364 5.4262 5.3195 5.2161 5.1159 5.0188 49246 4.8332 4.7446 4.6586 4.5751 4.4941 4.4154 4,3389 42647 4.1925

" 6.3482 6.2065 6.0697 5.9377 5.8102 5.6869 5.5679 5.4527 5.3414 5.2337 5.1295 5,0286 4.9310 4._ 4.7448 4.6560 4.5699 4.4865 4.4056 4.3271

" 66500 6.4924 6.3406 6.1944 6.0535 5.9176 5.7867 5.6603 5.5383 5.4206 53069 5.1971 5.0910 4.9884 4.8892 4.7932 4.7004 4,6105 4.5235 4.4392

" 6.9230 6.7499 6.5835 6.4235 6.2698 6.1218 5.9794 5.8424 5,7103 5.5831 5.4605 5.3423 5.2283 5.1183 5,0121 4.9095 4.8104 4.7147 4.6222 4.5327

" 7,1702 6.9819 6.8013 6.6282 6.4$20 6.3025 6.1493 6.0021 58606 5.7245 5,5935 5.4675 5.3462 5.2293 5.1167 5.0081 4.9033 4.8023 4.7047 4.6106

" 7.3938 7.1909 6.9987 6.8109 6.8329 6.4624 6.2989 6.1422 5.9918 5.8474 5.7087 5.5755 5.4474 5.3242 5.2057 5.0916 4.9817 4.8759 4.7736 4.6755

" 7.5962 7.3792 7.1719 6.9740 6.7848 6.6039 6.4308 6.2651 6.1083 5.9542 58084 5.6685 5.5342 5.4053 5.2814 5,1624 5.0479 4.9377 4.8317 47296

" 7.7794 7.5488 7.3291 7.1196 6.9198 6.7291 6.5469 6.3729 6.2064 6.0472 5.8947 5.7487 5,6088 5.4746 5.3459 5.2223 5.1037 4.9897 4.8801 4.7746

" 7.9451 7.7016 7.4700 7.2497 7.0398 6.8399 6.6493 6.4674 6,2938 6.1280 6.9695 5.8178 5.6728 5.5339 54008 5.2732 5.1508 5.0333 4.9205 4.8122

" 8.0952 7.8393 7.5964- 73658 7.1465 69380 8.7395 8.5504 6.3701 6.1982 6.0342 5,8775 5.7277 5.5345 5.4475 5.3162 5,1905 5.0700 4.9544 4.8435

20 8.2309 7.9633 7.7098 7.4694 7.2414 7,0248 6,8169 6,6231 6.4368 6.2593 60902 5.9288 5.7748 5.6278 5.4872 5.3527 5.2241 5.1009 4,9828 48696

21 8.3538 8.0751 7.8115 7.5620 7.3256 7.1016 8_ 6.6670 6.4950 6.3125 6.1387 5.9731 5.8153 5.6648 5.5210 53837 5,2524 5.1268 50065 48913

22 8.4649 8.1757 7.9027 7.6446 7.4006 7.1695 6.9500 6.7429 6.5459 6.3587 6.1807 6,0113 5.8501 5.6964 5,5498 5.4099 5.2763 5.1486 5.0264 4.9094

23 8,5656 8.2684 7.9845 7,7184 7.4672 7.2297 7.0049 6.7921 6.5903 6.3988 6.2170 6.0442 5.8799 5.7234 5.5743 5.4321 5.2964 5.1868 5,0430 4.9245

24 8.6566 8.3481 8,0578 7.7843 7.5264 72m 7,0528 6.8351 6£29' 64338 6.2485 6.0726 5.9055 5.7465 5.5951 5,4509 53134 5.1822 5.0569 4.9371

25 8.7390 8.4217 8.1236 7.8431 7,5790 7.3300 7.0950 6.8729 6.6629 6.4641 6.2758 6,0971 5.9274 5.7662 56129 5.4669 5.3278 5.1951 5,0685 4.9476

26 8.8136 8.4881 8.1826 7.8957 7.6258 7.3717 7.1321 6.9061 6.6925 6.4906 6,2994 6.1182 5.9463 5.7831 5.6280 5.4804 5.3399 5.2060 5,0783 4.9563

27 8.8811 8.5478 8.2355 7.9426 7.6674 7.4086 7,1849 6.9352 6,7184 6.5135 6.3198 61364 5.9625 5.7975 5.6408 5.4919 5.3501 5,2151 5.0864 4.8636

28 8.9422 8.6016 8.2830 79844 7.7043 7.4412 7.1937 6.9607 6.7409 6.5335 6.3375 6.1520 5.9764 5.B099 5.6518 5.5016 5.3588 5.2228 5.0932 49697

29 8.9974 8.6501 8.3255 8.0218 7.7372 7.4701 7.2191 6.9830 6.7606 6.5509 6.3528 6.1856 59883 5.8204 5.6611 55098 5.3661 5,2292 5,0989 4.9747

30 9.0474 816938 8.3637 8,0552 7.7684 7.4957 7,2415 7.fXJ27 6.7778 65660 6.3661 6.1772 5.9986 5,8294 5.6690 5.5188 5.3722 5.2347 5.1037 4.9789
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Table X2 Annuity tables ! (1 - __1_) = present value of $1 per year for each of II years.
r (l+r)n

<11
a.,.

Interest rate per year

,
20.5% 21.0% 21.5% 22.0% 22.5% 23.0% 23.5% 24.0% 24.5% 25.0% 25.5% 26.0% 26.5% 27.0% 27.5% 28.0% 28.5% 29.0% 29.5% 30.0%

n

, 0.8299 0.8264 0.8230 0.8197 0.8163 0.8130 0.8097 0.8065 0.0032 08000 0.7968 0.7937 0.7905 0.7874 0.7843 07813 0.7782 0.7752 0.7722 0.7692

2 1.5186 1.5095 1.5004 1.4915 1.4827 1.4740 1.4654 1.4568 1.4484 1.4400 1.4317 1.4235 1.4154 1.4074 '.3995 1.3916 1.3838 1.3761 1.3685 1.3609

3 2.0901 2.0739 20580 2.0422 2.0267 2.0114 1.9962 1.9813 1.9666 1.9520 1.9376 1.9234 ,- 1.8956 1.8819 Ul6lM 1.8551 '.8420 1.8290 1.8161, 2.5644 2.5404 2.51$9 2.4936 2.4708 2.4483 2.4261 2.4043 2.3828 2.3616 2.3407 2.3202 2.2999 2.2800 2.2603 2.2410 2.2219 2.2031 2,1845 2.1662

5 2.9580 2.9260 2.8945 28636 2.8333 28035 2.7742 2.7454 2.7171 2.6893 2.6619 2.6351 2.6087 2.5827 2.5571 2,5320 2.5073 2.4830 2.4591 2.4356

6 3.2847 3.2446 3.2054 3.1669 3.1292 3.0923 3,0560 3,0205 2.9856 2.9514 2.9179 2.8850 2.8527 2.8210 2.7899 2.7594 2.7294 2.7000 2,6711 2.6427

7 3.5557 3.5079 3.4612 3.4155 3.3708 3.3270 3,2842 3,2423 32013 3.1611 3.1218 3.0833 3.0456 3,0087 2.9725 2.9370 2.9023 2.8682 2.8348 2.8021

8 3.7807 3.7258 3.6718 3.6193 3.5680 3.5179 3._ 3.4212 3,3745 3.3289 3.2843 3.2407 3.1981 3,1564 3.1157 3.0758 3.0368 2.9986 2.9613 2.9247

9 3.9674 3.9054 3.8451 3.7863 3.7290 3.6731 3,6186 3.5655 3.5137 3.4631 3.4138 3.3657 3.3187 3,2728 3.2280 3.1842 3.1415 3.0997 3.0589 3.0190

W 4.1223 4.0541 3.9877 3.9232 3.8604 3.7993 3,7398 3.8819 3,6254 3.5705 3.5170 3.4648 3.4140 3.3544 3.3161 3.2689 3.2229 3.1781 3.1343 3.0915

11 4.2509 4.1769 4.1051 '035< 3.9677 3,9018 3.8379 3,7757 3.7152 3._ 3.5992 3.5435 3.4893 3.4365 3.3851 3.3351 3.2663 3.2388 3.1925 3.1473

" 4.3576 4.2784 4.2017 4.1274 4.0552 3.9852 3.9173 3.8514 3.7873 3.7251 3.6647 3.6059 3.5489 3,4933 3.4393 3.3868 3.3357 3.2859 3.2374 3.1903

" 4.4461 4.3624 4.2813 4.2028 4,1267 4.0530 3.9816 3.9124 3.8452 3.7801 3.7169 3.6555 3.5959 3,5381 3.4818 3.4272 3.3741 3.3224 3.2722 3.2233

" 4.5196 4.4317 4,3467 4.2646 4.1851 4.1082 4.0337 3.9616 3.8918 3.8241 3.7585 36949 3.6331 3.5733 3,5152 3.4587 3.4039 3.3507 3.2990 3.2487

" 4,5806 4.4890 4.4008 4,3152 4.2327 4.1530 4.0759 4.0013 3.9291 3.8593 3.7916 3.7261 3,6526 3.6010 3.5413 3<834 3.4272 3.3726 3.3197 3.2682

06 4.6312 '.53&l 4.4449 4,3567 4.2716 4.1894 4.1100 4.0333 3.9591 3.8874 3,8100 3.7509 3.6858 3.6228 3.5618 3,5026 3.4453 3.3896 3.3356 3,2832

07 4.6732 4,5755 4.4814 '3908 ,303< 4.2190 4.1377 4,0591 3.9832 3.9099 3.8391 3.7705 3.7042 3.6400 3.5779 3.5177 3.4594 3.4028 3.3480 3,2948

06 4.7080 4.6079 4.5115 4.4187 4.3293 4.2431 4.1601 4,0799 4.0026 3,9279 3.8558 3.7861 3.7187 3.6536 3.5905 3.5294 3.4703 3.4130 3.3575 3.3037

" 4,7370 4.6346 4.5362 4.4415 4.3504 4.2627 4.1782 4.0967 4.0182 39424 3.8892 3-7985 3,7302 3.6642 3,6004 3.5386 3.4788 3.4210 3.3649 3.3105

20 4.7610 4.6567 4.5565 4.4603 4.3677 4,2786 4,1929 4.1103 4.0306 3.9539 3.8798 3.8083 3.7393 3.6726 36081 3,5458 3.4855 3.4271 3,3706 3.3158

" 4.7809 4.6750 4.5733 4.4756 4.3818 4.2916 4.2047 4,1212 4.0407 3.9631 3.8883 3.8161 3.7465 3.6792 3.6142 3.5514 3.4907 3.4319 33750 3,3198

22 4.7974 4.6900 4.5871 4.4882 4,3933 4.3021 4.2144 4,1300 4,0487 3.9705 3.8951 3.8223 3.7522 36844 3.6190 3.5558 3.4947 34356 3.3783 3.3230

23 4.8111 4.7025 4.5984 4.4985 4.4027 . 4.3106 4.2222 4.1371 4.0552 3,9764 3.9005 3.8273 37567 3,6885 3.6228 3.5592 3.4978 3.4384 3.3810 3.3254

" 4.8225 4.7128 4.6077 4.5070 4.4104 4.3176 4,228~ 4.1428 '.0604 3.9811 3.9047 38312 3,7602 3.6918 3.6257 3.5619 3.5002 3.4406 3.3830 3.3272

25 4.8320 4.7213 4.6154 4.5139 4.4166 4,3232 4.2336 4.1474 4.0646 3.9849 39082 3.8342 3.7630 3.6943 3_6280 3,5840 3.5021 3.4423 3.3345 3.3286

26 4.8398 4.7234 4.6217 4.5196 4.4217 4.3278 4.2377 4.1511 4.0679 3.9879 3,9109 3.8367 3.7652 36963 3,6298 35656 3,5036 3.4437 3.3857 3.3297

27 4.8463 4.7342 4.6270 4.5243 4.4259 4.3316 4.2411 4.1542 4.0706 3.9903 3.9131 3.8387 3.7670 3.6979 3,6312 3,5669 3.5047 3.4447 3.3867 3.3305

28 4.8517 4.7390 4.6312 4.5281 4.4293 4.3346 4.2438 4.1566 4.0728 3.9923 3,9148 3.8402 3.7684 3.6991 36323 3,5679 3.5056 3.4455 3.3874 3.3312

29 48562 4.7430 4,6348 4.5312 4.4321 4,3371 4.2460 4.1585 4.0745 3.9938 39162 3.8414 3.7695 3.7001 36332 3,5687 3.5063 3.4461 3.3879 3.3317

30 4.8599 4.7463 4.6377 4.5338 4.4344 4.3391 4.2478 4.1601 4.0759 3.9950 3,9173 3.8424 3.7703 3.7009 3,6339 3,5693 3.5069 3,4468 3.3884 3,3321
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Table X3 Discount factor __1_ = present value of $1 to be received after II years.
(1 + r)n ><:

~

(Jl
a
(Jl

Interest rate per year

,
05% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.5% 3.0% 3.5% 4.0% 45% 5.0% 5.5% 6.0% 6.5% 7.0% 7.5% 8.0% 8.5% 9.0% 9.5% 10.0%

n

, 0.9950 0.9901 0.9852 0_ 0.9756 0.9709 0.9662 0.9615 0.9569 0.9524 0.9479 0.9434 0.9390 0.9346 0,9302 0.9259 0.9217 0.9174 0.9132 0.9091

2 0.9901 0.9803 0.9707 0.9612 0.9518 0.9426 0.9335 0.9246 0.9157 0.9070 0.8985 0.8900 08817 0.8734 0.8653 0,8573 0.8495 0.8417 0.8340 0.8264

3 0.9851 0,9706 0,9563 0.9423 09286 0.9151 0.9019 0.8890 0.8763 0.8638 0.8516 0.8396 0.8278 0.8163 0.8050 0,7938 0.7829 0.7722 0.7617 0.7513

4 0.9802 0.9610 0.9422 0.9238 09060 0.8885 0.8714 0.8548 0.8386 0.8227 0.8072 0.7921 0.7773 0.7629 0.7488 0.7350 0.7216 0.7084 0.6956 0.6830

5 0.9754 0.9515 0.9283 0.9057 0.8839 0.8626 0.8420 0,8219 0.8025 0.7835 0.7651 0.7473 0.7299 0.7130 0,6966 0.6006 0.6650 0.6499 06352 0.6209

6 0.9705 0,9420 0.9145 0.888(J 0.8623 0.8375 0,8135 0.7903 0.7679 0.7462 0.7252 0.7050 0,6853 0.6683 0.6480 0.6302 0.6129 0.5963 0.5801 0.5645

7 0.9657 0.9327 0.9010 0.8706 0.8413 0.8131 0.7860 0.7599 0.7348 0.7107 0,6874 0.6651 0,6435 0.6227 0.6028 0.5835 0.5649 05470 0.5298 0.5132, 0.9609 0.9235 0.8877 0.8535 0.8207 0.7894 0.7594 0.7307 0.7032 0.6768 0.6516 0.6274 0.6042 0.5820 05607 0.5403 0.5207 0.5019 0.4838 0.4665

9 0.9561 0.9143 0.8746 08368 0.8007 0,7664 0.7337 0.7026 0.6729 0.6446 0.6176 0,5919 0.5674 0.5439 0.5216 0.5002 0.4799 0.4604 0.4418 04241

W 0.9513 0.9053 0.8617 0.8203 0.7812 0.7441 0,7089 0.6756 0.6439 0.6139 0.5854 0.5584 0.5327 05093 0.4852 0.4632 0.4423 0.4224 0.4035 0.3855

" 0.9466 '08963 08489 0.8043 0,7621 0.7224 0.6849 0.8496 0.6162 0.5847 0.5549 0.5268 05002 0,4751 0.4513 0.4289 04076 0.3875 0.3685 0.3505

" 0.9419 0.8874 0,8384 0.7885 07436 0.7014 0.6618 0.6246 0.5897 0.5568 0.5260 04970 0.4697 0.4440 0.4199 0.3971 0.3757 03555 0.3365 0,3186

" 0,9372 0.8787 0.8240 0.7730 0.7254 9·6810 0.6394 0.6006 0.5643 0.5303 0.4986 0.4688 0.4410 0.4150 0.3906 0.3677 0.3463 0.3262 0.3073 0.2897

" 0.9326 0.8700 0.8118 0.7579 0.7077 0.6611 0,6178 0.5775 0.5400 0,5051 0.4726 0.4423 0.4141 0.3878 0,3633 0.3405 0.3191 0.2992 02807 0,2633

" 0,9279 0.8613 0.7999 0.7430 0.690:0 0.8419 05969 0.5553 0.5167 04810 0.4479 0.4173 0.3888 0,3624 0.3380 0.3152 0.2941 0,2745 02563 0.2394

" 0.9233 0.8528 0.7880 0.7284 0.6736 0.6232 0.5767 0.5339 04945 0.4581 0.4246 0,3936 0.3651 0.3387 0.3144 0.2919 0.2711 0.2519 0.2341 0,2176

" 0.9187 0,8444 0.7764 0.7142 0.6572 0.6050 0.5572 0,5134 0.4732 04363 0.4024 0,3714 0.3428 0.3166 0.2925 0.2703 0,2499 0.2311 0,2138 0.1978

"
0.9141 0888(J 0.7649 0,7002 0.6412 0.5874 0.5384 0.4936 0.4528 04155 0.3815 0.3503 0.3219 0.2959 0,2720 0.2502 0.2303 0.2120 0.1952 0.1799

" 09096 08277 0.7536 0.6864 0.6255 0,5703 0.5202 0.4748 0.4333 0.3957 0.3616 0.3305 0.3022 0,2765 0.2531 0.2317 0,2122 0.1945 0.1783 0.1635

20 0.9051 ,0,8195 0.7425 0.6730 0.6103 0.5637 05026 0.4564 0.4146 0,3769 0.3427 0.3118 0,2838 0.2584 0235< 02145 0.1956 0.1784 0.1628 0.1486

" 0.0006 0,8114 0.7315 0,6598 0.5954 0.5375 0.4856 04388 03968 0.3589 0.3249 0-2942 0,2665 0.2415 0.2190 0.1987 0,1803 0.1637 0,1487 0.1351

22 0.8961 08034 0.7207 0.6468 0.5809 0.5219 0.4692 0.4220 0.3797 0.3418 0.3079 0.2775 0,2502 0.2257 0.2037 0,1839 0.1662 0.1502 0,1358 0.1228

23 0.8916 0,7954 0.7100 0.6342 0.5667 0.5067 0.4533 0.4057 0.3634 0.3256 0.2919 0.2618 0.2349 0.2109 0.1895 0.1703 0.1531 0.1378 0.1240 0.1117

24 0.8872 0.,7,876 0.6995 0.0217 0.5529 0.4919 04380 0.3901 0,3477 0.3101 0.2767 0.2470 0.2206 0.1971 0.1763 0.1577 0,1412 0.1264 0.1133 0.1015

25 0.8828 ~~,'\J8 0.6892 06095 0.5394 0.4776 0.4231 0.3751 0,3327 0.2953 0.2622 0.2330 02071 0.1842 0.1640 0,1460 01301 0.1160 0,1034 0.0923
...: ..

26 0.S784 0.7720 0.6790 0.5976 0.5262 0.4637 0.4088 0,3607 0.3184 0.2812 0.2486 0,2198 0.1945 0,1722 0.1525 0.1352 0.1199 0.1064 0.0945 0.0039

27 0.8740 0.7644 0._ 0.5859 0,5134 0.4502 0.3950 0.3468 0.3047 0.2678 0.2356 0.2074 0,1826 0.1609 0.1419 0.1252 0.1105 0.0978 00863 0.0763

28 0.8697 0.7568 0.6591 0.5744 05009 0,4371 0.3817 0.3335 0.2916 0.2551 0,2233 0.1956 0.1715 0.1504 0.1320 0.1159 0.1019 00895 0.0788 0,0693

26 0.8653 0.7493 0.6494 0.5631 0.4887 0.4243 0.36S7 0.3207 0.2790 0.2429 0.2117 0,1846 0.1610 0.1406 0.1228 0,1073 0.0939 0.0/322 0.0719 0.0830

30 0.8610 0.7419 0,6398 0.5521 0.4787 0.4120 0.3563 03083 0.2670 0,2314 0.2006 0.1741 0,1512 0.1314 0.1142 0.0994 0.0065 0,0754 0.0657 00573,
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r I
Table Xl Discount factor _~l_ = present value of $1 to be received after n years.

(l+r)n

(Jl
a
(J)

Interest rate per year

,
10.5% 11.0% 11.5% 12.0% 12.5% 13.0% 13.5% 14.0% 14.5% 15.0% 15.5% 16.0% 16.5% 17.0% 17.5% 18.0% 18.5% 19.0% 19.5% 20.0%

n

, 0.9050 0.9009 0.8969 0.8929 0.8889 0.8850 0.8811 0.8772 0.8734 0.8696 0.8658 0.8621 0.8584 0.8547 0.6511 0.8475 0.8439 0.8403 0.8368 0.8333

2 0.8190 0.8116 0.8044 0.7972 0.7901 0.7831 0.7763 0.7695 0.7628 0.7561 0.7496 0.7432 0.7368 0.7305 0.7243 0.7182 0.7121 07062 0.7003 0.6944

3 0.7412 0.7312 0.7214 0.7118 0.7023 0.6931 0.6839 0.6750 0.6662 0.6575 0.6490 0.6407 0.6324 0.6244 0.6164 0.6086 0.6010 0.5934 0.5860 0.5787, 0.6707 0.6587 0.6470 0.6355 0.6243 0.8133 0.6026 0,5921 0.5818 05718 0.5619 0.5523 0.5429 0.5337 0.5246 0.5158 0,5071 0.4987 0.4904 0.4823

5 0.6070 0.5935 0.5803 0.5674 0.5549 0,5428 0.5309 0.5194 0.5081 0.4972 0.4865 0.4761 0.4660 0.4561 0.4465 0.4371 0.4280 0.4190 04104 0.4019

6 0.5493 0.5346 0.5204 0,5066 0.4933 0.4803 0.4678 0.4556 0.4438 0.4323 04212 0.4104 0.400J 0.3898 0.3000 03704 0.3612 0.3521 0.3434 0.3349

7 0.4971 0,4817 0.4667 0.4523 0.4385 0.4251 0.4121 0.3996 0.3876 0.3759 0,3647 0.3538 0.3433 0.3332 0.3234 0.\3139 0,3048 0.2959 0.2874 0.2791

8 0.4499 0.4339 0.4186 0.4039 0.3897 0.3762 0.3631 0.3506 0.3385 0.3269 0.3158 0.3050 0.2947 0,2848 0.2752 0.2660 0.2572 02487 0.2405 0.2326

9 004071 0.3909 0.3754 0_ 0""&1 0,3329 0.3199 0.3075 0.2956 0.2843 02734 02630 0,2530 0.2434 0.2342 0.2255 0.2170 0.2090 0.2012 0.1938

W 0.3684 0.3522 0.3367 0.3220 0.3079 0.2946 0.2819 0.2697 0,2582 0,2472 0.2367 0.2267 0.2171 0.2080 0,1994 0,1911 0.1832 0.1756 0.1684 0.1615

" 0.3334 0.3173 0.3020 0.2875 0.2737 0.2607 0.2483 0,2366 0.2255 0.2149 0.2049 0.1954 0,1864 0.1778 0.1697 0.1619 0,1546 0.1476 0.1409 0.1346

" 0.3018 0,2858 0.2708 0.2567 0.2433 0.2307 0.2188 0.2076 0.1969 0.1869 0.1774 0.1685 01600 0.1520 0.1444 0.1372 0.1304 0.1240 0.1179 0.1122

" 0.2731 0.2575 0,2429 0.2292 0.2163 0.2042 0.1926 0.1821 0.1720 0.1625 0.1536 0.1452 01373 0.1299 0.1229 0.1163 0.1101 0.1042 0.0987 0.0935

" 0.2471 0.2320 0.2178 0.2046 0.1922 0.1807 0.1698 0.1597 0.1502 0.1413 0.1330 0.1252 0,1179 0.1110 0.1046 0.0985 0.0929 0.0876 0.0826 00779

" 0.2236 02G90 0.1954 0.1827 0.1709 0,1599 0.1496 0.1401 0,1312 0.1229 0.1152 0.1079 0.1012 0.0949 0.0890 0.0835 0.0784 0.0736 0.0691 0,0649

" 0.2024 0.1883 0.1752 0.1631 0.1519 0.1415 0.1318 0.1229 0,1146 0.1069 0.0997 0.0930 0.0869 0.0811 0.0758 0.0708 0,0661 0.0618 0.0578 0,0541

U 0.1832 0.1696 0,1572 0.1456 0.1350 0.1252 0.1162 0.1078 0.1001 0.0929 0.0863 0.0802 0.0746 0.0693 0,0645 0.0600 0.0558 0.0520 0.0484 0.0451

" 0.1658 0.1528 0,1409 0.1300 0.1200 0.1108 0.1023 0.0946 0.0874 0.0808 0,0747 0.0691 0.0640 0.0592 0,0549 0.0508 0.0471 0,0437 0.0405 0.0376

" 0.1500 0.1377 0.1264 0.1161 0.1067 0.0981 0.0902 0.0829 0.0763 0.0703 00647 0.0596 0.0549 0.0506 00467 0.0431 0.0398 0.Q367 0.0339 0.0313

20 0.1358 0,1240 0,1134 0.1037 0.0948 00868 0.0794 0.0728 0.0667 0.0611 00560 0.0514 0.0471 0.0433 0,0397 0.0365 0.0335 0,0308 0.0284 0.0261

" 0.1229 0,1117 0,1017 0,0926 0.0843 0.0768 0.0700 00638 0.05S2 0,0531 0,0485 0.0443 0.0405 0,0370 0.0338 0.0309 0.0283 0,0259 0.0237 0.0217

22 0.1112 0.1007 00912 0.0826 0.0749 00680 0.0617 0.0560 00508 0.0462 0,0420 0.0382 0.0347 0.0316 0.0288 0.0262 0.0239 0.0218 0.0199 0.0181

23 0,1006 0,0907 0,0818 0,0738 0.0666 0.0601 0.0543 0,0491 0.0444 0.0402 00364 0.0329 0,0298 0.0270 0.0245 0.0222 0.0202 0,0183 0.0166 0.0151

" 0.0911 0,0817 00734 0,0659 0.0592 0.0532 0.0479 00431 0.0388 0,0349 0.0315 0.0284 0.0256 0.0231 0.0208 0.0188 0.0170 0.0154 0.0139 00126

25 0.0824 0.0736 0,0658 00588 0.0526 0.0471 0.0422 0,0378 0.0339 0_ 0.0273 0.0245 0.0220 0.0197 0.0177 0.0160 0.0144 0.0129 0.0116 0.0105

26 0.0748 0.0663 0.0590 0.0525 0,0468 0.0417 0.0372 0.0331 0.0296 0.0264 0.0236 0.0211 0.0189 0.0169 0.0151 0.0135 0.0121 0.0109 0.0097 0.0087

27 0.0675 0.0597 0.0529 0.0469 0.0416 0.0369 0.0327 0.0291 00258 0.0230 0.0204 0,0182 0.0162 0.0144 0,0129 0.0115 00102 0.0091 0.0081 0.0073

26 0.0611 0.0538 0.0475 0.0419 0.0370 0.0326 0.0288 0.0255 0.0226 0.0200 0,0177 0.0157 0.0139 0.0123 0.0109 0.0097 0.0086 00077 0,0068 0.0061

29 0.0553 0.0485 0.0426 0.0374 0.0329 0.0289 0.0254 0.0224 0.0197 0,0174 0.0153 0.0135 0,0119 0.0105 0.0093 0.0082 OJXl73 0.00&1 0.0057 00051

30 0.0500 0 37 0.0382 0,0334 0.0292 0.0256 0.0224 00196 0.0172 0.0151 0.0133 0.0116 00102 0.0090 0.0079 00070 0.0061 0.0054 0.0048 0.0042
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Table X3 Discount factor __1_ = present value of $1 to be received after n years.
(1 + r)1l

Interest rate per year

,
20.5% 21.0% 21.5% 22.0% 22.S% 23.0% 23.5% 24.0% 24.5% 25.0% 25.5% 26.0% 26.5% 27.0% Zl.5% 28.0% 28.5% 29.0% 29.5% 30.0%

n

1 0.8299 0,8264 0.8230 0.8197 0.8163 0.8130 0.8097 0.8065 0.8032 0.8000 0.7968 0.7937 0.7905 0.7874 0,7843 0.7813 0.7782 0,7752 0.7722 0.7682

2 0.6887 0,6830 0.6774 06719 0._ 0.6610 0.6556 0.6504 0.6452 0.6400 0.6349 0.6299 0.6249 0.6200 0,6151 0.6104 0.6056 0.6009 0.5963 0,5917

3 0.5715 O~5 0.5575 0.5507 0.5440 0.5374 0.5309 0.5245 0,5182 0.5120 0,5059 0.4999 0.4940 0,4882 0.4825 0.4768 0.4713 0.4658 0.4605 0.4552

4 0.4743 0.4005 0.4589 0.4514 0.4441 0.4369 0.4299 0.4230 0.4162 0.4096 0.4031 0.3968 03905 0.3844 0,3784 0,3725 0,3668 0,3611 0.3556 0,3501

5 0,3936 0.3855 0.3777 0,3700 0.3625 03552 0.3481 0.3411 0,3343 0.3277 0.3212 0.3149 0.3087 0.3027 0,2968 0,2910 0.2854 02799 0.2746 0.2693

6 0.3266 0.3188 0.3108 0.3003 0.2959 0,2888 0.2818 0.2751 0,2685 0.2621 0.2559 0.2499 0,2440 0.2383 0.2328 0.2274 0.2221 02170 0.2120 0.2072

7 0.2711 0.2633 0.2558 0.2488 0.2416 0,2348 0.2282 0.2218 0.2157 0.2Q97 0,2039 0.1983 0.1929 0.1877 0.1826 0.1776 0.1729 0,1682 0.1637 0.1594

8 0.2250 0.2176 0.2106 02038 0.1972 01909 0.1848 0.1789 0.1732 0.1678 0,1625 0.1574 0.1525 0.1478 0.1432 0.1388 0.1345 0,1304 0.1264 0.1226

9 0.1887 0.1799 0.1733 0.1670 0.1610 . 0,1552 0.1496 0.1443 0.1391 0.1342 01295 0.1249 0.1206 0.1164 0.1123 0.1084 0.1047 0.1011 0.0976 0.0943

10 0.1549 0.1488 0.1426 0.1369 0.1314 0,1262 0.1212 0.1164 0.1118 0.1074 0.1032 0.0992 0.0953 0.0916 0.0881 0.0847 0.0815 0.0784 0.0754 0,0725

11 0.1286 0.1228 0.1174 0.1122 0.1073 0.1026 0.098'; 00938 0.0898 0.0859 0,0822 0.0787 0.0753 0.0721 0.0691 0.0662 0.0634 0.0607 0.0582 0.0558

12 0.1067 0.1015 0.0966 0.0920 0.0876 00634 0.0794 0.0757 0.0721 0.0687 00656 0.0625 0.0596 0.0568 0.0542 0,0517 0.0493 0.0471 0.0450 0.0429

13 00656 0.0839 0.0795 0.0754 0.0715 0.0678 0.0643 0,0610 0.0579 0.0550 0.0522 0.0496 0.0471 0,0447 0.0425 0.0404 0.0384 0.0365 0.0347 0.0330

" 0.0735 00693 0.0656 0.0618 O.OS&> 0.0551 0.0521 0.0492 0.0465 0.0440 0.0416 0.0393 0.0372 0.0352 0.0333 0.0316 0.0299 0,0283 0,0268 0.0254

15 0.0610 0.0573 0.0539 0.0507 0.0476 0.0448 0.0422 0.0397 0.0374 0.0352 0.0331 0.0312 0.0294 0.0277 0.0261 0,0247 0.0233 0.0219 0.0207 0.0195

16 0.0506 0.0474 0.0443 0,0415 0.0389 0.0364 0.0341 0.0320 0.0300 0.0281 0.0264 0.0248 0.0233 0.0218 0.0205 0.0193 0.0181 0.0170 0.0160 0.0150

17 0.0420 0.0391 0.0365 0.0340 0.0317 0.0296 0.0276 0.0258 0.0241 0.0225 0.0210 0.0197 0.0134 0.0172 0.0161 0.0150 0.0141 0.0132 0.0123 0.0116

18 0.0349 0.0323 0.0300 0.0279 0.0259 0,0241 0.0224 0.0208 0.0194 0.0180 0.0168 0.0156 0.0145 0.0135 0.0126 0.0118 0.0110 0.0102 0.0095 0.0089

19 0.0289 0.0267 0.0247 0.0229 0.0212 0.0196 0.0181 0.0168 0.0156 0.0144 0.0134 0.0124 0.0115 0.0107 0.0099 0.0092 0.0085 0.0079 0,0074 0.0068,
0.0173 0.0159 0.0147 0.0135 0.0125 0.0115 0,0106 0.0098 0.0091 00013<0 0.0078 0.0072 0.0066 0.0061 0,0057 0.005320 0.0240 L~?21 0.0203 0.0187

21 0.0199 t;.Ll83 0.0167 0.0154 0.0141 0.0129 0.0119 0.0109 0.0100 0.0092 0,0085 0.0078 0.0072 00066 0.0061 0.005S 0.0052 0.0048 00044 0.0040

22 0.0165 0.0151 0.0138 0.0126 0.0115 0.0105 0.0096 0,0088 0.0081 0.0074 00066 00062 0.0057 0.0052 0.0048 0,0044 0.0040 00037 0.0034 0.0031

23 0.0137 0.0125 0,0113 0.0103 0.0094 0.0086 0.0078 00071 00065 0.0059 0.0054 0.0049 0.0045 0.0041 00037 0.0034 0.0031 0.0029 0.0026 0.0024

24 0.0114 0.0103 0.0098 0,0085 0.0077 0.0070 0.0063 0,0057 0.0052 0.0047 0.0043 00039 0.0035 0.0032 0.0029 0.0027 0,0024 0,0022 0.0020 0.0018

25 0.0094 0.0085 0.0077 0.0069 0.0069 0,0057 0.0051 0,0046 0.0042 0.0038 0.0034 0.0031 0.0028 00025 0.0023 0.0021 00019 0.0017 0.0016 0.0014

26 0.0078 0.0070 00069 0.0057 0.0051 0.00<',3 0.0041 0.0037 00034 0.0030 0.0027 0.0025 0.0022 0.0020 0,0018 0,0016 0,0015 0.0013 0,0012 0.0011

27 0.0065 0.0058 0.0052 0.0047 0.0042 0.000:7 0.0033 0.0030 0.0027 0.0024 0.0022 0.0019 0.0018 0.0016 0,0014 0.0013 00011 00010 00009 0.0008

28 0._ 0.0048 0.0043 0.0038 0.0034 0.0030 0.0027 0.0024 0.0022 0.0019 0.0017 0.0015 0.0014 0.0012 0.0011 0.0010 0.0009 0.0008 0,0007 00008

29 0.0045 0.0040 0.0035 0.0031 0.0028 0.0025 0.0022 0.0020 0.0017 0.0015 0.0014 0.0012 0.0011 0.0010 00009 0.0008 0.0007 0.0008 00006 0.0005

30 0.0037 0.0033 0.0029 0.0026 0.0023 0.0020 0.0018 0,0016 0.0014 0.0012 0,0011 0.0010 0.0009 0.0006 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005 0.0005 0.0004 0.0004
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1 ( 1) 1- e-

nj
nF = 1---- or IlF = ---

In(l+r) (l+r)1l j

Table X4 nF = present value of $1 per year received in a continuous stream for each of n years
(discounted at an annually compounded rate r).

tIl
o
co

I

Interest rate per year
,

0.5% 1.0% 7.% ~O% 2.5% 3.0% 3.5% 4.0% 4.5% 5.0% 5.5% 6.0% 6.5% 7.0% 7.% 8.0% 8.5% 9.0% 9.5% 10.0%
n

JO 0.0050 0.0100 0.0149 0.0198 0.0247 0.0296 0.0344 0.0392 0.0440 0.0488 0.0535 0.0583 0,0630 0,0677 0.0723 0.0770 0,0816 0.0862 0,0908 0.0953
In (1+1)

, 0.998 0995 0.993 0.990 0.988 0985 0983 0.981 0.978 0976 0.974 0.971 0.969 0.967 0.965 0.962 0.960 0.958 0.956 0.954

2 >.990 1.980 1.971 1.961 1.951 1.942 1.933 1.924 1.914 1.906 1.897 '.888 1879 1.871 1.862 ,.85< 1.845 1.837 1.829 '.821
3 2.978 2.956 2.934 2.913 2892 2.871 2.850 2.830 2.810 2.791 2.771 2.752 2.734 2.715 2.697 2'.679 2.661 2.644 2.626 2.609, 3.960 3.921 3.883 3.848 3.809 3,773 3.737 3.702 3.668 3.634 3.601 3568 3.536 3,504 3.473 3.443 3.413 3.383 3.354 3.326

5 '.938 4.878 4.818 4.760 4.704 4.648 4.594 4.540 4.488 4.437 4.387 4.338 4,289 4.242 4.196 4,150 4.106 4.062 4,019 3.977

6 5,911 5.824 5.740 5.657 5,577 5.498 5,421 5.346 5.273 5.202 5.132 5.063 4.997 4.931 '888 4.805 4.744 4.685 4.627 4,570

7 6.879 6.762 6.648 6,536 6.428 6.323 6.221 6.121 6.024 5.930 5.838 5.748 5.661 5.576 5.493 5.412 5.333 5.256 5.181 5.108

8 7.843 7.690 7.542 7.398 7.259 7.124 6.994 6.867 6.743 6.623 6.507 6.394 6.285 6.178 6.074 5.974 5,876 5.780 5.688 5.597

9 8.801 8609 8.423 8,244 8.Q70 7,902 7.740 7583 7.431 7.284 7.142 70)4 6.870 6.741 6.615 6.494 6,376 6.261 6.150 6.042

" 9.755 9.519 9.291 9.072 8.861 8.658 8.461 8.272 8.089 7.913 7.743 7.579 7.420 7.267 7,118 6.975 6.836 6.702 6.573 6.447

" 10,704 10.419 10.146 9.884 9838 9.391 9.158 8,935 8.719 8.512 8.313 8,121 7936 7.758 7.586 7.421 7.261 7.107 6.958 6.815

" 11.648 11.311 10.989 10.681 10.385 10,103 9.831 9572 9.322 9.083 8.853 8633 8.421 8.218 8.022 7.634 7.653 7478 7.311 7,149

" 12.588 12.194 11.819 11.461 11.120 10.794 10.482 10.184 9.899 9.627 9.366 9.116 8.876 8.647 8.427 8.216 8.013 7.819 7632 7.453

" 13.522 13.069 12.637 12.227 11.836 11.465 11.111 10.773 10.451 10.144 9851 9.571 9.304 9.048 8804 8,570 8.346 8.131 7.926 7.729

" 14.453 13.934 13.443 12977 12.536 12,116 11.718 11.339 10.979 10.637 10.311 10.001 9.705 9.423 9.154 8897 8.652 8.418 8,194 7.980

" 15.378 14791 14.237 13,713 13.218 12.749 12.305 11.884 11.485 11.107 10.747 10.406 10.082 9774 9.480 9,201 8,935 8.681 8.439 8.209

U 16.299 15.640 15.019 14.434 13.883 13.363 12.871 12.407 11.969 11.554 11.161 10.789 10.436 10,101 9.783 9.482 9,195 8.923 8.663 8.416

18 17.216 16.480 15.790 15.141 14.532 13,959 13.419 12,911 12,432 11.979 11.553 11.149 10.768 10.407 10.066 9.742 9435 9,144 8.888 8.605
,g 18,128 17.312 16.549 15.835 15.165 14,538 13.948 13.395 12.875 12.385 11.924 11.490 11.080 10.893 10.328 9.983 9,656 9.347 9.054 8,777

20 19.035 16.136 17.297 16,514 15.783 15.100 14.460 13,860 13.298 12.771 12.276 11,811 11.373 10.961 10.572 10.206 9.860 9,533 9.225 8,932

" 19.938 1B.951 18.034 17.181 16.386 15,845 14.954 14,308 13.704 13.139 12.610 12.114 11.648 11.210 10.799 10.412 10.048 9704 9.380 9,074

22 20.8S6 '59 18,760 17.834 16.974 16.175 15.431 14,738 14.092 13.489 12926 12.399 11.906 11.444 11,011 10.604 10.221 9.861 9.522 9,203

23 21.730 ':'_.;:;58 19.475 18.475 17.548 16.689 15,892 15.152 14.464 13.823 13.226 12.669 12.149 11.662 11.207 10.781 10.381 10005 9.652 9.320

24 22.619 21.349 20.180 19.102 18.108 17.188 16.338 15.550 14.819 14.141 13.510 12.923 12.376 11866 11.390 10.>.45 10.528 10,137 9,771 9.427

25 23.504 22.133 20.875 19.718 18.654 17,673 16.788 15.932 15.159 14.443 13.780 13.163 12.590 12.057 11.560 11.096 10,663 10.258 9.879 9,524

26 24.385 22.909 21.559 20.322 19.187 18.144 17.184 16.300 15.485 14.732 14.035 13.389 12.791 12.235 11718 11,237 10,788 10,369 9,978 9.612

27 25,201 23.677 22.233 20.913 19.706 18.601 17.586 16,654 15.796 15.006 14.277 13.603 12979 12.402 11.865 11.367 10.903 10.471 10.068 9.692

28 26.133 24,438 22.897 21.493 20-213 19.044 17,974 16.994 16.094 15.268 14.506 13.804 13,156 12.557 12.002 11.487 11.009 10.565 10.151 9,765

29 27.000 25,191 23,551 22.062 20,708 19.4i S 18.350 17.321 16.380 15.517 14.724 13.994 13.323 12.703 12,129 11.599 11.107 10.851 10.226 9.831

30 27.863 25.937 24196 22.620 21.191 19.8S, 18.712 17.636 16.653 15.754 14_930 14.174 13.479 12838 12.248 11.702 11.197 10,729 10.295 9.891
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1 ( 1) 1- e-"j
nF = In(1 + r) 1- (1 + r)n or nF = --j-

Table X4 nF = present value of $1 per year received in a continuous stream for each of n years
(discounted at an annually compounded rate r).
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Interest rate pel" year,
r 10.5% 11.0% 11.5% 12.0% 12.5% 13.0% 13.5% 14.0% 14.5% 15.0% 15.5% 16.0% 16.5% 17.0% 17.5% 18.0% 18.5% 19.0% 19.5% 20.0%

"
1 0 0._ 0.1044 0.1089 0.1133 0.1178!. 0.1222 0,1266 0.1310 0.1354 0.1398 0.1441 0.1484 0.1527 0.1570 0.1613 0,1655 0.1697 0,1740 0.1781 01823

In {1 +fj

1 0.952 0.950 0,947 0.945 0.943 0.941 0.939 0.937 0.935 0.933 0.931 0.929 0.927 0.925 0.924 0,922 0,920 0.918 0.916 0.914

2 1.813 1.805 1.797 1.790 1.782 1.774 1.767 1.759 1.752 1.745 1.738 1.730 1.723 1.716 1.710 1.703 1696 1.689 1.683 1.676

3 2.592 2.576 2559 2.543 2.527 2.512 2.496 2.481 2.465 2.450 2.436 2.421 2.407 2.392 2.378 2365 2.351 2.337 2.324 2.311, 3.298 3.270 3.243 3.216 3.190 3.164 3.138 3.113 3.088 3.004 3.040 3.016 2.993 2.970 2.948 2.925 2.904 2.882 2.861 2.840

5 3.936 3.896 3.856 3.817 3.779 3.741 3.704 3.668 3.633 3.598 3563 3.530 3.497 3.484 3.432 3.401 3.370 3.340 3.310 3.281

6 4.514 ~459 '.400 4.353 4.302 4.252 4.203 4.155 4.108 '062 4.017 3.972 3.929 3.886 3.845 3"" 3.764 3.724 3.686 3.648

7 5.037 4,967 '.899 4.832 4.768 4.704 4.642 4.582 4.523 4.465 4.409 '35' '300 4.247 4.196 4.145 '.096 4.048 '000 3~"

8 5.510 5.424 5.341 5260 5.181 5.104 5.029 '956 '686 4.816 4.748 4.682 4.618 4.555 4.494 4.434 4.376 4.319 4.264 4.209

9 5.938 5.836 5.738 5.642 5.549 5.458 5.371 5.285 5.202 5.121 5.042 '.956 4.891 4.819 4.748 '.680 4.613 4.547 4.484 4.422

10 6.325 6.208 6093 5.983 5.876 5.772 5.671 5.573 5.478 5386 5.297 5.210 5.126 5.044 4.965 4.887 4.812 4.739 '563 4.599

11 6.676 6.542 6.412 6.287 6.166 6.049 5.936 5.826 5.720 5.617 5.517 5.421 5.327 5.237 5.149 5.063 4.981 '900 4.822 4.747

12 6.993 \>~43 6.699 6.559 6.424 6.294 6.169 6.048 5.931 5.818 5.708 5.603 5.500 5.401 5.305 5.213 5.123 5.036 4.951 4.870

13 7.280 ;', 15 6.955 6.802 6.654 6.512 6.375 6.242 6.115 5.992 5.874 5.759 5.649 5542 5.439 5.339 5.243 5.150 5059 4.972

" 7.540 /.359 7.185 7.018 6.858 6.704 6.556 6.413 6.276 6.144 6.017 5.894 5.776 5.662 5.552 5446 5.344 5.245 5.150 5058

15 7.776 7.579 7.392 7.212 7.039 6.874 6.715 6563 6.416 6.276 6.141 6010 5.885 5.765 5.649 5.537 5.429 5.326 5.225 5.129

16 7.988 --:.778 7.577 7365 7.201 7.024 6856 669' 6.539 6.390 6.248 6.111 5.979 5.853 5.731 5.614 5.502 5.393 5.289 5.188

17 8.181 7.957 7.743 7.539 7.344 7.158 6.980 6.809 6.646 6.490 6.341 6.197 6060 5.928 5.801 5.679 5.562 5.450 5.342 5.238

18 8.355 8.118 7.892 7.676 7.471 7275 7.089 6.910 6.740 6.577 6.421 6.272 6.129 5.992 5B61 5.735 5.614 5.498 5.386 5279

16 8.513 8.263 8.025 7.799 7.584 7.38) 7.185 6.999 6.822 6.652 6.491 6.336 6.188 6.047 5.911 5.782 5.657 5.538 5.423 5.313

20 8856 8.394 8.145 7.909 7.685 7.47> 7.269 7.077 6.893 6.718 6.551 6.391 6.239 6.094 5.954 5.821 5.694 5.571 5.454 5.342

21 8.785 8.511 8.253 8.007 7.775 7.554 7.344 7.145 6955 6.775 6603 6.439 6.283 6.134 5.991 5.855 5.724 5.600 5.480 5.366

22 8.902 8.618 8.349 8.095 7854 7.626 7.410 7.205 7.010 6.824 6.648 6.480 6.320 6.168 6.022 5.883 5.751 5.623 5.502 5.385

23 9008 8.713 8.435 8.173 7925 7.690 7.468 7.257 7.057 6.868 6.687 6.516 6353 6.197 6.049 5.908 5.773 5.643 5.520 5.402

" 9.104 8.799 8.513 8.243 7.9B8 7.747 7.519 7.303 7099 6.905 6.721 6.546 6.380 6.222 6.072 5.928 5.791 5.660 5.535 5.416

25 9.190 8.877 8582 8.305 8043 1 7.797 7564 7.344 7.135 6.938 6.750 6.573 6.404 6.244 6.091 5.945 5.807 5.674 5.548 5.427

26 9.269 8.947 8.845 8360 8093 . 7.841 7.603 7.379 7.167 6.966 6.776 6.596 6.424 6.262 6.107 5.960 5.820 5.886 5.559 5.437

27 9.340 9.010 8.700 8.410 8.13717.880 7.638 7.410 7.194 6.991 6.798 6.615 6.442 6.277 6.121 5.973 5.831 5.696 5.588 5.445

28 9.404 9066 8.751 8.454 8.176 7.915 7.669 7.437 7.219 7.012 6.817 6.632 6.457 6.291 6.133 5.983 5.840 5705 5.575 5.452

29 9.462 9.118 8.798 8.494 8.211 I 7.946 769Q 7.461 7.240 7001 6.833 6.647 6.470 6.302 6.143 5.992 5.848 5.712 5.581 5457

30 9.515 9.164 6.836 8.529 8.242 I 7.973 7.720 7.482 7.258 7.047 6.848 6.659 6.481 6.312 6.152 6.000 5.855 5.718 5.587 5.462
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I
1 ( 1) 1~ e-nj

nF = In(l+r) 1- (l+r)n or uF = --j-

Table X4 nF = present value of $1 per year received in a continuous stream for each of n years
(discounted at an annually compounded rate r).

1

(J"l
~

o

Interest rate per year-

r 20.5% 21.0% 21.5% 22.0% 22.5% 23.0% 23.5% 24.0% 24.5% 25.0% 25.5% 26.0% 26.5% 27.0% 27.5% 28.0% 28.5% 29.0% 29.5% 30.0%
n

I" 0.1865 0.1906 0.1947 0.1989 0,2029 0.2070 0.2111 0.2151 0.2191 0.2231 0.2271 0.2311 0.2351 0.2390 0.2429 0.2469 0.2508 0.2546 0.2585 0.2624
In(l-i-r/

1 0.912 0.910 0909 0.907 0905 0.903 0.902 0.900 0.898 0.896 0.895 0.893 0.891 0.889 0888 0888 0884 0.883 0.881 0.880

2 1.669 1.663 1.657 1.650 1.644 1.638 1.631 1.625 1.619 1.613 '.607 1601 1.596 '.590 1.584 1.578 1.573 1.567 1.562 1.556

3 2,298 2.285 2.272 2.259 2.247 : 2.235 2.223 2.211 2.199 2.187 2.175 2.164 2.153 2.141 2.130 2.119 2.108 2.098 2.087 2.077

4 2,819 2.799 2.779 2.759 2.739 2.720 2.701 2.832 2.664 2.646 2.628 2.610 2.593 2.576 2.559 2.542 2.525 2.509 2.493 2.477

5 3.252 3.223 3.196 3.168 3.141 3.115 3.089 3.063 3038 3.013 2.989 296< 2.941 2.917 2.895 2.872 2.850 2.828 2.806 2.785

6 3.611 3.574 3.539 3.504 3.469 3.436 3.402 3.370 3.338 3.307 3.276 3.246 3.216 3.187 3.158 3.130 3.102 3.075 3.048 3.022

7 3909 3.865 3.821 3.779 3.737 3.696 3.657 3.617 3.579 .3.542 3.505 3.469 3.433 3.399 3.365 3.331 3.299 3.266 3.235 3.204

8 4.156 4.104 4.054 400<> 3.956 3.909 3.832 3.817 3.773 3.730 3.687 3.640 3.605 3.566 3.527 3.489 3.451 3.415 3.379 3.344

9 4.361 4.302 4.245 4.189 4.134 4.081 4.029 3.378 3.928 3.880 3.833 3.786 3.741 3.697 3.654 3.612 3.570 3.530 3.491 3.452

'0 4.532 4.466 4.403 4.340 4.280 4.221 4.164 4.108 4.053 4.000 3948 3.898 3.849 3.801 3.754 3.708 3.663 3.619 3.577 3.535

11 4.673 4.602 4.532 4.465 4.399 4335 4.273 4213 4.154 4096 4.041 3.986 3.934 3.862 3.832 3.783 3.735 3.689 3.643 3.599

12 4.790 4.713 4.639 4566 4.496 4.428 4.361 4.297 4.234 4.173 4.114 4.057 4.001 3.946 3.893 3.841 3.791 3.742 3.694 3.648

13 4.888 4.806 4.727 4.650 4.575 4.503 4.433 4.365 4.299 4.235 4.173 4.112 4054 3.997 3.941 3.887 3.835 3.784 3.734 3686

14 4.9681 4.882 4.799 4.718 4640 4.564 4.491 4.420 4.351 4.284 4.220 4.157 4.096 4.036 3.979 3.923 3.869 3.816 3.765 3.715

15 5.036 t.945 4.858 4.774 4.693 4.614 4.538 4.464 4.393 4.324 4.257 4.192 4.129 4.068 4.009 3.951 3.895 3.841 3.788 3.737

16 5.091 'ilB 4.007 4.820 4.736 4.655 4.576 4500 4.428 4.355 4.286 4.220 4.155 4.092 4.032 3.973 3.916 3.860 3806 3.754

17 5.137 5.041 4.948 4858 4.771 4.687 4.607 4.529 4.453 4.381 4.310 4.242 4.176 4.112 4.050 3990 3.932 3.875 3.821 3.767

18 5.176 5.076 4.981 4.880 4.800 4.714 4.632 4.552 4.475 4.401 4.329 4.259 4.192 4.127 4.054 4.003 3.944 3.887 3.831 3.778

19 5.207 5.106 5.008 4.914 4.823 4.736 4.652 4.571 4.492 4.417 4.344 4.273 4.205 4.139 4.075 4.014 3.954 3.896 3.840 3.785

20 5.234 5.130 5.030 4.935 4.842 4.754 4.888 4.586 4.506 4.430 4.356 4.284 4.215 4.149 4084 4.022 3.961 3.003 3.846 3.791

21 5.256 5.150 5.049 4.952 4.858 4.768 4.681 4598 4.518 4.440 4.365 4.293 4.223 4.156 4.091 4.028 3.967 3.908 3.851 3.796

22 5.274 5.167 5.054 4.966 4.871 4.7& ) 4.692 4.61J8 4.527 4.448 4.373 4.300 4230 4.162 4.096 4.033 3.972 3.913 3.855 3.800

23 5.289 5.181 5.077 4.977 4.881 4.76') 4.701 4.616 4.534 4.455 4.379 4.306 4.235 4.167 4.101 4.037 3.975 3.916 3.858 3.802

24 5.301 5.192 5.087 4.806 4.890 4.791 4.708 4.622 4.540 4.460 438' 4.310 4.239 4.170 4.104 4.040 3.978 3.918 3.860 3.804

25 5.312 5.201 5.095 4.994 4.897 4.803 4.714 4.627 4.544 4.464 4.388 4.314 4.242 4.173 4.107 4.042 3.980 3.920 3862 3.806

26 5.320 5.209 5.102 5.000 4.902 4.808 4.718 4.631 4.548 4.468 4.391 4.316 4.245 4.175 4.109 4.044 3.982 3.922 3.864 3.807

27 5.328 5.216 5.108 5.005 4.907 4.813 4722 4.635 4.551 4.471 4.393 4.318 4.247 4.177 4.110 4.046 3.983 3.923 3.865 3808

28 5.334 5.221 5.113 5.010 4.911 I 4.816 4.725 4.637 4.554 4.473 4.395 4.320 4.248 4.179 4.112 4.047 3.984 3924 3.866 3.809

29 5.338 5225 5.117 5.013 4.914 4.819 4.727 4.640 4.555 4.474 4.397 4.322 4.249 4.180 4.113 4.048 3.985 3.925 3.888 3810

30 5.343 5.229 5.120 5.018 4.916 I 4.821 4.729 4.841 4.557 4476 4.398 4.323 4.250 4.181 4.113 4.048 3986 3.925 3.867 3.810
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X Financial Formulas for Investment Decisions

Table XS Values of eJlj =future value of $1 invested at a continuously
compounded rate j for n years.

nj 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09

0.00 1.0000 1.0101 1,0202 1,0305 1.0408 1,0513 1.0618 1,0725 1,0833 1.0942

0.10 1.1052 1.1163 1.1275 1.1388 1.1503 1.1618 1.1735 1.1853 1.1972 1.2092
0,20 1,2214 1,2337 1.2461 1.2586 1.2712 1.2840 1.2969 1.3100 1:3231 1.3364

0.30 1.3499 1.3634 1.3771 1,3910 1.4049 1.4191 1.4333 1.4477 1.4623 1.4770

0.40 1.491 B 1.5068 1,5220 1,5373 1,5527 1.5683 1.5841 1,6000 1.6161 1.6323

0.50 1,6487 1.6653 1.6820 1.6989 1.7160 1.7333 1.7507 1.7683 1.7860 1.8040

0.60 1,8221 1,8404 1.8589 1.8776 1.8965 1.9155 1,9348 1.9542 1.9739 1.9937
0.70 2.013B 2.0340 2.0544 2,0751 2,0959 2.1170 2.1383 2,1598 2,1815 2.2034

0.80 2.225:; 2.2479 2.2705 2.2933 2,3164 2,3396 2.3632 2.3869 2.4109 2.4351

0.90 2.45913 2.4843 2.5093 2.5345 2.5600 2.5857 2.6117 2.6379 2.6645 2.6912

1.00 2.718~-l 2.7456 2.7732 2.8011 2.8292 2.8577 2.8864 2.9154 2.9447 2,9743

1.10 3.0042 3.0344 3.0649 3,0957 3.1268 3.1582 3.1899 3.2220 3,2544 3.2871

1.20 3.3201 3.3535 3.3872 3.4212 3.4556 3,4903 3.5254 3.5609 3.5966 3.6328
1.30 3,6693 3.7062 3.7434 3.7810 3.8190 3.8574 3.8962 3.9354 3.9749 4,0149
1,40 4.0552 4,0960 4.1371 4.1787 4.2207 4.2631 4.3060 4.3492 4.3929 4.4371

1.50 4.4817 4.5267 4.5722 4.6182 4,6646 4.7115 4.7588 4,8066 4.8550 4.9037

1.60 4.9530 5,0028 5.0531 5.1039 5,1552 5,2070 5.2593 5.3122 5.3656 5.4195

1.70 5.4739 5,5290 5.5845 5.6407 5.6973 5.7546 5.8124 5.8709 5.9299 5.9895

1,80 6.0496 6.1104 6.1719 6.2339 6.2965 6.3598 6.4237 6.4883 6.5535 6,6194

1.90 6.6859 6.7531 6,8210 6,8895 6.9588 7.0287 7,0993 7.1707 7.2427 7.3155

2,00 7.3891 7.4633 7.5383 7.6141 7,6906 7.7679 7.8460 7,9248 8,0045 8.0849

2,10 8.1662 8.2482 8.3311 8.4149 8.4994 8.5849 8.6711 8.7583 8.8463 8.9352

2,20 9.0250 9.1157 9.2073 9.2999 9.3933 9.4877 9.5831 9.6794 9.7767 9.8749

2.30 9.974 10.074 10,176 10,278 10.381 10.486 10.591 10.697 10.805 10,913

2.40 11.023 11.134 11,246 11,359 11.473 11.588 11,705 11.822 11.941 12.061

2.50 12.182 12.305 12.429 12.554 12.680 12.807 12.936 13.066 13.197 13.330

2.60 13.464 13.599 13.736 13.874 14.013 14.154 14.296 14.440 14.585 14,732

2.70 14.880 15.029 15.180 15,333 15.487 15.£.143 15.800 15.959 16.119 16,281

2.80 16.445 16.610 16,777 16,945 17.116 17.288 17.462 17.637 17.814 17.993

2.90 18.174 18.357 18.541 18.728 18.916 19.106 19.298 19.492 19,688 19.886

3.00 20.086 20.287 20.491 20.697 20.905 21.115 21.328 21.542 21.758 21.977

3.10 22.198 22.421 22.646 22.874 23,104 23.336 23.571 23.807 24.047 24,288

3.20 24.533 24.779 25.028 25.280 25.534 25.790 26.050 26.311 26.576 26.843

3,30 27.113 27.385 27,660 27,938 28.219 28.503 28.789 29.079 29.371 29.666

3.40 29.964 30.265 30,569 30.877 31.187 31.500 31.817 32.137 32.460 32.786

3.50 33.115 33.448 33.784 34,1?4 34.467 34.813 35.163 35.517 35.874 36.234

3.60 36.598 36.966 37.338 J: ./-: 3 26,092 38,475 38,861 39.252 39.646 40,045

3.70 40.447 40,854 41.264 41.679 42,098 42.521 42.948 43.380 43.816 44.256

3.80 44,701 45.150 45.604 46.063 46.525 46.993 47.465 47.942 48.424 48.911

3.90 49.402 49.899 50.400 50.907 51.419 51.935 52.457 52.985 53.517 54.055
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List of Standards for
Petroleum Production

Y1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Need for ISO standards

The objective of harmonized standards is to provide transparent and unambiguous require
ments which are identical for all countries. ISO (International Organization for Standard
ization) is a worldwide federation of national standardization organizations, and is the stan
dardization body responsible for the development of standards for global use.

Since the oil and gas industry is operating on a global level the European part of this
industry was advised, through the OGP (formely E & P forum), to develop ISO standards.

The intention is that these ISO standards will be accepted by CEN (Comite Europeen
de Normalisation) for European harmonization. The Vienna agreement between ISO and
CEN is in existence to facilitate the process.

From the above, the need for ISO standards is apparent for a globally operating line of
business.

1.2 Conformity assessment and certification

In the oil and gas industry API documents (American Petroleum Institute) are often used
in commercial contracts, and the documents ensure that form, tit and function are defined.
In addition API run a licensing program which enables manufacturers to demonstrate that
products with an associated mark conform to the applicable API specification, and that its
organization has a quality management system conform to API Q 1 in force.

In some cases additional certification has been required and is mandatory practice.
Within the European infra-structure certification principles have been developed in con
junction with standardization. The origin has been the principles developed by the ISO for

:5 pu~ose.
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List of Standards for Petroleum Production

1.3 API documents

y

Three types of document are mainly published.

API Bulletin
API Bulletins are published to provide minimum performance properties, formulas and
calculations on which the design of equipment may be based.

API Specification
API Specifications are published as aids to the procurement of standardized equipment
and materials, as well as instructions to manufacturers of equipment or materials cov
ered by an API Speciflcation. The specifications are not intended to obviate the need for
sound engineering, nor to inhibit in any way anyone from purchasing or producing
products to other specifications.

API Recommended Practices (RP)
API Recommended Practices are published to facilitate the broad availability of proven,
sound engineering and operating practices. The Recommended Practices are not
intended to obviate the need for applying sound judgement as to when and where the
Recommended Practices should be utilized.

The following paragraphs list the numbers of API documents and ISO standards used
for well production.
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Y List of Standards for Petroleum Production

Y2 TUBULAR GOODS

Title API 150
Agreement

CEN

Thread Compounds for Casing, Tubing and Line RP5A3 13678
Pipe 1sl Ed., 1996

Field Inspection of New Casing, Tubing, and Plain RP5A5 15463 yes
End Drill Pipe 6th Ed., Dec. 1997

Threading, Gauging, and Thread Inspection of Spec. 58 10422 yes
Casing, Tubing, and Line Pipe Threads 14th Ed., 1996 Pub.: 1993

Gaug'rng and Inspection of Casing, Tubing and Line RP5B1 15464 yes
Pipe Threads 4th Ed., 1996

Casing and Tubing Spec.5eT 11960 yes
6th Ed., May 1999 Pub.: 1996

Care and Use of Casing and Tubing RP5C1 10405
18th Ed., May 1999 Pub.: 1993

PerformancE~ Properties of Casing, Tubing Bull.5C2
and Drill Pipe 20th Ed., 1987

Formulas and Calculations for Casing, Tubing, Bull. 5C3 10400
Drill Pipe, and Line Pipe Properties 6th Ed., 1994 Pub.: 1993

Round Thread Casing Joint Strength with Bull. 5C4'
Comb'rned Internal Pressure and Bending 2nd Ed., May 1987

Evaluation Procedures for Casing & Tubing RP5C5 13879
Connections 2nd Ed., 1996

Coiled Tubing Operations in Oil and Gas Well RP5C7
Services 1st Ed., Dec. 1996

Line Pipe (class A) Spec.5L 3183-1
41st Ed., 1995 Pub.: 1993

Line Pipe (class B) 3183-2 yes
Pub.: 1996

Line Pipe (class C) 3183-3 yes
Pub.: 1999

Internal Coating ('of Line PipE' for Non-Corrosive RP 5L2
Gas Transmission Service 3rd Ed., May 1987

Conducting Drop-Weight Tear Tests on Line Pipe RP5L3
3rd Ed., 1996

Unprimed Internal Fusion Bonded Epoxy Coating RP 5L7
of Line Pipe 2nd Ed., 1988/94

Field Inspection of New Line Pipe RP 5L8
2nd Ed., 1996

Corrosion resistant alloy Line Pipe Spec. 5L C
3rd Ed., 1996

Corrosion Resistant Alloy Seamless Tubes for Use 13680 yes
as Casing, Tubing and Coupling Stock

• not in 1999 catalog.
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List of Standards for Petroleum Production

Y3 VALVES AND WELLHEAD EQUIPMENT

Y

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Valves and Wellhead Equipment Spec. 6A 10423 yes
17th Ed., 1996 Pub.: 1994

Capabilities of API Flanges Under Combination Bull.6AF
of Load 2nd Ed., April 1995

Temperature Derating of API Flanges Under Bull. 6AFl
Combination of Loading 2nd Ed., 1998

Material TQughness Bull.6AM
2nd Ed., Sept 1995

Pipeline Valves (Steel, Plug, Ball, Check Valves) Spec. 60 14313 yes
21st Ed., Dec. 1996 Pub.: 1999

Fire Test for Valves Spec. BFA
3rd Ed., April1g99

Fire Test for End Connections Spec. BFB
3rd Ed., May 1998

Fire Test for Valve with Selective Backseats Spec.6FC
3rd Ed., April 1999

Fire Resistance of API/ANSI End Connections Bull. 6Fl
2nd Ed., Febr. 1994

Improved Fire Resistivity of API Connections Bull.6F2
2nd Ed., Febr. 1994

End Closures, Connectors and Swivels Spec. 6H
2nd Ed., 1998

Testing of Oilfield Elastomers-A Tutorial Bull.6J
1st Ed., Febr. 1992

Referenced Standards for Committee 6, Stan- Bull. 6RS'
dardization of Vaives & Wellhead Equipment July 1990 + 1992

• not In 19C: ,-,":':~8.log.

Y4 WIRE ROPE

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Specification for Wire Rope Spec.9A
24th Ed., June 1995

Application, Care, and Use of Wire Rope for Oil RP9B
Field Service 9th Ed., May 1986/92
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Y List of Standards for Petroleum Production

Title API ISO Agreement
CEN

Subsurface Sucker Rod Pumps and Fittings Spec.11AX
10th Ed" 1996

Care and Use of Subsurface Pumps RP 11AR
3rd Ed., 1989

Sucker Rods Spec. 11 B 10428 yes
26th Ed., 1998 Pub.: 1993

Care and Handling of Sucker Rods RP 11BR

8th Ed" 1989

Reinforced Plastic Sucker Rods Spec. 11C'
2nd Ed., 1988 + 1991

Pumping Units Spec.11E 10431 yes
17th Ed" 1994 Pub.: 1993

Guarding of Pumping Units RP 11ER
2nd Ed., 1990 +1991

Installation and Lubrication of Pumping Units RP 11G
4th Ed" 1994

Data Sheet for the Design of Air Exchange Bull. 11K
Coolers 2nd Ed" 1988/94

Design Calculations for Sucker Rod Pumping RP 11L
Systems (Conventional Units) , 4th Ed" 1988/94

Sucker Rod Pumping System Design Sook Bull.11L3
1st Ed.. 1970 +
1988/94

Curves for Selecting Beam Pumping Units Bull. 11L4
1st Ed., April 1970/9L

Electric Motor Bull. 11L5'
Performance Data Request Form 1st Ed., Oct. 1990

Lease Automatic Custody Transfer (LACT) Spec. 11 N
Equipment 4th Ed.,1994

Packaged High Speed Separable Engine-Driven Spec.11P 13631 yes
Reciprocating Gas Compressors 2nd Ed., 1989.

Electric Submersibie PlJmp Installation RP 11R'
2nd Ed.. May 1986

Operation, Maintenance and Troubleshooting of RP 11S
Electric Submersible Pump Installations 3rd Ed., Nov. 1994

Electric Submersible Pump Teardown Report RP 11S1
3rd Ed., 1997

Electric Submersible Pump Testing RP11S2
2nd Ed.. 1997

YS PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

• not in 1999 catalog.
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List ofStandards for Petroleum Production y

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Electric Submersible Pump Installation Rp 1183
2nd Ed., March 1999

Installation and RP in
Operation of Wet Steam Generators 2nd Ed.. 1999

Sizing and Selection of Electric Submersible RP11U'
Pumps Installation 2nd Ed., May 1986

Gas Lift Mandrels and Associated Subsurface Spec. 11V1 17 078 yes
Equipment 2nd Ed., 1995

Artificial Lift Side pocket mandrels 17078-1 yes

Artificial Lift: Side pocket mandrels gas lift valves 17 078-2 yes
and flow control devices

Artificial Lift: Latches, seals and interface data for 17078-3 yes
side pocket mandrels and flow control devices

Operation, Maintenance & Trouble-shooting Rp11V5
of Gas Lift Installations 2nd Ed., 1999

Design of Continuous Flow Gas Lift Installations Rp 11V6
Using Injection Pressure Operated Valves 2nd Ed., 1999

Repair, Testing & Setting Gas Lift Valves Rp 11V7
2nd Ed.. 1999

Downhole Progressive Cavity Pumps - 15136-1 yes
Part 1; Pumps

Downhole Progressive Cavity Pumps - 15136-2 yes
Part 2: Drive heads

Locks and Nipples 16070 yes

Packers and Bridge Plugs 14310 yes

Wire wrapped Screens 17 824 yes

• not in 1999 catalog.
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Y List of Standards for Petroleum Production

Y6 LEASE PRODUCTION VESSELS

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Bolted Tanks for Storage of Production Liquids Spec. 128
14th Ed., 1995

Field Welded Tanks for Storage of Production Spec, 120 yes
Liquids 10th Ed., 1994

Glycol-Type Gas Oeshydration Units Spec. 12GDU 1990

Shop Welded Tanks for Storage of Production Spec. 12F
Liquids 11th Ed., 1994

Oil and Gas Separators Spec. 12J
7)h Ed., 1989

Indirect-Type Oil Field Heaters Spec. 12K
7th Ed., 1989

Vertical and Horizontal Emulsion Treaters Spec. 12L
4th Ed., 1994

Operations, Maintenance and Testing of Firebox RP 12N
Flame Arrestors 2nd Ed., 1994

Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic Tanks Spec.12P
2nd Ed., 1995

Setting, Connecting, Mainten,ance and Operation RP 12R1
of Lease Tanks 5th Ed., 1997
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List ofStandards for Petroleum Production

Y7 OFFSHORE SAFETY AND ANTI-POLLUTION EQUIPMENT

Y

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Subsurface Safety Valve Equipment. Functional Spec.14A 10432 yes
and technical specifications 9th Ed" 1994

Design, Installation, Repair, and Operation of RP14B 10 417 yes
Subsurface Safety Valve Systems 3rd Ed" 1990 Pub.: 1993

Analysis, Design, Installation and Testing of Basic RP14C 10418 yes
Surface Safety Systems on Offshore Production 4th Ed., 1986 Pub.: 1993
Platforms

Wellhead Surface Safety Valves and Underwater Spec. 140 10433
Safety Valves for Offshore Service 8th Ed" 1991 Pub.: 1994

Design and Installation of Offshore Production RP 14E 13703 yes
Platform Piping Systems 5th Ed., 1991

Design and Installation of Electrical Systems for RP 14F
Offshore Production Platforms 4th Ed" 1999

Fire Prevention and Control on Open Type RP14G 13702 yes
Offshore Production Platforms 3rd Ed" 1993 Pub.: 1999

Installation, Maintenance and Repair of Surface RP 14H 10419
Safety Valves Offshore 4th Ed.. 1994 Pub.: 1993

Tools and Techniques for Identification and RP 14J 17 776
Assessment of Hazardous Situations 1st Ed., 1993

YB PLASTIC PIPE

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Care and Use of Reinforced Thermosetting RP 15A4'
Resin Casing and Tubing 1st Ed., March 1976

High Pressure Fiberglass Line Pipe Spec. 15HR
2nd Ed., 1995

Polyethylene Line Pipe Spec. 15lE
3rd Ed., May 1995

Thermoplastic Line Pipe (PVC and CPVCj Spec. 15LP'
2nd Ed., May 1987

low Pressure Fiberglass Une Pipe Spec. 15lR 14692 yes
6th Ed" Sept. 1990

Care and Use of Reinforced Thermosetting RP 15L4' ,
Resin Line Pipe (ATAP) 2nd Ed., March 1976

Care and Use of Fiberglass TUbulars RP 15TL4
2nd Ed., March 1999

• not In 1999 catalog.
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Y9 SUBSEA PRODUCTION

Title API ISO Agreement
CEN

Design and Operation of Subsea Production
Systems:

General RHquirements and Recommendations RP17A 13628-1 yes
2nd Ed.. 1996 Pub.: 1999

Flexible Pipe Systems for Subsea and Wireline RP 17J' 13628-2 yes
Applications 1st Ed., 1996

TFL (Through Flowline) Pump Down Systems RP HC 13628-3 yes
1st Ed., July 1991

Subsea Wellhead and Christmas Tree Equipment Spec. 170 13628-4 yes
1st Ed., Oct. 1992.

Design and Operation of Subsea Control Spec,17E 13628-5
Umbilicals 2nd Ed.. 1998

Subsea Production Control Systems Spec. 17F * 13628-6
1st Ed.. 1996

CompletionlWorkover Riser Systems RP17G 13628-7
1st Ed., 1995

Design amj Operation of Remote Operated RP 17H" 13628-8
Vehicles (ROV). Interlace with subsea production 1st Ed., 1996
systems

ROT Intervention System 13628-9

Drilling and Production Equipment. Flexible pipe RP17B 10 420
systems for subsea and marine riser applications 1st Ed. Pub.: 1994

Dynamic Production Risers Spec. 17C 16389 yes

• not In 1999 catalog.

Yl0 COMMON PRODUCTION

Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Determining Permeability of Porous Media RP 27'
3rd Ed.. 1952 + 1956

Standard Calibration and Format for Nuclear RP 33
Logs 3rd Ed.. 1974 + 1990

Standard Procedures for Evaluation of Hydraulic RP39 13503
Fracturing Fluids 3rd Ed., May 1998

Standard Procedure for Presenting Performance RP41
Data on Hydraulic Fracturing Equipment 2nd Ed.. 1995

(to be continued)
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Title API ISO
Agreement

CEN

Laboratory Testing of Surface Active Agents for RP 42'
Well Stimulation 2nd Ed., 1977 + 1990

Evaluation of Well Perforators RP43
5th Ed., Jan. 1991

Sampling Petroleum Reservoir Fluids RP 44'
1st Ed., Jan. 1996

Analysis of Oil-Field Waters RP 45
3rd Ed., AU9. 1998

Drill Stem Test Report Form RP 48'
1st Ed., 1972 + 1990

Occupational Safety for Oil and Gas Drilling and RP54
Servicing Operations 2nd Ed., Dec. 1991

Testing Sand Used in Hydraulic Fracturing RP 56
Operations 2nd Ed., Dec. 1995

Offshore Well Completion, Servicing, Workover, RP 57
and Plug and Abandonment Operation 1st Ed., Jan. 1986

Testing Sand Used in Gravel Packing Operations RP58
2nd Ed., Dec. 1995

Well Control Operation RP59'
1st Ed., Aug. 1987

Testing High Strength Proppants Used RP60
in Hydraulic Fracturing Operations 2nd Ed., Dec. 1995

Evaluating Short Term Proppant Pack RP61 •
Conductivity 1st Ed., Oct. 1989

Evaluation of Polymers Used in Enhanced Oil RP63
Recovery Operations 1st Ed., June 1990

Diverter Systems Equipment and Operations RP64
1st Ed., Juiy 1991

Recommended Digital Log Interchange RP 66
Standard (DUS) 2nd Ed., June 1996

• not In 1999 catalog.

REFERENCES

API Catalog
ISO:
- ISQ/TC 67/SCl: Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas

industries - Line pipes
- ISOITC 67/SC2: Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas

industries - Pipeline transportation systems
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- Isarre 67/SC3: Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas
industries - Drilling and completion fluids and well cements

- ISOrrC 67/SC4: Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas
industries - Drilling and production equipment

- ISO/TC 67/SC5: Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas
industries - Casing, tubing and drill pipe

- ISOlTe 67/SC6: Materials, equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas
industries - Processing equipment and systems

- ISOrrC 67/SC7: Materials. equipment and offshore structures for petroleum and natural gas
industries - Offshore structures.
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Abandonment: Converting a drilled well to a condition that can be left indefinitely with
out further attention and which will not damage fresh water supplies or potential petroleum
reservoirs.

Absolute permeability: A measure of the ability of a single fluid (such as water, gas, or
oil) to flow through a rock formation when the formation is totally filled (saturated) with
that fluid. The permeability measure of a rock filled with a single fluid is different from the
permeability measure of the same rock filled with two or more fluids.

Acid inhibitor: Inhibiting additive that acts to top or retard chemical reaction of the acid.

Acid intensifier: Intensifying additive that acts to accelerate or strengthen chemical reae·
tion of the acid.

Acoustic logllogging: Recorded measurement of ultrasonic signal travel through forma
tion rock in order to identify formation rock lithology, porosity, anf fluid saturation.

Asphaltene: Any of the d'U'k, solid constituents of crude oils and other bitumens.

Back..pressure: The pressure maintained on equipment or systems through which a fluid
t1ows.

Backwash: To reverse the flow of nuid from a water injection well in order to get rid of
sediment that has dogged the wellbore.

Basic sediment and water (BS&W): Sediments and wat~r found in crude oil.

Battery: Equipment to process or store crude oil from one or more wells.

Bitumen: Petroleum in semi-solid or solid forms.

Blanking plug: A plug used to cut otf flow of liquid.

Blowout preventer: A safety device installed immediately above the casing or in the drill
stem that can close the borehole in an emergency.

Bubble point: 1, The temperature and pressure at which part of a liquid begins to convert
to gas. For example, if a certain volume of liquid is held at constant pressure, but its tem
perature is increased, a point is reached whpn bubbles of gas begin to fonn in the liquid.
That is the bubble point. Similarly, if a celta:-tfl voiume of liquid is held at a constant tem
perature but the pressure is reduced, the point at which gas begins to form is the bubble
point. 2. The temperature and pressure at which gas, held in solution in crude oil, breaks I
out of solution as free gas.
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Bullheading: Overpoweriog a well by pumping a kill nuid down the tubing or casiog and
killing the well.

Caliper log: A record showing variations in wellbore diameter by depth, indicating undue
enlargement due to caving in, washout, or other causes. The caliper log also reveals corro
sion, scaling, or pitting inside tubular goods.

Centrifugal pump: A pump with an impeller or rotor, an impeller shaft, and a casing,
which discharges nuid by centrifugal force.

Check valve: Valve which operates to allow flow in only one direction.

Coalbed methane (CBM):Natural gas trapped in coal seams.

Compressibility factor (gas-deviation factor, supercompressibility factor) is a multiply
ing factor introduced into the ideal-gas law to account for the departure of true gases from
ideal behavior (pV = nzRT; z is the compressibility factor).

Condensate: A light hydrocarbon liquid obtained by condensation of hydrocarbon vapors.
It consists of varying proportions of butane, propane, pentane, and heavier fractions, with
little or no methane or ethane.

Connate water: Water retained in the pore spaces, or interstices, of a formation from the
time the formation was created.

Conventional crude oil: Petroleum found in liquid form, flowing naturally or capable of
being pumped without further processing or dilution.

Critical state is the term used to ide.ntify the unique condition of pressure, temperature,
and composition in which all properties of coexisting vapor and liquid become identical.

Demulsifier/demulsifying: agents/chemical products used to break down crude oil/water
emulsions by reducing surface of the oil film surrounding water droplets.

Density: The gravity of crude oil, indicating the proportion of large, carbon-rich mole
cules, generally measured in kilograms per cubic meter or degrees or tnt": American Petro
leum Institute (API) gravity scale.

Discover well: An exploratory well that encounters a previously untapped oil or gas
deposit.

Dissolved gas (solution gas) identifies material ordinarily gaseous at atmospheric condi
tions but which is part of a liquid phase at elevated pressure and temperature.

Drawdown: 1. The difference between static and nowing bottombole pressures. 2. The
distance between the static level and the pumping level of the fluid in the annulus of a
pumping well.

Emulsion: Colloidal mixture of two immiscible fluids, one being dispersed in the other in
the form of fine droplets.
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Enhanced oil recovery: Usually refers to tertiary recovery methods which alter oil prop
erties in the reservoir in order to improve recovery.

Exploratory well: A well in an area where petroleum has not been previously fouod or one
targeted for formations above or below known reservoirs.

Field: The surface area above one or more underground petroleum pools sharing the same
or related infrastructure.

Flow line: Pipe, usually buried, through which oil or gas travels from the well to a process
ing facility.

Flow regime: The physical geometry exhibited by a multiphase flow in a conduit; for
example, liquid occupying the bottom of the conduit with the gas phase flowing above, or
a liquid phase with bubbles of gas.

Flow test: Determination of productivity of a well by measuring total pressure drop and
pressure drop per unit of fannation section open to a well during flow at a given production
rate.

Flowing bottomhole pressure: Pressure at the bottom of the wellbore during normal oil
production.

Fluid: A substance readily assuming the shape of the container in which it is placed; e.g.
oil, gas, water or mixtures of these.

Formation volume factor (FVF): The factor that is used to convert stock tank barrels of
oil to reservoir barrels. It is the ratio between the space occupied by a barrel of oil contain
ing solution gas at reservoir conditions and a barrel of dead oil at surface conditions. Also
called reservoir volume factor.

Gamma ray log/logging: Recorded measurement of natural formation radiation in order
to identify formation rocks.

Gas: Hydrocarbons in the gaseous state at thp .prevailing temperature and pressure.

Gas cap: A free-gas phase overlying an oil zone and occuring within the same producing
formation as the oil.

Gas cap drive: Reservoir drive provided by the expansion of compressed gas in a free state
above the ,reservoir fluid being produced.

Gas-liquid ratio (GLR): The gas volume flow rate, relative to the total liquid volume flow
rate (oil and water), all volumes converted to volumes at standard pressure and tempera
ture.

Gas-oil ratio (GOR): The ga$ ~Iolume flow rate, relative to the oil volume flow rate, both
converted to volumes at stanCilli't pressure and temperature.

Gas volume fraction (GVF): The gas volume flow rate, relative to the multiphase volume
flow rate, at the pressure and temperature prevailing in that section. The GVF is normally I
expressed as a percentage.
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Heavy crude oil: Oil with a gravity below 28 degrees API (or d = 0.887 g/cm3).

Hold~up: The cross-sectional area locally occupied-by one of the phases of a multiphase
tlow, relative to the cross-sectional area of the conduit at the same local position.

Homogeneous multiphase flow: A multiphase flow in which all phases are evenly distrib
uted over the cross-section of a closed conduit; Le. the composition is the same at all points.

Huff and puff: Cyclic stearn/hot water injection into a well in order to stimulate oil pro
duction.

Hydrate/gas hydrate: Icy lattice containing gas molecules, causing blockage of flowlines
and pipelines transporting natural gas.

Hydrostatic pressure: The force exerted by a body of fluid at rest, which increases
directly with the density and the depth of the fluid and expressed iu Pa (or psi). The hydro
static pressure of fresh water is 10 kPa per meter (or 0.433 psi per foot) of depth. In a water
drive field, the term refers to the pressure that may furnish the primary energy for produc
tion.

Inflow performance relationship: The relation between the midpoint pressure of the pro
ducing interval and the liquid inflow rate of a producing well.

Injection well: A well used for injecting t1uids (air, steam, water, natural gas, gas liquids,
surfactants, alkalines, polymers, etc.) into an underground formation for the purpose of
increasing recovery).

Interfachd tension: Surface tension occurring at the interface of two liquids.

Laterolog: Logging instrument in which electric current is forced to flow radially through
the fonnation.

Lease: Legal document giving an operator the right to drill for or produce oil or gas, also,
the land on which a lease has been obtained.

Light crude oil: Liquid petroleum with a gravity of 28 degrees API (or d = 0.887 gicm3)
or higher.

Limestone and dolomite: Calcium carbonate-rich sedimentary rocks in whkh oil or gas
reservoirs are often found.

Mass flow rate: The mass of fluid flowing through the cross-section of a conduit in unit
time.

Methane: The principal constituent of natural gas; the simplest hydrocarbon molecule,
containing one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms.

Microlaterolog: A resistivity logging .",~trunwnt with one center electrode and three cir
cular ring electrodes around the center electrode.

Microlog: A resistivity logging instrument with electrodes mounted at short spacing in an
insulating pad.
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Middle distillates: Medium~densityrefined petroleum products, including kerosene, stove
oil, jet fuel and light fuel oil.

Mobility ratio: Ratio of mobility of a driving fluid to that of a driven fluid.

Mud: Fluid circulated down tbe drill pipe and up the annulus during drilling to remove cut
tings, cool and lubricate the bit, and maintain desired pressure in the well.

Multiphase flow: Two or more phases Hawing simultaneously in a conduit; this document
deals in particular with multiphase flows of oil, gas and water.

Multiphase flow rate: The total amount of the two or three phases of a multiphase flow
flowing through the cross-section of a conduit in unit time. The multiphase flow rate
should be specified as multiphase volume rate or multiphase mass flow rate.

Multiphase flow rate meter: A device for measuring the flow rate of a multiphase now
through a cross-section of a conduit. It is necessary to specify whether the multiphase flow
rate meter measures the multiphase volume or mass flow rate.

Multiphase flow velocity: The flow veiocity of a multiphase flow. It may also be defined
by the relationship (Multiphase volume flow ratelPipe cross-section).

Multiphase fraction meter: A device for measuring the phase area fractions of oil, gas
and water of a multiphase flow through a cross-section of a conduit.

Multiphase meter: A device for measuring the phase area fractions and now rates of oil,
gas and water of a multiphase flow through a cross-section of a conduit. It is necessary to
specify whether the multiphase meter measures volume or mass flow rates.

Natural gas liquids: Liquids obtained during natural gas production, including ethane,
propane, butane, and condensate.

Neutron logllogging: Recorded measurement of artificially produced radiation within a
well in order to measure fonnation fluids.

Newtonian fluid: A simple fluid in which the state of stress at any point is proportional to
the time rate of strain at that point; the proportionality factor is the viscosity coefficient.

Oil: Hydrocarbon in the liquid state at the prevailing temperature and pressure conditions.

Oil~continuousmultiphasetlow: A multiphase flow of oiUgaslwatercharacterized in that
the water is distributed as water droplets surrounded by oil. Electrically, the mixture acts
as an insulator.

Operator: The company or individual responsible for managing an exploration, develop
ment or production operation.

Packer method: Controlled acidizing treatment in which the packer prevents acid from
traveling further up the well annulus than necessary.

Pay section: Producing fonnation. I
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Pay zone: The producing formation.

Permeability: The capacity of a reservoir rock to transmit fluids.

Petroleum: A naturally occurring mixture of hydrocarbons in gaseous, liquid or solid
fonn.

Phase: In multiphase metering, "phase" is used in the sense of one constituent in a mixture
of several fluids. In particular, the tenn refers to either oil, gas or water in a mixture of any
number of the three.

Phase area fraction: The cross-sectional area locally occupied by one of the phases of a
multiphase flow, relative to the cross-sectional area of a conduit at the same local position.

Phase flow rate: The amoont of one phase of a multiphase flow flowing through the
cross-section of a conduit in unit time. The phase flow rate may be specified as phase vol
ume flow rate or as phase mass flow rate.

Phase mass fraction: The phase mass t10w rate of one of the phases of a multiphase flow,
relative to the multiphase mass flow rate. '

Phase velocity: The velocity of one phase of a multiphase flow at a cross-section of a conduit.
It may also be defined by the relatiouship: superficial phase velocity x phase area fraction.

Phase volume fraction: The phase volume flow rate of one of the phases of a multiphase
flow, relative to the multiphase volume flow rate.

Pilot flood: A pilot-scale waterflooding project conducted in order to evaluate operation
procedures and to assess and predict performance of the waterflood.

Pinnacle reef: A conical formation, usually composed of limestone, in which hydrocar
bons might be trapped.

Plugback: Sealing well casing to separate producing intervals in the wellbore from
depleted intervals.

Pool: A natural underground reservoir containing, or appearing to contain, an accumula
tion of petroleum.

Porosity: The open or void space within rock.

Radioactive log: Measurement of natural and artificially produced radiation within a well
in order to identify formation rocks and fluids.

Radioactive tracer log/logging: Record of travel of a radioactive tracer substance within
a formation or within the borehole.

Reservoir drive: Energy or force in a reservoir that causes reservoir fluid to move toward
a well and up to the surface.

Residue gas: Gas remaining after natural gas is processed and liquids are removed.

Retarded acid: Acidi:t.l!lL; soludan whose reactivity is slowed so that the acid can pene
trate deeper into a formation before being spent.

Royalty: The "owner's share" of production or revenues retained by government or free
hold mineral rights holders.
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Sand-exclusion completion: Completing a well in which sand production is discouraged
with the installation of slotted or screen well liners or by gravel packing the borehole.

Sandstone: Compacted sedimentary rock composed mainly of quartz or feldspar; a com
mon rock in which oil/or water condensate.

Screen-out: Well congested with sand which has fallen out of produced fluids in the well.

Sedimentary basin: A geographical area in which much of the rock is sedimentary (as
opposed to igneous or metamorphic) and therefore likely to contain hydrocarbons.

Shale: Rock formed from clay.

Shrinkage: refers to the decrease in volume of a liquid phase caused by release of solution
gas and/or by the thermal contraction of the liquid. Shrinkage may be expressed (I) as a
percentage of the tinal resulting stock-tank oil or (2) as a percentage of the original volume
of the liquid. Shrinkage factor is the reciprocal of FVF expressed as barrels (or m3) of
stock-tank oil per barrel (or ml ) of reservoir oil. A reservoir oil that resulted in 0.75 bbl of
stock-tank oil per 1 bbl of reservoir oil would have a shrinkage of 0.25/0.75 = 33% under
Definition I, a shrinkage of 0.25/1.00 = 25% under Definition 2, a shrinkage factor of 0.75,
and an FVF of 1.00/0.75 = 1.33.

Shut-in bottomhole pressure: The pressure at the bottom of a well when the surface
valves on the well are completely closed, caused by formation fluids at the bottom of the
well.

Sink: Pressure gradient surrounding the borehole within its drainage radius.

Slip: Term used to describe the flow conditions that exist when the phases have different
velocities at a cross-section of a conduit. The slip may be quantitatively expressed by the
phase velocity difference between the phases.

Slip ratio: The ratio between two phase velocities,

Slip velocity: The phase velocity difference between two phases.

Slug: A measured amount of liquid used to displace or force £luid £low in the reservoir.

Solution gas-oil ratio, R,,, expresses the amount of gas in solution, or dissolved, in a liquid.
The reference oil may be stock-tank oil or residual oil. On occasion, reservoir saturated oil
is used as a reff'rence.

Sour gas: Natural gas containing relatively large amounts of sulfur/sulfur compounds.

Spent acid: Acidizing solution sludge or residue.

Standard conditions (surface) are I bar and 15.6'C (14.7 psia and 60'F). Gas volumes
may be specified on occasion at pressures slightly removed from 1 bar (14.7 psia).

Static bottomhole pressure: Pressure at the bottom of the wellbore when there is no flow
of oil.

Steam soak: Steam/hot water injection into a well in order to stimulate oil production.

.... ,ck-tank oil is the liquid that results from production of reservoir material through sur-
fal:e equipment that separates normally gaseous components. Stock-tank oil may be caused
to vary in composition and properties by varying the conditions of gas/liquid separation.
Stock-tank oil is normally reported at 1 bar and 15.6'C (14.7 psia and 60'F) but may be I
measured under other conditions and corrected to the standard condition.
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Stripper/stripper well: An oil well that produces a limited amount of oil, e.g., no more
than 10 bbliD or 1.6 m3/d.

Superficial phase velocity: The flow velocity of a multiphase flow, assuming that the
phase occupies the whole conduit by itself. It may also be defined by the relationship
(phase volume flow rate/pipe cross-section).

Surfactant/surface active agent: Chemical additives that lower the surface tension of a
solution.

Swabbing: Cleaning out a well with a special tool connected to a wireline.

Sweep efficiency: The efficiency with which water displaces oil or gas in a water drive oil
or gas field. Water flowing in from the aquifer does not displace the oil or gas uniformly
but channels past certain areas due to variations in porosity and permeability.

Sweet oil and gas: Petroleum containing little or no hydrogen sulphide.

Thermal recovery: Tertiary recovery methods in which the oil the reservoir is affected by
thermal treatments, including in situ combustion, steam injection, and other methods of
reservoir heating.

Torque: The turning force that is supplied to a shaft or other rotary mechanism to cause it
to rotate or tend to do so. Torque is measured in units of length and force (newton-meters,
foot-pounds).

Tubingless completion: A method of producing a well in which only small-diameter pro
duction casing is set through the pay.zone, with no tubing or inner production string used
to bring formation fluids to the surface. This type of completion has its best application in
low-pressure, dry~gas reservoirs.

Uncontrolled acidizing treatment: Pumping acid solution down a well, followed by dis
placement fluid to force the acid out into the formation.

Unitization: Process Whereby owners of adjoining properties pool reserves from a single
unit operated by one of the owners; production is divided among the owners according to
the unitization agreement.

Velocity profile: The mean velocity distribution of a fluid at a cross-section of a conduit.
The velocity profile may be visualized by means of a two- or three-dimensional graph.

Viscosity: The resistance to flow, or "stickness", of a fluid.

Void fraction: The cross-sectional area locally occupied by the gas phase of a multiphase
flow, relat:"e to the cross-sectional area of the conduit at the same local position.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): gas and vapors, such as benzene, released by
petroleum refineries, petrochemical plants. plastics manufacturing and the distribution and
use of gasoline, among other sources; VOCs include carcinogens and chemicals which
react with sunlight and nitrogen oxides to form ground-level ozone or "smog".
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Volume flow rate: The volume of fluid flowing through the cross~section of a conduit in
unit time at the pressure and temperature prevaiHng in that section.

Water~continuousmultiphase flow: A multiphase flow of oil/gas/water characterized in
that the oil is distributed as oil droplets surrounded by water. Electrically, the mixture acts
as a conductor.

Water cut (We): The water volume now rate, relative to the total liquid volume flow rate
(oil and water), both converted to volumes at standard pressure and temperature. The we
is normally expressed as a percentage,

Water drive: Reservoir drive provided by the force afwater under pressure below the res
ervoir fluid being produced.

Water-iu-Iiquid ratio (WLR): The water volume flow rate, relative to the total liquid vol
ume flow rate (oil and water), at the pressure and temperature prevailing in that section.

Wet/rich gas: Natural gas containing significantly large amounts of associated petroleum
liquids.

Wildcat: A well drilled in an area where no oil or gas production exists.

REFERENCES

I Hall LW (1986) Petroleum 'Production Operations. The University of Texas
2 Petroleum Communication Foundation ([ 998) Glossary of Industry Terms. PanCanadian
3 Handbook ofMultiphase Metering (1995) produced for The Norwegian Society for Oil and Gas

Measurement, NFOGM Report No. I, [995
4 Bradley HB, Ed. (1992) Petroleum Engineering Handbook. Chapter 22, Oil system correlation.

SPE, Richardson, TX
5 Gray F (1995) Petroleum Production in Nontechnical language. PennWell Books, Tulsa, OK.
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A
Abrasive jet cleaning 157
Acid fracturing 210
Acidizing of matrix 204
Acoustic casing inspection 461
Acoustic cement evaluation 454
Annuity tables 498 to 504
Annular volume tubing/casing 58
API degrees 13
API standards (list) 5I5
Artificial lift comparison 273
Artificial lift limitations 273, 274
Asphaltene deposition 407'
Asphaltene deposition (Chemical removal)

409
Asphaltene deposition (Mechanical remov

al) 409

B

Cavitation 322
Cement evaluation 454
Cement quality logging 458
Chemical flooding 263
Chemical fonnulas 29
Chemical removal 158
Coiled tubing 63
Cold production 260
Composite spoolable tubing 81
Compressibility 119
Compressor system 314

D
Deposit treatment 407
Diluent effect on viscosity 258
Discount factor 505 to 507
Downhole oil water separation 228, 249
Drillsteam testing 436

Basic financial formulas 491
Beam pumping units (characteristics) 293
Beam pumping uuits (selection) 293
Borehole video 485

c
Calipers (mechanical) 460
Capacity of horizontal tanks 20
Capillary pressure 236
Carbon/oxygen logging 450
Cased-hole logging and imaging 446
Casing inspection 460
Casings, geometric characteristics 37
Cathodic protection 464

E
Electrical fundamentals for ESP 323
Electrical submersible PCP 354
Electricity fonnulas 24, 27
Electric submersible pump 321
Electromagnetic casing inspection 461
Emulsions 258
Enhanced oil recovery 261

F
Flow metering equations 383
Flow metering practical data (gas) 386 .
Flow metering practical data (oil) 388
Flow metering practical data (water) 390
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Flow patterns in horizontal wells 223
Flow regimes 392
Flow streams [7 [
Flow (types) 99, 127
Formation damage control 151
Formation damage prevention ISl
Formation damage testing 160
Formation evaluation 446
Formation volume factor 278
Formation volume factor (gas) III
Formation volume factor (oil) 118
Formation volume factor (water) 119
Frac packs 211
Fracturing fluids and additives 198

. Frictional pressure drop 257
Future value 511

Index

I
Imaging log 483
Innatable composite sleeve 247
Injection treatments 159
Insert PCP 352
Internal Rate of Return 496
IPR curve 145
ISO standards 515
ISO standards (list) 517 to 524
ISO 14130 94

J
Jack pumping unit 296
Jet pumping 366

•

G
Gas lift (types) 301
Gas lift (continuous !low) 302
Gas lift (intermittent !low) 311
Gas properties 120
Gas volume factor· 277
Geometry formulas 19
Glossary 527
GaR calculation 276
GaR solution 276
Gravel pack (design) 172
Gravel packing 166
Gravel pack in horizontal wells 184
Gravel-pack logging 473

H
Head rating (pump) 275
Heavy oil properties 255
Helico-axial pump 377
Horizontal well productivity 217
Hydrate prevention 412
,Hydrates (Dispersant additives) 415
Hydrates (Kinetic inhibitors) 413
Hydrates (Thermodynamic inhibitor) 413
Hydraulic fracturing 189
Hydraulic fundamentals (for ESP) 321
Hydraulic pumping (general) 359

L
Laminar flow 99
Long stroke pumping unit 296

M
Mathematical formulas 16
Measurements through tubing 486
Metal properties 31
Miscible !loading 264
Motor of ESP 329, 330
Motor starting of ESP (calcul) 330
Mud removal 157
Multi-lateral wells 225
Multiphase now 479
Multiphase meters (classification) 393
Multiphase meters (measur. techn.) 399
Multiphase meters (specIfications) 396
Multiphase pumping (vs. separation) 375

N
Natural gamma ray logging 446
Net present value 495
Ncutron logging 449
Nuclear techniques 486

o
Oil properties 116
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Packer calculations 92
Packers, characteristics 89
Packers, types 85
Paraffin removal 159
Paraffin (waxes) 418
Pay back period 496
PC multiphase pumping 381
PCP characteristics 342
PCP (driving from surface) 348
PCP selection 344
Perforating requirements for stimulation

213
Perforations 166
Permeability 108
Permeability (effective & relative) 112
Piston hydraulic pumping 359
Polymer/gel 243
Porosity 107
Porosity/permeability relation 110
Positioning level (pump) 275
Pressure drop (to reduce) 258
Pressure drops in horizo,ntal wells 221
Pressure losses 99,100
Production logging 465
Production logging horizontal wells 487
Productivity index (under bubble point)

144
Profitability index 495
Progressing cavity pump PCP (general)

339
Proppants 20 I
Pulsed neutron logs 447
Pump intake pressure 321

R

Remedial cleanup 157
Reperforation 157
Rotary screw pump 378

s
SAGD 266
Sand control (guidelines) 179

Index

Sand formation properties 165
Saturations 110
Scales 420
Schab production rate 239
Screen 168
Screen installation 174
SI units 3
Skin effects 127
Snubbing 433
Sobocinski production rate 240
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